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FINANCIAL RESULTS
OVERVIEW
Figures in Rand

2011

2010

Financial indicators
Membership levies
Government grant - Department of CoGTA (Executive Authority)
Other government grants recognised
Government grant - Free State Provincial Department of CoGTA
Government grant - Western Cape Provincial Department of CoGTA
Government grant - Gauteng Provincial Department of CoGTA
Department of Environmental Affairs
Sponsorships and donations
Donor funding recognised

145
49
4
3

488
125
698
665

126
000
924
591
333 333
700 000
6 003 160
15 179 155

137 507 673
23 302 000
777 778
500 000
277 778
4 027 055
5 206 963

63.2%
21.3%
2.0%
2.6%
6.6%
4.4%
54.4%
-13.2%

68.2%
11.6%
0.4%
2.0%
2.6%
15.2%
75.0%
9.9%

524%
(7)

11

1
63

102

Key financial ratios
Membership levy contribution (%)
Government grants contribution (%)
Other Government grants contribution (%)
Sponsorship and donations contribution (%)
Donor funding contribution (%)
Other income contribution (%)
Current ratio (%)
Debt equity ratio (%)
Debt equity ratio (%) excluding effect of provision for impairment of trade
receivables
Asset coverage rate (times)
Asset coverage rate (times) excluding effect of provision for impairment of
trade receivables
Debtors collection period (days)

SALGA MANDATE
The South African Local Government Association (SALGA) is an
association of South African municipalities established in terms of
Section 163 of the Constitution of the Republic of South Africa. In its
capacity as a constitutional body, SALGA serves as the representative

Advice and Support
This includes policy analysis,
research and monitoring;
knowledge support and exchange
and support to municipalities on a
range of issues in order to assist
them to effectively execute their
mandate.

Representation
Refers to stakeholder
engagement and
lobbying on behalf of
local government, in
relation to national
policies and legislation.

voice of South Africa’s 278 member-municipalities. In terms of its
amended constitution, SALGA is a unitary body that consists of a
national association and nine provincial associations and has four
main functions:

Employer Body
Refers to SALGA’s
role as an employer
representative body
for its members, which
includes collective
bargaining, capacity
building and municipal
HR issues.

Strategic Profiling
Refers to building the
profile and image of
local government within
South Africa as well as
outside the country.

Since its establishment in 1996, SALGA has endeavoured to
intensively implement its mandate of supporting local government
transformation in a complex environment characterised by a highly
diverse and diffuse membership-base of municipalities.

SALGA MANDATE

MISSION

•
•

An association of municipalities at the cutting edge of quality and
sustainable services.

•

•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Represent, promote and protect the interests of local government.
Transform local government to enable it to fulfill its
developmental role.
Enhance the role and stature of its members as provincial
representatives, be a consultative body in respect of all
matters concerning local government and make representations
to both provincial and national government in respect of any
matter concerning local government.
Ensure full participation by women in local government.
Act as an employer body representing all municipal members
and, by agreement, associate members.
Regulate the relationship between its members and their employees
as defined by Section 213 of the Labour Relationship Act 66 of
1995, as amended.
Provide discretionary legal assistance to its members in
connection with matters affecting employer/employee relations.
Encourage the settlement of disputes amongst and between its
members and their employees or trade unions through cooperative government and/or labour law principles.
Affiliate with and participate in the affairs of any international
organisation that will serve the interests of members.
Borrow, invest, lend, subscribe and donate money to further the
objectives of the organisation.
Lobby and advocate for member municipalities.
Act as a resource of knowledge and information to municipalities.
Assist in developing the capacity of member municipalities.

VISION
To be consultative, informed, mandated, credible and accountable to
our membership in a cost-effective way.

VALUES
• Responsive
• Dynamic
• Innovative
• Excellence
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1.1 GLOSSARY of terms

BALA

Botswana Association of Local Authorities

BREV

Business Retention and Expansion Visitation

CMRA

Centre for Municipal Research and Advice

CoGTA

Department: Cooperative Governance and Traditional Affairs

CSO

Civil Society Organisations

ELMDP

Executive Leadership Municipal Development Programme

EPWP

Expanded Public Works Programme

GADDEPA

Government, Advocacy and Decentralised Development Programme for Africa

GIZ

German Technical

IGR

Intergovernmental Relations

ISAD

Information Society and Development

LED

Local Economic Development

LGSETA

Local Government Sector Education and Training Authority

LGTAS

Local Government Turn Around Strategy

LLF

Local Labour Forum

MDG’s

Millennium Development Goals

MOC

Memorandum of Cooperation

MPAC

Municipal Public Accounts Committee

MPRA

Municipal Property Rates Acts

MRHG

Municipal Rental Housing Guide

MTSF

Medium Term Strategic Framework

PEPFAR

President’s Emergency Plan for AIDS Relief

SWC

SALGA Women’s Commission

UCLGA

United Cities and Local Governments of Africa

WILGS

Women in Local Government Summit
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chapter 1

Introduction
This chapter sets out general overviews of the organisation
by SALGA’s Chairperson, Chief Executive Officer and
Chief Finance Officer and outlines SALGA’s mandate,
strategy for the period 2007-2012 and organisational and
leadership structure.

SALGA
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1.2 FOREWORD BY SALGA
CHAIRPERSON
Informed by the principles of transparency and accountability as
required by the legislative prescripts, SALGA as a public entity,
hereby presents its Annual Performance Report together with
financial statements for the 2010/11 Financial Year.
This financial year was very significant, as it marked the last of this political Term-of-Office
since the 01 March 2006 Local Government Elections and the April 2007 SALGA National
Conference. It presented us with an opportunity to reflect on the last five years of this Local
Government Term-of-Office and lay a foundation for the new term of office.
The year started against momentous changes in the world’s economic environment and
the recession that has left many of our municipalities in difficult depressed conditions.
Municipalities were faced with a number of socio-economic issues, leaving them vulnerable
with the non-payment for basic service by both the public and government, exacerbating the
financial crises.
We successfully played host to the biggest sporting spectacle in the world, the 2010 FIFA
World Cup. We indeed delivered the best ever world cup experience. We again extend our
appreciation and congratulatory messages to both host and non-host cities and municipalities,
as we continue to receive positive and favourable feedback from other governments, FIFA, the
Local Organising Committee (LOC) and various civil society organisations about our delivery of
the event.

Cllr Amos Masondo
SALGA Chairperson

On the disappointing side, the year also witnessed record numbers of so-called community
protests that raged across our country; some sired by undesirable municipal service delivery,
some by political and other factors outside the scope of municipalities. Municipal delivery
has of course been hampered by a number of factors, both internal and external. Service
delivery protests not only tarnish the image of Local Government, they also put the lives and
property of Councillors in danger. As SALGA we had identified that the best way to respond, is
to strengthen communication with communities, particularly disaffected communities, so that
their grievances are addressed before they escalate to a protest. It was similarly critical that
the causes of the protests are properly communicated to the public, in order to restore the
reputation of the Local Government sphere.
Local Government is always alive with activity as an ever changing and dynamic sector. As
the sole representative voice of Local Government, SALGA has ensured that the voice of
municipalities was not drowned in the myriad of voices and cacophony of opinions on matters
impacting on and affecting Local Government. SALGA has been decisive in its representation,
acting with swift accuracy where possible and ensuring that it covered ground when its actions
or mobility was hindered.
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In preparation for the 3rd Democratic Local Government Elections,
SALGA has during the 2010/2011 Financial Year provided guidance
and support to municipalities on how to manage the transition. Such a
period could have crippled a segmented organization, but as a unitary
structure that worked with one vision, mission and objective, SALGA
has managed to steer its municipalities in the right direction.
SALGA has embroiled itself in many a battle on behalf of its
municipalities; the organisation drove for the delegation of housing
functions to municipalities, the derobition of the transport planning
function to municipalities and allocation of grants to perform these
functions, and saw that this happened. As SALGA, we were pleased
that, during the Budget Speech of 2011, the Minister of Finance
allocated funds for these functions, signifying a fundamental
policy shift in recognising the urgency of service delivery and the
acknowledgement that Local Government is the most strategic level
of Government to realise the objects of a developmental state. The
organization spent the year for municipalities not to be abused with
bulk water and electricity tariff hikes that would not be sustainable
in the long run. The call was heard. The marathon year under review
was worth the blood, sweat and tears that went into it, because SALGA
came out with results.
We are not a sector to be disregarded as an implementation arm, but
one that has played a key role in the development of a nation. Local
Government has taken huge strides and driven home the needs of its
people whether in Government or the business sector which have to
be acknowledged.

& Traditional Affairs on the role played by the Department in working
with SALGA as an organisation. I thank all Cabinet Ministers and their
Departments for the efforts made in partnering with municipalities
to deliver better service to our citizens. The Premiers, under whose
guidance Provincial Departments are able to give Local Government
support, are duly noted and appreciated. Lastly, but definitely not the
least, express my sincere gratitude to the SALGA NEC and PEC for
working with me in our shared vision of providing political leadership
to the sphere and the SALGA administrative team under the leadership
of the CEO, Mr Xolile George, for the tireless work and effort they put
into supporting the municipalities they serve and in repositioning
SALGA into a formidable, effective and responsive instrument of
representing and advancing the interests of Local Government in the
Inter-governmental System.

I thank you and farewell.

Cllr Amos Masondo
SALGA Chairperson

Chairperson’s Acknowledgements
Over the past 7 years as the Chairperson of SALGA, I have seen the
organisation evolve with the times and the needs of its members as
they faced challenges and rose above some. I personally have had
a good 10 years of Local Government and walk away satisfied that
SALGA will continue to be the collective voice of Local Government,
truly representing the views of our member municipalities, because
that is what Local Government is all about.
I express my sincerest gratitude to the President of the Republic of South
Africa, His Excellency, President Jacob Zuma, under whose leadership
the sphere has been acknowledged as a key player in Government’s
overall priorities. I acknowledge the Ministry of Cooperative Governance

SALGA
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1.3 OVERVIEW from the
chief executive officer
The year under review has been a great one for the country. Years of hard work eventually
culminated in the hosting of the much anticipated 2010 FIFA World Cup, dubbed the most
successful in the history of the game. We commend our municipalities who played various
roles, from hosting the games to providing accommodation, transportation facilities, leisure
between games and many other roles that gave our communities and visitors alike a memorable
experience. Municipalities have once again demonstrated that they are key anchors in ensuring
that our countries’ collective vision and objectives are met. We further appreciate the role that
all spheres of government and other partners played in supporting municipalities to do such a
sterling job; we have demonstrated that Cooperative Governance is indeed a reality. Lessons
from this will be highly useful in pursuing our other developmental mandates.
December 2010, marked 10 years of successful Democratic Local Government. As we celebrated
the birth of this young institution, we looked back with pride at a number of successes regarding
the implementation of developmental local government mandate as enshrined in the Constitution
of the Republic of South Africa and the White Paper for Local Government, 1998. Besides the
impressive staging of the World Class FIFA World Cup, Local Government increased access to
basic services, including water, sanitation and electricity. It has also played a significant role in
the fight against poverty through indigence support, including the provision of free basic services.
For SALGA, the year has seen the consolidation of delivery on the SALGA 2007 – 2012 Strategic
Plan. The Strategic Plan’s Change Agenda in particular, has seen capacity and systems being
put in place to enhance the ability of the organisation to deliver on its mandate. This is evident
firstly in a second consecutive Unqualified Audit from the Auditor General. This places SALGA
in a good position to improve its guidance of municipalities toward the target of achieving clean
audits. Secondly, the strategy has assisted SALGA to achieve sustained good performance against
its Annual Performance Plans 2010/11, by achieving 73% of key performance indicators. A few
of the key achievements include the following:

Xolile George
Chief Executive Officer

REPRESENTATION
SALGA successfully lobbied for metro
municipalities to be granted Level 2
Accreditation to perform human settlement
development programs.

Metro municipalities will now be able to
manage human settlement developments in
a manner that is integrated with other built
environment functions of municipalities, thus
facilitating more efficient cities.

Position Paper on Electricity Distribution The position paper assisted role-players to
Industry Restructuring (EDIR).
understand key issues that must be resolved
before EDIR is implemented and that
implementation without resolving them, would
harm municipal viability. SALGA intervention
is one of the key reasons that contributed to
the Cabinet decision to discontinue the REDs.
SALGA also successfully lobbied ESKOM to
reduce its price hike from 45%-35%.

06
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SUPPORT
ACHIEVEMENT
IMPACT ON THE SECTOR
Support provided to Municipal Demarcation Board in the ward All legislative requirements for 2011 local government elections
delimitation process and the process to ensure efficient processing of have been met and smooth local elections have taken place on
objections and recommendations.
18 May 2011.
Hands-on governance support in the form of legal opinions, Municipal Councils are equipped to take sound governance decisions,
workshops and seminars and guidelines were provided to a number of thereby contributing to strengthening effective and stable municipal
municipalities on municipal governance issues.
governance in the sector.
SALGA co-facilitated a Summit and Expo on the Green Economy and Awareness has been raised among municipalities regarding climate
climate change innovation.
change, leading to some of them beginning to factor climate change
into their plans.
ADVISORY
ACHIEVEMENT
IMPACT ON THE SECTOR
Developed guidelines on local regulation of water service provision.
The guide will empower municipalities to regulate water services better.
SALGA has conducted a Disaster Risk Management Assessment The assessment enabled the sector to take stock of the current status
and Developed a Guide on Disaster Risk Management for of Disaster Risk Management policy and practice. It paved a way for
Local Government.
coordinated planning and responses to disasters at the municipal level.
SALGA developed a Human Development Framework (HDF) for The Human Development Framework will align municipalities
Local Government.
towards a single strategy for meeting the MDGs and eradicate poverty
and inequality.
Developed research report on migration and its implications on A migration policy position and framework that seeks to facilitate social
service delivery.
cohesion between communities of different origins thus ensuring all
have access to municipal services.
Facilitated an LED Network: Central portal for exchange of LED practitioners in all municipalities have extensive resource materials
knowledge and successful LED practice. It also facilitates municipal (Guides, toolkits, research, best practices and updates on economic
peer-to-peer support.
news and info) to guide them towards growing their local economies
and creating jobs for their local communities.
SALGA hosted the first National Informal Trade Summit held in Raised the profile of informal trade management amongst senior
municipal officials as a key municipal service delivery function.
Polokwane (November 2010).
Engagements leading up to and during the summit developed a
generic informal trade policy and model by-laws for municipalities to
direct the informal trade sector in their municipalities. Municipalities
now have access to best practices in informal trade management.
Developed a framework for managing the LG transition – guidelines Governance processes in municipalities are managed and transitional
and circulars provided to municipalities to manage election and arrangements put in place to ensure continued delivery of services
transition processes.
and functioning of municipal administrations.

SALGA
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1.3 OVERVIEW from the
chief executive officer
EMPLOYER
ACHIEVEMENT
IMPACT ON THE SECTOR
SALGA hosted a successful Human Resource Management Policy The conference resolutions have paved the way to transform human
Conference from 06 - 08 September 2010 in Polokwane.
resources policy and practices in the Local Government Sector towards
better and sustainable service delivery.
Four hundred and fifty (450) LG practitioners graduated on the Competent base of Management and Leadership pool to facilitate good
governance in local government.
Executive Leadership and Management Development (ELMDP).
Developed a 2011 Councillor Induction Programme and A well-grounded and oriented leadership core of municipalities for
implementation plan.
effective and efficient service delivery in the new term of office.
Conducted various learning events where municipal practitioners Municipal practitioners learn from each other‟s experiences to improve
shared experiences of municipal delivery challenges. Examples include: their own capacity and knowledge for improved delivery on a variety
of mandates.
HIV and AIDS, Climate Change, Migration, Public Participation.
Facilitated Collective Agreement on the disciplinary procedures for Regulation of employee disciplinary procedures will be better regulated
employees below Section 57.
and result in more disciplined and productive employees.
Facilitated Wage Curve Collective Agreement.
Pay parity has been achieved in the sector.
Participated in the design and development of Disciplinary Regulations Predictable, consistent and certain discipline regime for all employees of local
government, thus resulting in more disciplined and productive employees.
in terms of the Systems Act for Section 57 employees.
South Africa will in 2011, host another major global event in the form
of COP 17. This places the country at the forefront of the global battle
against Climate Change. This challenges all parties across the public
and private spectrum to play their part in this battle. Accordingly, for
the first time SALGA is reporting on its role in Sustainable Development
and Good Corporate Citizenship. The SALGA Annual Report 2010/11
contains a Triple Bottom Line chapter, where it is demonstrating
its first steps towards a business and development philosophy that
incorporates sustainability principles often referred to as the three
E’s; Equity, Environment, Economics, or the three P’s: People, Planet,
Profit. To this end, SALGA demonstrates its commitment to producing
our first publication (Annual Report 2010/11) in a sustainable and
environmentally-sound way through the use of recyclable, biodegradable
and acid-free local paper. The paper has been produced from certified
and sustainable raw materials. With the anticipated turnover of
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leadership in 2011, SALGA is expected to develop a new Strategic
Plan covering the term of office of the new leadership. Initial work
done, has suggested that managing Climate Change will be a key
Strategic Objective of the organization. This pioneering chapter that
reports on the triple bottom line, sets a good precedence from which
sustainability reporting may be built upon.

Xolile George
Chief Executive Officer
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1.4 FINANCIAL RESULTS
OVERVIEW
Figures in Rand

2011

2010

145 488 126

137 507 673

49 125 000
4 698 924

23 302 000
777 778

3 665 591

-

-

500 000

333
000
160
155

277 778
4 027 055
5 206 963

63.2%
21.3%
2.0%
2.6%
6.6%
4.4%
54.4%
-13.2%

68.2%
11.6%
0.4%
2.0%
2.6%
15.2%
75.0%
9.9%

524%
(7)
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1
63

102

Financial indicators
Membership levies
Government grant - Department of CoGTA
(Executive Authority)
Other government grants recognised
Government grant - Free State Provincial
Department of CoGTA
Government grant - Western Cape Provincial
Department of CoGTA
Government grant - Gauteng Provincial
Department of CoGTA
Department of Environmental Affairs
Sponsorships and donations
Donor funding recognised

333
700
6 003
15 179

Key financial ratios

Josephine Meyer
Chief Finance Officer

Membership levy contribution (%)
Government grants contribution (%)
Other Government grants contribution (%)
Sponsorship and donations contribution (%)
Donor funding contribution (%)
Other income contribution (%)
Current ratio (%)
Debt equity ratio (%)
Debt equity ratio (%) excluding effect of provision
for impairment of trade receivables
Asset coverage rate (times)
Asset coverage rate (times) excluding effect of
provision for impairment of trade receivables
Debtors collection period (days)

SALGA
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1.5 SALGA MANDATE

The South African Local Government Association (SALGA) is an
association of South African municipalities established in terms of
Section 163 of the Constitution of the Republic of South Africa. In its
capacity as a constitutional body, SALGA serves as the representative

Advice and Support
This includes policy analysis,
research and monitoring;
knowledge support and exchange
and support to municipalities on a
range of issues in order to assist
them to effectively execute their
mandate.

Representation

voice of South Africa’s 278 member-municipalities. In terms of its
amended constitution, SALGA is a unitary body that consists of a
national association and nine provincial associations and has four
main functions:

Employer Body

Refers to stakeholder
engagement and
lobbying on behalf of
local government, in
relation to national
policies and legislation.

Refers to Salga’s
role as an employer
representative body
for its members, which
includes collective
bargaining, capacity
building and municipal
HR issues.

Strategic Profiling
Refers to building the
profile and image of
local government within
South Africa as well as
outside the country.

Since its establishment in 1996, SALGA has endeavoured to
intensively implement its mandate of supporting local government
transformation in a complex environment characterised by a highly
diverse and diffuse membership-base of municipalities.

SALGA MANDATE

Mission

•
•

An association of municipalities at the cutting edge of quality and
sustainable services.

•

•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Represent, promote and protect the interests of local government.
Transform local government to enable it to fulfill its
developmental role.
Enhance the role and stature of its members as provincial
representatives, be a consultative body in respect of all
matters concerning local government and make representations
to both provincial and national government in respect of any
matter concerning local government.
Ensure full participation by women in local government.
Act as an employer body representing all municipal members
and, by agreement, associate members.
Regulate the relationship between its members and their employees
as defined by Section 213 of the Labour Relationship Act 66 of
1995, as amended.
Provide discretionary legal assistance to its members in
connection with matters affecting employer/employee relations.
Encourage the settlement of disputes amongst and between its
members and their employees or trade unions through cooperative government and/or labour law principles.
Affiliate with and participate in the affairs of any international
organisation that will serve the interests of members.
Borrow, invest, lend, subscribe and donate money to further the
objectives of the organisation.
Lobby and advocate for member municipalities.
Act as a resource of knowledge and information to municipalities.
Assist in developing the capacity of member municipalities.
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Vision
To be consultative, informed, mandated, credible and accountable to
our membership in a cost-effective way.

Values
•
•
•
•

Responsive
Dynamic
Innovative
Excellence
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1.6 SALGA FIVE-YEAR
STRATEGY 2007-2012
The SALGA strategic plan is made up of two components: the internal
change agenda focused on improving the capacity of the organisation
to better perform its functions; and the external change agenda
focused on SALGA’s contribution to the governance and service
delivery environment in accordance with its mandate.
In 2006/7, SALGA initiated a change agenda that leveraged on the
successes gained and challenges presented since its inception. The
SALGA Five-Year Strategic Plan (2007 – 2012) was developed in
order to facilitate the roll-out of the change agenda in a rigorous and
systematic manner.
Implementation of the five-year strategic plan finds expression in
the annual business plans, which aim to build SALGA’s capacity to
engage with its membership and national and provincial spheres of

government on policy-formulation in areas that affect developmental
local government. In 2009/10, SALGA further consolidated its change
agenda by building its capacity to synthesise national and provincial
trends, plans and policies into accessible, understandable knowledge
products able to assist municipalities in developing and implementing
their own policies in the national, continental and global context.
Subsequent to the national and provincial government elections
in 2009 and 2010, Cabinet approved the comprehensive Local
Government Turn-Around Strategy (LGTAS) which was formulated
by the Department of Cooperative Governance and Traditional Affairs
(CoGTA) on 2 December 2009. In January 2010, Cabinet identified
and prioritised 12 outcomes for the remaining years of the Medium
Term Strategic Framework (MTSF):

MTSF
Outcomes
1 Quality basic education.
2 A long and healthy life for all South Africans.
3 All people in South Africa are and feel safe.
4 Decent employment through inclusive economic growth.
5 A skilled and capable workforce to support an inclusive growth path.
6 An efficient, competitive and responsive economic infrastructure network.
7 Vibrant, equitable and sustainable rural communities contributing towards food security for all.
8 Sustainable human settlements and improved quality of life for all households.
9 Responsive, accountable, effective and efficient local government.
10 Protect and enhance our environmental assets and natural resources.
11 Create a better South Africa, a better Africa and a better world.
12 An efficient, effective and development-oriented public service and an empowered, fair and inclusive citizenship.
While local government is committed to contributing towards the
achievement of all outcomes, particularly outcomes 4, 6, 7, 8 and
10, outcome 9 is specifically applicable to local government. This
outcome is underpinned by the Local Government Ten (10) Point

SALGA

Plan as presented to Cabinet at the January 2010 Lekgotla. The plan
seeks to reinforce and support the implementation of the LGTAS
and comprises 10 local government outputs and 44 corresponding
performance indicators.
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1.6 SALGA FIVE-YEAR
STRATEGY 2007-2012
CoGTA 10-POINT PLAN / LGTAS
Outcomes
1 Improve the quantity and quality of municipal basic services to the people in terms of access to water, sanitation, electricity, wastemanagement, roads and disaster-management.
2 Enhance the municipal contribution to job-creation and sustainable livelihoods through LED.
3 Ensure the development and adoption of reliable and credible IDPs.
4 Deepen democracy through a refined Ward Committee model.
5 Build and strengthen the administrative, institutional and financial capabilities of municipalities.
6 Create a single window of co-ordination for support, monitoring and intervention in municipalities.
7 Eradicate fraud, corruption, nepotism and all forms of maladministration affecting local government.
8 Develop a coherent and cohesive system of governance, with a more equitable intergovernmental fiscal system.
9 Develop and strengthen a politically and administratively stable system of municipalities.
10 Restore the institutional integrity of municipalities.
At the mid-point of SALGA’s five-year strategic plan, following the
national election which brought a new electoral mandate and profound
changes in the local government environment, it was deemed
imperative that SALGA revise the priorities contained in its original
five-year strategic plan. In so doing, SALGA would ensure that its
2010/11 business plan was founded on a set of strategic priorities
incorporating the new policy imperatives confronting local government.
Alongside this process, SALGA took the decision to align its planning
methodology with the Presidency’s “outcomes-based” approach. This
was deemed necessary in order to ensure that SALGA remains relevant
by aligning its planning practices with key stakeholders in the local
government sector. The outcomes-based methodology for strategic
and business planning is a departure from the traditional input-output
model where targets are set only at the output level and are based on
fixed inputs. In the outcomes-based approach to planning, outcomes
are the epicentre of the planning process and are distilled into the
priority outputs having the largest influence on the outcome.

SALGA’s 10 core strategic objectives:
SALGA’S CHANGE AGENDA STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES
•
•

•
•
•

SALGA’S 5-YLGSA-ALIGNED STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES
•
•

At its national conference in April 2007, SALGA identified and
developed ten strategic objectives for the period July 2007 to March
2012, comprising two groups:

•

•

•

•

The first group of five strategic objectives gives expression to
SALGA’s internal change agenda in order to enable more effective
delivery of its mandate and the addressing of corporate
governance problems inherited from preceding years;
The second group of five strategic objectives embodies the core
activities of the organisation and represents resolutions from the
national conference. The latter key performance areas (KPAs) are
designed to support the objectives of the 5-Year Local Government
Strategic Agenda (5-YLGSA), a focus previously missing in
the organisation.

12
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Improve SALGA’s capacity to support and advise its members.
Improve SALGA’s capacity to engage with stakeholders and
to lobby and advocate them on issues in the interests of
member-municipalities.
Improve SALGA’s capacity to effectively represent members as
the employer.
Enhance and maintain a high profile locally, regionally
and internationally.
Improve SALGA’s corporate governance and internal functioning.

•

To contribute to municipal transformation and organisational
development.
To contribute to the effective and sustainable delivery of
municipal services.
To contribute to the stimulation of local economies and poverty
alleviation.
To contribute to the strengthening of municipal financialcapacity.
To contribute to good governance and public participation
in municipalities.
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Informed by the Medium-Term Strategic Framework (MTSF) for
2009-14, the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) and the Local
Government Turnaround Strategy (LGTAS), SALGA contextualised
and incorporated these government priorities and their relevance
to local government into its own mandated objectives, forming 10
Priority Outcomes. These 10 strategic outcomes replace the 5-YLGSA
priorities, in much the same way as COGTA replaced the 5-YLGSA
with the LGTAS.
The SALGA Change Agenda (Five Objectives) and SALGA Priority
Outcomes (10 Outcomes) now become the central components of the
revised SALGA Five-Year Strategic Plan (2007-2012), underpinning all
future national business plans, including those for 2011/12. SALGA’s
amended five-year strategic plan will provide a keen focus for its work

as the organisation establishes a niche in a congested space where
resource-constraints are a considerable challenge. Thus, SALGA will
be better positioned to more effectively respond to the opportunities,
challenges and imperatives with which local government will
grapple over the next two years. These changes will also allow the
organisation to effectively play its role in co-operative governance
and in fostering effective partnerships with stakeholders in the local
government sector, including other spheres of government. Having
laid the strategic foundation to represent, support and advise local
government, the 2010/11 business plan gave expression to SALGA’s
ambition to play a decisive role in policy discourse in order to provide
the necessary conditions for local government to effectively deliver on
its constitutional mandate.

SALGA’s revised strategic priorities:
5ylgsa
Salga’s
Mandate

Salga Constitution
1. Employer Role
2. Representative Role
3. Advisory Role
4. Profiling Role

salga 5 year
strategic plan
2007 - 2012

mtsf 2009 - 2014
MDG’s
cogta 10-point plan

salga change agenda
1. Improve SALGA’s capacity to support and advise its members.
2. Improve SALGA’s capacity to engage with stakeholders, lobby and
advocate them on issues in the interest of member municipalities.

3. Improve SALGA’s capacity to effectively represent members as the employer.
4. Enhance and maintain a high profile position nationally, regionally
and internationally.
5. SALGA’s corporate governance and internal functioning.

salga 10 priorities outcomes 2010 - 2012
1. Councillor Support: High calibre, professional and effective Local
Government political leadership.
2. Service Delivery: Improved access to municipal services and
enhanced provision of FBS.
3. Social Cohesion: Transversal (gender, youth , children, HIV/AIDS)
socio-economic issues mainstreamed.
4. Economic Development: Municipalities drive growth and
employment creation both in urban and rural areas.
5. Labour Relations: A productive, stable labour environment,
supported by a mutual gains approach.

SALGA

6. Sound Financial Management and Governance System: Improved
financial management & financial viability of municipalities.
7. Stable Municipal Governance: Stability, transparency and
accountability in municipal governance.
8. Capacity Building and Institutional Development: Enhanced
skills and organisational systems & structures towards improved
service delivery.
9. Reform Organised Local Government: A more effective,
responsive and financially viable SALGA.
10. Climate Change Response Measures at Municipal Level:
Integrated climate change responses in development planning
and management.
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1.7 ORGANISATIONAL
STRUCTURE

Legal Compliance & Risk

Chief Executive
Officer

Governance,
IGR &
International
Relations

Municipal
Institutional
Development

Municipal
Infrastructure
& Services

Community
Development

Collective
bargaining &
labour relations

Solid-waste
management

Human
development

Western Cape

International
relations &
protocol

Water & sanitation

Safety & security

Northern Cape

Intergovernmental
relations

Municipal human
resources support

North West

Advocacy &
lobbying

Limpopo

Skills development
& capacitybuilding

Governance
support

Provincial
Offices

Eastern Cape

Mpumalanga
Gauteng
Free State

Parliamentary
affairs & research
5-YLGSA
coordination

Single public
service
Local government
transformation

Electricity &
energy

Climate change
& environ-mental
management
support
Sustainable
human settlement

Chief of
operations

Performance
Management Unit

internal
audit

Communications
& Marketing

Economic
Development Strategy, Policy
& Research
& Management
Planning
Development
management
planning

Social cohesion &
city diplomacy

Economic
development (ICT,
ASGISA, IDPs,
PGDS, NSPS,
EPWP)

Disaster
management

Local government
finance

Special
programmes
mainstreaming
(youth, gender,
HIV, etc.)

Municipal entity
oversight

Health

Transportation &
roads

Corporate Secretariat,
Governance & Strategic
Programmes

P3 country project
management

KwaZulu-Natal
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Research
Policy
development &
analysis
Strategy, business
planning &
organisational
performance

Finance &
Corporate
Services
Financial planning
and control
Assetmanagement &
reporting systems
Supply-chain
management
Human resources

Knowledge hub &
management
Monitoring &
evaluation
Stakeholder
relations

Administration
Information &
communication
technology
Travel coordination
& management

1.8 SALGA
LEADERSHIP
SALGA National Executive Committee

Cllr. A. Masondo
Chairperson

Cllr. O. Mlaba
Deputy Chairperson

Cllr. C. Johnson
NEC Member

Cllr.. P. Mkhonza
NEC Member

Cllr. M. Sigabi
Eastern Cape

Cllr. S. Ngangelizwe
Free State

Cllr. F. MaboaBoltman

Cllr. K. Dau
Gauteng

SALGA

Cllr. B. Mahlangu
NEC Member

NEC Member

Fr S. Mkhatshwa
NEC Member

Cllr. S. MolokoaneMachika
Deputy Chairperson

Cllr. M. Mogorosi
NEC Member

Cllr. F. Mdaka
Limpopo

Cllr. S. Somyo
NEC Member

Cllr. N. Hermans
NEC Member

Cllr. S. Mashilo
Mpumalanga

Cllr. J. Matlou
NEC Member

Cllr. B. Moloi
North West
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Cllr. W. Johnson
Northern Cape

Cllr. S. De Vries
Western Cape
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1.8 SALGA
LEADERSHIP
SALGA Provincial Executive Committee
Eastern Cape

Free State

Gauteng

Cllr M Sigabi
Cllr M Mvoko
Cllr Sihlwayi
Cllr D Matika
Cllr W Tikana
Cllr GG Mpumza
Cllr C Williams
Cllr N Meth
Cllr N Mabunu
Cllr SV Stuurman

Cllr S Ngangelizwe
Cllr J Ramokhoase
Cllr (Dr) BE Mzangwa
Cllr M Sechoaro
Cllr M Moshodi KwaZulu-Natal
Cllr S Mbalo
Cllr T Khalipha
Cllr M Mokgosi
Cllr J Sehanka
Cllr T Reachable
Cllr A Noosi
Cllr E Moilwa
Cllr L Rubulana

Cllr K Dau
Cllr M Khumalo
Cllr P Tsotetsi
Cllr E Ndlovu
Cllr K Mogotsi
Cllr T Phakathi
Cllr K Baduza
Cllr J Masango
Cllr S Maphalla
Cllr P Ramurutsi
Cllr SN Mndayi

KwaZulu-Natal

Limpopo

Mpumalanga

Cllr O Mlaba
Cllr PM Mbatha
Cllr MS Yengwa
Cllr N Gumede
Cllr CQ Madlopha
Cllr D Mazibuko
Cllr N Shusha
Cllr SW Mdabe
Cllr JP Khoza

Cllr (Dr) FP Mdaka
Cllr D Magabe
Cllr Q Mokhabela
Cllr R Mogotlane
Cllr M Lerule
Cllr S Ramaremela
Cllr N Sibanda
Cllr C Malebane
Cllr N Matlou
Cllr M Mokganyetsi

Cllr SK Mashilo
Cllr LM Malatjie
Cllr CN Mkhonto
Cllr O Mtsweni
Cllr F Maboa-Boltman (Ex-Officio)
Cllr A Gamede
Cllr BM Khumalo
Cllr GT Mthimunye
Cllr L Dikgale
Cllr R Vilakazi
Cllr L Theko
Cllr B Kubheka
Cllr N Ndlovu

Northern Cape

North West

Western Cape

Cllr W Johnson
Cllr D Singh
Cllr N Hermans
Cllr H Combrink
Cllr M Eilerd
Cllr T Seikaneng
Cllr K Markman
Cllr W Ngobese
Cllr I Drage-Maritz
Cllr G Cloete
Cllr L Faber
Cllr L Letebele

Cllr MA Molekwa
Cllr BE Moloi
Cllr KB Diakanyo
Cllr J Douw
Cllr P Mopalami
Cllr MW More
Cllr P Kgosieng
Cllr OR Mochware
Cllr B Moirwagale
Cllr B Seokamo
Cllr AJ Maphetle

Cllr S de Vries
Cllr IR Iversen
Cllr WS Mxolose
Cllr Mrs GR Wolmarans
Cllr Mrs CC Brink
Cllr CA de Bruyn
Cllr L Dunn
Cllr B Herron
Cllr G Pascoe
Cllr S Piti
Cllr Ms E Plaatjies
Cllr Mrs EC Marthinus
Cllr Ms JJ Muller
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Executive Management Team

Xolile George
CEO

Lance Joel
Chief of Operations

Chris Magwangqana
Eastern Cape
SALGA Provincial
Executive

Antonette Richardson
ED: Community
Development

Lulama Ceba
Free State
SALGA Provincial
Executive

Johan Mettler
ED: Governance, IGR
& IR

Tomsie Dlamini
Gauteng
SALGA Provincial
Executive

SALGA

Mayur Maganlal
ED:Economic
Development & Planning

Thapelo Matlala
Limpopo
SALGA Provincial
Executive

Seana Nkhahle
Acting ED: Strategy,
Policy & Research

Gugu Langa
Mpumalanga
SALGA Provincial
Executive
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Mzwanele Yawa
ED: Municipal
Institutional
Development

Gaonyadiwe
Mathobela
Northern cape
SALGA Provincial
Executive

Josephine Meyer
Chief Financial Officer

Nancy Ngwenya
North West
SALGA Provincial
Executive

Mthobeli Kolisa
ED: Municipal
Infrastructure Service

Khalil Mullagie
Western Cape
SALGA Provincial
Executive
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chapter 2

ORGANISATIONAL PERFORMANCE
This chapter sets out a detailed overview of SALGA’s
organisational performance in meeting its mandate for the
period 1 April 2010 to 31 March 2011, as measured against
the predetermined objectives outlined in SALGA’s Five Year
Strategic Plan (2007 -2012).
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2.1 INTRODUCTION

SALGA - ALL PROGRAMMES
QUARTERLY PROGRESS 2008-2011 BY PERCENT ACHIEVED
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2010-11
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During the initial year of monitoring and evaluation, the percentage
achievement was very low due to the national departments and
provincial offices including more strategic objectives than their
existing human capacity was able to handle. This improved in the
preceding years by way of limiting the number of strategic objectives
to a realistic level in terms of existing capacity. The achievements in
the following two years reflected substantial improvement and would
even have exceeded set goals if SALGA had possessed the financial
recourses necessary for completion of certain strategic objectives. The
following graphic depicts the progress and successes that SALGA has
demonstrated in meeting its strategic objectives:

SALGA CHANGE AGENDA
QUARTERLY PROGRESS 2008-2011 BY PERCENT ACHIEVED

Q4: 2010-11

Although SALGA’s strategic objectives and annual business plans
have been firmly in place since its inception IN 1996, it is only
since the beginning of the 2008/9 financial year that SALGA began
instituted monitoring and evaluation, in the form of quarterly analysis
reports detailing quarterly performance against pre-determined
strategic objectives. These reports are submitted to the governance
structures of SALGA as required in terms of the Public Finance
Management Act (PMFA). The pre-determined strategic objectives
utilised are balanced between SALGA’s internal change agenda
geared towards optimising its systems and structures and the 5-YLGA,
renamed the Local Government 10-Point Plan, in alignment with
the Local Government Turn Around Strategy (LGTAS) and focused
on providing the membership of SALGA with advice, support,
capacity building and representation.

10 POINT PRIORITY OUTCOME
QUARTERLY PROGRESS 2008-2011 BY PERCENT ACHIEVED
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2.2 OVERVIEW OF PERFORMANCE
AGAINST PRE-DETERMINED
OBJECTIVES
FOR THE PERIOD 01 APRIL 2010 - 31 MARCH 2011
The Annual Report 2010/11 is the culmination of quarterly reporting
against the predetermined objectives as set out in the SALGA Annual
Performance Plan 2010/11. The table below provides a broad

overview of SALGA’s organisational performance over the 12-month
period under review as it relates to the strategic objectives outlined in
the SALGA Five-Year Strategic Plan (2007 – 2012):

SALGA 2010-11: INSTITUTIONAL SCORECARD BY KEY PERFORMANCE AREA (KPA)
Not Achieved
Number

Percent

Number

Percent

Number

Percent

Total
Number of
Targets

CA 1: Contribution to municipal transformation and
organisational development

0

0

0

0

4

100

4

CA 2: Contribution to the effective and sustainable delivery
of municipal services

1

11

0

0

8

89

9

CA 3: Contribution to the stimulation of local economies
and poverty alleviation

0

0

1

100

0

0

1

CA 4: Contribution to the strengthening of municipal
financial capacity

0

0

0

0

10

100

10

SALGA CHANGE AGENDA

Partially Achieved

Fully Achieved

CA 5: Contribution to good governance and public
participation in municipalities

3

7

9

20

34

74

46

CA TOTAL

4

6

10

14

56

80

70

PO 1: Councillor support - high calibre, professional and
effective local government political leadership

0

0

0

0

6

100

6

PO 2: Service delivery - improved access to municipal
services and enhanced provision of free basic services
(FBS) through effective operations management and service
maintenance

17

25

9

13

42

62

68

PO 3: Social cohesion – mainstreaming of transversal (gender,
youth, children, HIV/AIDS, etc.) socio-economic issues

3

9

7

20

25

71

35

PO 4: Economic issues – drive of growth and employment
creation by municipalities in both urban and rural areas

1

5

2

10

17

85

20

PO 5: Labour relations - productive, stable labour
environments supported by a ‘mutual gains’ approach

1

4

3

14

18

82

22

PO 6: Sound financial management and governance system improved municipal financial management and viability

3

11

2

7.5

22

81.5

27

PO 7: Stable municipal governance

8

24

5

15

20

61

33

PO 8: Capacity building and institutional development –
optimising municipal skills, organisational systems and
structures towards improved service delivery

4

11

7

19.5

25

69.5

36

PO 9: Reformation of organised local government – ensuring
a more effective, responsive and financially viable SALGA

2

50

0

0

2

50

4

SALGA 10 PRIORITY OUTCOMES 2010-12

PO 10: Climate change response measures - integration
of climate change responses in municipal development,
planning and management.

0

0

0

0

4

100

4

PA TOTAL

39

15

35

14

181

71

255

TOTAL KEY PROGRAMMES CONTRIBUTING TO
BUSINESS PLAN 2010-11

43

13

45

14

237

73

325
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SALGA 2010-11 Institutional Scorecard by KPA
All Programmes
Not Achieved - 43
13%
Partially Achieved - 45
14%

Fully Achieved - 237
73%

The Annual Report 2010/11 reflects on SALGA’s performance and
achievements in relation to a total of 298 Key Performance Indicators
(KPIs) with 326 associated targets, as per the approved SALGA Annual
Performance Plan 2010/11. Each KPI has been developed in support
of a particular strategic objective contained in the revised SALGA
Five-Year Strategic Plan (2007-2012). These KPIs encompass
all SALGA provincial offices and directorates at a national level.
Collectively, SALGA has achieved 73% (237) of the targets as set out in
the Annual Performance Plan and progress towards the achievement
of a further 14% (45) of the identified targets has been made despite
significant financial constraints. Overall, a total of only 13% (43) of the
targets has not been achieved.

Challenges during 2010/11
SALGA 2010-11 Institutional Scorecard iro
Change Agenda
Not Achieved - 4
6%

Partially Achieved - 10
14%

Fully Achieved - 56
80%

The primary constraining factor in SALGA’s achievement and realisation
of the targets as set out in its Annual Performance Plan 2010/11
during the period under review remains financial sustainability. Other
identifiable areas of weakness include the unavoidable dependency
on external sources for SALGA’s performance and the functionality
of the coordination and interdependency between SALGA’s national
directorates and provincial offices. The graphic below provides a
comprehensive summary of the combined functionality of SALGA and
its directorates and provincial offices towards the implementation and
realisation of the set targets:
Institutional Performance 2010-11 Percentage Achieved
100

100
95
2009-10
Overall
Performance
75%

SALGA 2010-11 Institutional Scorecard iro
SALGA 10 PRIORITY OUTCOMES
Not Achieved - 39
15%
Partially Achieved - 35
14%

2010-11
Overall
Performance
73%
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Fully Achieved - 181
71%
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2.3 PERFORMANCE
INFORMATION
2.3.1 SALGA CHANGE AGENDA
CHANGE AGENDA 1:
IMPROVE SALGA’S CAPACITY TO SUPPORT
AND ADVISE ITS MEMBERS
Through the continuous evaluation of SALGA’s ability to serve its
membership by the provision of sound advice and pro-active support
the total four targets set in this area were met, rendering SALGA more
proactive and responsive in meeting the needs of its members as per
its mandate.
SALGA 2010-11 Institutional Scorecard by KPA
Change Agenda 1

CHANGE AGENDA 2:
IMPROVE SALGA’S CAPACITY TO ENGAGE
WITH STAKEHOLDERS AND LOBBY AND
ADVOCATE THEM ON ISSUES IN THE
INTEREST OF MEMBER MUNICIPALITIES
SALGA and has achieved eight of the nine targets in this area and
continuously strives to identify and implement measures to improve its
capacity to engage with stakeholders in a relevant and meaningful way
in the interests of member-municipalities.
SALGA 2010-11 Institutional Scorecard by KPA
Change Agenda 2
Not Achieved - 1
11%

Fully Achieved - 4
100%
Fully Achieved - 8
89%

Enquiry management system
Review of SALGA’s governance framework
An organisational-wide enquiry management system was implemented
and staff-members from the SALGA National Office were fully trained
in the operation of the system. The enquiry management system
tracks all enquiries from member-municipalities and stakeholders to
the National Office to ensure that all responses consistently fall within
acceptable parameters. Thus, not only does the new system render
SALGA’s responses to its members more proactive and relevant, but
management is able to track enquiries to measure both response
turnaround times and the ultimate efficiency and effectiveness of each
provided response.
Strategy for hands-on support to member municipalities
A hands-on strategy to enhance support to member-municipalities
was developed and approved for provincial consultation by SALGA’s
governance structures and over 30 municipalities were provided
with hands-on support on an individual basis. Four circulars on the
Framework for Transition 2011 were disseminated to members and,
due to the improved structure of the strategy, upon its approval all
member-municipalities will be able to obtain direct assistance from
SALGA on a wider range of activities and issues.
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The National Members Assembly (NMA) held in Kimberley during May
2011, considered recommendations for the improvement of SALGA’s
governance framework and the review of its constitutional amendments
in respect of organised local government. These recommendations
were further consolidated and tabled for consideration at the February
2011 NEC-Lakota and proposals on the constitutional amendments
and revised governance framework will be considered for adoption
by provincial and national conferences scheduled the second
quarter of 2011. The reviewed governance framework will enhance
SALGA’s ability to provide pertinent, expedient responses to issues of
policy, programmes, legislation and regulations affecting its
member-municipalities.
Representing local government in IGR structures
SALGA effectively represented local government in intergovernmental
structures and effective councillor representation and clear mandating
position/s were achieved in all Intergovernmental Relations (IGR)
structures. SALGA was also strongly represented in Parliament and on
various committees, including the Provincial Week, Taking Parliament
to the People and MinMEC programmes, the Budget Forum and the
Technical Implementation Forums. These achievements have put
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SALGA in a position to effectively and efficiently lobby and advocate
on issues concerning its member-municipalities. The Municipal
Infrastructure Services Directorate (MISD) facilitated municipal
consultations and submitted comprehensive inputs on various policy
development processes, including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Climate Change Response Policy.
Electricity Integrated Resource Plan 2011 (IRP 2011).
Gauteng Freeway Improvement Project Tolling Process.
Free Basic Solid Waste Management Policy.
Waste Management Strategy.
South African Sanitation Policy.
Bulk Water Tariffs: SALGA developed a submission to Parliament
and the Department of Water Affairs aimed at providing guidelines
to ensure that any approved increase to bulk water tariffs
applicable to member-municipalities were fair and reasonable
•
NERSA Electricity Pricing Policy and its approach to the
implementation of inclining block tariffs in the electricity
distribution sector.
•
Electricity Distribution Industry Restructuring (EDIR): SALGA
distilled 25 issues requiring resolution before restructuring in the
electricity distribution industry could be implemented. For
what may be the first time, the various role-players, including
government, garnered an appreciation of the damage to the
viability and effectiveness of local government if the restructuring
were to be pushed through without consideration of this impact.
	It is fair to say that the improved understanding of this likely
impact of the proposed EDIR on local government led
to the abandoning of the restructuring process as was being
facilitated by EDI Holdings.
Along with the above successes, SALGA Western Cape met with
Dr Hildegard Fast from the Department of Provincial and Local
Government (DPLG) about the tariff tool developed by the P3 project.
The tool was well received and it was proposed that SALGA, the
Division of Local Government (DLG) and the Provincial Treasury take it
forward to initiate a buy-in process with municipal managers, mayors
and chief financial officers, as well as piloting the tool in a further six
municipalities in the province. The tool provides direct input into the
municipal budgeting processes and can be used to effectively enhance
municipal financial viability. Additionally, by way of participation in
the Western Cape Legislation Task Team on 18 and 19 November
2010, SALGA Western Cape discussed the standard draft Rules of
Order and by-laws in respect of the National Environmental Coastal
Management Act, Xenophobia, Disaster Management, Community
Libraries Bill, Transfer of Municipal Clinics, Rental Housing
Amendment Bill, Guidelines for First Meetings of Council and the
legality of terminating section 57 employment contracts in 2013, as a

SALGA

result of non-compliance with minimum competency levels. Further,
SALGA Western Cape serves on the Liquor Task Team established
by the Provincial Department of Economic Development to advise
on proposed amendments to the Western Cape Liquor Act and was
involved in the update of the 2008 regulations by the requirement that
liquor licence applicants produce a zoning certificate permitting trade
in liquor for the property in question, thus enabling municipalities to
concentrate liquor-related uses into designated “economic zones” to
facilitate by-law enforcement.
IGR strategy
SALGA developed a draft Intergovernmental Relations (IGR)
strategy to ensure more effective representation of local government
in intergovernmental structures by positioning it at the centre of
cooperative governance, thereby optimising organized local government
participation in key national and provincial intergovernmental
structures.
Review of the ward participatory system
Local government performance will see improvement as a result
of the revision of the current ward participatory model. The paper
Governance Issues Arising From The LGTAS, dealing with this
issue, will be articulated in 2011-12 upon completion of the CoGTAdriven review. Further, the research paper Benchmarking Public
Participation, identifying best/leading practices, was developed in
partnership with the Centre for Municipal Research and Advice
(CMRA) and German Technical (GIZ) and a code of conduct for ward
committee members was developed and submitted to the SALGA
National Working Group on 18 March 2011. Portfolio committees
from SALGA Limpopo undertook municipal engagements on the
definition of roles and responsibilities and the functionality of ward
committees and, on 19 November 2010, SALGA Mpumalanga
distributed guidelines on the code of conduct of ward committees to all
21 municipalities at a provincial workshop in Mbombela Municipality,
resulting in six municipalities developing policies in accordance with
the guidelines. Further, a model on ward committees was shared by
Mossel Bay Municipality of SALGA Western Cape with their speaker,
Ald Nicky Lodewyks, assisted by Mr Van Reenen van der Westhuizen
and Mr Kalla September, holding a presentation on ward committees
at the Speakers Forum in the interests of sharing good practises. On
04 February 2011, in order to improve its capacity to engage with
stakeholders and lobby and advocate them on issues in the interest
of member municipalities, SALGA Western Cape attended a research
finding dissemination workshop on the ward participatory system
for Western Cape Province, which was jointly convened by GFA
Consulting Group, Development Network Africa, the Department of
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Cooperative Governance and Traditional Affairs, the European Union
and Department of Provincial and Local Government. The main thrust
of the workshop was for the Department of Cooperative Governance
and Traditional Affairs to provide research findings and feedback, by
way of community-based participation, on the effectiveness of ward
participatory systems and how well they are understood in the context
of local governance.
Research report on the over- and under-regulation of
local government

CHANGE AGENDA 4:
ENHANCE AND MAINTAIN A HIGH
PROFILE LOCALLY, REGIONALLY AND
INTERNATIONALLY
SALGA met all ten of the targets in this area, successfully giving effect
to its mandate to represent the interests of its members and profile
South African local government locally, regionally, continentally and
internationally.
SALGA 2010-11 Institutional Scorecard by KPA
Change Agenda 4

SALGA actively participated in the identification and review of legislation
that impedes service delivery in local government and is in the process
of making alternative proposals and legislative amendments to enable
more effective municipal service delivery.

CHANGE AGENDA 3:
IMPROVE SALGA’S CAPACITY TO
EFFECTIVELY REPRESENT MEMBERS
AS THE EMPLOYER

Fully Achieved - 10
100%

As the Development Bank of South Africa’s Siyenza Manje support
programme has been terminated, SALGA only partially achieved this
one target, but is expecting a beneficial impact on municipal capacity
and infrastructure development by virtue of the resultant more direct
support line government support.

SALGA’s role and participation in local, regional, continental and
international structures and events serves to enhance the profile of
the organisation both locally and, as the local government sector,
internationally - affording opportunities to comparatively disseminate,
learn and share information on local government good practices. As
such, a comprehensive year-planner was developed for regional,
continental and international events in order to ensure a coordinated
SALGA attendance representative of the interests of its members as
well as in a representative capacity for local government. Notably,
SALGA represented the interests of South African local government
in the Economic Diplomacy Programme as well as the Consultative
Forum for International Relations hosted by the Department of
International Relations and Cooperation (DIRCO), with some of these
important initiatives including:

SALGA 2010-11 Institutional Scorecard by KPA
Change Agenda 3

Partially Achieved - 1
100%

Coordination of input and participation in LGTAS & SMP

•

While the impact of the Development Bank of South Africa’s Siyenza
Manje support programme has been beneficial for SALGA’s membermunicipalities, with the termination of the programme government
funding will have a more direct and meaningful impact on capacity
and infrastructure development at a municipal level.
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International relations

SALGA

Republic of Korea offering 100 experts to support SALGA as a
representative of local government.
Japan, Korea and Central Asia offering to support five of
•
SALGA’s programmes, including: Knowledge Sharing, Human
Development Framework, Training in Protocol, Water Services in
Africa through United Cities of Local Governments of Africa
(UCLGA) Governance, Advocacy and Decentralized Development
	Programme for Africa (GADDEPA).
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•

Japan, Korea and Central Asia offering support for Rural
Development in 12 municipalities across three provinces, namely
Mpumalanga, North West and Free State.

•

•
International Relations (IR) Strategy
At the SALGA National Executive Committee on 25 March 2011, the
revised International Relations Strategy 2011-2015 was finalised and
tabled for approval. The strategy is a guideline developed with input
from all provinces for the enhancement of the co-ordination and
adherence to international relations policies that are in alignment with
the national interests and the priorities of SALGA members.
Strengthened international partnerships
Through its projects, SALGA continues to support United Cities of Local
Governments of Africa (UCLGA) and is now housing the organisation
in its National Office. Member municipalities are exposed to
peer-learning initiatives and information exchange on good practices
with international partners such as the India Brazil South Africa (IBSA)
Local Government Platform, Commonwealth Local Government Forum
(CLGF), United Cities of Local Governments (UCLG), Associations
of Local Governments and Authorities of Kenya (ALGAK), Ministry
of Local Governments in Ghana, who hosted a study tour of local
government practitioners, and Botswana Association of Local
Authorities (BALA), who shared a draft Memorandum of Cooperation
(MOC) and International Relations work profiles.
Supporting tourism development programme in municipalities
The South African Local Economic Development Network is currently
hosted by SALGA in partnership with German Technical (GIZ).
An e-network base has been established with the aim of providing
information, strategies, skills and best practices on local economic
development within the sphere of local government. One of the
functions of the LED Network is to establish a tourism portal focusing on
the development of tourism opportunities within the local government
sphere. Local government places high priority on encouraging and
supporting local economic development within the tourism sector as
this contributes to the social, cultural, economic and environmental
development of a particular area by:
•

•
•

The economic benefits from visitor-spending creating employment
and facilities, retail outlets and services that the local population
could not sustain on its own.
Revitalising small municipalities and creating a sense of local
identity and pride.
Providing support for more vibrant and active businesses and
local communities.

Attracting events that provide residents and visitors alike with
opportunities to celebrate and experience the uniqueness of a
particular community.
Promoting a brand to provide an experience that will attract new
investment and new residents, both locally and globally.

The LED Network is available to all municipalities as a single repository
of best/leading practice information on tourism management and
development and contains policy and strategy information, as well as
practical case studies, to inform local government tourism development
in partnership with the private sector. It also assists municipalities with
information on the development of tourism sector plans for Integrated
Development Plans (IDPs) and in identifying roles to strengthen local
tourism development.
A Portfolio Committee Meeting on tourism focusing on
inter-governmental relations and tourism was attended by SALGA
Western Cape and a presentation was made by the Department
of Tourism outlining its activities in improving co-ordination and
cooperation between the different spheres of government. The
presentation strongly expressed the view that tourism cannot be
done alone by one sphere of government and that any support
package needs to be integrated between all spheres if it is to be
effective. Although this was the focus of the overarching mandate,
the presentation also stated that “local government does not
have legislative and/or regulatory powers pertaining to tourism”, a
statement which SALGA finds in apparent contradiction to Schedule
4b of the Constitution which lists “Local Tourism” as a competency of
local government.
The presentation acknowledged various roles for local government in
tourism, most notably in terms of providing signage and information
centres and, although the role of local government in contributing
to policy development was also acknowledged, it was limited to
consultation through SALGA’s participation in MinMEC and direct
consultations with national and provincial Departments of Tourism.
Local government is therefore seen to be a barrier to the development of
the tourism sector due to restrictive by-laws and punitive rates policies
that provide a disincentive for investment in tourism enterprises. In
terms of the development of tourism product, local government’s role
is seen to be the provision of basic services, public infrastructure,
the licensing of businesses, signage and tourism development
plans. The national and provincial spheres are understood to have
a higher level role with a focus on enterprise support, planning
and budgeting. The national and provincial spheres are also
responsible for providing a quality assurance framework, which is
then policed by local government through its maintenance, health and
public safety functions.
Additionally, SALGA Western Cape attended the National Tourism
Summit hosted by the Department of Tourism between 28 February

SALGA
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and 01 March 2011, with the aim of providing a forum for engagement
between tourism stakeholders from public and private sectors. The first
day of the summit consisted of presentations by national government
departments on their tourism-related policies and programmes and the
second day focused on three commissions examining specific aspects
of tourism development. SALGA Western Cape has been working
closely with the Provincial Department of Economic Development
(DED) regarding LED support to municipalities and has partnered with
it in hosting awareness workshops in the West Coast District and the
Eden District on the LED Maturity Assessment tool. SALGA Western
Cape also supported the DED in the re-launch of the provincial
LED Forum on 01 February 2011 and made a presentation on the
SALGA-supported LED Network, where broad agreement was reached
on mutual support for networking events among LED practitioners
and support to the DED in its municipal capacity-enhancement
activities. Additionally, SALGA Western Cape is supporting the DED in
implementing the Provincial Strategic Objective 1, specifically around
the issue of red tape reduction, and the DED has requested that SALGA
sit on the transversal management team being set to represent all
departments as well as organised business. The Provincial Executive
Committee agreed to the request that a SALGA Western Cape official
serve on this team, which will identify red-tape reduction tasks and
allocate them to line functions and report back on a quarterly basis. At
the request of the DED, SALGA Western Cape also held a presentation
on the Business Retention and Expansion Visitation (BREV) Tool for
the department’s LED unit, following a detailed discussion on the tool
rollout process. The DED subsequently indicated their interest in also
including the BREV tool in their 2012/2012 programme of activities.

CHANGE AGENDA 5:
IMPROVE SALGA’S CORPORATE
GOVERNANCE AND INTERNAL
FUNCTIONING

SALGA 2010-11 Institutional Scorecard by KPA
Change Agenda 5
Not Achieved - 3
Partially Achieved - 9
20%

Institutionalised compliance framework
As a Schedule 3A Public Entity, SALGA is obliged to remain accountable
and transparent in the administration and management of its affairs
and remaining compliant with legislative and other requirements
assists in this process. To this end, SALGA developed and instituted
an organisation-wide compliance framework which allows it to
effectively and efficiently mitigate against compliance risk in order
to achieve the desired outcome of an accountable and transparent
public sector institution.
Annual audit coverage plan
SALGA developed an audit coverage plan designed to provide
assurance on the adequacy and effectiveness of its systems of internal
controls, governance and risk-management processes. The plan was
submitted to the Audit Committee and subsequently implemented, with
audit reports containing recommendations on corrective measures to
strengthen internal controls being submitted thereafter.

SALGA finalised its marketing and communications strategies,
providing focus and clarity on the processes required to properly
address communications and marketing matters in order to achieve
alignment with its mandate of being the single voice and representative
of its member-municipalities in a coordinated and structured
manner, whilst simultaneously improving the profiling of itself and
member-municipalities.
Enabling ICT infrastructure capacity
In terms of Information and Communications Technology (ICT), with
plans in place to acquire further SAP modules over the next few years,
SALGA has successfully implemented the financial module of the
SAP-Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) system, thereby allowing
the expeditious generation of management information on a regular
basis to enable management to implement corrective action timeously.

Fully Achieved - 34
73%
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SALGA developed and implemented an electronic resolution tracking
system within the Secretariat of the Office of the CEO. The system
of resolution tracking will allow the administration to effectively
manage the implementation of decisions taken by the organisation,
thereby enabling SALGA to more effectively implement its formulated
resolutions. SALGA administration will remain responsive to its political
principles by way of effective implementation decisions that would
have a positive impact on the development and growth of the local
government sector.

Marketing and communication strategy

With 34 of the 46 targets in this area being fully achieved, nine partially
achieved and only three not achieved, SALGA strives to consistently
implement relevant initiatives and improvements in order to enhance
both its corporate governance and internal functioning.

7%

Electronic resolution tracking system

SALGA
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Revised SALGA Five-Year Strategy (2007-2012)
At the mid-term of the SALGA Five-year Strategic Plan (2007 - 2012),
it was revised and amended in order to reflect the new priorities
determined by the National Government’s Medium Term Strategic
Framework (MTSF) and to ensure that SALGA remain relevant and
at the cutting-edge of transformation in the local government sector.

2.3.2 SALGA 10-PRIORITY
OBJECTIVES
PRIORITY OBJECTIVE 1: COUNCILLOR
SUPPORT HIGH CALIBRE, PROFESSIONAL
AND EFFECTIVE LOCAL GOVERNMENT
POLITICAL LEADERSHIP
All of the six targets in this area were achieved by SALGA, successfully
building the capacity of councillors and enabling high-calibre,
professional and effective local government political leadership in
member-municipalities.
SALGA 2010-11 Institutional Scorecard by KPA
Priority Objective 01 - Councillor Support

Fully Achieved - 6
100%

Speakers Forum meeting on 04 March 2011, SALGA Western Cape
submitted a report and Mr Lance Joel from SALGA National made a
presentation, with a presentation on councillor tax support also being
made by SARS. Additionally, SALGA North West drafted inputs into the
SALGA position and conducted a workshop on councillor support on
25 February 2011 at the City of Matlosana Local Municipality within
Dr Kenneth Kaunda District Municipality.
Retention of expertise and experience of municipal councillors
SALGA developed a local government position paper on the retention
of expertise and experience of municipal councillors, which was
tabled at the National Members Assembly in May 2010, under the title
Strategic Deployment of Expertise and Capacity in Local Government.
This position paper has enabled political parties to take into account
the expertise and experience of councillors nominated to serve on the
party list for 2011, local government elections, with a possible increase
in the retention of expertise and experience of councillors.
Anti-corruption programme
SALGA North West partnered with PricewaterhouseCoopers (PwC)
in providing support to municipalities in the anti-corruption process
by encouraging participation in the implementation of the provincial
Anti-Corruption Strategy. A workshop on Good Governance and
Ethics was held on 03 June 2010 in Rustenburg and further, SALGA
North West participated in anti-corruption induction programmes
and activities held between March and April 2011, in all districts to
bolster the launched district structures in dealing with anti-corruption
activities. SALGA Western Cape held anti-corruption strategy and
implementation plan workshops at which 39 officials were trained in
the workings of the fraud prevention plan, covering issues like fraud
prevention, detection, investigation and resolution as they relate to
the most susceptible areas, such as housing, procurement, human
resources and financial systems.
Building the capacity of councillors

Councillor remuneration
In November 2010, SALGA drafted and submitted comments on the
determination of upper limits of salaries, allowances and benefits for
municipal councillors, sending out two circulars to this effect to all
municipalities for further input. SALGA also submitted an enquiry
to SARS as to whether municipal councillors were liable for UIFcontributions, whereafter a presentation was made to councillors on
interpretation of notice. This resulted in an improved remuneration
model for councillors and clarity on matters pertaining to upper salary
and benefit limits and remuneration processes. In this regard, at the

SALGA

During the 2010/11 financial year extensive work was done towards
preparing for an effective councillor induction programme to be
implemented after the 2011 local government elections. In addition
to preparing induction materials and securing resources for the
generic councillor inductions program, sector departments such as
the Department of Water and Energy Affairs (DWAE), the Department
of Transport (DoT) and the Department of Department of Energy
(DoE) were approached by SALGA and agreement reached with them
for partnerships in the implementation of sector-specific induction
programmes and ongoing training of councillors in the various sectors
of services delivery from 2011 onwards.
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Amongst others, a Municipal Rental Housing Councillor Guide
(MRHG) was developed in preparation for induction of councillors on
the rental and social housing programme, with the aim of improving
performance of the municipal entity to efficiently and effectively
deliver on its mandate. Through these interventions it is hoped that
South Africa will build a knowledgeable cadre of councillors able to
enhance the ability of their respective municipalities to govern and
improve on delivery. Additionally, workshops on the Housing Code
Policy in respect of housing programmes were conducted in certain
provinces, including Gauteng, which had not been reached in the
2009/10 financial year, with the objective of ensuring that councillors
are familiar with the suite of human settlements programmes able
to be accessed by municipalities. Comprehensive capacity-building
sessions on policy and legislation in solid-waste management and roads
and transport were held with members of the National Infrastructure
Services Working Group, in order to assist these councillors in
better understanding relevant policy and legislation to enable better
leadership and municipal representation in these sectors.

PRIORITY OBJECTIVE 2:
SERVICE DELIVERY IMPROVED ACCESS
TO MUNICIPAL SERVICES AND ENHANCED
PROVISION OF FBS, THROUGH EFFECTIVE
OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT AND
SERVICE MAINTENANCE
Having fully achieved 42 of the 68 targets set in this area and partially
achieving nine, SALGA has made, and will continue to make, great
strides in improving access to municipal services and enhancing
the provision of free basic services through pertinent and effective
operations management and service maintenance.

SALGA 2010-11 Institutional Scorecard by KPA
Priority Objecctive 02 - Service Delivery
Not Achieved - 17
25%

Fully Achieved - 42
62%
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Partially Achieved - 9
13%

SALGA

Disaster management
SALGA conducted a disaster risk-management assessment in this
sector and, based on the findings and through consultation, developed
the Guide on Disaster Risk Management for Local Government. The
assessment enabled this sector to take stock of the current status of
disaster risk-management policy and practice and paved the way for
coordinated planning and responses to disasters at a municipal level.
For the better part of the 2010/11 financial year SALGA consulted a
number of bodies and structures, including AGRISA and the National
Disaster Management Centre, in order to develop guidelines to
assists non-technical politicians and officials to understand the role
of municipalities in a disaster. This SALGA guideline also empowers
local government to apply for funding through the new conditional
grant that has been set up by National Treasury and will benefit
members in accessing funding and creating appropriate structures
for disaster response at a local level. At the Provincial Working
Group meeting on 23 February 2011, Trevor Lombard, Programme
Manager for Community Development at SALGA Western Cape, held
a presentation outlining a draft report on disaster risk-management
status assessments at municipalities in South Africa, outlining the
challenges raised, including financial constraints and lack of capacity
in various areas, including relevant equipment, trained and skilled
personnel, political will, involvement of government departments,
community participation and communication strategies. The response
of one of the district municipalities was shared in order to stimulate
discussion and transfer information amongst various role players.
Exchange and dissemination of information and good practices
Two benchmarking projects on housing and social housing were
conducted by SALGA, with the objective being to compare and analyse
the housing situation of the participating municipalities and provide
them with recommendations for possible improvements. Two reports
on the general findings and recommendations of both projects were
produced and communicated to municipalities and individual reports
for each of the participating municipalities were also produced and
communicated to the respective municipalities. Further, a good practice
brochure containing good practices arising from the benchmark cycles,
six newsletters on the current legislative and policy developments in
the housing and social housing sector and a good practices brochure
in public participation in rental housing were also developed and
disseminated to municipalities. Through these initiatives, it is hoped
that there will be an improvement in municipal performance in the
planning and delivery of sustainable human settlements, as well as
a local government informed on policy and legislative developments
in this sector. Drafts of norms and standards for benchmarking in the
water services sector were developed, whereby municipalities will be
measured on five key areas in an effort to increase service-delivery in
the next three years of the programme. Four case studies in the water
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services sector were documented for sharing amongst municipalities,
exposing municipalities to the best practices in water management
and sanitation services used by other municipalities. Information
was always regularly distributed to SALGA provincial offices and
municipalities in respect of programmes and policy development in the
solid-waste management sector and municipalities were guided by the
Municipal Infrastructure and Services (MIS) directorate in developing
their own proposals in respect of water and electricity pricing.
Supporting and providing assistance to the RZ municipalities
Of the 13 Restructuring Zone (RZ) municipalities, Polokwane
Municipality was the only one that indicated the need for support and
assistance. The municipality’s social housing entity was experiencing
financial and operational problems which were precluding it from
achieving its mandate of delivering social and rental housing units and
assistance was provided by SALGA in order to finalise the turn-around
strategy to enable delivery of social housing projects in its jurisdiction.

informed decisions to overcome the lack of capacity, technical skills
and aged, outdated and poorly functioning bulk water meters. During
the support period of 12 months the strategy will therefore be focused
on institutional and financial capacity, social arrangements and
technical infrastructure and Kannaland is to supply SALGA Western
Cape with master plans, WSDP, by-laws and water consumption
audits. Additionally, with the support of the Department of Water
Affairs, SALGA Northern Cape made a presentation at the Provincial
Water Summit on 16 -17 September 2010, which focused on water as
a catalyst for growth and development. The summit was attended by all
municipalities and provincial government leaders under the umbrella
theme of Working Together for Water Security and Poverty Alleviation
and provided a pertinent platform for discussion and deliberation
on efficient performance in the water sector, covering issues like
water quality, universal access services, regulatory environments,
intergovernmental relations and communication.
Designing municipal support programme for compliance with Blue
and Green Drop Certification Programmes

Housing development planning in municipal planning
Priority municipalities in Mpumalanga, North West and Northern Cape
Provinces were assisted with integrated planning, in compliance with
existing policy prescripts and legislation as well as with recent national
policy developments, of the delivery of sustainable human settlements
and the alignment of housing planning to municipal planning.
Participation in the review of housing chapters
Priority municipalities in Mpumalanga, North West and Northern Cape
Provinces were assisted with integrated planning, in compliance with
existing policy prescripts and legislation as well as with recent national
policy developments, of the delivery of sustainable human settlements
planning and on 30 April 2010 SALGA Gauteng conducted a workshop
on housing codes, with the objective of capacitating councillors on
human settlements policies and programmes in the province.
Analysis of the water summit outputs on the role of local government
in water for growth and development
SALGA developed a paper that clearly defined the role of municipalities
in utilising water as a catalyst for growth and development at a local
level. SAGLA Western Cape identified one local municipality in each
province with water challenges and SALGA National appointed a
service provider to support the nominated municipality in the Western
Cape. A meeting was convened with SALGA Western Cape, the
regional office of the Department of Water Affairs and the nominated
Kannaland Municipality, which had a water service development plan
(WSDP) but not a water-conservation / water-demand management
strategy. SALGA Western Cape assisted in planning and making

SALGA

SALGA designed a catchment-based support approach to ensure that
municipalities within a catchment work together and SALGA Western
Cape gave support to the Breede–Overberg catchment as part of
this programme. On 17 February 2011 a Catchment Management
Strategies (CMS) workshop was held to highlight the draft catchment
management strategy for the Breede-Overberg catchment area, with
the output for local government being the need for more involvement
and integration of local government plans with that of the CMS.
Breakaway sessions were held to work through the key chapters
of the strategy in order to consult on the draft and a Catchment
Management Agency (CMA) workshop was held on 06 October 2010.
Additionally SALGA Northern Cape, supported by the Department of
Water Affairs, workshopped 26 municipal representatives on the Blue
and Green Drop Certification Programmes at the Provincial Workshop
from 26 - 27 October 2010. The workshop focused on water-quality
management and improvement interventions, with the objective
of the Blue and Green Drop Certification Programmes being to
ensure quality improvement of tap water and waste-water by means
of compliance monitoring.
Facilitation and consolidation of comments on Sanitation Policy
SALGA developed initial comments on the development of the South
African Sanitation Policy, with a view to fulfilling its mandate of protecting
the interests of member-municipalities in policy development. Further,
on 20 April 2010, SALGA Gauteng coordinated a workshop at the
Midrand Conference Centre on the strategy, guidelines and tools for
the implementation of free basic sanitation, as well as the possible
financial arrangements and the rollout template for the programme.
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Facilitation of regularisation of waste-disposal sites
A 2007 study conducted by the Department of Environmental Affairs
(DEA) confirmed that there are approximately 346 landfill sites in SA
operating without the required permits. SALGA disseminated a circular
to all member-municipalities operating unauthorised landfill sites
encouraging them to apply for the correct environmental authorisation
from the DEA. Additionally, SALGA and the DEA partnered in holding
nine provincial workshops in order to raise awareness of the required
regularisation of these sites and to date over ten municipalities
have commenced with the environmental authorisation application
processes. Two municipalities from SALGA Western Cape responded
to the circular and, after requests for further training in Western
Province, the DEA advised that they will be undertaking training at
provincial level within the next financial year.
Developing the status quo report on waste-to-energy projects
in municipalities
SALGA developed the status quo report assessing the potential of
energy recovery from waste disposal sites in SA, which confirmed the
recoverability of waste-to-energy and set out a guide to municipalities on
the technological approaches involved. The report was communicated
to municipalities through SALGA’s national and provincial Municipal
Infrastructure and Services working groups to ensure knowledge of
the processes and outline the opportunities and constraints involved
when initiating waste-to-energy projects. Further, SALGA Western
Cape disseminated the Approved Basic Refuse Removal Policy to
municipalities, along with a covering letter outlining the process and
role that local government and SALGA played towards the finalisation
of the policy, and a circular was also sent to municipalities informing
them of the Waste Management Act Road Show scheduled for
30 November 2010 in Somerset West.
Partnering with DEA to organise Green Economy Summit and
Climate Change Innovation Expo
SALGA partnered with the DEA in organising the Green Economy
Summit and Climate Change Innovation Expo to raise awareness of
the role of local government in greening the local economy. The local
government pre-summit event was held on 17 May 2010 and the
summit from 18 - 20 May 2010. The DEA also held a workshop
for Western Cape Province on 17 January 2011 at the Cape Town
Lodge, with the purpose of obtaining input from stakeholders on the
National Climate Change Response. Cabinet approved the publication
of the National Climate Change Response Green Paper for public
comment on 11 November 2010 and, as part of the drafting of the
White Paper, the DEA was tasked with coordinating and facilitating
workshops in all nine provinces to ensure broad-based and integrated
engagements with key stakeholders. On 06 January 2011, SALGA
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Western Cape disseminated a circular advising of the proposed
workshop and Peter Lukey from the DEA explained the context of the
Green Paper, indicating that the DEA would coordinate inputs from
all sector departments into the Green Paper. SALGA Western Cape
disseminated a further circular to municipalities in February 2011 to
obtain their inputs on the matter.
Assessing of environmental planning tools in municipalities
The assessment of environmental planning tools in municipalities was
done by the DEA through independent development planning (IDP)
analyses sessions held in eight provinces (excepting Western Cape
Province) from April to August 2010. The assessment successfully
assisted the municipalities to prioritise environmental aspects in
their IDPs. SALGA Gauteng conducted four workshops on the
National Environmental Management Act (NEMA), as well as three
on Environmental Impact Assessments (EIAs). SALGA Western
Cape attended the provincial DEA-hosted NEMA Workshops on 25
November (Hermanus) and 03 November 2010 (Cape Town), which
highlighted the new environmental regulations and their application
in the Western Cape. SALGA Western Cape is also a member of the
Provincial Spatial Development Framework (PSDF) Steering Committee
and the Western Cape Province Department of Environmental Affairs
and Development and Planning has acknowledged the need for more
proactive provincial planning by way of consistent formal engagements
with planning stakeholders. The PSDF 2009 will undergo regular
reviews and updates as data becomes available and the PSDF
Steering Committee is a vehicle for various stakeholders to provide
input to the PSDF. SALGA Western Cape facilitated the nomination
of technical staff from municipalities in every provincial district in to
sit on the steering committee as representatives of local government.
Further, SALGA Western Cape was actively involved in the process of
developing a provincial land use planning act to replace the land use
planning ordinance in the province and it has also participated in both
the definition working group as well the broader workshops engaged
in the development of this legislation.
Human settlements funding model
SALGA developed a discussion document on the restructuring of
funding channels for the development of human settlements as
a starting point towards ensuring that Provincial Treasury and the
Department of Human Settlements comply with the provisions of the
Division of Revenue Act (DORA) to gazette the Integrated Housing and
Human Settlements Development Grant allocations to municipalities.
The failure by this sphere of government to comply with that provision
has had a negative impact on the ability of municipalities to properly
plan and budget for the delivery of sustainable human settlements
and the impact of this intervention will contribute towards predictable
human settlements funding arrangements for municipalities. SALGA
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Western Cape received the following draft documents regarding human
settlements for provincial inputs: Restructuring of Funding Flow for
Human Settlements Development and Gazetting of the Integrated
Housing and Human Settlements Development Grant Allocations to
Municipalities by Provincial Departments. The primary purpose of
these papers was to discuss and serve as a basis for the development
of a local government position on the obligation and responsibility of
provincial human settlements departments (with the exception of the
Western Cape) in complying with legislation by gazetting the Integrated
Housing and Human Settlements Development Grant allocations, as
well as to demonstrate the adverse impact of this contravention on
the municipal budgeting and planning of the delivery of sustainable
human settlements. In consultation with the Specialist of Human
Settlements, it was confirmed that the Western Cape is complying with
all necessary provisions and therefore did not need to input.
Representation of the interests of member municipalities
SALGA guided municipalities and produced a position paper on
bulk-water and electricity tariff adjustment proposals to protect
the interests of municipalities by ensuring that the department and
Parliament are sensitised to inappropriate price increases and guided
about reasonable increases that may be approved in the interest
of ensuring affordable bulk-water tariffs for municipalities. SALGA
Western Cape convened a working session to discuss the proposed
bulk-water tariffs by Overberg Water, with the aim of addressing issues
raised regarding the business plan of Overberg Water. It was resolved
that the Water Board would re-examine and rework the business plan
to reflect the correct figures in respect of the given motivation for the
proposed increases to bulk-water for the period 2011/2012. At the
conclusion of the municipal consultation process, the resolution was
that SALGA Western Cape would disseminate the revised submission
to SALGA National and the municipalities concerned and this was
done in January 2011.
Accelerating basic service delivery and waste
management programmes

the Free Basic Sanitation strategy and a better overall understanding of
waste-management and related issues, and have shown improvement
in the rollout of electrification programmes and MIG projects.
Housing
On the 07 September 2010 municipalities were workshopped on
the development of housing chapters, resulting in an improved
understanding and planning of integrated and sustainable human
settlements
Steve Tshwete Local Municipality from SALGA
Mpumalanga was assisted in applying for accreditation and was
granted provisional level one accreditation by the Member of the
Executive Council (MEC) for Human Settlements and, pending
the assessment process involved, is in a position to obtain full level
one accreditation.
Supporting municipalities in improving access to electricity and
alternative energy sources
SALGA North West held a provincial energy-efficiency initiative
conference at Mafikeng Local Municipality on 22 June 2010, in
order to obtain clarity on energy-efficiency and issues surrounding
the Electricity Distribution Industry Restructuring (EDIR) Bill. Thus,
municipalities were better informed of the processes and progress to
date on key issues raised by SALGA related to the negotiating position
of local government insofar as deal issues were concerned with regard
to regional electricity distribution and the Section 78 process, as well as
ring-fencing of the electricity infrastructure and refurbishment funding.
The energy-efficiency programme is committed to contributing to the
reduction of carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions in South Africa through
energy-efficiency interventions at policy, monitoring, research, training
and implementation level and will be achieved through a partnership
with the Swiss Government. Rustenburg Municipality was chosen as a
pilot in the North West Province and, upon conclusion of the necessary
energy-efficiency research it will, by way of institutional arrangements,
provide knowledge-sharing opportunities for other municipalities.
Supporting municipalities in improving road access networks

Six municipalities from SALGA Mpumalanga workshopped on the
implementation of the Free Basic Sanitation strategy from 16 -18
November 2010 and on waste-management from 02-03 November
2010. Water was supported by 11 municipalities, electricity by 12
and six municipalities supported on the Municipal Infrastructure Grant
(MIG). Dr JS Moroka Municipality assisted on the development of
a water conservation and water demand management strategy and
the Municipal Infrastructure and Services (MIS) Working Group visited
Pixley Ka Seme, Mbombela and Mkhondo Municipalities and the
PM:MIS visited Chief Albert Luthuli, Govan Mbeki and Thembisile
Hani Municipalities on the implementation of MIG Projects. The
municipalities have gained an understanding of the implementation of

SALGA

SALGA North West conducted a one-day advisory and support
provincial working session on 31 August 2010 in order to involve role
players in an examination of the state of the municipal road network.
The aim of the working session was to identify means to address
identified issues through the efficient delivery and management
of cost-effective operations and maintenance. As such, informed
knowledge of the provincial statistics of roadworks, proclamations of
roadworks funding and the capacity-building of municipalities with
regards to roads was shared. South African National Roads Agency
Limited (SANRAL) assisted with 4% of the data collection for the North
West Province and informed municipalities of sources of funding for
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road maintenance and networks. Visual Condition Index (VCI) forms
were distributed to municipalities to complete their VCI data, with
SALGA North West assisting were challenges are encountered. It was
resolved that road forums are to be continued.
Supporting municipalities in improving access to sustainable
human settlements
All three municipalities in SALGA North West have signed
Memorandums of Understanding (MOU) with the MEC for Human
Settlements and have appointed service providers with which to
partner for the generation of business plans and assessment of
housing chapters in their municipal Integrated Development Plans
(IDPs). Suitable land in Rustenburg has been identified for the rollout
of rental housing stock, while Environmental Impact Assessments
(EIAs) are still pending for the City of Matlosana and Tlokwe Local
Municipalities. There will be considerable momentum in the
finalisation of accreditation and rollout of rental housing stock in all
three municipalities in the 2011/12 financial year.
Assisting Service Delivery and Budget Implementation Plans
Through the implementation of Service Delivery and Budget
(SDBIP),
SALGA
Cape
Implementation
Plans
Northern
has successfully consolidated the activities of the different
directorates in its municipalities, enabling ease of monitoring and
evaluation and a coordinated approach with improved planning and
cash-flow capacities.

PRIORITY OBJECTIVE 3:
SOCIAL COHESION MAINSTREAMING
OF TRANSVERSAL (E.G. GENDER,
YOUTH, CHILDREN, HIV/AIDS, ETC.)
SOCIOECONOMIC ISSUES

Not Achieved - 3
9%
Partially Achieved - 7
20%
Fully Achieved - 25
71%
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The SALGA Women’s Commission (SWC) was launched at the Women
in Local Government Summit (WILGS) on 30 November 2010.
This structure has the primary function of driving issues of gender
mainstreaming at the local government level. The SWC is an organised
body representing local government on gender issues and serves as
a coordinating and organising body for the inclusion of gender issues
in the development programmes of government. Additionally, SALGA
hosted its International Women’s Day Event at the West Coast District
Municipality on 08 March 2011, to coincide with International Women’s
Day. Proceedings included a gender awareness session to profile
women representation in municipal councils and promote nominations
for the Women in Local Government Summit and SALGA Women’s
Commission, as well as to lay the foundation for the establishment
of a gender desk in the West Coast District. The Provincial Women
in Local Government summit was held by SALGA North West from
19 - 20 July 2010, during which women executive mayors shared their
experiences with other women councillors. SALGA Gauteng launched
the Gauteng Women’s Commission on 17 August 2010, also holding
a pre-summit for the Women in Local Government Conference on
18 August 2010. SALGA Northern Cape hosted the Provincial
Women in Local Government Summit in the Nama Khoi Municipality
(Springbok, Concordia) from 28 - 29 July 2010, which was attended
by women representatives from various sectors in each municipal area
and which served to establish Provincial Women in Local Government
Commissions as part of the United Cities of Local Government (UCLG)
programme and the 2008 resolution of SALGA’s National Members’
Assembly 2008.
SALGA Human Development Framework (HDF) for local government

SALGA fully achieved 25 of the 35 targets in this area and partially
achieved seven, with continuous and pertinent improvement of the
mainstreaming of transversal socio-economic issues remaining at the
forefront of their mandate.
SALGA 2010-11 Institutional Scorecard by KPA
Priority Objective 03 - Social Cohesion

Women in Local Government

In cognisance of the absence of a framework for social/community
development in local government and the resultant myriad
uncoordinated approaches and initiatives, SALGA developed a Human
Development Framework (HDF) to improve local government’s response
to human development issues and challenges. By articulating key
requisites for the effective implementation of programmes to address
human development and identifying a significant measure of such (the
Human Development Index), the HDF will align municipalities towards
a single strategy for meeting the Millennium Development Goals
(MDGs) as well as poverty and inequality alleviation and eradication. In
addition, this framework will enable municipalities to develop or refine
their own HDF strategies in line with best practice and local contexts,
thus enabling greater coordination in responses to poverty alleviation
and building cohesive communities. With the SALGA Municipal
Games already well-established, and in support of South Africa hosting
the 2010 FIFA World Cup, SALGA Northern Cape partnered with
Siyanda District Municipality and Provincial Government to organise
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the Provincial Municipal Sports Games. These games will benefit all
32 municipalities and provide a platform for the promotion of a culture
of healthy lifestyles and team work between employers and employees
within the municipal works environment.
Facilitating the research project on migration and its implications
for service delivery
SALGA Gauteng developed a draft positions paper on a migration
policy position and framework to inform roundtable discussions on
methods to facilitate social cohesion between communities of different
origins so as to ensure access to municipal services for all. As part of
its contribution in observance of Nelson Mandela Day, on 29 July 2010
SALGA Northern Cape partnered with Nama Khoi Local Municipality
in erecting school patrol traffic signs at the Okiep Primary School, was
well as providing learners with patrol uniforms and sharing knowledge
on matters of road safety.
HIV and AIDS mainstreaming through the rollout of the HIV and
AIDS Handbook
SALGA coordinated training workshops on the HIV & AIDS Handbook,
aimed at capacitating politicians and officials of local government
on the mainstreaming of HIV and AIDS into local developmental
programmes. The training workshops were conducted in two phases,
with the first phase having taken place in the 2009/10 financial
year in three provinces and the second having taken place in the
2010/11 financial year in the remaining four provinces: Western Cape
(08 - 09 November 2010); North West (11 - 12 November 2010);
Limpopo (16 - 17 November 2010) and Northern Cape (07 - 08
December 2010). The focus of the pilot project (first phase) was
“train the trainer” and was attended by a total of 129 delegates,
including councillors, mayors, Integrated Development Planning (IDP)
managers and all heads of department, representing an overall total
of 28 municipalities. The orientation workshops (second phase)
were attended by a total of 124 delegates, including members of
mayoral committees (MMCs) responsible for community and social
development, transversal managers and coordinators, representing an
overall total of 61 municipalities. The training created awareness on local
government responses to HIV and AIDS and a better understanding of
the concept of mainstreaming and its implementation. The training also
assisted municipalities in understanding their role when responding
to HIV and AIDS and, importantly, the training ensured sustained
inclusion of HIV and AIDS at both a conceptual and practical level
in municipal programmes, highlighting the importance of knowledge
throughout the value chain of local governance - from politicians to
officials. SALGA Western Cape hosted a two-day workshop facilitated
by Themba Nkwinika of the Reflective Development Institute, which
provided a background to the Handbook for Facilitating Development
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and Governance Response to HIV/AIDS, as well as an overview of
the Framework for an Integrated Local Governance Response to HIV/
AIDS. The workshop also focused on ensuring the mainstreaming
of HIV/AIDS within municipalities and was attended by a total of 38
councillors and officials.
Municipal AIDS Councils
Following an audit by SALGA of the existence and functionality of
district and local municipal AIDS councils, a status quo report was
compiled which indicated that the AIDS councils are largely not
functional due to a number of reasons, primarily poor coordination and
support from SALGA. This led to the development of the Guideline for
the Coordination of Municipal Aids Councils, the purpose of which is
to clarify the role of coordinators and advisors in guiding, supporting
and encouraging municipalities to mainstream HIV and AIDS into
their day-to-day functions and work in partnership with other sector
departments and civil society organisations. The draft guideline was
presented at the National Working Group meeting on 05 November
2010 and subsequently distributed to the provinces for inputs and
comments, with the final draft being approved at the National Working
Group meeting from 15 - 16 March 2011. SALGA’s intervention has
resulted in its programme managers providing improved coordination
and support to municipalities with regards to improving the functionality
of AIDS councils to better realise HIV and AIDS mainstreaming at both
local and district levels, as well improving intersectoral partnership with
other public sector departments and relevant civil society organisations.
Overall, the application of the guideline will improve the functioning of
district and local municipal AIDS councils and ultimately be evidenced
in the greater mainstreaming of HIV and AIDS in municipal plans and
programmes. On 24 March 2011 a workshop was held by SALGA
Western Cape, in conjunction with Theewaterskloof Municipality,
which was attended by 13 councillors and three officials and aimed at
providing assistance to the municipality in implementing the HIV/AIDS
Country Guideline for Local Government, establish a local AIDS council
and highlight ways in which HIV/AIDS can be mainstreamed within
the municipality. SALGA Northern Cape conducted an assessment
on the functionality and effectiveness of district and local municipal
AIDS councils in the province and made specific recommendations
to the Provincial Executive Committee and the Provincial Aids Council
on areas for improvement, resulting in the Nama Kwa District Aids
Council being successfully revived and relaunched on 21 October
2010. Further, SALGA North West revived the Greater Taung Local
AIDS Council on 23 February 2011 and the City of Matlosana Local
AIDS Council on 25 February 2011, both of which will form the basis
of assisting in the revival of an additional four local AIDS councils in
2011/2012.
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Improving mainstreaming of HIV and AIDS through knowledge
management practices
SALGA facilitated the improved knowledge management and sharing
of good practice models and approaches to dealing with HIV and
AIDS at a municipal level both within South Africa and more broadly.
This was done by way of two learning events, held on the 26 May
2010 and 02-03 September 2010 respectively. The focus of the first
learning event was on intermunicipal learning and sharing on HIV
and AIDS and the focus of the second learning event was on local
government responses to HIV and AIDS within the country as well as
in the Southern and East African regions. The reports of both learning
events were published in the local government delivery magazine
as well as in the municipal brief pamphlet. SALGA Western Cape
arranged formal training in the leadership and management of HIV/
AIDS in the workplace through the University of the Western Cape
School of Governance. The university received financial support for
this training programme from the US President’s Emergency Plan for
AIDS Relief [PEPFAR] to train HIV Programme Managers as well as
Human Resources Managers of local authorities in the Western Cape.
The first course took place in George from 23 - 26 August 2010 and
was attended by 21 officials. The second course took place from
24 – 28 January 2011 in Stellenbosch at the Cape Winelands District
Municipality and a total of 16 officials from the Cape Winelands, West
Coast and Overberg Districts attended the course. SALGA Northern
Cape conducted an assessment on the functionality and effectives of
district and local municipal AIDS councils in the province and made
specific recommendations to the Provincial Executive Committee and
the Provincial Aids Council on areas for improvement.
Gender mainstreaming
The Women in Local Government Summit took place on 30 November
2010 at the Gallagher Convention Centre in Midrand and was attended
by approximately 400 delegates from all nine provinces, including
women executive mayors, deputy mayors, speakers, Chief Whips,
municipal managers, stakeholders from the national and provincial
departments, traditional leadership, civil society organisations
(CSO) and the private sector. The summit afforded women in local
government the opportunity to explore challenges and progress made
in gender mainstreaming since the last local government elections
and its main objective was to launch the SALGA Women’s Commission
(SWC) in line with the United Cities Local Government Association
(UCLGA) initiative aimed at strengthening gender equality within
African local governments. The membership of the national SWC
includes political representatives (one per province) and a chairperson
(elected by representatives) and will be the voice of women in local
government, ensuring that appropriate planning and implementation
of gender mainstreaming programmes, projects and activities at
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national, provincial, local, district and ward levels are undertaken
in an integrated, consistent and sustainable manner. SALGA will be
required to play a central role in guiding the gender policy direction at
the local level as we move forward towards consolidating the gains and
the lessons learned over the past years, and its advocacy processes
will be institutionalised through the SWC to create a strong foundation
on which the stakeholder community can holistically mainstream
gender into local government. SALGA Gauteng also hosted a Men’s
Indaba on the 05 November 2010 to discuss issues affecting men in
local communities. SALGA Northern Cape, in partnership with Gender
Links, implemented a pilot program in the Phokwane Municipality to
mainstream gender issues into the municipal operation. Based on
this, a Provincial Workshop was organised for all municipalities from
18 - 20 August 2010 and it was one of the implementation plans
for the workshop that led to the launching of the ’16-Days of No
Violence Against Women and Children Campaign’ in Pampierstad on
30 November 2010.
Further, SALGA North West conducted
an induction of SALGA’s North West women commissioners on
22 November 2010 and also conducted a Gender Mainstreaming
and Gender Policy Framework Implementation Workshop from
22 - 23 November 2010.
National implementation of the 50/50 Campaign
Discussion relating to the 50/50 Campaign formed part of the
objectives of the provincial pre-summits in preparation for the
national conference. The campaign was revived at the 2010 Women
in Local Government Summit (WILGS) in the gear-up to the 2011
local government elections, with the slogan “Continued Advocacy for
50/50 Representation in Local Government - Ke Nako”. The focus on
the 50/50 Campaign created space for participatory discussion and
debate on leadership, governance and the upcoming local government
elections in South Africa. This was also a very useful advocacy tool
at the Gender Links Regional Summit for assessing the ways that
different countries have taken to the issue of a legislated approach of
gender parity in political representation. There is greater cognisance
and integration of gender issues and growing gender parity driven by
engagements with like-minded organisations such as Gender Links
and the Independent Electoral Commission and discussions at multistakeholder forums such as the WILGS and the Gender Links Regional
Gender Summit. The 50/50 debate is therefore a useful checklist
that can be used in promoting the targets and outcomes for local
government in relation to the South African Development Community
(SADC) Protocol on Gender and Development. An awareness session
was held by SALGA Western Cape for councillors and officials on the
50/50 Campaign to attain 50/50 representation of women councillors
in the 2011 local government elections and a presentation was held
by the Independent Electoral Commission (IEC) entitled “Running on
Women Power!”. Women representation is well reflected in the IEC,
with the Chairperson, Dr Brigalia Bam, bearing testimony to the fact
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that issues of gender equality need not only be celebrated on Women’s
Day or in the month of August in the South African context. Dr Bam
has received many awards in honour and recognition of her work
amongst women of all races and, while she may be known to all as the
face of the IEC, she is first and foremost a woman, someone that other
women can look up to and admire for her achievement for all women.
SALGA North West developed the Gender Implementation Strategy,
Action Plan and 50/50 Campaign Plan for Municipalities in the
North West 2010-2014 and guided municipalities on how to
develop their municipal plans at a Gender Mainstreaming
and Gender Policy Framework Implementation Workshop held on
22 – 23 November 2010.
Disability framework
SALGA developed and presented its Monitoring and Evaluation Plan
(MEP) to the Working Group held on 05 November 2010 for approval,
and it status quo report on the implementation of the disability
framework was handed to the Working Group held from 15 - 16 March
2011 for approval. The status report has shown low levels of adoption
and integration of the framework into Integrated Development Plans
and the Monitoring and Evaluation Plan is intended to improve
mainstreaming of disability into municipal programmes, a purpose
for which SALGA is now better equipped in terms of developing the
necessary intervention strategies to support municipalities. SALGA
Western Cape held an Awareness Session titled People with Disabilities
as Public Representatives during the 2011 local government
elections, with Ms Farahneez Hassiem from Disabled People South
Africa (DPSA) giving a presentation on the representation of people
with disabilities in municipal political structures. The presentation
referred to the Human Rights Charter that contains a set of 18 articles
dealing with people with disabilities and the demand for equalisation
of opportunities. Ms Hassiem also highlighted several definitions,
one of them being from the Disability Movement: “Disability is the
disadvantage or the restriction of activity caused by a society which
takes little or no account of people who have impairments and thus
excludes them from mainstream activity” and it was pointed out how
this can only be remedied through political or social action. The April
2010 SALGA Northern Cape Provincial Members Assembly adopted
resolutions proposing the amendment of the Municipal Electoral Act to
ensure legal obligations in respect of gender presentation on political
party candidate lists, as well as resolving that all remaining vacant
municipal management positions in the province be reserved for the
appointment of qualified and competent women. Thirteen SALGA
North West municipalities, namely Ditsobotla, Madibeng, City of
Matlosana, Molopo, Bojanala Platinum DM, Dr Kenneth Kaunda DM,
Dr Ruth S Mompati, Mafikeng, Ramotshere Moiloa, Lekwa Teemane,
Moses Kotane, Kagisano and Kgetlengrivier sent council a resolution
adopting the Disability Framework for Local Government.
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Gender capacity building
The Gender Mainstreaming for Local Government (GEMLOG) training
programme, which was a one-year pilot, targeted South African local
authorities and SALGA. In total, 27 participants have been trained
in gender equality and gender mainstreaming, five of which are
representatives of SALGA, seven of which are high-level politicians
and 15 of which are officials from six municipalities in the North West
and Mpumalanga provinces. A total of eight SA municipalities, namely
Capricorn, Winelands, Witzenberg, Emalahleni, Sedibeng, Phokwane,
West Rand, Nkonkobe and Buffalo City participated in the 2011 Gender
Links Gender Justice Summit to showcase their good practices as per
the different categories of the awards. Phokwane Local Municipality
in Northern Cape Province won in the 16-Days of Activism Campaign
category at the summit. These training programmes have contributed
to increased knowledge and understanding of gender equality and
gender mainstreaming from a local government perspective. The
training has also strengthened the ability of participants to plan
and implement gender projects within their work environments by
offering hands-on skills as applicable to work-related needs, as well
as deepening understanding in promoting the participation of women
in local government initiatives.
Provincialisation of municipal health services
An assessment paper was developed in order to ensure that SALGA
represents its members with a full understanding of the challenges that
exist. The paper strengthened the development of the guidelines and
SALGA was able to play a representative role through this process. The
guidelines are aimed at empowering municipalities in the devolution
process and SALGA advocated for devolution processes that are fair to
municipalities and health workers.
Human development
For the 2010/11 financial year SALGA devoted resources and engaged
stakeholders with the purpose of creating a framework document that
will result in improved municipal policy and practice in order to bring
human development in line with the outcomes of provincial workshops
convened by SALGA in Eastern Cape, Free State, Gauteng, North West,
Mpumalanga, Limpopo and Western Cape Provinces. The framework
identifies key policy imperatives, emerging strategic pillars, tactics,
interventions and guidelines. After various consultation processes with
line-function national departments, the action-plan for libraries and
sport and recreations outlines key outcomes and focus areas aiming for
the adequate funding of library services and the adoption of standards
and norms. The Human Development Framework is one of SALGA’s
Apex priorities as set out at the SALGA Lekgotla of 26 August 2009,
as the document will align municipalities towards a single strategy
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for meeting the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs). Members of
SALGA will be in a position to direct resources and develop plans that
result in measurable outcomes and these indicators can also be used
to strengthen other spheres of local government. SALGA has been able
to develop a sport and recreations plan that will assist municipalities
to be community-focused whilst also aligning municipal initiatives to
those of National Government to ensure maximum impact. In terms
of libraries, SALGA has been able to strengthen municipal responses
to the Community Libraries Amendment Bill and the action-plan will
facilitate a unified approach to the long-standing challenge of funding
an unfunded mandate. A learning event on human development and
related issues was held on 16 November 2010 by SALGA Mpumalanga
for all municipalities. Its main objectives were for local government to
gain better insight into provincial and national government measures
on poverty eradication and the achievement of the Millennium
Development Goals in order to understand the role of municipalities
and to elevate key messages of local government to inform SALGA’s
human development programmes. SALGA Gauteng conducted a
workshop covering all of the MDGs and assisted three municipalities
in developing strategies to attain the MDGs. A desk-top assessment of
the status of municipal sports and recreation facilities was conducted
by SALGA North West, with 10 municipalities responding. Further, a
capacity building workshop on best practice in library services was
held on 17 March 2011 and was attended by representatives of 10
municipalities as well as 17 librarians. SALGA Eastern Cape hosted a
MDGs workshop at Buffalo City Municipality on 14 September 2010,
attended by Eastern Cape municipalities and stakeholders, with the
main objectives being for local government to gain better insight into
provincial and national government measures on poverty eradication
and the achievement of the Millennium Development Goals as relating
to the role of municipalities.
Disability advocacy campaign
SALGA coordinated the meeting of the Disability Reference Group
that was held on the 04 August 2010 with the objective of identifying
champions to drive implementation of the advocacy action plan
across all sectors. The reference group comprised key stakeholders
within the disability discourse, including the presidency, civil society
organisations, the Independent Electoral Commission (IEC) and
district municipalities. The meeting also allowed for the sharing of best
practices, particularly from Vhembe District Municipality, which has
made significant progress in mainstreaming disability considerations.
In addition, SALGA developed a monitoring and evaluation plan to
assess the level to which the National Disability Framework has been
adopted and implemented in local government. Implementation of this
plan yielded a report which indicates that although the framework has
largely been adopted by municipalities, advances are yet to be made
in integrating disability concerns into IDPs. There have been provincial
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responses and buy-in for more ground-work on the advocacy efforts in
relation to disability issues, and participation of district municipalities
in the reference group has resulted in wide-spread mobilisation on
disability issues in accordance with the framework of the Disability
Advocacy Action Plan at the local level. This has been significant in
beginning to address the findings of a study conducted by SALGA and
German Technical (GIZ), as well as the results of SALGA’s monitoring
and evaluation activities, which indicate that disability is amongst the
key equity issues receiving the least attention at the local municipal
level. Overall, disability concerns are gaining greater coverage at a
planning and implementation level.
SALGA Mpumalanga conducted three district workshops on the
disability framework at, respectively, Gert Sibande Municipality on
22 July 2010, Nkangala District Municipality on 02 September 2010
and Ehlanzeni District Municipality on 08 September 2010, and
municipalities were assisted in the development of implementation
plans. A summit on the National Disability Campaign was held with
all the municipalities on 18 March 2011, with the main objectives
being to take stock of the current representation of women and people
with disabilities in municipalities and to deliberate on: the creation of
enabling environments for women and people with disabilities in local
government, advocacy and lobbying strategies directed at political
parties as the gatekeepers to representation in local government,
recruitment strategies directed at women and people with disabilities
in local government and the building of partnerships amongst
stakeholders. The stakeholders in attendance included Deaf SA, SA
Council for the Blind, Lowveld Association for People with Disabilities,
Disabled People of South Africa and other disability forums. Fifteen
municipalities from SALGA North West sent council resolutions
adopting the National Disability Framework for local government as per
the disability Advocacy Campaign Plan launched on 14 March 2011.
These municipalities are Ditsobotla, Madibeng, City of Matlosana,
Molopo, Bojanala Platinum, Dr Kenneth Kaunda, Dr Ruth S Mompati,
Mafikeng, Ramotshere Moiloa, Lekwa-Teemane and Moses Kotane.
Additionally, seven stakeholders also signed the pledge committing
to support the campaign, with awareness being created for others to
join the Disability Advocacy Campaign 2011-2014. SALGA Limpopo
developed terms of reference for the Disability Reference Group and
sent out letters requesting municipalities nominate members of the
group, as well as appointment letters for those from its municipalities
and stakeholders elected to serve on the group. SALGA Western
Cape established the People with Disabilities Reference Group which
had its first formal meeting on 07 December 2010, attended by
Disabled People South Africa (DPSA), the Department of Provincial
and Local Government (DoPLG) and the Provincial Department of
Social Development, with apologies received from the Independent
Electoral Committee (IEC) and the Commission for Gender Equity
(CGE). The aspects of partnering, mainstreaming and networking
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disabilities were identified by delegates as critical issues requiring
further discussion at future meetings. Further, the group was of
the view that: meetings should be held quarterly in order to discuss
relevant issues and commemoration dates in particular; that there is
a need for a developmental approach in the disability sector and that
the Department of Health, the Department of the Premier (Ms Marie
Hendricks), the Department of Sport and Recreation and the South
African Social Security Agency (SASSA) should also be part of the
reference group.

PRIORITY OBJECTIVE 4:
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
MUNICIPALITIES DRIVE GROWTH
AND EMPLOYMENT CREATION, BOTH
IN URBAN AND RURAL AREAS
Of the 20 targets in this area, SALGA fully achieved 17 and partially
achieved two, and continuously strives to ensure that membermunicipalities in both urban and rural areas spearhead sustainable
and comprehensive growth and employment creation.
SALGA 2010-11 Institutional Scorecard by KPA
Priority Objective 04 - Economic Issues
Not Achieved - 1
5%

Partially Achieved - 2
10%

Fully Achieved - 17
85%

National guidelines on informal trading management
SALGA hosted the first National Informal Trade Summit in Polokwane
from 10 - 12 November 2010, with discussions centred on developing
a generic policy and model by-laws to direct the informal trade sector in
municipalities. Through the consultative approach with municipalities
at the summit, SALGA is now positioned to take a more proactive and
driving role in supporting best municipal informal trade management
practices. SALGA’s intervention served as a catalyst to raise the profile
of informal trade management as a key municipal service delivery
function. The generic policy will become a SALGA-endorsed document
after wider dissemination and consultation with key stakeholders and
SALGA has committed to assisting in equipping all local economic
development (LED) practitioners with knowledge around issues of the
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informal economy. Further, SALGA Gauteng convened a roundtable
workshop on cooperatives on 04 November 2010.
Municipalities reporting on EPWP
The Expanded Public Works Programme (EPWP) is one of the South
African Government’s short-to-medium term programmes aimed at
the provision of additional work opportunities coupled with training.
It is a national programme covering all spheres of government and
state-owned enterprises and has shown a significant improvement
in terms of municipalities reporting on EPWP in 2010/11 across
all sectors. From a previous total number of 75, there are now 161
municipalities reporting on EPWP, including six metros, and 35 of
46 district municipalities, totalling an overall 161 (57%) of the 283
municipalities. The work of SALGA national and provincial, namely
Free State, Western Cape, Gauteng, Northern Cape, North West and
Mpumalanga, played a facilitating role in encouraging and supporting
municipalities in participating and reporting on EPWP. SALGA Western
Cape is an active member of the provincial EPWP Steering Committee
which serves to analyse and monitor data on EPWP projects per
quarter in order to prioritise interventions and develop a work plan.
SALGA’s attendance is aimed at supporting this monitoring function
and understanding the EPWP priorities in order to channel them to
the municipalities not in attendance, and the EPWP programme has
also been included on the agenda of the Economic Development and
Planning Working Group as a standing item to allow the programme
to be reported back directly to municipalities. SALGA Western Cape
participated in the engagements around the future establishment of the
Western Cape Economic Development Agency envisaged in Provincial
Strategic Objective 1. In the Northern Cape, three municipalities in
the Pixley Ka Seme district were identified by SALGA Northern Cape
as requiring assistance with reporting jobs created through EPWP and
a district workshop was held on 12 December 2010, followed by a
number of technical support meetings held at various municipalities,
namely Siyathemba and Thembelihle on 27 January 2011, at
John Taole Gaetsiwe from 28 - 01 March 2011, at Siyancuma on
02 March 2011 and at Magareng and Phokwane on 03 March 2011.
LED Network
The South African Local Economic Development (LED) Network
has been a project hosted by SALGA since February 2010 and
is the central portal and forum for the exchange of knowledge and
successful LED practice and for municipal peer-to-peer support. The
main development during 2010/11 was the change of the SA LED
Network structure from a trust into a dedicated project of SALGA,
which included the shift in focus towards LED activities in local
municipalities. All membership fees were dropped in March and the
activities of the LED Network team focused on:
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•

•

•

•

•
•

Intensive marketing and dissemination to increase membership
by way of promotion, presence and support at SALGA events, as
well as activities, presentations at ED Working Groups (national
and provincial) and other events, particularly involving local
government LED practitioners.
Adaptation of the website contents to better address municipal
LED issues, including concept development; resulting in a
substantial increase of website traffic to more than double the
number of members within one year.
Development of an LED case-study methodology through
which SALGA Northern Cape identified three municipalities,
namely Dikgatlong, Sol Plaatjie and Tsantsabane, as having the
best LED approaches. Case studies were published in the debut
May/June LED Newsletter circulated during the National Members
Assembly in May 2010, as well as a case study of the recycling
project in Siyanda District Municipality.
Maintaining and expanding networking and information services
through regular newsflashes and the printing and distribution of
three LED Newsletters.
Maintaining existing and developing new partnerships with key
national and international organizations in the field of LED.
Development of project proposals for key partners, namely
for the Industrial Development Corporation (IDC): R350,000; the
Development Bank of South Africa (DBSA): R60,000 for three
case studies in order to acquire additional project funding for
case study work; the Department of Economic Development
(DED): R110,000 in further funding for marketing and technical
development, with the DBSA and IDC projects being implemented
throughout 2011.

Implementation of CLGF in partnership with SALGA
The implementation of the Commonwealth Local Government Forum
(CLGF) partnership with SALGA has produced positive impacts for
local government. These impacts include improved relations between
councils and local stakeholders, better stakeholder coordination at the
municipal and district levels, attraction of funding from other sources,
such as from government departments in the Vhembe and Mopani
Districts, the contribution to ideas on the role that local government
can play in promoting small, medium and micro-enterprises (SMMEs)
and in overall job creation as a whole. The lessons learned and outputs
achieved are expected to inform SALGA’s positions around the various
themes being addressed, such as investment promotion policy.
Phase 2 of the Good Practice Scheme LED Partnerships is underway
in all five projects, with outputs thus far including:

•
•

•

•

Amatole District, Buffalo City and Glasgow Municipalities are
implementing a marketing bureau and a city lighting strategy.
Mopani District Municipality and Trivandum Municipality in India
are implementing a soil-testing programme, a university
partnership, an unemployed women’s programme, piggery unit,
micro-irrigation techniques and sharing of cattle farming methods.
Vhembe District Municipality and Gondal Municipality in India are
implementing a local university partnership, a fresh-produce
market, capacity building for LED officials and an arts and
craft market.
Steve Tshwete and Ethekwini Municipalities and Leeds
Municipality are implementing institutional capacity-building on
supporting SMMEs.

e-Participation and e-Government models
SALGA is currently working on three e-Government projects in
partnership with the Department of Communication:
•

Deployment of e-Cooperatives for Municipal Websites: SALGA
has supported the programme to ensure all identified municipalities
have a functional website. The project, which is still in progress,
will be run over a six-month period at no cost to municipalities.

•

Municipal Interactive Websites Project: this project essentially
provides municipalities with the services of a trained and competent
e-Cooperative to upgrade and maintain their municipal websites.
As an extension to research undertaken in 2009, the Presidential
	National Commission on Information Society and Development
(PNC-ISD), with the support of SALGA, is now focusing on the
second level of the Gartner’s 4 Phase e-Government Maturity
Model: Online Government. The biggest difference between
a simple website and online government website is the addition
of online interaction content mechanisms that provide real value
to the customer, such as online, email and web-based forms and
FAQ’s to enable municipalities to provide interactive and pertinent
help and feedback online.

•

2011 Municipal Website Review: SALGA, together with the
Department of Communications, is conducting a repeat review
of municipal websites, again using a standard template to
access their maturity, availably and interactivity and to identify
where support is required in terms of deployment, with the key
benefit being dedicated support provided to municipalities on the
development and improvement of their websites.

Local government ICT development and implementation strategy
•

Mbombela Municipality are focusing on an inward-investment
policy aimed at revising its LED strategy, as well as a comprehensive
database of local businesses and a ward skill audit report.
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SALGA’s agenda in terms of Information and Communication
Technology (ICT) insofar as it relates to local government lies within
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the Directorate of Economic Development and Planning. ICT in
terms of local government is handled by the Directorate of Economic
Development and Planning. As highlighted in SALGA’s 2009 State
of ICT in Local Government report, modern cities in this new social
and economic environment are reassessing their roles and capacities
in relation to the emerging new knowledge-based economy and the
needs of their citizens. To this end, towns and villages are able to
access a variety of Information and Communication Technologies to
better prepare citizens to compete in the new economy and aid in
the delivery of public services, support enterprise development and
enhance the quality of life in their communities. The application of
ICTs therefore lies both within good governance as well as within the
field of socio-economic development, and legislative and political
measures are often required to facilitate or enable application of ICTs,
especially in the successful delivery of e-Government services. At the
2010 SALGA National Members Assembly, it was recognised that ICTs
should be better leveraged to enable effective administration, service
delivery and socio-economic development and are therefore integral to
the functioning of any well run municipality. Raising the political and
actual profile of ICT within local authorities, down to the community
level, was given a high priority and SALGA is to be mandated and
capacitated to be an effective coordinator and champion in driving for
more effective use of ICTs for and in local government. The focus of
ICT in the directorate falls within four broad critical focus areas:
•
•
•
•

Internal ICT systems, processes and infrastructure.
Broadband connectivity and access.
e-Government and provision of services.
Awareness of ICTs and the capacity of communities to engage
and participate.

An action plan for SALGA’s ICT agenda was drafted, highlighting the
implementation of four flagships projects, namely: a Department of
Communications Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) on e-Skills,
the activation of the ICT Practitioners Network, the formation of
a SALGA National ICT Local Government event and a study on the
feasibility of SALGA forming an ICT accreditation service. Broadly, the
ICT project is intended to provide support to municipalities to access
information technology more conveniently, with the cost benefit aiding
in the improvement of local government business processes through
service delivery in areas such as debtor management, customer
service, information distribution and revenue collection. SALGA
Northern Cape and Mpumalanga were identified as e-skilling pilot
provinces and a one-day e-skilling workshop was held on 01 June
2011 for five municipalities from Northern Cape Province, namely
Gasegonyana, Emthanjeni, Sol Plaatje, NamaKhoi and Khara Hais.
The workshop gave the municipalities an opportunity to present local
government challenges and contribute significantly to the National
e-Skills Plan of Action, as well as to formulate the key actions required
to progress e-skills in the region.
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Position paper on Economic Development and Planning
SALGA Eastern Cape identified the municipalities not having land
use management and zoning plans, spatial development frameworks
(SD)’s, land reform and settlement plans (LRSPs) and housing
development plans and will hold workshops for key departments in
order to support municipalities in this regard over the next financial
year. SALGA Eastern Cape also participated in a local economic
development (LED) maturity assessment workshop and hosted a LED
roundtable to share the successes and failures of the provincial LED
activities so as to improve coordination of initiatives and contribute
to the stimulation of local economies and poverty alleviation in the
province. SALGA North West convened and facilitated two provincial
LED position paper sessions to solicit inputs and comments from all
stakeholders (submitted in 2010), and also convened and participated
in LED maturity assessment workshops to aid municipalities in
developing their state of maturity in terms of LED good practice and
benchmarking. Further, a provincial desktop assessment study on
spatial planning and land-use management capacity and functionality
was conducted with municipal town planning units, revealing that
only ten of the 24 provincial municipalities possessed functional town
planning units. A Comprehensive Rural Development Programme
(CRDP) working session was then convened to assist municipalities
on the comprehension of the programme and the different financial
and technical avenues available.
Providing support for the development of credible LED strategies
SALGA Free State conducted an analysis of LED strategies in the
province as well as the implementation of such in the municipalities,
with leading practices being identified and documented as case
studies to assist municipalities in improving the development of
credible future LED strategies. These case studies will empower
municipalities to draft their LED strategies in line with the development
goals of the integrated development plan (IDP) of the current cycle
to create growth and employment creation in the province. In this
regard, SALGA Limpopo facilitated the partnering of institutions of
higher learning with participating municipalities in the province.
After development of an implementation plan and the submission
of a proposal for Maruleng Municipality, a fresh-produce market
was established and jobs created globally for market farmers.
Additionally, Vhembe District Municipality was partnered with Rajkot
District (Gondal Local Municipality in Gujurat, India) and enabled job
creation through rural development focused primarily on agriculture.
SALGA Mpumalanga conducted an analysis of LED strategies and
implementation in member municipalities, holding a number of
meetings with Emakhazeni, Emalahleni, Dr JS Moroka and Nkangala
Municipalities on 18 Feb 2011. Letters of advice were disseminated to
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all municipalities on the alignment of LED strategies to IDP processes
and municipalities committed to drafting their LED strategies in line
with the development goals of the IDP of the current cycle.
SALGA North West created a platform through the establishment
of the Provincial LED Task Team for LED Practitioners to engage on
LED issues and also held an LED support session for seven identified
municipalities in the province to enable a common understanding
of LED and the implementation and coordination of LED strategies
and activities within the province. SALGA Western Cape was
represented at the LED Systems Approach Training session from
03 - 05 March 2011 and the Western Cape Provincial Department
of Economic Development (DED) started an initiative to mainstream
pragmatic approaches to LED. In future initiatives SALGA Western
Cape will partner with the DED to further build capacity in and raise
awareness of LED by way of training and networking sessions with
municipal LED officials. Further, support will be provided to the
newly appointed LED manager in George Municipality, particularly
around approaches to developing LED strategies. This support will
continue into the future, with a focus on assisting the municipality to
access funds from development finance institutions (DFIs) such as
the Industrial Development Corporation (IDC) and the Development
Bank of South Africa (DBSA). Support, linked to that provided by
the P3 programme, was also provided to Hessequa Tourism as well
as the LED unit of the municipality in the form of facilitation, support
and advice on accessing outside funding. Additionally, support was
provided to the Economic Development Department of the City of
Cape Town, including advice on the terms of reference for their cost of
doing business study, input on their spatial development framework,
advice on appropriate LED process for the regeneration of Atlantis and
engagements around their entrepreneur support programme, Cape
Town Activa. At the request of the Theewaterskloof Local Municipality,
SALGA Western Cape also undertook a desk-top assessment of how
other municipalities in the Western Cape and the rest of the country
undertook their funding of their local tourism organisations (LTOs) and
a short report was prepared which the municipality used as the basis
for developing a policy for presentation to their council. Comment
was also made on the Mossel Bay Municipality’s LED strategy and
support provided to access funding for a Participatory Assessment of
Competitive Advantage (PACA) process that would form the basis of
its new LED strategy, with SALGA Western Cape also forming part of
the PACA team when this process is rolled out. SALGA Northern Cape
undertook an audit of the capacity of LED units in municipalities to
develop and implement LED strategies.
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Improving functionality of LED forums
Two LED-forums were led by SALGA Gauteng during August 2010
and November 2010 respectively and key LED-strategic projects
were identified in Ekurhuleni and West Rand Municipality. SALGA’s
intervention resulted in improved intergovernmental relations relating
to economic development and fostering partnerships to enhance local
economic development and planning. A LED maturity assessment
workshop was hosted by SALGA Western Cape, in partnership with
the provincial Department of Development (DED). The LED Maturity
Assessment is a tool used by municipalities in their LED efforts to assist
with enhancing local capacity towards the effective implementation
of LED, and was jointly developed by SALGA, RED-X Real-Time
Economic Development and German Technical (GTZ). The purpose of
the workshop was to raise awareness of this tool with the ultimate aim
of rolling it out in the province. The Provincial DED re-launched the
Provincial LED Forum on 01 February 2011, with the purpose being to
bring together LED stakeholders to deal with broader strategic issues
affecting the province and to share relevant good practice. As district
LED forums already exist, the intention was to focus on strategies
and themes with provincial-wide impact. SALGA was invited as a
stakeholder in its municipal capacity, to provide support interventions
and to share resources for LED, with SALGA Western Cape also using
the forum as a platform to promote the SALGA hosted LED forums.
SALGA Northern Cape participated in the Quarterly Provincial LED
and SALGA North West prepared the District LED Forum Terms of
Reference and shared them with the four districts in the province
through the Resuscitation of District LED Forums session.
Supporting municipalities with the development of credible IDPs
SALGA North West participated and contributed to the development
of credible Integrated Development Plans (IDPs) through IDP analysis
and assessments, engagement sessions such as IDP Representative
Forums and IDP Steering Committees, as well as assisting the eight
priority municipalities in preparing their IDPs and identifying gaps
which should be addressed on their third generation IDP. Other
challenges experienced by municipalities in preparing their 2010/11
IDPs were also addressed and municipalities now have a clearer
understanding of the core components of credible IDPs. SALGA
Northern Cape participated in and contributed to the development
of credible IDPs through an analysis and engagement session, IDP
representatives and steering committee meetings as well as through a
report on the state of district IDPS resulting in improved credible IDPs.
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PRIORITY OBJECTIVE 5:
LABOUR RELATIONS A PRODUCTIVE,
STABLE LABOUR ENVIRONMENT,
SUPPORTED BY A MUTUAL
GAINS APPROACH
SALGA fully achieved 18 of the 22 targets set in this area and
continues its strive to improve labour relations with a view to creating
a productive, stable labour environment supported by a mutual
gains approach.
SALGA 2010-11 Institutional Scorecard by KPA
Priority Objective 05 - Labour Relations
Not Achieved - 1
4%

Partially Achieved - 3
14%

Fully Achieved - 18
82%

Conclusion of SALGBC Disciplinary Procedure Collective Agreement
and Wage Curve Collective Agreement
Parties of the South African Local Government Bargaining Council
(SALGBC) entered into the Disciplinary Procedure Collective
Agreement and the Wage Curve Collective Agreement in order to
ensure a predictable, consistent and certain discipline regime for all
employees of local government, and thereby more disciplined and
productive employees.
Supporting and providing labour relations advice to municipalities
SALGA Eastern Cape provided advice to municipalities on labour
related matters and led and concluded negotiations and collective
agreement with regard to divisional conditions of services with the
SALGBC, the South African Metal Workers Union (SAMWU) and the
Independent Municipal and Allied Trade Union (IMATU), effective
01 April 2011 - 31 March 2016. Additionally, all wage curve and
disciplinary procedures were concluded and a draft policy on HIV /Aids
in the work place was also developed in partnership with the unions
within SALGBC and will be implemented in the next financial year.
Various municipalities were assisted and represented in the SALGBC
dispute resolution processes and internal municipal disciplinary in
the areas of arbitration (seven cases), conciliation (15 cases) and
discipline (10 cases).
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SALGA Mpumalanga fulfilled its mandate of representing member
municipalities in a number of areas, including the 09 December
2010 SALGBC meeting where all 21 municipalities were represented.
A further seven municipalities, namely Mbombela, Albert Luthuli,
Emalahleni, Emakazeni, Nkomazi, Dr JS Moroka and Bushbuckridge
were represented on disciplinary hearings, four on HR issues, namely
Mkhondo, Nkomazi, Victor Khanye and Mbombela, eight on capacity
programmes focusing on IDP and two on the Executive Leadership
Municipal Development Programme (ELMDP), with further assistance
being provided on the National Certificate in Municipal Governance,
the LED programme, the Gender Mainstreaming for Local Government
(GEMLOG) training programme, the Certificate in Financial Accounting
and the marketing programme. Overall, over 200 officials and
councillors were capacitated through these programmes and Mkhondo
and Mbombela Municipalities were supported on the functionality of
the Local Labour Forum (LLF), with the LLFs of seven municipalities
now being functional.
SALGA Western Cape represented and assisted municipalities with 29
internal disciplinary processes, namely Theewaterskloof (three cases),
Matzikama (six cases), Oudtshoorn (four cases), Saldanha Bay (three
cases), Drakenstein (three cases), Hessequa (one case), Overberg
(one case), Witzenberg (one case), Bergrivier (four cases), Central
Karoo (one case), Overstrand (one case) and Cape Agulhas (one
case). Further, following on a decision by the Premier’s Coordinating
Forum, the Office of the Premier requested SALGA Western Cape
to give input on its formulated draft Sexual Harassment Policy. The
document was sent to municipalities for their input, after which the
inputs were considered and adopted by the HR Practitioners Forum
and then by the Human Resources Development Working Group.
The working group decided that the task team of the HR Practitioners
Forum should ensure that all the inputs were contained in the
document before being sent to the Office of the Premier and they
met on 03 November 2010 before sending the draft document with
SALGA’s input to the Office of the Premier. The Human Resources
Development Working Group also resolved that an employee wellness
policy and an overtime policy for municipalities should be developed
and the task team of the HR Practitioners Forum also prepared
these two policies for consideration. The Steering Committee of
the Municipal Professionalisation Programme was attended on
08 February 2011 in order to discuss the progress of the programme
and the terms of reference for possible service providers. SALGA, the
Institute for Local Government Management (iLGM), the Department
of Cooperative Governance (DCOG), German Technical (GIZ), the
Provincial Government of the Western Cape (PGWC) and Mr Johnny
Douglas from the Municipal Managers Forum were in attendance, and
a meeting also took place with the Universities of Western Cape and
Stellenbosch when they were briefed about the programme and what
would be expected of the preferred service provider.
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SALGA Western Cape responded to 200 written enquiries from
municipalities, either via letters, e-mail or opinions. These enquiries
from municipalities included labour law issues, especially the
interpretation of collective agreements and legislation, as well as
human resources issues, such as appointments and policy. The
municipalities who were responded to were Beaufort West (one
enquiry), Bergrivier (five enquiries), Breede Valley (one enquiry), Cape
Agulhas (17 enquiries), Cape Winelands (three enquiries), Cederberg
(six enquiries), Central Karoo (four enquiries), Drakenstein (19
enquiries), Eden (16 enquiries), George (three enquiries), Hessequa
(12 enquiries), Kannaland (five enquiries), Knysna (one enquiry),
Langeberg (one enquiry), Matzikama (four enquiries), Mossel
Bay (11 enquiries), Overberg (three enquiries), Oudtshoorn (14
enquiries), Overstrand (nine enquiries), Prince Albert (one enquiry),
Saldanha Bay (five enquiries), Stellenbosch (26 enquiries), Swartland
(eight enquiries), Swellendam (10 enquiries), Theewaterskloof (five
enquiries), West Coast (three enquiries) and Witzenberg (seven
enquiries). Further, a workshop was hosted on 4 June 2010 to explain
and discuss the Disciplinary Procedure Collective Agreement as
well as the Wage Curve Collective Agreement and presentations on
these were given by Mr Roger Falken and Mr Joe Barnes. Municipal
managers, chief financial officers, directors from Corporate Services
and human resources managers were invited to the workshop, which
was attended by 72 officials.
SALGA North West supported municipalities by representing them
in disciplinary hearings and conducting performance management
systems (PMS) training for 24 municipalities. Additionally, eight
municipalities were monitored on compliance and implementation of
PMS to ensure alignment with PMS legislation and nine municipalities
were monitored on the functionality of local labour forums (LLFs) to
ensure functionality. Verbal and written enquiries on both HR and
labour relations issues were responded to and the Conditions of
Service Collective Agreement was signed, with SALGA North West now
being in a position, due to the moratorium, to assist the remaining
14 municipalities on PMS and LLF in the financial year 2011/12. In
October 2010 SALGA Gauteng visited three municipalities, Lesedi,
Metsweding and Sedibeng, in order to assist in the preparation
of submissions for employment equity plans and for the signing of
the minimum service level agreement, as well as supporting three
municipalities, Emfuleni, Mogale and Lesedi, on the implementation
of the Wage Curve Collective Agreement. SALGA Northern Cape
provided reliable labour relations, hands-on support and advisory
services to all 32 municipalities in the province, with the focus during
this period being on strike management support, management
of discipline, representation at SALBGC and the Commission for
Conciliation, Mediation and Arbitration (CCMA), divisional bargaining
and the short-listing and interview processes of municipal managers
and second reporting managers.
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Representing municipalities: conciliations, arbitrations
and litigations
SALGA has assisted its members in various issues surrounding
conciliation, arbitration and litigation processes, as well as resolving
labour disputes in order to bring stability and labour peace into the
sector. These have included a pending court case in a S57 fixed
term contract dispute, a Labour Court wage curve dispute, a salary
and Wage Collective Agreement dispute and a settlement agreement
between Ekurhuleni Municipality and the South African Metal Workers
Union (SAMWU). SALGA Western Cape represented and assisted
185 municipalities in the SALGBC dispute resolution processes and
internal municipal disciplinary and capacity processes, namely in
arbitrations (60 cases), conciliations (108 cases) and condonations
(17 cases).
Reviewing and monitoring of implementation of Revised Strike
Management Plan
SALGA reviewed the Revised Strike Management Plan and assisted
the provinces in handling the SAMWU strike that occurred in the
first quarter. SALGA Limpopo assisted in the development and
presentation of the plan to human resources management (HRM) and
the Provincial Executive Council (PEC) for approval, inviting corporate
directors to engage on the plan. Subsequently, municipalities now
have a clearer understanding of how to deal with strikes and formulate
contingency plans to minimise the impact of strikes.

PRIORITY OBJECTIVE 6: SOUND FINANCIAL
MANAGEMENT AND GOVERNANCE SYSTEM
IMPROVED FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT AND
FINANCIAL VIABILITY OF MUNICIPALITIES
Of the 27 targets set in this area, SALGA fully achieved 22 and partially
achieved two, thereby greatly enhancing the governance systems and
sound financial management and viability of member-municipalities.
SALGA 2010-11 Institutional Scorecard by KPA
Priority Objective 06 - Sound Financial Management and Governance
Not Achieved - 3
11%

Fully Achieved - 22
81.5%
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Partially Achieved - 2
7.5%

Number of AFS and audit reports collected and captured
A total of 187 annual financial statements and audit reports of
municipalities were collected, of which 67 signed documents could be
captured on the SALGA database. The 2008/09 audit opinions of four
provinces, Limpopo, Northern Cape, North West and Mpumalanga,
were analysed, together with each provincial Auditor General’s
key issues identified for improvement during the audit process.
A presentation was developed on practical tips for municipalities
to improve on issues of leadership, governance and financial
management and presented at the respective budget fora. In terms
of the assessment of the audit outcomes in Limpopo, Northern Cape,
North West and Mpumalanga and the presentation on practical tips to
improve audit outcomes, SALGA raised awareness on the importance
of preparing for the annual audit process and engagement with the
Office of the Auditor General. Through the SALGA presentation,
municipalities were made aware of the importance of the proactive
drafting of annual financial statements, proper record keeping and
clear and accurate responses to audit queries in order to minimise the
audit risk. Municipalities were guided as to the usefulness of having an
effective plan for the audit process and the need for early engagement
with the auditors on challenges experienced by the municipality, as
well as of the fact that management should be closely involved in the
audit process and be accountable for any queries. Municipalities also
understand that the success of Operation Clean Audit would not be to
only achieve a clean audit by 2014 but to ensure the sustainability of
clean audits thereafter. Although the activities in SALGA Western Cape
are still in the formative stages as regards Operation Clean Audit, terms
of reference have been developed and agreed to by the members of
the sub-committee and members attend the meetings of this forum,
making presentations and giving input where required. Further,
SALGA Western Cape facilitated a meeting between representatives of
the Municipal Manager’s Forum and representatives from the Western
Cape Office of the Accountant General. Where a number of issues
relating to the audit process and the cost of audits were discussed,
with those acknowledged by the Accountant General as shortcomings
currently being addressed.
SALGA Budget Week
Budget Week workshops were conducted in eight provinces,
namely Northern Cape between 22 - 23 November 2010, Western
Cape on 23 November 2010, Mpumalanga from 30 November –
01 December 2010, Free State on 02 February 2011, Limpopo from
21 – 22 February 2011, North West from 09 – 10 March 2011,
KwaZulu-Natal on 15 March 2011 and Gauteng during April 2011.
A step-by-step guide to developing a complete and correct property
and service database was developed and presented to all Budget Week
workshop, with the intention of assisting municipalities to maximise
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own revenue, in comparison to identifying new sources of revenue or
collecting debt, and thereby demonstrating revenue effort. As part of
the initiative to improve audit outcomes SALGA, in partnership with
Ernest & Young, developed a presentation to share practical tips on
how to improve audit outcomes, a process which provided SALGA
with regular engagement with member municipalities and a platform
for municipalities to share information on the technical aspect on
municipal finance and compliance processes.
Evaluation of revenue and debtors management practices
The debtors management practices of municipalities were evaluated,
analysed and presented to the Budget Forum in 2010, profiling the
debtors of the six metropolitan municipalities. The credit control
policies of the City of Cape Town and Senqu Local Municipality were
analysed in order to create a framework towards the development of
credit control and debtors management guidelines to be undertaken
in the next financial year. The evaluation and analysis of the
debtors management practices and debtors profiles of a sample of
municipalities, including the six metros, provided insight into the
nature and extent of outstanding municipal debt and, as such, SALGA
contributed to policy development on revenue management in local
government. SALGA Gauteng convened a revenue enhancement
seminar on 12 November 2010 at the Parktonian Hotel and also
coordinated a workshop on supply chain management. During the
attendance of SALGA Northern Cape at the Department of Agriculture
Forestry and Fisheries (DAFF) meetings, the procedural manual was
presented to municipalities, with its primary objective being orientated
towards the staff of an income and expenditure department fulfilling
the responsibilities and duties inherent in their positions. For new
staff, the manual will serve as a helpful orientation to the tasks they
will need to perform and it will also be useful to councillors’ interns
who wish to familiarize themselves with the aspects of the operation of
departments of a local municipality.
Reports and position papers to Budget Forum
SALGA made submissions to the Budget Forum in October 2010 on key
areas. It presented position papers and made key recommendations
to the Budget Forum on the review of the local government fiscal
framework, the nature and the extent of outstanding municipal debtors
and progress towards an application for the introduction of a local
business tax. SALGA made inputs on the policy development around
fiscal arrangements for local government management of finances and
of particular importance was the request to the Budget Forum for an
independent commission to undertake a review of the local government
fiscal framework in order to improve the viability and sustainability of
municipalities. SALGA recommended that net debtors be used for
reporting outstanding municipal debt, that National Treasury should
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develop guidelines for writing-off irrecoverable municipal debtors,
that asset registers be regularly updated and that billing and payment
systems for government-owned properties be simplified.
Facilitation of financial management support to municipalities
In addition to communicating important information through newsletters
and circulars, SALGA Western Cape is involved in the facilitation of ad
hoc engagements (for example with the Auditor General) and actively
participates in IGR structures related to municipal finance such as the
Operation Clean Audit Sub-committee and the CFOs Forum and is also
part of the Tariff Model Steering Committee in conjunction with the
provincial Department of Local Government and Provincial Treasury to
further develop the tariff modelling tool developed by the P3 Project.
While SALGA Western Cape’s capacity to provide direct support with
regard to municipal finance is limited, the capacity of provincial
structures to do this is quite high. Nevertheless, SALGA Western
Cape plays an important support role, acting as a clear channel of
communication and playing a facilitative role by ensuring that the voice
of local government is represented. As such, valuable input was given
in the development plan of Operation Clean Audit, the development
of the tariff-modelling tool and the addressing of auditing processes
in municipalities, resulting in improved audit investigations. SALGA
Western Cape also held a meeting with the provincial Department of
Local Government (DLG) whereby the tariff-tool was presented to Dr
Hildegard Fast and Mr Graham Paulse. The tool was well received and
is being rolled out in a series of six pilots by the steering committee,
with Western Cape Province being one of the three in which the P3
Project will be rolled out by the end of February 2012, and is thus
embarking on a process of incorporating P3’s activities into its own
business plan.
Risk Management Units
An analysis of the status quo report on the establishment of the
risk management unit was presented by SALGA Mpumalanga to
the Provincial Executive Committee (PEC) on 02 December 2010.
In partnership with Provincial Treasury, a Risk Management Forum
meeting was held on 14 December 2010, with the main objective
being to share good practice and discuss challenges experienced
by chief risk officers and chief internal auditors. Subsequently, a
letter advising municipalities to establish risk management units was
disseminated so that the municipalities could make provision for
this in their budget for the 2011/2012 financial year and establish a
governance structure in the form of a risk management committee. As
such, it is envisaged that municipalities will be able to budget for the
establishment of risk management units and committees which will
assist them in complying with good governance practices.
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Supporting and assisting municipalities in compliance with
GRAP standards
SALGA assisted 10 municipalities in SALGA Free State and others
in SALGA North West and Northern Cape by way of support and
assistance in complying with Generally Recognised Accounting
Practice (GRAP) standards. The municipalities were given proper
support on the processes of converting to GRAP as well as outlining
the challenges which are being experienced by other municipalities
on GRAP conversion and SALGA Northern Cape, in conjunction with
the Department of Cooperative Governance and Traditional Affairs
(CoGTA), conducted GRAP training in order to assist municipalities
with the conversion.
Improved political oversight on municipal finance reports
SALGA Gauteng coordinated a Municipal Public Accounts Committee
(MPAC) workshop on 22 October 2010 at the Riviera on the Vaal and
SALGA Northern Cape assisted 32 municipalities in increasing political
oversight on municipal finance reporting, resulting in improved
accountability on oversight in municipal finances.
Expenditure on MIG Programme
Two districts in SALGA Northern Cape were supported in developing
and increasing expenditure on Municipal Infrastructure Grant (MIG)
programmes, with a subsequent increase in MIG expenditure and
better service delivery to the communities.
Analysis of the financial impact of the MPRA
SALGA Limpopo developed a survey questionnaire on the Municipal
Property Rates Act (MPRA), which was disseminated to municipalities.
Responses thereto were analysed and indicated that revenue
generation from the MPRA though implementation is minimal,
primarily due to lack of information. SALGA North West solicited
inputs from all municipalities in the province on the MPRA through
the district Chief Financial Officer (CFF) forums, which has remained
a standing item on such forums.
Revenue enhancement strategies
SALGA Gauteng’s revenue enhancement framework was developed
and a workshop conducted with municipalities, thereby enhancing
revenue management in these municipalities. SALGA Western Cape
hosted a Budget Week workshop under the theme Strategies for
Revenue Enhancement and results identified a key issue as being
the fact that, despite the limitations placed on municipalities by
unfunded mandates, there are other areas of revenue enhancement
that municipalities can take advantage of in improving their revenue
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and that the issue of unfunded mandates still needs to be dealt with in
the longer-term. SALGA North West shared a revenue enhancement
strategy with all municipalities in the province during Budget Week
and a dedicated commission on revenue enhancement was formed to
deliberate on pertinent issues.

PRIORITY 7:
STABLE MUNICIPAL GOVERNANCE

Councillors Code of Conduct

SALGA fully achieved 20 and partially achieved five of the 33 targets
in this area and continues in its strive to implement pertinent and
effective measures to ensure stable municipal governance in all of its
member-municipalities.
SALGA 2010-11 Institutional Scorecard by KPA
Priority Objecctive 02 - Service Delivery
Not Achieved - 8
24%

Partially Achieved - 5
15%

Fully Achieved - 20
61%

Human Resource Management (HRM) policies
SALGA developed and disseminated Human Resources Management
(HRM) policies on retention, coaching, human capital management
and performance management. Several papers have been reviewed in
order to inform best practices against which to position these policies
during the development phase and the policies are aimed at facilitating
and guiding municipalities in ensuring compliance with applicable
laws, regulations and good governance practices.
Human Resource Management and Development strategy
A SALGA-led project steering committee has drafted terms of
reference to inform the procurement of the services of a provider to
undertake the development of the human resources management
and development (HRMD) strategy, which will facilitate the adoption
and implementation of strategic, integrated and coherent human
resources management systems across the local government sector.
Additionally, SALGA Northern Cape launched Operation Clean Audit
and established a provincial Operation Clean Audit steering committee
with representation by all key role players, such a SALGA, the Advisory of
the Auditor General, the Provincial Treasury, the provincial Department
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of Cooperative Governance and Traditional Affairs, (CoGTA), the Office
of the Premier and the Development Bank of South Africa (DBSA).
The aim of Operation Clean Audit technical committee is to provide
a supportive role in ensuring that issues or problems experienced by
municipalities are resolved to effect clean administration. In return,
municipalities are responsible for implementing the recommended
corrective measures and to periodically submit progress reports.

SALGA developed roles and responsibilities guidelines for councillors,
which were approved by the National Executive Council on
25 March 2011. SALGA Limpopo engaged with its municipalities
through portfolio committees on the definitions of the roles and
responsibilities for councillors and the functionality of ward committees.
Guidelines on the Councillors Code of Conduct were distributed at a
workshop held at Mbombela Municipality by SALGA Mpumalanga for
all 21 municipalities on 19 November 2010, and six municipalities
subsequently developed policies. As such, SALGA has clarified and
streamlined the roles and responsibilities of municipal councillors and
political office bearers by way of the Councillors Code of Conduct.
Municipal restructuring
Technical support was provided to municipalities undergoing
restructuring, namely the Tshwane, Kwungini/Nokeng Tsa Taemane
merger, Kagisano/Malopo merger and the incorporation of the
district management area into George Municipality. As a result of the
assistance provided by SALGA, a blueprint for future restructuring has
been developed to assist all future municipal restructuring processes,
which has contributed to stable municipal governance by way of
creating seamless transitions in local government.
Ward delimitation process
Municipalities were supported in complying with the delimitation
process requirement to ensure timeous elections in 2011. SALGA’s
governance and intergovernmental relations (IGR) provincial
managers served on most delimitation committees, ensuring that the
delimitation process was completed in time for the handover process
to the Independent Electoral Commission (IEC) to enable smooth 2011
local government elections.
Professionalisation of local government
SALGA developed and submitted inputs on the Municipal Systems
Amendment (MSA) Bill dealing with professionalisation to the
Portfolio Committee in Parliament in June 2010, supporting improved
performance and professionalism in municipalities as articulated in
Strategic Objective 3 of the Local Government Turn Around Strategy
(LGTAS).
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PMS capacity
SALGA conducted train-the-trainer workshops for Section 57 managers
on performance management for selected municipalities in North
West, Limpopo and Mpumalanga Provinces. A total of 141 officials
were trained, with the intention that these key persons transfer the
training to others in the municipality, thereby distributing knowledge
by building a repository of skills that will be readily available to sustain
and reinforce best practice on performance management.
Skills audit
SALGA, in partnership with the Department of Cooperative Governance
and Traditional Affairs (CoGTA), the Local Government Sector
Education and Training Authority (LGSETA) and Organised Labour,
developed the Competency Profiles, Competency Dictionary (Version
4) and the Municipal Functions and Occupancy Matrix. This project
is aimed at harnessing the quantity and quality of capacity that exists
within local government and to use the results of the audit to channel
capacity-building interventions to specifically address critical skills
shortages and also inform future developmental initiatives.

PRIORITY OBJECTIVE 8:
CAPACITY BUILDING AND
INSTITUTIONAL DEVELOPMENT
ENHANCED SKILLS AND ORGANISATIONAL
SYSTEMS AND STRUCTURES OF
MUNICIPALITIES TOWARDS IMPROVED
SERVICE DELIVERY
Having fully achieved 25 and partially achieved seven of the 36 targets
set in this area, SALGA continues to strengthen its capacity building
and institutional development functions to member municipalities
by the focused enhancement of skills, organisational systems and
structures towards improved service delivery.
SALGA 2010-11 Institutional Scorecard by KPA
Priority Objective 08 Capacity Building and Institutional Development
Not Achieved - 4
11%
Partially Achieved - 7
19.5%

Local Government Turn Around Strategy (LGTAS)
SALGA North West collaborated with the Department of Local
Government and other key stakeholders in providing support to
municipalities in the development and implementation of the Local
Government Turn Around Strategy (LGTAS), with the aim of ensuring
synergy between these three spheres of government. As such, the
process allowed SALGA extensive access to knowledge and advice
in order to support the execution of its mandate. SALGA Northern
Cape partnered with the Department of Cooperative Governance,
Human Settlements and Traditional Affairs (CoGHSTA) and the
Provincial Treasury to facilitate a provincial workshop on the LGTAS
and a clean audit Workshop from 26 – 27 October 2010. The objective
was to measure progress made in the implementation of the Municipal
Turn Around Strategy (MTAS) and to improve sector stakeholder
support to municipalities, with the workshop being attended by 26 out
of 32 municipalities.

Fully Achieved - 25
69.5%

Local government knowledge management and sharing
SALGA has developed a focused knowledge-management strategy to
share initiatives and build capacity in local government, positioning it
as a knowledge hub of choice for all local government practitioners.
One of the key elements of the knowledge-management strategy is
facilitating five learning networks focusing on various areas:
•

Position paper on progressive improvement of IDPs
•
SALGA advised municipalities on the management and development of
Integrated Development Plans (IDP) during the electoral transition and
municipalities were advised on options to ensure that service delivery
was not unduly interrupted by unnecessary delays in finalisation of the
IDP processes.
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•

District Learning Network: re-establishment of this network to
provide district municipalities opportunities to engage and
learn from each other on common matters affecting this category
of municipalities.
Mining Network: the stimulation of dialogue between local
government and mining companies to enable well informed
planning and operations affecting both groups of stakeholders,
in recognition by local government of the role played by mining in
the socio-economic development of various municipalities.
The HIV and AIDS Learning Network (Halogen): a community
of practice bringing together HIV and AIDS researchers,
specialists, SALGA and CoGTA to share research and other
related work being done in the local government sphere.
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•
The Migration Network: which was instructed by the National
	Executive Committee of SALGA to conduct a study on migration
and its implications for local governance. The process of
developing the research initiated a small community of practice
that informed the research, as well as allowing a space to share
other experiences relating to migration and its management.
•
The Municipal Managers Network: was initiated this year to
facilitate dialogue and peer-learning amongst municipal
managers. The network provides an opportunity for SALGA to learn
of key municipal issues and challenges from municipal
administrators in the process of developing policy positions to be
deliberated and approved by the SALGA leadership.

•

•

to consider to enable municipalities and mines to establish a
mutual trust borne of a better understanding of each other and
other factors that would enhance their co-operation for improved
planning and development.
Municipal leadership: a bottom-up assessment of municipal
performance was concluded using a sample of municipal
mayors and managers in order to assess and reflect on
the progress and challenges in local government from a
municipal leaders perspective.
Transversal: SALGA has clear, evidence-based policy positions
on transversal issues that pro-actively influence local government
policy, thereby improving the positive public perception, and
ultimately performance of, local government in this arena.

Local government learning events
Coordination of structured stakeholder engagements
SALGA facilitated 14 learning events throughout the year which resulted
in closer engagement between SALGA and municipal practitioners to
facilitate peer learning and networking towards improved capacity and
knowledge for service delivery, which included:
•

Panel debate on Millennium Development Goals and how the
Local Government Turnaround Strategy could enhance the role
that municipalities can play in achieving these.
•
Two seminars on the role of Local Government in managing
	HIV/AIDS.
•
Two seminars in partnership with Wits University on migration
and urbanisation and their implications for local governance.
•
Managing climate change through green buildings conducted in
a session at the Green Buildings Council of South Africa
Convention in 2010.
•
Two roundtables on public participation in local governance
centred on results of a public participation benchmarking programme.
•
Municipal managers roundtable focusing on dialogue around a
variety of key municipal issues that senior municipal administrators
feel need to be addressed in the term of local government
following the elections.
•
Mining and local government roundtable.  
Local government research agenda
•

•

Migration: in 2009 the National Executive Committee of SALGA
instructed the research unit to conduct a study on migration and
its implications for local governance. The research was concluded
in 2010 and culminated in a SALGA position to manage both
national and international migration proactively towards growing
global development trajectories. This includes effective
management of local data and its use in policy making, planning
and budgeting.
Mining: a study on the state of mining and local government
in South Africa was concluded in 2010, highlighting key issues

SALGA

SALGA coordinated structured engagements with international donors
and development partners in order to aid in identifying areas of
collaboration and link-strengthening between SALGA and the donor
community. This resulted in closer engagement between SALGA,
the donor community and other development partners towards
improvement in capacity building, institutional development and
improved services within the local government sphere. Four donor
and development partner roundtables were hosted by SALGA within
specified thematic areas, namely:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Capacity building through knowledge management.
The role of local government in managing climate change.
Municipal finance and government reforms.
Local government elections 2011.
The journey of local government and SALGA over last 5-10 years.
2011 Councillor Induction Programme.

Engaging and lobbying sector departments in IGR structures to
ensure integrated planning
SALGA strengthened Intergovernmental Relations in integrated
planning to better equip municipalities in developing sector plans.
Provincial Integrated Development Plan (IDP) Key Performance
Area meetings focusing on the progress made by stakeholders in
their commitments to support municipalities on IDPs took place
in September 2010 for SALGA Mpumalanga municipalities, who
were also supported during the Provincial Planning Forum on
18 -19 November 2010 through discussions with all stakeholders on
the progress made since the IDP analysis in May 2010. The Department
of Rural Development and Land Reform (DRDLR) was engaged to
assist the municipalities and a workshop on the Spatial Development
Framework (SDF) guidelines was held on 26 November 2010. The
municipalities which were assisted in developing sector plans on
public participation included Steve Tshwete, Emakhazeni, Emalahleni,
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Thembisile Hani, Dr JS Moroka, Victor Khanye, Msukaligwa and
Pixley ka Seme Municipalities and those assisted on HR policies were
Mbombela and Nkomazi Local Municipalities.
District IGR Structures revived and strengthened in line with SALGA
IGR Strategy
SALGA Mpumalanga partnered with Ehlanzeni Municipality to hold a
district workshop during September 2010, holding a further workshop
at Nkangala Municipality on 27 September 2010 and at Gert Sibande
Municipality on 23 November 2010. All three municipalities were
supported through a presentation held on 13 August 2010 by the
Chairperson in the Premier’s Coordinating Forum of a report on the
position of SALGA in the functioning of Intergovernmental Relations
(IGR). It is envisaged that through these interventions there will be
an improved attendance of member municipalities in provincial
IGR structures. In August 2010, in partnership with the Office of
the Premier and CoGHSTA, SALGA Northern Cape implemented
a training intervention for all district IGR Secretariats in order to
improve the quality of reporting and enhance sector department
participation. SALGA Eastern Cape successfully coordinated a 2011
local government election roundtable whereby key participants in
the elections were invited to present their state of readiness for the
2010 local government elections. The stakeholders who made a
valuable contribution to this event included the Independent Electoral
Commission (IDE), the Department of Local Government (DLG), the
National House of Traditional Leaders (NHTL), the African National
Congress (ANC), Dr S Fikeni (Local Government Political Analyst), the
South African Broadcasting Corporation (SABC) and various media
houses, all of whom were committed to ensuring the local elections
were free and fair.

responsibility of each party during the entire IDP process, cooperative
governance and intergovernmental relations. All these engagements
bear testimony to the commitment of SALGA and Department of Local
Government and Housing to ensuring that all main role players in local
government are afforded enough space for their effective involvement.
Providing MDB consultation phase support for 2011 elections ward
delimitation process
SALGA North West participated meaningfully in the activities of the
Municipal Demarcation Board’s (MDB) Delimitation Committee to deal
with objections and the finalisation of wards. The ward delimitation
process was completed and the MDB handed finalised wards to IEC
on September 2010 for preparation for the 2011 local government
elections. SALGA North West also participated in the Kagisano-Molopo
Municipality amalgamation process, which was recently concluded.
Coordinating provincial development planning briefing session
SALGA convened a workshop to bring together planning practitioners
from municipalities, national and provincial government and other
stakeholders, such as the Development Bank of South Africa (DBSA),
to deliberate on key issues to be addressed in the proposed new
planning legislation. SALGA captured the key issues related to local
government in the new legislation, thereby giving direction to the
formulation of a key piece of legislation with a direct bearing on the
management of development planning in SA. Further consultation
with practitioners from municipalities will continue in order to ensure
that local government can continue comment and input on national
planning legislation.
Review of councillors induction programme

Clarification of roles and responsibilities of council committees and
other stakeholders
SALGA Mpumalanga workshopped 21 municipalities during the
induction of the Municipal Public Accounts Committee as a Section
79 committee on 02 November 2010 and participating stakeholders
included CoGTA, the National Treasury, the Provincial legislature and
SALGA. A workshop on role clarification was convened by SALGA
Gauteng on 06 August 2010 for the City of Tshwane, Metsweding and
Kungwini Municipalities, with the objective of creating a platform for
information sharing and problem resolution. The focus was on the
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SALGA undertook a comprehensive review of the induction material for
councillors aimed at ensuring that directly after the local government
elections in May 2011 the new incoming councillors would be
capacitated with a general understanding of their leadership role, the
legislation that guides local government, key municipal processes,
developmental local government and issues surrounding service
delivery. To this end, councillors were provided with current relevant
sector information pertaining to their roles, resulting in a smooth,
expedited and effective transition.
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SALGA EASTERN CAPE
Number of Delegates
Name of Workshop / Training

Date

Capacitating Municipalities on Gender
Mainstreaming Workshops

Councillor

Total Number
Trained 2010/11

Official

23-24 August 2010

33

29

62

22 April 2010

21

79

100

21-22 September 2010

20

10

30

16 September 2010

25

-

25

Community Development Workers in BEE Surveys for
Local Economic Development Training

08 April 2010

15

-

15

Community Development Workers in BEE Surveys for
Local Economic Development Training

12 April 2010

28

-

28

Community Development Workers in BEE Surveys for
Local Economic Development Training

14 April 2010

16

-

16

HIV & AIDS Mainstreaming
Monitoring & Evaluation Plan for HIV/Aids Programme
& HCT Campaign Workshops
Leak Plugging

Community Development Workers in BEE Surveys for
Local Economic Development Training
Water Sector Funding Streams Workshop
Climate Change & Integrated Environment Workshop
Road Transport Workshop
Occupational Health & Safety Workshop

11 April 2010

16

-

16

14 October 2010

5

21

26

19-20 October 2010

10

29

39

03 November 2010

7

29

36

02-09 November 2010

-

45

45

Certificate in Local Government Law & Admin
(Fort Hare University)

2010/11

34

10

44

Executive Leadership Municipal Development
Programme

2010/11

17

6

23

Honours in Public Administration
(Fort Hare University)

2010/11

23

6

29

Masters in Public Administration (Fort Hare University)

2010/11

15

4

19

Advance Certificate in Local Government Law
(Fort Hare University)
LED Maturity Assessment Tool Workshop
e-Governance Project Workshop

2010/11

37

11

48

08 November 2010

9

37

46

03 March 2011

-

4

4

Leak Plugging Workshop

12 October 2010

16

-

16

Interpretation & Implementation of Latest Gazette of
Councillor Limits

22 February 2010

41

17

58

Third LED Roundtable for Intsika Yethu Municipality

13 November 2010

11

35

46

Total

771

SALGA
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SALGA free state
Number of Delegates
Name of Workshop / Training
Executive Leadership Municipal Development
Programme (UPE/LGSETA)
Performance Management Systems Training
Performance Management Systems Workshop
(All districts)
Local Labour Forums
(Xhariep 27 & Lejweleputswa 47)

Date

55

15

61

17-21 May 2010

-

-

53

74

-

74

-

-

-

55

17-18 November 2010

-

-

57

-

-

-

27

03 December 2010

-

-

21

12 November 2010
26 November 2010

Process Controller Training (14 municipalities)
Councillor Induction
Integrated Development Planning
Local Labour Forum Workshop (Five districts)

29 September 2009 December 2010

-

26

26

26 August 2010

35

-

35

02 June 2010

36

5

41

23 February 2011

39

5

King III
Councillor Support Workshop

Total Number
Trained 2010/11

Official

November 2009 –
July 2010

Certificate in Management Development for
Municipal Finance (WITS University)
Skills Development Forum

Councillor

Total

44
497

SALGA gauteng
Number of Delegates
Name of Workshop / Training

Date

Councillor

Traditional
Leaders

Official

Total Number
Trained 2010/11

Local Government Resource Centre Training

17 August –
09 September 2010

6

39

0

45

Executive Leadership Management Development
Programme

Commencing
27 September 2010

0

33

0

33
25

Municipal Property Rates Act Workshop

27 August 2010

11

14

0

Water Services Councillor Training

06-10 September 2010

9

0

0

9

Water Services Councillor Training

13-17 September 2010

18

0

0

18

06 August 2010

6

27

15

48

17 September 2010

10

3

0

13

Functioning of Traditional Councils Workshop
Supply Chain Management Workshop
Occupationally Directed Education Training and
Development Practices - Skills Development
Facilitator Training

02 - 03 September 2010

-

154

0

154

Councillor Housing Training

28 September –
01 October 2010

17

-

0

17

Municipal Finance Management Act Training

31 January –
03 February 2011

10

12

0

22

TOTAL

50

384

SALGA
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SALGA limpopo
Number of Delegates
Name of Workshop / Training

Date

Councillor

Total Number
Trained 2010/11

Official

Executive Leadership Management
Development Programme

2010 - 2011

81

55

136

Certificate in Management Development for Municipal
Finance-43

2010 - 2011

0

88

88

Certificate Programme in Leadership
Development-UNW

2011

0

77

77

Municipal Finance Management Programme-UP

2011

0

41

41

Training Needs Analysis

2010 - 2011

0

127

127

National Certificate in Municipal Governance

2010

45

39

84

Artisans Technical Training

2010

0

64

73

Local Labour Forum Training

2011

0

16

16

Disciplinary Case Management Training

2010

0

27

27
669

Total

SALGA mpumalanga
Number of Delegates
Name of Workshop / Training

Date

Alignment and Coordination of IGR
Structures Workshops
Ward Councillors, Ward Committee , Community
Development Workers and Traditional Leaders
Workshop

Councillor

Total Number
Trained 2010/11

Official

23,27,28 November 2010

69

9

78

12,18,23 August 2010

100

15

115

Code of Conduct for Councillors Workshop

19 November 2011

50

0

50

Section 139 and 106 Proceedings Workshop

19 November 2011

50

0

50

Gender Mainstreaming for Local Government
(GEMLOG) Training

February 2010 –
May 2010

4

8

12

22 July, 02 September
8 September 2010

1

18

19

12 August 2010

30

30

60

Implementation of Gender & Children’s Programmes
Workshop

04 November 2010

3

13

16

Millennium Development Goals Workshop

16 November 2010

3

16

19

18 March 2011

10

45

55

Disability Workshops (All districts)
Women in Provincial & Local Government (WIPLG)
Pre-summit

50/50 & Disability Campaign Summit
Free Basic Sanitation Strategy Workshop
Environment & Waste Management Workshop
Housing Chapters Workshop

16 November 2010

0

18

18

02–03 November 2010

4

32

36

07 September 2010

1

26

27

Total

555

SALGA
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SALGA North west
Number of Delegates
Name of Workshop / Training

Date

Categorisation, Wage Curve & Disciplinary Code
Collective Agreements

Councillor

Total Number
Trained 2010/11

Official

27 May 2010

3

67

70

14-15 June 2010, 17-18
June 21-22 June, 23-24
June 2010

12

65

77

26 May 2010,
03 June 2010

0

65

65

22-23, 26-27 July 2010

20

16

36

Occupational Health & Safety Workshops

26-27, 30-31 August
2010

14

27

41

Performance Management Skills Training

27-28 September
30 September 01 October 2010

6

18

24

24-26 November
29- November 01 December 2010

0

62

62

Local Labour Forum Training
Performance Management Skills Training
HIV/AIDS Workshop

Disciplinary Skills, Conciliation & Arbitration Workshop
Municipal Finance Management Workshops

15-18 March 2011

66

0

66

HIV & AIDS Handbook Roll-Out Workshop

11-12 November 2010

10

23

33

Gender Mainstreaming & Gender Policy Framework
Implementation Workshop

22-23 November 2010

30

19

49

17 March 2011

-

17

17

29 September 2010

0

24

24

18-19 November 2010

0

16

16

Library Services Workshop
Expanded Public Works Programme (EPWP)Phase II
Workshop (Madibeng Local Municipality)
Provincial LED Maturity Assessment tool Workshop
Good Governance Workshop

01 June 2010

33

34

67

Municipal Councillors Pension Fund (MCPF) Upper
Limits & Remuneration Workshop

25 February 2011

14

21

35

Municipal Council Support to Traditional Leadership

25 March 2011

20

31

51

Intergovernmental Relations (IGR) & IR Workshop

29 March 2011

01

18

19

Catchment Management Agencies Guidelines & Role
of Local Government in Integrated Water Resource
Management (IWRM) Worksop (City of Matlosana
Municipality)

08 June 2010

03

13

16

Provincial Roll Out of Free Basic Sanitation Strategy
Workshop (Ngaka Modiri Molema District Municipality)

09 May 2010

10

19

29

52

SALGA
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SALGA North west
Number of Delegates
Name of Workshop / Training

Date

Councillor

Total Number
Trained 2010/11

Official

Provincial Electricity Distribution Industry Deal Issues
& Free Basic Energy Workshop (Mafikeng Local
Municipality)

22 June 2010

6

15

21

Provincial Consultation on New Development of
Refurbishment Grant for Water Services Workshop
(Rustenburg)

24 June 2010

0

02

02

Municipal Roads Infrastructure Workshop
(City of Matlosana Municipality)

31 August 2010

11

37

48

Housing Development Agency Workshop
(Dr. K. Kaunda District Municipality)

21 September 2010

5

12

17

Capacity Building for Water Conservation /Demand
Management (11 Water Services Authorities (WSAs),
Mafikeng)

22 October 2010

0

28

28

Environmental, Waste Management, Climate Change
Mitigation, Adaptation, Carbon Trading Footprint
Provincial Workshops (City of Matlosana Municipality)

08-09 November 2010

7

43

50

Total

963

SALGA Northern cape
Number of Delegates
Date

Councillor

Official

Total Number
Trained 2010/11

Provincial Water Indaba

16-17 September 2010

All
municipalities

All
municipalities

-

Capacity Building on Environmental Management
Workshop

Name of Workshop / Training

29-30 September 2010

27

41

68

Workshop on MIG Funds for Underspending
Municipalities

16 November 2010

3

44

47

Control of Emergency Incidents Workshop

02 December 2010

0

15

15

Sanitation Policy Revision: Provincial Stakeholder
Consultation Workshop

15-17 March 2011

18

11

29

Executive Leadership Municipal Development
Programme (ELMDP)

January–July 2010

110

104

214

-

44

44

Integrated Development Plan (IDP) Workshop
Performance Management Systems Workshop

October 2010

-

18

18

Monitoring & Evaluation Workshop

October 2010

-

25

25

November 2010

-

26

26

January–May,
July-September 2010

358

-

358

Management &Leadership on HIV in the Workplace
Workshop
Ward Committees Workshop

SALGA
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SALGA Northern cape
Number of Delegates
Name of Workshop / Training

Date

Oversight Training

May, August 2010

Labour Relations Workshop

July, August –
September 2010
March 2011

Oversight Committee Workshop

25 May 2010

Councillor

Total Number
Trained 2010/11

Official
13

4

17

-

105

105

32 + 2
(members O/C)

5

39

Local Economic Development (LED) Maturity
Assessment Workshop

30 November 2010

8

19

27

Local Government Gender Action Plan Workshop

17–19 August 2010

35

1

36

07–08 December 2010

14

1

15

Framework for Integrated Local Government Response
to HIV & AIDS
Oversight Committee Workshop

25 May 2010

32 + 2
(members O/C)

5

39

e-Skilling workshop

01 June 2010

-

16

16

Local Government Turn Around Strategy (LGTAS)
Operation Clean Audit

25-26 October 2010

28

52

80

Local Economic Development (LED)Maturity
Assessment Workshop

30 November 2010

8

19

27

Total

1 140

SALGA western cape
Number of Delegates
Name of Workshop / Training

Date

Councillor

Total Number
Trained 2010/11

Official

Executive Leadership Management Development
Programme (UWC)

08 March 2011
02 August 2010

9

79

88

Conflict Resolution Workshop
(Centre for Conflict Resolution)

February 2011

53

0

53

Post Conflict Resolution Workshop Evaluation

14 September 2010

33

0

33

Training in Conflict Resolution (Third Intake)

November–December
2010

40

0

40

-

199

219

Chairperson & Initiator Disciplinary Hearings Training

54

02-03,09,15,16 April 2010
21,22 June 2010
03,04,05,06 August 2010
20,21,27,28 October 2010
18,19,25,
26 November 2010
06,07 December 2010
22,23 February 2011
28,29 March 2011

SALGA
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SALGA western cape
Number of Delegates
Name of Workshop / Training

Date

Councillor

Anti-Corruption Strategy & Implementation
Plan Training

04,05,27,28 May 2010
29,30 June 2010
20,21,22,23 July 2010

Anti-Corruption Strategy & Implementation
Plan Training

Total Number
Trained 2010/11

Official

3

98

101

04,05,27,28 May 2010
29,30 June 2010
20,21,22,23 July 2010

3

98

101

P3 - Tariff Modelling Workshop

25 June 2010

0

8

8

Audit File Champions Workshop

25 June 2010

0

8

8

HIV/AIDS (PEPFAR) for HR & HIV Project Managers
Workshop
CMA Workshop (Breede-Overberg)

23–27 August 2010

-

21

21

28 September-6 October
2010

7

0

7

07-08 October 2010

7

11

18

Environmental Climate Change Capacity Building
Workshop (MIS).

2 days

0

38

38

Western Cape Budget Week

HIV & AIDS Handbook for Councillors & Officials

23 November 2010

13

11

24

Leadership and Management of HIV/Aids (PEPFAR) for
HR and HIV Project Managers Training

23–27 August 2010
24–28 January 2011

0

21
16

37

24 March 2011

13

3

16

28 January 2011

0

14

14

Facilitate of Mainstreaming of HIV/AIDS
(In conjunction with TWK)
Guidelines for Management of Emergency Incidents
(Department of Environmental Affairs & SALGA)
Total

731

PRIORITY 9: REFORMING ORGANISED
LOCAL GOVERNMENT A MORE EFFECTIVE,
RESPONSIVE AND FINANCIALLY
VIABLE SALGA
Having achieved two of the four targets set out in this area, SALGA is
committed to the continuous reform of organised local government by
ensuring its continual strive to be the most effective, responsive and
financially viable organisation for its members.
SALGA 2010-11 Institutional Scorecard by KPA
Priority Objective 09 - Reforming Organised Local Government

Representation of SALGA at IGR Structures
SALGA Mpumalanga engaged CoGTA on the proclamation of the
participation of traditional leaders in councils and supported its
municipalities in budgeting for this process. SALGA North West
provided input in the finalisation and implementation of the SALGA
intergovernmental relations (IGR) strategy after regularly participating
in and forming key IGR structures and developing clear mandated
positions with strong councillor representation. SALGA Eastern
Cape contributed effectively to IGR forums within the province in
order to strengthen intergovernmental relations and to ensure that
SALGA continues to proactively engage stakeholders and enters into
structured engagements in support of the mandated achievement of
local government.
Position paper on the review of organised local government

Fully Achieved - 2
50%

Not Achieved - 2
50%

SALGA

Proposals for amendments to the SALGA constitution, as well as a
review of organised local government, were presented to the SALGA
National Members Assembly in May 2010. These proposals will be
tabled at the SALGA 2011 National Conference for decision and, if
adopted, will enable SALGA to play its IGR role more effectively.
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2.3 PERFORMANCE
INFORMATION
PRIORITY OBJECTIVE 10: CLIMATE
CHANGE RESPONSE MEASURES AT
MUNICIPAL LEVEL: INTEGRATED CLIMATE
CHANGE RESPONSES IN DEVELOPMENT
PLANNING AND MANAGEMENT
SALGA is proud of fully achieving the four targets set out in this area
and successfully integrating the climate change responses measures
into local government planning, development and management.
SALGA 2010-11 Institutional Scorecard by KPA
Priority Objective 10 - Municipal Response to Climate Change

Fully Achieved - 4
100%

held a climate change and integrated environment management
workshop on 19 - 20 October 2010 focusing on Eastern Cape
environment. Municipalities were advised on IDP toolkits, mechanisms
to fast-track environmental impact assessments, the status quo
of waste management, climate change strategy, the integrated
waste-management plan, air-quality management planning and
biodiversity conservation. SALGA Western Cape, in collaboration
with the National Department of Environmental Affairs, conducted an
environmental capacity building workshop on 07 – 08 October 2010
on environment and climate change for municipalities. The purpose
of the workshop was to enhance the capacity of municipalities to
respond effectively to environmental issues and seven councillors and
11 officials were in attendance. The feedback from the workshop was
positive and attendees appreciated the presentations on the current
policies and legislation that affects municipalities, and indicated the
need for further lessons-sharing on environment and climate change
issues. Advice and capacitating on climate change, with an emphasis
on the mitigation and adaptation of carbon trading footprints elicited
much attention amongst municipalities, most especially in light of
South Africa hosting the 17th United Nations Conference on Climate
Change (COP 17-CMP7) in Durban from 28 November to 09 December
2011, at which SALGA undertook to provide meaningful provinciallypositioned input with regard to climate change policy discussion.
Mitigating the impact of climate change through mainstreaming into
municipal IDPs

Energy efficiency in the building sector
Effective policy frameworks and tools for implementing and monitoring
energy-efficiency in the building sector are in place and aligned to the
climate change mitigation measures at national and local levels. SALGA
assisted with the development of legal framework and regulations for
implementation of energy-efficiency in the building sector. A technical
specialist was appointed and terms of reference for support will be
provided to municipalities to develop state of energy reports which will
be developed and approved by a project steering committee, thereby
contributing to development of the energy-efficiency strategy.
Local government climate change response strategies

SALGA made inputs into the Green Paper on Climate Change and
the role of local government in managing climate change is now
recognised in the Climate Change Response Green paper. SALGA, in
partnership with the Department of Environmental Affairs, organised a
green economy summit which was held at Gallagher Estate, Midrand
in May 2010, at which SALGA co-hosted an expo to highlight what is
being done in South Africa in various sectors as a key contributor to
the green economy. Awareness has been successfully raised amongst
municipalities regarding climate change, leading to some of them
beginning to factor climate change into their integrated development
plans (IDPs).

SALGA Mpumalanga convened a provincial climate change summit
on 19 - 20 October 2010 in Sasol, Secunda, wherein climate change
awareness was raised, resulting in three municipalities, Mbombela,
Steve Tshwete and Victor Khanye, incorporating climate change
responses into their IDPs. A provincial workshop was conducted
on the 08 - 09 November 2010 by SALGA North West at the City
of Matlosana Municipality, where municipalities were advised and
capacitated on climate change with emphasis on the mitigation
and adaptation of carbon trading footprints. SALGA Eastern Cape
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chapter 3

FINANCIAL OVERVIEW
AND ANNUAL FINANCIAL
STATEMENTS
This chapter contains reports by SALGA’s Chief Financial
Officer, Audit Committee Chairperson, Auditor-General and
Accounting Authority (Chairperson and Chief Executive
Officer), as well as financial statements, statements of gifts,
donations and sponsorship and further detailed performance
information summaries.

SALGA
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3.1 REPORT OF THE
CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER
3.1.1 OVERVIEW OF OPERATING RESULTS
3.1.1.1 Introduction
I am honoured to present the results of operations for the year ended 31 March 2011.
The organisation ended the year with an operating deficit of R 8.3 million (2010: operating
surplus R 0.7 million).
The total operating income is R 230.9 million (2010: R 201.5 million) and the total operating
expenditure is R 238.2 million (2010: R 202.3 million). The salient feature in operating results
is the increase in the grant from the Executive Authority, the Department of Cooperative
Governance and Traditional Affairs from R 23.3 million in the prior year to R 49.1 million in
the current year representing 110.8 percent.
The increase in the grant from the Executive Authority was necessitated by the following:
•
non-realised revenue normally leveraged from external sources, viz. sponsorship
		& donations.
•
the over-reliance on a single source of revenue, viz. Membership levels and the poor
		
payment levels for these levies.
Annually, the organisation budgets for revenue from sponsorships and donations leveraged
from external sources in order to roll-out some of its programmes. The dependency on the
revenue leveraged from external sources, is as a result of the structural under-funding of
the organisation versus the required mandatory inter-governmental relations participation.
The amount leveraged from external sources is R 6.0 million (2010: R 4.0 million) excluding
donor-funded projects.

Josephine Meyer
Chief Finance Officer

The over-reliance on membership levies often hampers programme roll-out due to nonpayment or delay in effecting payment by member municipalities. This often results in the
organisation having to raise a provision for impairment of trade receivables as part of fair
valuing the organisations’ current asset at reporting date. The current provision is R3.5
million (2010: R25.8 million). The overdue membership levies and the timing of membership
levy collections often add to the cash flow constraints experienced by the organisation during
the year.
At reporting date the organisations total liabilities exceeded its total assets by R2.1 million,
however, when eliminating the effect of the provision for impairment of trade receivables
of R3.5 million the organisation total assets exceed it total liabilities by R1.4 million. It is
worth noting that it is against the organisations policy to write-off membership levies, the
NEC has been steadfast in its resolve against the write-off of overdue membership levies.
Therefore, the provision for the impairment of trade receivables is raised merely to achieve
fair presentation by fair valuing the organisations current assets at reporting date.
Measures put in place to address the organisations’ structural under-funding
The organisation has developed a funding model, that was adopted by members during the
National Members Assembly (NMA) held on 11-12 May 2010 in Kimberley and presented to
the Executive Authority and the National Treasury during 2010, in order to mitigate against
the structural under-funding of the organisation versus its mandate vis-à-vis the mandatory
participation in IGR forums. At reporting date the Executive Authority and National Treasury
were still interrogating the funding model.
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The applicable membership levy formula for the 2010/2011 financial
year is:
•
Metropolitan municipalities: a flat rate of R 9.1 million that
		
is subject to an annual inflationary escalation;
•
District municipalities; 0.6% of the municipal annual salary
		
budget with a minimum levy of R120 000;
•
Local municipalities; 0.5% of the municipal annually salary
		
budget with a minimum levy of R100 000.
For the 2011/2012 financial year the membership formula for District
and Local municipalities has been revised to a uniform rate of 0.7%
of the municipal annual salary budget subject to a minimum levy of
R200 000. This has been necessitated, amongst other, by the nonimplementation of the funding model as well as the need by members
to enhance the support the entity provides to the sector.
The net non-operating income / (expenditure) is (R 1.0 million) versus
R1.5 million in 2010, the increase in non-operating expenditure is due
to interest and penalties incurred as a result of poor payment levels for
membership levies.

3.1.1.2 Financial position
The financial position of the organisation as at 31 March 2011 reflect
negative net assets of R 2.1 million (31-Mar-2010: positive net assets
of R6.2 million).
As indicated above, when eliminating the effect of the provision
for the impairment of trade receivables of R3.5 million put through
to fair value the organisations current assets, the organisation has
positive net assets of R1.4 million. Also refer to the organisations
going-concern considerations / assessment included in note 33 to the
financial statements.

Province

Current year

Overall

Eastern Cape

95%

92%

Free State

82%

81%

101%

100%

Gauteng
KwaZulu-Natal

N/A

N/A

Limpopo

91%

102%

Mpumalanga

96%

91%

North West

86%

91%

Northern Cape

96%

92%

Western Cape

59%

66%

Total

89%

90%

Although the payment levels reflect an overall improvement when
compared to the previous year i.e. 90% versus 83% in 2009/2010
financial year. The timing of the collections is imperative, hence the
accounts receivable turnover has worsened to over 5 months versus 4
months in the 2009/2010 financial year. The payment levels monthly
intervals for the entire 2010/2011 and 2009/2010 financial years are
depicted below. In terms of the SALGA Constitution membership levies
are payable on 1 July each year, meaning that by July the payment
levels should be 100%.
Membership Levy Payment Levels (monthly interval)
100%
90%

90%

87%
80%

80%

74%

75%
68%

64%

60%

3.1.1.3 Payment levels

80%

71%

70%
59%

83%

77%
70%

62%
56%

50%

The current funding model where the organisation is primarily funded
from membership levies requires SALGA to firstly collect these from
member municipalities in order to fund its operations and programmes.
The Payment levels rate is an important key performance indicator
(KPI) for the organisation in that it determines the organisations ability
to roll-out its programmes in pursuance of its strategic objectives.
Through monitoring of this KPI the organisation revises its budget as
well as its business plan in line with payment levels in order to ensure
that the organisation is able to honour its obligations in the ordinary
course of its operations.

49%

40%
45%

30%

31%
19% 20%

20%
10%
0%

11%

12%
4%

1%
Apr

May

Jun

Jul

Aug

Sep

Oct

Nov

Dec

Jan

Feb

Mar

Payment Levels 2010 (excl. KZN)

The payment levels for membership levies at 31 March 2011 are
90% (2010: 83%).

SALGA

Payment Levels 2011
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3.1 REPORT OF THE
CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER
3.1.1.4 Overview of operating results
Operating income
Membership levies remain the main source of revenue for the
organisation, with a contribution of 63% (2010: 68%) to total
operating income.
Operating Income Distribution per category - 2011

Operating Income Distribution per category - 2010

Membership Levies

Membership Levies

Government Grants
9%

Government Grants

Donor Projects

7%

17%

Other Income

21%

Donor Projects

3%

Other Income

12%
63%

68%

The organisation continues to be dependent on membership levies
which are unreliable (as can be seen from the payment levels –
depicted below). SALGA is listed as a schedule 3A public entity, and
when compared to other schedule 3A public entities which are funded
100% from the national fiscas SALGA’s going-concern considerations
are impacted by the funding model of the organisation (see also part
4.7 below).

million was leveraged versus the budgeted R18.0 million resulting in a
negative variance of R12.0 million for this revenue stream and R13.3
million overall. The effect of the under-collection of revenue has been
offset by an overall positive variance in expenditure of R8.3 million due
to management anticipating the under-collection in revenue as part of
management monitoring, thereby negating the impact of the undercollection in revenue.

Variance analysis - Operating income

Going forward the organisation has eliminated this revenue stream
in its budget due to its unreliability, despite all level 2 managers
having contracted to leverage this revenue stream in their
performance contracts.

The operating deficit of R8.3 million is mainly caused by the undercollection of revenue leveraged from external sources. Only R6.0
Revenue
Variance
Analysis

Donor Funds Received R15 179
R16 813
Other Gains and Losses
Other Income
NMA/PMA Conference Registration Fees

Actual
2010/2011

Sponsorships & Donations

R127
R131
R2 459
R2 476
R4 059
R3 088
R6 003
R18 013
R2 098
R2 757
R4 699
R3 385

Capacity Building Income
Other Grants

Adjusted
Budget
2010/2011
Financial Year

60

R49 125
R50 025

Government Grants - Executive Authority

R147 241
R147 700

Membership Levies

0

R20 000

SALGA

R40 000

R60 000

R80 000

R100 000
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R120 000

R140 000

R160 000

Total expenditure
Total operating expenditure for the year amounts to R238.2 million
(2010: R202.3 million) with a positive variance of R8.3 million (2010:
R23.8 million) against budget.
Total expenditure for the period is R239.2 million (201: R200.8 million)
and is distributed per cost centre as follows:

Province /
Directorate

Adjusted Budget
- 2010/2011
Financial Year

Actual 2010/2011

R thousand
Office of the Chief
Executive

R 31 420

R 30 436

Community
Development

R 5 562

R 5 496

Economic
Development and
planning

R 8 652

R 8 847

R 54 969

R 54 334

Finance & Corporate
Services
Inter-Governmental
Relations

R 5 461

R 5 389

Municipal
Institutional
Development

R 10 496

R 9 694

Municipal
Infrastructure &
Services

R 20 622

R 16 369

Strategy, Policy
Research

R 6 227

R 6 249

Eastern Cape
Province

R 14 667

R 13 355

Free State Province

R 14 193

R 15 342

Gauteng Province

R 15 102

R 15 004

Limpopo Province

R 12 034

R 11 539

Mpumalanga
Province

R 11 109

R 11 417

Northern Cape
Province

R 12 167

R 12 062

North-West Province

R 10 201

R 10 511

Western Cape
Province

R 13 310

R 13 228

R 246 192

R 239 272

Grand Total

SALGA

The key activities of the organisation are categorised in terms of
SALGA’s core business which are externally focused i.e. fulfilling the
employer role for member municipalities; advocate, advise and lobby
for member municipalities; as well as provide support. These are:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Municipal Institutional Development;
Strategy; Policy and Research;
Municipal Infrastructure and Services;
Economic Development and Planning;
Community Development;
Governance and Inter-Governmental Relations;

In provincial offices the above mentioned activities/functions are
replicated throughout with a regional and geographic bias.
The activities undertaken in the two programmes listed below are
focused on the organisational strategic direction; internal governance;
and marketing & communications; international relations and
organisational support to all business units (programmes) in all
facets of their activities – these range from office accommodation;
facilities management; ICT infrastructure & services etc. Although
activities at provincial offices are primarily focused with programme
implementation these also include though to a limited extent, activities
focused on strategy and provincial governance functions:
•
•

Office of the CEO; and
Finance & Corporate Services.

In short, the activities that the national office and the provincial offices
perform are aligned as follows:
SALGA NATIONAL OFFICE
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Organisation-wide strategy development.
Function-specific strategic leadership and direction.
Research and policy development.
Special projects, such as 2010 and sector-related restructuring
(e.g. single public service, electricity, transport).
Serving as a sector-wide centre of knowledge and expertise.
Organisational-wide business planning.
Organisational-wide performance planning, monitoring
and facilitation.
International relations (at a national level).
Programme management integration and evaluation.
Intergovernmental relations (at a national level).
Stakeholder engagement.
Driving and co-coordinating programmes with national
strategic imperatives.
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3.1 REPORT OF THE
CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER
SALGA PROVINCIAL OFFICES
•

•
•
•

•
•

•
•

Interpretation of the SALGA strategy and ensuring alignment
of provincial tactical and operational plans to the organisationwide strategy.
Providing input to the organisational strategic formulation process.
Provision of business information based on geographical context.
Programme execution in the provinces and technical support
(e.g. 5 Year Local Government Strategic Agenda – 5YLGSA since
superseded by LGTAS).
Provincial organisational performance delivery and reporting.
Provision of support to municipalities regarding international
relations (e.g. at the level of twinning arrangements in respect of
individual municipalities).
Management of intergovernmental relations (e.g. at the provincial level).
Facilitating and promoting knowledge exchange between
municipalities.

SALGA’s core functions account for most of the operating expenses at
53% or R 123.3 million (2010: 56% R112.6 million), this covers the
entire array of the service offering to member municipalities.

The Finance & Corporate Services function/activity which includes
the provincial function of Finance & Administration is the 2nd highest
activity in terms of cost and accounts for 34.8% or R83.3 million
(2010: 30% or R 61.5 million) of the total expenditure. Included in
this figure is the non cash flow items such as depreciation on property,
plant and equipment; amortisation of intangible assets; the provision
for impairment trade receivables; as well as the normal operating
expenses incurred in support of the other business units such as rent
paid for office accommodation; facilities management; provision of ICT
infrastructure & services; human resource functions.
The activities within the Office of the CEO account for 12.7% or
R30.4 million (2010: 14% or R 28.1 million) of the total operating
expenditure. This programme is responsible for convening all the
SALGA Governance structures such as the NEC meetings; the National
Members Assembly; Audit Committee: Performance & Remuneration
Panel etc. The legal and compliance function/activity also falls within
this programme.
Total expenditure – Variance Analysis
The variance analysis for National Directorates is depicted as follows:

Expenditure Variance
Analysis per Directorate

R60 000
R54 969 R54 334

Actual
2010/2011

R thousand

R50 000

R40 000

R30 000

R31 420 R30 436
R20 622

R20 000
R16 369

Adjusted
Budget
2010/2011
Financial Year

62

R10 496

R10 000

R9 694
R5 562

0
Office of
the Chief
Executive
Officer
Total

R5 496

Community
Development
Total

SALGA

R8 652

R8 847

Economic
Development
& Planning
Total

R5 461
FSC Total

R6 227

R5 389

IGR Total
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MID Total

MIS Total

R6 249

SPR Total

The variance analysis for Provincial Offices is illustrated below:

Expenditure Variance
Analysis per Province

R16 000
R15 342 R15 102 R15 004
R14 000

R14 667

R14 193
R13 355

R13 310 R13 228

Actual
2010/2011

Adjusted
Budget
2010/2011
Financial Year

R thousand

R12 000

R12 034

R12 167 R12 062

R11 539
R11 109

R11 417

R10 000

R10 201

R10 511

R8 000

R4 000

R2 000

0
ECP Total

FSP Total

GTP Total

LIM Total

MPU Total

NCP Total

NWP Total

WCP Total

3.1.1.5 Overview of operating results per Strategic Objective
The organisations actual expenditure against budget per strategic objectives as follows:
Change Agenda
Actual versus Budget Per Strategic Objectives - Change Agenda

R thousand

CA 5: Improve SALGA’s corporate governance and
Internal functioning.

R135 821
R137 045

CA 4: Enhance and maintain a high profile locally,
regionally and internationally.

Actual
2010/2011

Adjusted
Budget
2010/2011
Financial Year

R10 257
R9 929

CA 3: Improve SALGA’s capacity to effectively
represent members as the employer.

R1 448
R1 727

CA 2: Improve SALGA’s capacity to engage with
stakeholders and lobby and advocate them on
issues in the interests of member municipalities.

R4 064
R3 980

CA 1: Improve SALGA’s capacity to support and
advise its members.

R6 045
R6 395

0

SALGA

R20 000

R40 000

R60 000
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R80 000

R100 000

R120 000

R140 000
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Priority Outcomes
Actual versus Budget Per
Strategic Objectives Priority Outcomes

R thousand
R658
R632
R343
R335

10. Climate Changer response measures at...
9. Reforming Organised Local Government

R7 052

8. Capacity Building and Institutional...

R10 319
R7 635
R7 578

7. Stable Municipal Governance
6. Sound financial management & governance

R2 794
R2 753
R13 939
R13 124

5. Labour Relations

Actual
2010/2011

R15 088
R14 209
R12 730
R12 625

4. Economic Development
3. Social Cohesion

Adjusted
Budget
2010/2011
Financial Year

R20 637

2. Service Delivery

R24 670
R760
R872

1. Councillor Support

0

R5 000

R10 000

R15 000

R20 000

R25 000

3.1.1.6 Donor funded projects

(b)	The P3 project

The organisation has three donor funded projects; namely:

The P3 project is funded by the Swedish International Development
Agency. The objective of this project is to provide municipalities with
an analytical framework and an organisational set up that will improve
dialogue between the business community and the municipality and
that will also be used to promote strategy development and business
related projects during the year of implementation. This project has a
24 month duration.

•
•
•

Masibambane Project;
The P3 Project; and
The SDC project.

(a) Masibambane project
The Masibambane project is a European Union donor funded
programme (funds are channelled throught DWA) aimed at capacity
building, infrastructure development and ensuring viable and
sustainable delivery of water and sanitation services.
An amount of R2 500 000 has been committed to the Water Research
Commission towards the Water Re-engineering Benchmarking Initiative.
2011

2010

Opening balance
Grant received
Other income
Expenditure
Deferred income

64

13 788 117

6 673 847

6 320 825

10 000 000

170 147

74 742

(12 049 749

(2 960 472)

8 229 340

13 788 117

SALGA

2010

2 955 426

2 321 233

15

1

(3 120 457)

(2 406 591)

165 016

85 357

-

-

Movement during the year – P3
Grant received
Other income
Expenditure
Amount included
in Trade and other
receivables
Deferred income

Movement during the year - Masibambane

2011

(c)	The SDC project
The Swiss Agency for Development and Corporation agreed to support
SALGA to build capacity in the monitoring and implementation of
energy efficiency. The project has two components: Monitoring of
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energy efficiency targets in the building sector to the Department of
Energy and Cooperation support to SALGA for the implementation of
the capacity building component.
2011

2010

2 400 000

-

Movement during the year – SDC
Grant received
Other income
Expenditure
Deferred income

1 690

-

(215 843)

-

2 185 847

-

3.1.1.7 Outlook for the year ahead
As previously reported, during July 2010 the organisation presented
its funding model to the Executive Authority, namely, the Department
of Co-operative Governance and Traditional Affairs and National
Treasury for the 2011/2012 MTREF the outcome of the submission
was expected around November 2010. However, the Executive
Authority and National Treasury are still interrogating the funding
model, and it is anticipated that it will be implemented in the
2012/2013 financial year.

In conclusion I express my sincere appreciation to the Chief Executive
Officer, Xolile George for his continued support and the National
Executive Committee for its leadership and strategic direction.
I also extend my appreciation to the Finance team for the immense
contribution during the year.

Josephine Meyer Ca(Sa)
Chief Financial Officer
31 July 2011

The funding model was developed two years ago and has been
adopted by SALGA’s Governance structures including the National
Members Assembly held on 10-11 May 2010. In the main, the
model seeks to eliminate the over-reliance on a single source of
revenue viz. membership levies and costs various governance
structures and proposes an optimum funding level requested from
the Executive Authority.
The going-concern considerations of the organisation have partly been
addressed by the review of the membership levy formula. However, for
the organisations’ operational sustainability the implementation of the
funding model is critical.

SALGA
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3.2 REPORT OF THE
AUDIT COMMITTEE
The Audit Committee is pleased to present the report for the financial year ended
31 March 2011.

Audit Committee Members and Attendance
SALGA’s Audit Committee is constituted in terms of section 77(a) of the Public Finance
Management Act (PFMA) as well as Treasury Regulations 27.1.1; 3 and 4 and meets as per
its approved terms of reference.
Five meetings were held during 2010/2011 financial year, and were attended by external
auditors, the Chief Executive Officer, Chief Financial Officer, the Head of Internal Audit
and other relevant corporate officials. The Chairperson of the Audit Committee reports on
committee activities to the National Executive Committee on regular basis. All members give
a declaration at each Audit Committee meeting of any personal or financial interests that may
conflict with their duties in this regard.
The table below highlights the Audit Committee members and the record of attendance of
Audit Committee meetings.
Record of Attendance
Temba Zakuza
Audit Committee Chairperson

Member

28/05/10

23/07/10

20/08/10

26/11/10

22/03/11

Mr Temba Zakuza
- Chairperson
Ms Octavia Matshidiso
Matloa - Member
Mr Chose Andrew
Kenilworth Choeu
- Member
Ms Phumelele NdumoVilakazi - Member
Mr Mahlatsi Phineas
Malaka - Member

Audit Committee Responsibility
The Audit Committee reports that it has complied with its responsibilities arising from
Section 51(1) (a) (ii) and section 76(4) (d) of the PFMA, and Treasury Regulations 27.1.The
Audit Committee adopted appropriate formal Terms of Reference as its Audit Committee
Charter and has regulated its affairs in compliance with these Terms of Reference and has
discharged all its responsibilities as contained therein.
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The Effectiveness of Internal Control

Evaluation of Financial Statements

The review of the effectiveness of the system of internal control by
Audit Committee is informed by the reports submitted by Internal Audit
Function and Management, who are responsible for the development
and maintenance of internal control system.

The Audit Committee has:
•
•

Significant weaknesses have been reported from the reports issued
by Internal Audit Function and Auditor General. These weaknesses
continue to be addressed by management.

Risk Management

Evaluated the financial statements of South African Local
Government Association for the period ended 31 March 2011.
Reviewed the Auditor General’s report to management and
management response thereto.

The Audit Committee concurs and accepts the Auditor-General‘s
conclusion on the annual financial statements, and is of the opinion
that the audited financial statements be accepted and read together
with the report of the Auditor-General.

An organisational risk register that identifies the major risks and
potential treats to SALGA’s strategic and directorate/ provincial
objectives has been developed. These risks are analysed, evaluated
and mitigated by means of suitable measures. Management has also
developed action plans to reduce the severity of each risk exposure
to an acceptable level. On quarterly basis, Internal Audit reviews
management assertions made on the status of implementation of action
plans in the risk register and reports them to the Audit Committee.
Internal Audit Function followed a risk based approach and developed
an appropriate Internal Audit Coverage plan in order to provide
assurance on the effectiveness of risk mitigating measures.

				
Temba Zakuza
Chairperson of the Audit Committee
Pretoria
31 July 2011

SALGA
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3.3 REPORT OF THE AUDITORGENERAL TO PARLIAMENT
ON THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS AND PERFORMANCE
INFORMATION OF THE SOUTH AFRICAN LOCAL
GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION (SALGA) FOR THE YEAR
ENDED 31 MARCH 2011
REPORT ON THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
Introduction
1.	I have audited the financial statements of the South African Local
Government Association (SALGA), which comprise the statement
of financial position as at 31 March 2011, and the statement of
financial performance, statement of changes in net assets and
cash flow statement for the year then ended, and a summary of
significant accounting policies and other explanatory information
as set out on pages 77 to 129.

Accounting authority’s responsibility for
the financial statements
2.	The accounting authority is responsible for the preparation and
fair presentation of these financial statements in accordance with
South African Standards of Generally Recognised Accounting
Practice (SA Standards of GRAP) and the requirements of
the Public Finance Management Act of South Africa, 2003
(Act No.1of 1999)(PFMA), and for such internal control as
management determines necessary to enable the preparation
of financial statements that are free from material misstatement,
whether due to fraud or error.

Auditor-General’s responsibility
3.

As required by section 188 of the Constitution of the Republic
of South Africa, 1996 (Act No. 108 of 1996) and section 4 of
the Public Audit Act of South Africa, 2004 (Act No. 25 of 2004)
(PAA) and the PFMA, my responsibility is to express an opinion
on these financial statements based on my audit.

4.	I conducted my audit in accordance with International Standards
on Auditing and General Notice 1111 of 2010 issued in Government
Gazette 33872 of 15 December 2010. Those standards require
that I comply with ethical requirements and plan and perform the
audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial
statements are free from material misstatement.
5.

The procedures selected depend on the auditor’s judgement,
including the assessment of the risks of material misstatement
of the financial statements, whether due to fraud or error. In
making those risk assessments, the auditor considers internal
control relevant to the entity’s preparation and fair presentation of
the financial statements in order to design audit procedures that
are appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the purpose of
expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of the entity’s internal
control. An audit also includes evaluating the appropriateness of
accounting policies used and the reasonableness of accounting
estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the overall
presentation of the financial statements.
6.	I believe that the audit evidence I have obtained is sufficient and
appropriate to provide a basis for my audit opinion.

Opinion
7.	In my opinion, the financial statements represent fairly, in all material
respects, the financial position of SALGA as at 31 March 2011, and
its financial performance and cash flows for the year then ended in
accordance with SA Standards of GRAP and the requirements of
the PFMA.

Emphasis of matters
8.	I draw attention to the matters below. My opinion is not modified
in respect of these matters:

Significant uncertainties
9.	Enquiries of management and attorneys revealed that the public
entity is a defendant in various lawsuits as disclosed in note 28 to
the financial statements. The outcome of these lawsuits cannot
be determined at present and no provision has been made for
any liability that may result.

An audit involves performing procedures to obtain audit evidence
about the amounts and disclosures in the financial statements.
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Irregular expenditure
10.	The public entity incurred irregular expenditure of R24 191 744,
disclosed in note 36 to the financial statements, as to expenditure
incurred was in contravention of the PFMA and Treasury
Regulations relating to supply chain management.

Fruitless and wasteful expenditure
11.	The entity incurred fruitless and wasteful expenditure of R2 134
687, as disclosed in note 35 to the financial statements, due
to interest and penalties arising from late payment of supplier
invoices and taxes due to the South African Revenue Services
and interest levied on late payment to creditors.

Going Concern
12.	Note 33 to the financial statements indicates that SALGA incurred
a deficit of R8 280 076 for the year ended 31 March 2011 and, as
of that date, the entity’s total liabilities exceeded its total assets by
R2 080 585. These conditions, along with other matters as set
forth in note 33, indicate the existence of a material uncertainty
that may cast significant doubt on the entity’s ability to operate
as a going concern.

Other matters
13.	I draw attention to the matters below. Our opinion is not modified
in respect of these matters:

Conditional grants
14.	The public entity utilised the unspent portion of a conditional
grant to subsidise its operations to the extent of R 7 216 345.
This action is tantamount to borrowing funds. At 31 March
2011 the public entity did not have sufficient cash resources to
reimburse the unspent portion of the conditional grant.

Unaudited supplementary schedule
15.	The supplementary information provided on pages 130 and 131
does not form part of the financial statements and are presented
as additional information. I have not audited this schedule and,
according, I do not express an opinion thereon.

REPORT ON OTHER LEGAL AND
REGULATORY REQUIREMENTS
16.	In accordance with the PAA and in terms of General notice 1111
of 2010, issued in Government Gazette 33872 of 15 December
2010, I include below my findings on the annual performance
report as set out on pages 132 to 178 and material noncompliance with laws and regulations applicable to the public entity.

Predetermined objectives
Reliability of information
17.	The reported performance information was deficient in respect of
the following criteria:
•
Validity: The reported performance did not occur and does not
pertain to the entity.
18.	The following audit finding relates to the above criteria:
•
Sufficient appropriate evidence to support the reasons for major
variances between the planned and the actual reported targets
could not be obtained. 48% of the reasons for major variances
could thus not be verified.

Compliance with laws and regulations
Strategic planning and
performance management
19.	The accounting authority did not submit the proposed strategic plan
to the executive authority for approval at least six months before the
start of the financial year of the designated department or another
time period as agreed to between the executive authority and the
public entity in contravention with the requirements of Treasury
Regulation 30.1.1.
20.	The strategic plan did not cover a period of three years resulting
in a contravention of the requirements of Treasury Regulation
30.1.3(a).
21.	The strategic plan does not include key performance measures
and indicators for assessing the public entity’s performance
in delivering the desired outcomes and objectives as the key
performance indicators are prepared on an annual basis,
resulting in a contravention with the requirements of Treasury
Regulation 30.1.3(d).
22.	The accounting authority did not establish procedures for quarterly
reporting to the executive authority in order to facilitate effective
performance monitoring, evaluation and correction action as
required by Treasury Regulation 30.2.1 as the report for quarter
two was not submitted timeously to the executive authority.
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3.3 REPORT OF THE AUDITORGENERAL TO PARLIAMENT
Annual financial statements, performance
and annual report
23.	The accounting authority submit financial statements for auditing
that were not prepared in all material aspects in accordance with
generally accepted accounting practice (and supported by full and
proper records) as required by section 55(1) ((a) and) (b) of the
PFMA. The material misstatements identified by the AGSA with
regard to Disclosure items, Revenue and Receivables were
subsequently corrected.

Expenditure management
24.	The accounting officer did not take effective and/or appropriate
steps to prevent irregular expenditure, as per the requirements
of section 38(1)(c)(ii) of the PFMA and National Treasury
Regulations 9.1.1.

Leadership
28.	The accounting authority did not exercise oversight responsibility
regarding financial and performance reporting and compliance
and related internal controls.

Financial and performance management
29. Management did not prepare regular, accurate and complete
financial and performance reports that are supported and
evidenced by reliable information.
30. Management did not review and monitor compliance laws
and regulations.

Procurement and contact management
25. Goods and services with a transaction value of between R30 000 and
R500 000 were procured without a valid tax clearance certificate
from prospective suppliers, as per the requirement of Treasury
Regulation 16A9(d).

Pretoria
31 July 2011

26.	The evaluation criteria and system to be used in awarding preference
points for the procurement were not specified in the bidding
documents, nor did it specify the maximum points to be awarded
for Historically Disadvantaged Individual (“HDI”), as required by
section 7 of the Preferential Procurement Policy Framework, 2000
(Act 5 of 2000).

INTERNAL CONTROL
27.	In accordance with the PAA and in terms of General notice 1111
of 2010, issued in Government Gazette 33872 of 15 December
2010, I considered internal control relevant to my audit, but not
for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of
internal control. The matters reported below are limited to the
significant deficiencies that resulted in the basis for my modified
opinion, the findings on the annual performance report and the
findings on compliance with laws and regulations included in this
report.
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3.4 REPORT OF THE
ACCOUNTING AUTHORITY
3.4.1 Statement of responsibility by
members of the Accounting Authority
(National Executive Committee)
The maintaining of accounting and other records, as well as an effective
system of internal control, is the responsibility of the accounting
authority. In the opinion of the accounting authority (NEC) of SALGA
this requirement has been complied with.
The preparing of financial statements that fairly present the state
of affairs of SALGA as at year-end and the operating results for the
year is the responsibility of the accounting authority. The Auditors
are expected to report on the Annual Financial Statements. SALGA’s
Annual Financial Statements are prepared on the basis of the
accounting policies set out therein. These policies have been complied
with on a continuous basis.

Approval and post-balance sheet events

Amos Masondo
Salga Chairperson

Xolile George
Chief Executive Officer

Pretoria
31 July 2011

The NEC approved the 2010/11-Annual Financial Statements set
out on pages 77 to 129 and the performance information set out on
pages 132 to 178 on 23 August 2011. In the NEC’s opinion the Annual
Financial Statements fairly reflect the financial position of SALGA
at 31 March 2011 and the results of its operations for the period
then ended.
No material facts or circumstances have arisen between the date of
the balance sheet and the date of approval, which affect the financial
position of SALGA as reflected in these Financial Statements.
The NEC is of the opinion that SALGA is financially sound and operates
as a going concern, and it has formally documented the facts and
assumptions used in its annual assessment of the organisation’s status.
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3.4 REPORT OF THE
ACCOUNTING AUTHORITY
3.4.2 Composition of the Accounting
Authority (National Executive Committee)
In terms of Section 49 of the PFMA, the governing body of SALGA
is the accounting authority of the organisation, also referred to as
the National Executive Committee (NEC) in terms of the SALGA
constitution.
The accounting authority of SALGA is comprised by the following
councillors:
Name of member

Role

Cllr Amos Masondo

Provincial chairperson (where applicable)
Chairperson

Cllr Obed Mlaba

Deputy Chairperson

Cllr Sophia Molokoane-Machika

Deputy Chairperson

Cllr Zoleka Capa (resigned)

Deputy Chairperson

Cllr C W Johnson

Additional member

Cllr Zoleka Capa

Deputy Chairperson

Cllr F Maboa-Boltman

Additional member

Cllr Boitumelo L Mahlangu

Additional member

Cllr S Somyo

Kwazulu-Natal

Additional member

Fr Smangaliso Mkhatshwa

Additional member (co-opted)

Cllr Mpai Mogorosi

Additional member

Cllr Hemans

Additional member

Cllr J Matlou

Additional member

Cllr Pinky Mkhonza

Additional member (co-opted)

Cllr Willie Johnson

Ex officio member

Northern Cape

Cllr S Mashilo

Ex officio member

Mpumalanga

Cllr Khorombi Dau

Ex officio member

Gauteng

Cllr Sebenzile Ngangeliswe

Ex officio member

Free State

Cllr Steven de Vries

Ex officio member

Western Cape

Cllr Boitumelo E Moloi

Ex officio member

North West

Cllr F Mdaka

Ex officio member

Limpopo

Ex officio member

Eastern Cape

Cllr Mafuza Sigabi
Mr Xolile George

Ex officio member (CEO)

The current NEC was elected in the last National Conference held
in April 2007, in terms of clause 11.1 of the SALGA constitution,
where the chairperson; (three) deputy-chairpersons; and 6 additional
members were elected.
The term of the SALGA NEC is 5 years; the current term is due to end
after 18 May 2011 (Local Government Elections) where in the next
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national conference due to be held in September 2011 a new SALGA
leadership will be elected by members.
The NEC has exercised its powers as conferred by the SALGA
constitution in filling any vacancies in between National Conference in
terms of clause 11.3 of the SALGA constitution.
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With the exception of Xolile George who serves as an ex officio member
in his capacity as Chief Executive Officer of the organisation, all other
NEC members are councillors and are deemed to be ‘independent nonexecutive directors’ of SALGA as defined for state-owned enterprises
(SOEs) in the September 2002 Protocol on Corporate Governance in
the Public Sector. A non-executive director is a person who has not
been employed by the SOE in any executive capacity for the preceding
three financial years; and is (in relation to the SOE) not a significant
supplier or customer, has no significant contractual relationship
and is not a professional advisor, other than in his or her capacity
as a director.

3.4.3 National Executive Committee
members’ interest in contracts

The audit committee is constituted as follows:
Name of member

Role

Temba Zakuza

Chairperson

Octavia Matloa

Member

Phineas Malaka

Member

Chose Choeu

Member

Phumelele
Ndumo-Vilakazi

Member
Ex officio member

Cllr Sophia Molokoane-Machika

The members of the audit committee have been remunerated as
follows, for the year under review:

All NEC members are required to complete a register of interests.
This register is updated on an annual basis. Refer to Note 29 which
contains full disclosure on related parties.

NEC members are not remunerated for the office they occupy.
Name of
member

Attendance
fees

Reimbursed
travel cost

Total

3.4.4 Remuneration of National Executive
Committee members’ and NEC sub committees

Temba Zakuza

54 193

3 686

57 879

Octavia Matloa

34 968

394

35 362

Members of the NEC are not remunerated for the office they occupy.

Phineas Malaka

43 322

4 086

47 408

Chose Choeu

27 908

886

28 794

Phumelele
Ndumo-Vilakazi

41 126

1 353

42 479

Non-NEC members of the audit committee and the performance and
remuneration committee are reimbursed on an hourly claims basis
according to professional fee schedules.

3.4.5 National Executive Committee Oversight
Sub-Committees
The NEC has established sub-committees in accordance with the
requirements of the King code on corporate governance. These
governance committees discharge their role as oversight committees
and report to the NEC.

3.4.5.1 Audit Committee
The organisations audit committee is constituted in terms of
section 77(a) of the Public Finance Management Act (PFMA); as
well as per regulation 27.1.1; and 27.1.4 of the PFMA Treasury
Regulations (2005).

SALGA

Cllr Sophia
MolokoaneMachika
Total

-

-

-

201 518

10 404

211 922

3.4.5.2 Performance and Remuneration
Committee
The organisation has a performance and remuneration committee
that supports implementation and institutionalization of performance
management within the organisation. The Panel is an advisory body
to the NEC authorised to review, guide and support SALGA in the
proper implementation and strategic alignment of the organisational
performance management policy and procedures, remuneration
philosophy and strategy.
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3.4 REPORT OF THE
ACCOUNTING AUTHORITY
The performance and remuneration committee is constituted
as follows:
Name of member

Annual Remuneration

2011

2010

Annual Remuneration

16 166 781

15 118 683

455 379

530 768

1 410 114

823 523

Subsistence and Travel
Allowance

Role

Micheal J Oliver

Chairperson

Elizabeth Dlamini-Khumalo

Member

Blake Mosley-Lefatole

Member

Faizel Randera

Member

Zwelibanzi Mntambo

Member

Cllr Amos Masondo

Ex officio member

Cllr Zoleka Capa (resigned)

Ex officio member

Cllr Mpai Mogorosi

Ex officio member

Cllr Boitumelo L Mahlangu

Ex officio member

Bonuses and performance
related payments
Contribution to UIF, Medical
and Pension
Total

NEC members are not remunerated for the office they occupy.

The SALGA NEC reviewed the annual financial statements for 2010/11
financial year and information regarding the forthcoming financial
year, to assess the going concern status of SALGA. Based on this
information, the NEC has every reason to believe that SALGA will
remain a going concern despite the total liabilities exceeding its total
assets as at 31 March 2011:
•

Micheal J Oliver

Attendance
fees

Reimbursed
travel cost

Total

33 498

502

34 000
•

Elizabeth DlaminiKhumalo

2 182

246

2 428

Blake Mosley-Lefatole

26 999

566

27 564

Faizel Randera

15 934

443

16 377

Zwelibanzi Mntambo

16 021

295

16 316

Cllr Amos Masondo

-

-

-

Cllr Zoleka Capa
(resigned)

-

-

-

Cllr Mpai Mogorosi

-

-

-

Cllr Boitumelo
L Mahlangu
Total

-

-

-

94 633

2 052

96 685

•

•

•

3.4.6 Remuneration of Senior Management
Senior Management includes the Chief Executive Officer, Executive
Directors and Provincial Executive Officers. The breakdown of Senior
Management Remuneration forms part of the Accounting Officers
Report. Senior Management is regarded as related parties (note 28).
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352 750
16 825 724

3.4.7 Going-concern considerations

The members of the performance and remuneration committee have
been remunerated as follows, for the year under review:

Name of member

261 081
18 293 355

SALGA

•

SALGA continues to receive Parliamentary grant funding. The
total Parliamentary allocation for 2011/12 is R 26.1 million. The
projected MTEF allocation for 2012/13 and 2013/14 is
R27.4 million and R28.9 million respectively.
In terms of other funding SALGA has succeeded in raising R6.0
million in sponsorship income (representing 50% increase);as
well as R 15.2 million in donor funding (representing 192%
increase) for the 2010/11 financial year.
At 31 March 2011, the statement of financial position shows that
it has already secured R1.8 million as ‘income received in
advance’. The amount represents membership levies paid in
advance by member municipalities.
The statement of financial position reflects total assets of the
organisation at 31 March 2011 at R 52.9 million. This
represents a decrease on the asset value of R59.1 million as
at 31 March 2010.
Although the organisation is insolvent with total liabilities
exceeding total assets by R2.1 million. Net assets of the
organisation decreased over the period with net assets on
31 March 2011 at a negative R 2.1 million versus a positive
R 6.2 million on 31 March 2010.
The debt to asset ratio - 13 percent or 1:0.96, this means
that SALGA had a liability of 100 cents for each 96 cents it
holds in total assets.
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•

•

•

•

Total currents assets at R29.8 million were less than the
current liabilities of R54.7 million. The current ratio is then
54.4% which means that SALGA had 54 cents in current
assets to cover every 100 cents of current liabilities. However,
it is worth noting that R13.7 million worth of current liabilities
relate to rolled-over funds, that will reduce once the work is
performed and thereby result in a favourable current ratio.
The organisation has fair valued current assets amounting to
R3.5 million to nil in order to fairly present its current assets,
this also contributes to the unfavourable current ratio. It
is important to note that as part of its policy the organisation
does not write-off membership levy debtors as members
ultimate remit their dues. As indicated above the provision
for impairment of trade receivables of R3.5 million is to
achieve fair presentation and when the effect of the
impairment of trade receivables is eliminated, the
organisations net assets are a positive R1.5 million.
Despite the operating deficit of R8.0 million for the period
ended 31 March 2011, the NEC believes that the
organisation is a going-concern, hence the preparation of
the financial statements on a going concern basis.
The organisation has also reviewed its membership levy
formula for the 2011/2012 financial year, resulting in a
projected growth in revenue of 38 percent or R56.2 million
to R203.9 million.

Other aspects considered in assessing the organisation’s goingconcern are the following:
The Constitution of the Republic of South Africa in section 163
envisages an important role for organised local government and
provides that an Act of Parliament must cater for the recognition of
national and provincial organizations representing municipalities,
and determine procedures by which local government may consult
the national and provincial government, designate representatives to
participate in the National Council of Provinces (NCOP) and nominate
persons to the Financial and Fiscal Commission (FFC).
Hence the organisations’ existence is as a result of the Organised
Local Government Act, 1997 (OLGA) that was enacted by Parliament.
SALGA is recognised as the sole voice of organised local government
in the Republic of South Africa.
There is no indication in the foreseeable future that the recognition
granted by the Minister per the Government Gazette, regulation
gazette no. 6087, volume 391 dated 30 January 1998, no. 18645
may be revoked, thus the NEC came to the conclusion that SALGA will
be in existence for the next 12 months.

SALGA

SALGA is constituted by its member municipalities that cover the entire
land surface area of the Republic. In terms of the governance model of
the Republic which creates the three spheres of government namely
Local; Provincial and National there is no indication in the near future
of a change in the governance model. Although the KwaZulu-Natal
province has instructed the member municipalities from that province
to no longer remit membership levies to SALGA, despite these
developments the NEC is of the opinion that SALGA shall continue.
Furthermore, there is agreement that Kwanaloga shall come back into
the SALGA fold post the 18 May 2011 local government elections.
Lastly, the organisation has submitted the outcome of its revenue
enhancement model to the Executive Authority (Department of Cooperative Governance and Traditional Affairs) as part of the MTEF
submission for the 2011/12 to 2013/14 planning cycle, and made
necessary representations relating to the adequacy of the SALGA
funding from the national fiscas. The submission was followed by a
formal engagement between the SALGA Chairperson and the Minister
of Finance on 30 September 2010; and a further engagement
between the CEO of SALGA and the Deputy Minister of Finance on
25 January 2011. However, the Funding model is not fully implemented
in the MTEF cycle as the Executive Authority and National Treasury
are interrogating the model. The NEC is convinced that once the
interrogation process has been finalised, the funding model shall be
implemented, hence the view that SALGA shall continue.

3.4.8 Fruitless and wasteful expenditure and
Irregular expenditure
3.4.8.1 Fruitless and wasteful expenditure
On 22 July 2011, the NEC considered the fruitless and wasteful
expenditure incurred by the organisation during the year under review
(see note 35 to the financial statements), and noted that the fruitless
and wasteful expenditure was incurred as a direct result of cash
flow constraints experienced by the organisation due to the poor
payment levels for membership levies. It was resolved that the
expenditure be condoned.
3.4.8.2 Irregular expenditure
The organisation incurred irregular expenditure amounting to R24.2
million, by virtue of not having stipulated the adjudication criteria
on the Requests for Quotation (RFQ’s) sent out to bidders in terms
of applicable regulations, during the 2010/2011 financial year (see
note 36 to the financial statements). This expenditure has since been
condoned by the relevant authority with remedial action.
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ACCOUNTING AUTHORITY
The register has an opening balance of irregular expenditure
incurred in prior periods amounting to R 16.8 million. Pursuant to
the appearance of the organisation before SCOPA on 13 April 2010,
where it was reported, in some instances, that the affected employees
were placed on suspension and disciplinary hearings instituted and
the employees subsequently left the employ of the organisation. These
were recorded in the register as a result of a forensic investigation
instituted by the organisation, focusing on the supply chain processes.
Following the legal advice obtained by the organisation this amount
has been condoned.

3.4.9 Losses, Irregularities and other matters
Losses or irregularities are referred to in Section 55(2)(b) of the
PFMA. The organisations Materiality and Significance Framework
was developed and agreed to in terms of PFMA Treasury Regulation
28.3.1.
In terms of Section 55, the following are specified as matters that must
be reported on in the annual report and financial statements:
(i) any material losses through criminal conduct and any
irregular expenditure and fruitless and wasteful expenditure that
occurred during the financial year;
(ii) any criminal or disciplinary steps taken as a consequence of
such losses or irregular expenditure or fruitless
(iii) and wasteful expenditure;
(iv) any losses recovered or written off;
(v) any financial assistance received from the State and
commitments made by the State on its behalf; and
(vi) any other matters that may be prescribed.

3.4.11 Legal proceedings
The organisation is involved in a number of litigation matters disclosed
in note 28 to the financial statements. These matters range from those
where dismissed former employees have referred the cases to the
Labour court / CCMA as well as civil matters.

3.4.12 Post balance sheet events
On 18 May 2011 Local government elections were held signalling the
new term for local government leadership. In terms of SALGA, the
local government elections are a precursor to the ushering in of a new
leadership at SALGA in line with the SALGA Constitution.
SALGA must convene a National Conference which is an elective
conference, in terms of the SALGA Constitution. The provisional date
for the convening of this important governance structure is 29 August
to 01 September 2011.
Besides the above there are no material facts or circumstances have
arisen between the date of the balance sheet and the date of approval,
which affect the financial position of SALGA as reflected in these
Financial Statements.

3.4.10 Materiality and significance framework
The organisation has developed and the NEC approved the materiality
and significance framework; developed in terms of the PFMA Treasury
Regulation 28.3.1. The framework defines aspects of significance and
materiality in terms of sections 54(2) and 55(2(b)(i) of the PFMA.
The framework, has been agreed to with the Executive Authority as
required by the PFMA Treasury Regulation 28.3.1.
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3.5 Annual FINANCIAL
STATEMENTS
for the 12 months ended 31 March 2011
Statement of Financial Position
Figures in Rand

Note(s)

2011

2010

Trade and other receivables - exchange transactions

8

25 258 290

38 640 575

Cash and cash equivalents

9

4 496 275

609 900

29 754 565

39 250 476

Assets
Current Assets

Non-current Assets
Investment property

2

3 100 000

3 000 000

Property, plant and equipment

3

19 923 348

16 754 803

Intangible assets

4

99 196

120 897

23 122 544

19 875 700

52 877 109

59 126 175

11

744 572

1 489 320

6

2 560 408

1 598 495

14

37 131 525

29 357 015

7

572 832

356 693

Unspent conditional grants and receipts

12

3 223 298

5 722 222

Deferred income - exchange transactions

13

10 450 229

13 788 117

54 682 864

52 311 862

274 830

614 824

Total Liabilities

54 957 694

52 926 686

Net Assets

(2 080 585)

6 199 489

Total Assets
Liabilities
Current Liabilities
Finance lease liability - exchange transactions
Operating lease liability - exchange transactions
Trade and other payables - exchange transactions
Retirement benefit obligation

Non-Current Liabilities
Finance lease liability - exchange transactions

11

Net Assets
2 259 566

2 259 566

Accumulated surplus

(4 340 151)

3 939 923

Total Net Assets

(2 080 585)

6 199 489

-

-

Reserves - Investment Property

10
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3.5 Annual FINANCIAL
STATEMENTS
for the 12 months ended 31 March 2011
Statement of Financial Performance
Figures in Rand

Note(s)

2011

2010

Revenue from exchange transactions

16

199 712 050

161 587 451

Other operating revenue

17

Operating expenses

31 278 148

39 934 129

(238 234 924)

(202 302 120)

Operating (deficit) / surplus

18

(7 244 726)

(780 540)

Investment income

20

1 792 085

2 083 245

Fair value adjustments

21

100 000

300 000

Finance costs

23

(2 927 435)

(862 318)

(8 280 076)

740 387

Surplus / (deficit) for the year

Statement of Changes in Net Assets
Figures in Rand

Note(s)

Opening balance as previously reported

Revaluation
reserve

Accumulated
surplus

Total net assets

2 259 566

3 159 897

5 419 463

-

39 639

39 639

2 259 566

3 199 536

5 459 102

Surplus for the year

-

740 387

740 387

Total changes

-

740 387

740 387

2 259 566

3 761 244

6 020 810

-

178 681

178 681

2 259 566

3 939 925

6 199 491

Surplus for the year

-

(8 280 076)

(8 280 076)

Total changes

-

(8 280 076)

(8 280 076)

2 259 566

(4 340 151)

(2 080 585)

Adjustments
Prior year adjustments Note

30

Balance at 1 April 2009 as restated
Changes in net assets

Opening balance as previously reported
Adjustments
Prior year adjustments Note 30

30

Balance at 1 April 2010 as restated
Changes in net assets

Balance at 31 March 2010
10
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Cash Flow Statement
Figures in Rand

Note(s)

2011

2010

244 372 454

191 906 635

1 792 085

2 083 245

246 164 539

193 989 880

(231 397 337)

(191 895 748)

(2 927 435)

(862 318)

Cash flows from operating activities
Receipts
Cash receipts from CoGTA and members
Cash and cash equivalents
Payments
Cash paid to suppliers and employees
Finance costs

(234 324 772)

(192 758 066)

27

11 839 767

1 231 814

Purchase of property, plant and equipment

3

(7 067 815)

(3 469 398)

Proceeds from sale of property, plant and equipment

3

199 133

231 033

(6 868 682)

(3 238 365)

(1 084 710)

(1 472 349)

3 886 375

(3 478 900)

609 900

4 088 800

4 496 275

609 900

Net cash flows from operating activities
Cash flows from investing activities

Net cash flows from investing activities
Cash flows from financing activities
Finance lease payments
Net increase / (decrease) in cash and cash equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents at the beginning of the year
Cash and cash equivalents at the end of the year

SALGA

9
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1. Presentation of Annual Financial Statements

Fair value estimation

The annual financial statements have been prepared in accordance
with the effective Standards of Generally Recognised Accounting
Practice (GRAP) including any interpretations, guidelines and
directives issued by the Accounting Standards Board in accordance
with the Public Finance Management Act (Act 1 of 1999).

The fair value of financial instruments that are not traded in an active
market (for example, over-the counter derivatives) is determined by
using valuation techniques. The entity uses a variety of methods and
makes assumptions that are based on market conditions existing at the
end of each reporting period. Quoted market prices or dealer quotes
for similar instruments are used for long-term debt. Other techniques,
such as estimated discounted cash flows, are used to determine fair
value for the remaining financial instruments. The fair value of interest
rate swaps is calculated as the present value of the estimated future
cash flows. The fair value of forward foreign exchange contracts is
determined using quoted forward exchange rates at the end of the
reporting period.

These annual financial statements have been prepared on an accrual
basis of accounting and are in accordance with historical cost
convention unless specified otherwise. They are presented in South
African Rand.
A summary of the significant accounting policies, which have been
consistently applied, are disclosed below. These accounting policies
are consistent with the previous period.

1.1 Significant judgements and sources of
estimation uncertainty
In preparing the annual financial statements, management is required
to make estimates and assumptions that affect the amounts represented
in the annual financial statements and related disclosures. Use of
available information and the application of judgement is inherent in
the formation of estimates. Actual results in the future could differ
from these estimates which may be material to the annual financial
statements. Significant judgements include:
Trade receivables / Held to maturity investments and/or loans and
receivables
The entity assesses its trade receivables for impairment at the end
of each reporting period. In determining whether an impairment loss
should be recorded in surplus or deficit, the entity makes judgements
as to whether there is observable data indicating a measurable
decrease in the estimated future cash flows from a financial asset.
The impairment for trade receivables and loans and receivables is
calculated on a portfolio basis, based on historical loss ratios, adjusted
for national and industry-specific economic conditions and other
indicators present at the reporting date that correlate with defaults on
the portfolio. These annual loss ratios are applied to loan balances in
the portfolio and scaled to the estimated loss emergence period.
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The carrying value less impairment provision of trade receivables and
payables are assumed to approximate their fair values. The fair value of
financial liabilities for disclosure purposes is estimated by discounting
the future contractual cash flows at the current market interest rate
that is available to the entity for similar financial instruments.
Impairment testing
The recoverable amounts of cash-generating units and individual
assets have been determined based on the higher of value-in- use
calculations and fair values less costs to sell. These calculations require
the use of estimates and assumptions. It is reasonably possible that
the assumption may change which may then impact our estimations
and may then require a material adjustment to the carrying value of
goodwill and tangible assets.
The entity reviews and tests the carrying value of assets when events
or changes in circumstances suggest that the carrying amount may
not be recoverable.
Provisions
Provisions for impairment of trade receivables were raised and
management determined an estimate based on the information
available.
Additional disclosure of these estimates of provisions are included in
note 1.9 - Provisions (below).
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Effective interest rate

Fair value

The entity used the prime rate to discount future cash flows for
creditors / expenditure and to discount the future cash flows in debtors
/ revenue.

Subsequent to initial measurement investment property is measured
at fair value. The fair value of investment property reflects market
conditions at the reporting date.

Allowance for doubtful debts

A gain or loss arising from a change in fair value is included in net or
deficit for the period in which it arises.

On debtors an impairment loss is recognised in surplus and deficit
when there is objective evidence that it is impaired. The impairment
is measured as the difference between the debtors carrying amount
and the present value of estimated future cash flows discounted at the
effective interest rate, computed at initial recognition.

If the fair value of investment property under construction is not
determinable, it is measured at cost until the earlier of the date it
becomes determinable or construction is complete.

1.2 Investment property

Revaluations are made with sufficient regularity such that the carrying
amount does not differ materially from that which would be determined
using fair value at the end of the reporting period.

Investment property is property (land or a building - or part of a
building - or both) held to earn rentals or for capital appreciation or
both, rather than for:
•
•
•

use in the production or supply of goods or services or for
administrative purposes, or
sale in the ordinary course of operations.

Owner-occupied property is property held for use in the production or
supply of goods or services or for administrative purposes.
Investment property is recognised as an asset when, it is probable that
the future economic benefits or service potential that are associated
with the investment property will flow to the entity, and the cost or fair
value of the investment property can be measured reliably.
Investment property is initially recognised at cost. Transaction costs
are included in the initial measurement.
Where investment property is acquired at no cost or for a nominal cost,
its cost is its fair value as at the date of acquisition.
Costs include costs incurred initially and costs incurred subsequently
to add to, or to replace a part of, or service a property. If a replacement
part is recognised in the carrying amount of the investment property,
the carrying amount of the replaced part is derecognised.
Revaluations are made with sufficient regularity such that the carrying
amount does not differ materially from:

SALGA

Compensation from third parties for investment property that was
impaired, lost or given up is recognised in surplus or deficit when the
compensation becomes receivable.
Property interests held under operating leases are classified and
accounted for as investment property in the following circumstances:
•
The property meets the definition of investment property and
•
The lessee uses the fair value method for asset recognition.
When classification is difficult, the criteria used to distinguish
investment property from owner-occupied property and from property
held for sale in the ordinary course of business, are as follows:
•
Investment property is held to earn rental or for capital appreciation
or both
Investment property generates cashflow largely independently of
•
the other assets held by the entity.

1.3 Property, plant and equipment
The cost of an item of property, plant and equipment is recognised as
an asset when:
•
it is probable that future economic benefits or service potential
associated with the item will flow to the entity; and
•
the cost of the item can be measured reliably.
Property, plant and equipment is initially measured at cost.
The cost of an item of property, plant and equipment is the purchase
price and other costs attributable to bring the asset to the location and
condition necessary for it to be capable of operating in the manner
intended by management. Trade discounts and rebates are deducted
in arriving at the cost.
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Where an asset is acquired at no cost, or for a nominal cost, its cost is
its fair value as at date of acquisition.
Where an item of property, plant and equipment is acquired
in exchange for a non-monetary asset or monetary assets, or a
combination of monetary and non-monetary assets, the asset acquired
is initially measured at fair value (the cost). If the acquired item’s fair
value was not determinable, it’s deemed cost is the carrying amount
of the asset(s) given up.
When significant components of an item of property, plant and
equipment have different useful lives, they are accounted for as
separate items (major components) of property, plant and equipment.
Costs include costs incurred initially to acquire or construct an item of
property, plant and equipment and costs incurred subsequently to add
to, replace part of, or service it. If a replacement cost is recognised in
the carrying amount of an item of property, plant and equipment, the
carrying amount of the replaced part is derecognised.
Property, plant and equipment is carried at revalued amount, being the
fair value at the date of revaluation less any subsequent accumulated
depreciation and subsequent accumulated impairment losses.
The revaluation surplus in equity related to a specific item of property,
plant and equipment is transferred directly to retained earnings as
the asset is used. The amount transferred is equal to the difference
between depreciation based on the revalued carrying amount and
depreciation based on the original cost of the asset.
Property, plant and equipment are depreciated on the straight line
basis over their expected useful lives to their estimated residual value.
The useful lives of items of property, plant and equipment have been
assessed as follows:
Item
Average useful life
Land	Indefinite
Buildings
20 to 75 years
Furniture and fixtures
3 to 20 years
Motor vehicles
15 years
Office equipment
3 to 20 years
IT equipment
9 to 12 years
Leased assets
Lease term

SALGA

The gain or loss arising from the derecognition of an item of property,
plant and equipment is included in or deficit when the item is
derecognised. The gain or loss arising from the derecognition of an
item of property, plant and equipment is determined as the difference
between the net disposal proceeds, if any, and the carrying amount
of the item.
Assets which the entity holds for rentals to others and subsequently
routinely sell as part of the ordinary course of activities, are transferred
to inventories when the rentals end and the assets are available-forsale. These assets are not accounted for as non-current assets held for
sale. Proceeds from sales of these assets are recognised as revenue.
All cash flows on these assets are included in cash flows from operating
activities in the cash flow statement.

1.4 Intangible assets
An asset is identified as an intangible asset when it:
•
is capable of being separated or divided from an entity and
		 sold, transferred, licensed, rented or exchanged, either
		 individually or together with a related contract, assets or
		liability; or
•
arises from contractual rights or other legal rights, regardless
		
whether those rights are transferable or separate from the
		
entity or from other rights and obligations.
An intangible asset is recognised when:
•
it is probable that the expected future economic benefits or
		
service potential that are attributable to the asset will flow to
		
the entity; and
•
the cost or fair value of the asset can be measured reliably.
Intangible assets are initially recognised at cost.
An intangible asset acquired at no or nominal cost, the cost shall be its
fair value as at the date of acquisition.
Expenditure on research (or on the research phase of an internal
project) is recognised as an expense when it is incurred.

The residual value, and the useful life and depreciation method of
each asset are reviewed at the end of each reporting date. If the
expectations differ from previous estimates, the change is accounted
for as a change in accounting estimate.
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A The depreciation charge for each period is recognised in or deficit
unless it is included in the carrying amount of another asset. Items
of property, plant and equipment are derecognised when the asset is
disposed of or when there are no further economic benefits or service
potential expected from the use of the asset.

An intangible asset arising from development (or from the development
phase of an internal project) is recognised when:
•
it is technically feasible to complete the asset so that it will be
		
available for use or sale.
•
there is an intention to complete and use or sell it.
•
there is an ability to use or sell it.
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•
it will generate probable future economic benefits or service
		potential.
•
there are available technical, financial and other resources to
		
complete the development and to use or sell the asset.
•
the expenditure attributable to the asset during its
		
development can be measured reliably.
Intangible assets are carried at cost less any accumulated amortisation
and any impairment losses.
An intangible asset is regarded as having an indefinite useful life
when, based on all relevant factors, there is no foreseeable limit to the
period over which the asset is expected to generate net cash inflows
or service potential. Amortisation is not provided for these intangible
assets, but they are tested for impairment annually and whenever
there is an indication that the asset may be impaired. For all other
intangible assets amortisation is provided on a straight line basis over
their useful life.
The amortisation period and the amortisation method for intangible
assets are reviewed at each reporting date.
Amortisation is provided to write down the intangible assets, on a
straight line basis, to their residual values as follows:
Item		
Computer software,
internally generated

Average useful life
2 to 5 years

Intangible assets are derecognised:
•
on disposal; or
•
when no future economic benefits or service potential are
		
expected from its use or disposal.
The gain or loss is the difference between the net disposal proceeds,
if any, and the carrying amount. It is recognised in or deficit when the
asset is derecognised.

1.5 Financial instruments

Financial instruments are measured initially at fair value, except
for equity investments for which a fair value is not determinable,
which are measured at cost and are classified as available for sale
financial assets.
For financial instruments which are not at fair value through or
deficit, transaction costs are included in the initial measurement of
the instrument.
Regular way purchases of financial assets are accounted for at
trade date.
Trade and other receivables
Trade receivables are measured at initial recognition at fair value,
and are subsequently measured at amortised cost using the
effective interest rate method. Appropriate allowances for estimated
irrecoverable amounts are recognised in or deficit when there is
objective evidence that the asset is impaired. Significant financial
difficulties of the debtor, probability that the debtor will enter bankruptcy
or financial reorganisation, and default or delinquency in payments
(more than 30 days overdue) are considered indicators that the trade
receivable is impaired. The allowance recognised is measured as the
difference between the asset’s carrying amount and the present value
of estimated future cash flows discounted at the effective interest rate
computed at initial recognition.
The carrying amount of the asset is reduced through the use of
an allowance account, and the amount of the deficit is recognised
in or deficit within operating expenses. When a trade receivable is
uncollectible, it is written off against the allowance account for trade
receivables. Subsequent recoveries of amounts previously written off
are credited against operating expenses in or deficit.
Trade and other receivables are classified as loans and receivables.
Trade and other payables
Trade payables are initially measured at fair value, and are subsequently
measured at amortised cost, using the effective interest rate method.
Trade and other payables are classified as financial liabilities at
amortised cost.

Initial recognition and measurement
Financial instruments are recognised initially when the entity
becomes a party to the contractual provisions of the instruments. The
entity classifies financial instruments, or their component parts, on
initial recognition as a financial asset, a financial liability or an
equity instrument in accordance with the substance of the
contractual arrangement.

SALGA

Cash and cash equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents comprise cash on hand and demand
deposits, and other short-term highly liquid investments that are
readily convertible to a known amount of cash and are subject to
an insignificant risk of changes in value. These are initially and
subsequently recorded at fair value.
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Bank overdraft and borrowings
Bank overdrafts and borrowings are initially measured at fair value,
and are subsequently measured at amortised cost, using the effective
interest rate method. Any difference between the proceeds (net of
transaction costs) and the settlement or redemption of borrowings is
recognised over the term of the borrowings in accordance with the
entity’s accounting policy for borrowing costs.

1.6 Leases
A lease is classified as a finance lease if it transfers substantially all
the risks and rewards incidental to ownership. A lease is classified as
an operating lease if it does not transfer substantially all the risks and
rewards incidental to ownership.

Impairment is a loss in the future economic benefits or service
potential of an asset, over and above the systematic recognition of
the loss of the asset’s future economic benefits or service potential
through depreciation (amortisation).
Carrying amount is the amount at which an asset is recognised in
the statement of financial position after deducting any accumulated
depreciation and accumulated impairment losses thereon.
A cash-generating unit is the smallest identifiable group of assets
held with the primary objective of generating a commercial return
that generates cash inflows from continuing use that are largely
independent of the cash inflows from other assets or groups of assets.
Costs of disposal are incremental costs directly attributable to the
disposal of an asset, excluding finance costs and income tax expense.

Finance leases - lessee
Finance leases are recognised as assets and liabilities in the statement
of financial position at amounts equal to the fair value of the leased
property or, if lower, the present value of the minimum lease payments.
The corresponding liability to the lessor is included in the statement of
financial position as a finance lease obligation.

Depreciation (Amortisation) is the systematic allocation of the
depreciable amount of an asset over its useful life.
Fair value less costs to sell is the amount obtainable from the sale of an
asset in an arm’s length transaction between knowledgeable, willing
parties, less the costs of disposal.

The discount rate used in calculating the present value of the minimum
lease payments is the interest rate implicit in the lease.

Recoverable amount of an asset or a cash-generating unit is the higher
its fair value less costs to sell and its value in use.

Minimum lease payments are apportioned between the finance
charge and reduction of the outstanding liability. The finance charge
is allocated to each period during the lease term so as to produce a
constant periodic rate of on the remaining balance of the liability.

Useful life is either:
•
(a) the period of time over which an asset is expected to be
		
used by the entity; or
•
(b) the number of production or similar units expected to be
		
obtained from the asset by the entity.

Any contingent rents are expensed in the period in which they are
incurred.

Criteria developed by the entity to distinguish cash-generating assets
from non-cash-generating assets are as follow:

Operating leases - lessee
Operating lease payments are recognised as an expense on a
straight-line basis over the lease term. The difference between the
amounts recognised as an expense and the contractual payments are
recognised as an operating lease asset or liability.

1.7 Impairment of cash-generating assets
Cash-generating assets are those assets held by the entity with the
primary objective of generating a commercial return. When an asset
is deployed in a manner consistent with that adopted by a profitorientated entity, it generates a commercial return.
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SALGA assess annually whether there us any indication that an asset
may be impaired. If any such indication exists, SALGA estimates the
recoverable amount of the asset.
If there is any indication that an asset may be impaired, the recoverable
amount is estimated for the individual asset.
The recoverable amount of an asset is the higher of its fair value less costs
to sell and its value in use. If the recoverable amount of an asset is less
than its carrying amount, the carrying amount of the asset is reduced to its
recoverable amount. That reduction is an impairment loss.

Any impairment loss of assets carried at cost less any
accumulated depreciation or amortisation is recognised immediately
in surplus or deficit.
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Any impairment loss of an revalued asset is treated as a revaluation
decrease to the extent of a previous revaluation surplus, and
subsequently to surplus or deficit. Any entity assess at each reporting
date whether there is any indication that an impairment loss
recognised in prior periods for assets that exist may have decreased.
If any such indication exists, the recoverable amounts of those assets
are estimated.

Actuarial valuations are conducted on an annual basis by independent
actuaries separately for each plan.

The increased carrying amount of an asset attributable to a reversal of
an impairment loss does not exceed the carrying amount that would
have been determined had no impairment loss been recognised for
the asset in prior periods.

The entity provides post-retirement health care benefits upon
retirement to some retirees.

A reversal of an impairment loss of assets carried at cost less
accumulated depreciation or amortisation is recognised immediately
in surplus or deficit. Any reversal of an impairment loss of a
revalued asset is treated as a revaluation increase to the extent that
the impairment previously reversed a revaluation surplus on the
same asset.

1.8 Employee benefits
Short-term employee benefits
The cost of short-term employee benefits, (those payable within
12 months after the service is rendered, such as paid vacation
leave and sick leave, bonuses, and non-monetary benefits such as
medical care), are recognised in the period in which the service is
rendered and are not discounted. The organisation remunerates its
employees on a total cost to company basis. This package includes the
organisation’s portion of contribution in respect of retirement benefits
and encourages the staff to invest in the retirement benefits and to
invest in retirement funds and annuities.
The expected cost of compensated absences is recognised as
an expense as the employees render services that increase their
entitlement or, in the case of non-accumulating absences, when the
absence occurs.
The expected cost of sharing and bonus payments is recognised as an
expense when there is a legal or constructive obligation to make such
payments as a result of past performance.
Defined benefit plans
For defined benefit plans the cost of providing the benefits is
determined using the projected credit method.

SALGA

The amount recognised in the statement of financial position represents
the present value of the defined benefit obligation as adjusted for
unrecognised actuarial gains and losses and unrecognised past
service costs, and reduces by the fair value of plan assets.

The retirees taking part in this plan were employed by the then
Western Cape Local Government Organisation (WECLOGO). When
SALGA became a unitary structure, one of the conditions of the
‘amalgamating’ was that the conditions of service of employee in the
employment of provincial associations, conditions of service will not
be affected in terms of the Labour Relations Act, section 197. SALGA
contributes to the medical aid of these employees.

1.9 Provisions and contingencies
Provisions are recognised when:
•
the entity has a present obligation as a result of a past event;
•
it is probable that an outflow of resources embodying
		
economic benefits or service potential will be required to settle the
		obligation; and
•
a reliable estimate can be made of the obligation.
The amount of a provision is the best estimate of the expenditure
expected to be required to settle the present obligation at the
reporting date.
Where the effect of time value of money is material, the amount of
a provision is the present value of the expenditures expected to be
required to settle the obligation.
The discount rate is a pre-tax rate that reflects current market
assessments of the time value of money and the risks specific
to the liability.
Where some or all of the expenditure required to settle a provision
is expected to be reimbursed by another party, the reimbursement
is recognised when, and only when, it is virtually certain that
reimbursement will be received if the entity settles the obligation. The
reimbursement is treated as a separate asset. The amount recognised
for the reimbursement does not exceed the amount of the provision.
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Provisions are reviewed at each reporting date and adjusted to reflect
the current best estimate. Provisions are reversed if it is no longer
probable that an outflow of resources embodying economic benefits or
service potential will be required, to settle the obligation.
Where discounting is used, the carrying amount of a provision
increases in each period to reflect the passage of time. This increase
is recognised as an interest expense.
A provision is used only for expenditures for which the provision was
originally recognised.
Provisions are not recognised for future operating deficits.
If an entity has a contract that is onerous, the present obligation
(net of recoveries) under the contract is recognised and measured
as a provision.
A constructive obligation to restructure arises only when an entity:
•
has a detailed formal plan for the restructuring, identifying
		at least:
		
the activity/operating unit or part of a activity/operating
			unit concerned;
		
the principal locations affected;
		 the location, function, and approximate number of
			 employees who will be compensated for services
			being terminated;
		
the expenditures that will be undertaken; and
		
when the plan will be implemented; and
•
has raised a valid expectation in those affected that it will
		
carry out the restructuring by starting to implement that plan
		
or announcing its main features to those affected by it.
A restructuring provision includes only the direct expenditures arising
from the restructuring, which are those that are both:
•
necessarily entailed by the restructuring; and
•
not associated with the ongoing activities of the entity
No obligation arises as a consequence of the sale or transfer of an
operation until the entity is committed to the sale or transfer, that is,
there is a binding agreement.
After their initial recognition contingent liabilities recognised in business
combinations that are recognised separately are subsequently
measured at the higher of:
•
the amount that would be recognised as a provision; and
•
the amount initially recognised less cumulative amortisation.

1.10 Revenue from exchange transactions
Revenue is the gross inflow of economic benefits or service potential
during the reporting period when those inflows result in an increase
in net assets.
An exchange transaction is one in which the entity receives assets or
services, or has liabilities extinguished, and directly gives approximately
equal value (primarily in the form of goods, services or use of assets) to
the other party in exchange.
Fair value is the amount for which an asset could be exchanged, or
a liability settled, between knowledgeable, willing parties in an arm’s
length transaction.
Measurement
Revenue is measured at the fair value of the consideration received
or receivable and represents the amounts receivable for goods and
services provided in the normal course of business.
Interest, royalties and dividends
Revenue arising from the use by others of entity assets yielding
interest, royalties and dividends is recognised when:
•
It is probable that the economic benefits or service potential
		
associated with the transaction will flow to the entity, and
•
The amount of the revenue can be measured reliably.
Interest is recognised, in or deficit, using the effective interest rate
method.

1.11 Government grants
Government grants are recognised as revenue when there is
reasonable assurance that:
•
the entity will compy with the conditions of the grant and
•
the grant will be received.
A government grant that becomes receivable as compensation for
expenses or losses already incurred or for the purpose of giving
immediate financial support to the entity with no future related costs
is recognised as income of the period in which it becomes receivable.
SALGA derives its revenue from the government grants receivable
from the Department of Cooperative Governance and Traditional
Affairs (CoGTA) and municipal levies.

Contingent assets and contingent liabilities are not recognised.
Contingencies are disclosed in note 28.
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1.12 Translation of foreign currencies

1.14 Irregular expenditure

Foreign currency transactions

Irregular expenditure as defined in section 1 of the PFMA is expenditure
other than unauthorised expenditure, incurred in contravention of
or that is not in accordance with a requirement of any applicable
legislation, including •
(a) this Act; or
•
(b) the State Tender Board Act, 1968 (Act No. 86 of 1968),
		
or any regulations made in terms of the Act; or
•
(c) any provincial legislation providing for procurement
		
procedures in that provincial government.

A foreign currency transaction is recorded, on initial recognition in
Rands, by applying to the foreign currency amount the spot exchange
rate between the functional currency and the foreign currency at the
date of the transaction.
At each reporting date:
•
foreign currency monetary items are translated using the
		closing rate;
•
non-monetary items that are measured in terms of historical
		
cost in a foreign currency are translated using the exchange
		
rate at the date of the transaction; and
•
non-monetary items that are measured at fair value in a
		
foreign currency are translated using the exchange rates at
		
the date when the fair value was determined.
Exchange differences arising on the settlement of monetary items or
on translating monetary items at rates different from those at which
they were translated on initial recognition during the period or in
previous annual financial statements are recognised in or deficit in the
period in which they arise.
When a gain or loss on a non-monetary item is recognised directly in
net assets, any exchange component of that gain or loss is recognised
directly in net assets. When a gain or loss on a non-monetary item is
recognised in or deficit, any exchange component of that gain or loss
is recognised in or deficit.

Cash flows arising from transactions in a foreign currency are recorded
in Rands by applying to the foreign currency amount the exchange
rate between the Rand and the foreign currency at the date of the
cash flow.

1.13 Fruitless and wasteful expenditure
Fruitless expenditure means expenditure which was made in vain and
would have been avoided had reasonable care been exercised.
All expenditure relating to fruitless and wasteful expenditure is
recognised as an expense in the statement of financial performance
in the year that the expenditure was incurred. The expenditure is
classified in accordance with the nature of the expense, and where
recovered, it is subsequently accounted for as revenue in the statement
of financial performance.
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National Treasury practice note no. 4 of 2008/2009 which was issued
in terms of sections 76(1) to 76(4) of the PFMA requires the following
(effective from 01 April 2008):
Irregular expenditure that was incurred and identified during the
current financial and which was condoned before year end and/or
before finalisation of the financial statements must also be recorded
appropriately in the irregular expenditure register. In such an instance,
no further action is also required with the exception of updating the
note to the financial statements.
Irregular expenditure that was incurred and identified during the
current financial year and for which condonement is being awaited
at year end must be recorded in the irregular expenditure register. No
further action is required with the exception of updating the note to the
financial statements.
Where irregular expenditure was incurred in the previous financial
year and is only condoned in the following financial year, the register
and the disclosure note to the financial statements must be updated
with the amount condoned.
Irregular expenditure that was incurred and identified during the
current financial year and which was not condoned by the National
Treasury or the relevant authority must be recorded appropriately in
the irregular expenditure register. If liability for the irregular expenditure
can be attributed to a person, a debt account must be created if such
a person is liable in law. Immediate steps must thereafter be taken
to recover the amount from the person concerned. If recovery is not
possible, the accounting officer or accounting authority may write off
the amount as debt impairment and disclose such in the relevant note
to the financial statements. The irregular expenditure register must
also be updated accordingly. If the irregular expenditure has not been
condoned and no person is liable in law, the expenditure related
thereto must remain against the relevant programme/expenditure
item, be disclosed as such in the note to the financial statements and
updated accordingly in the irregular expenditure register.
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1.15 Deferred income
Income is recognised to the extent that it has been expended for
the specific purpose. The unexpected portion is rolled over into the
following reporting period and it is disclosed as or recognised as
deferred income.

1.16 Related parties
Related party - parties are considered to be related if one party has the
ability to control the other party or exercise significant influence over
the other party in making financial and operating decisions or if the
related party entity and another entity are subject to common control.
Transactions - Specific information with regards to related party
transactions is included in the disclosure notes.
Key Management Personnel - Compensation paid to key management
personnel including their family members where relevant, is included
in the disclosure notes.
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2.

Investment property
2011

Figures in Rand

Cost /
Valuation

Investment property

3 100 000

2010

Accumulated
depreciation

Carrying
value
-

3 100 000

Cost /
Valuation

Accumulated
depreciation

3 000 000

Carrying
value
-

3 000 000

Reconciliation of investment
property - 2011
Opening
balance
Investment property

3 000 000

Fair value
adjustments

Total

100 000

3 100 000

Reconciliation of investment
property - 2010
Opening
balance
Investment property

2 700 000

Fair value
adjustments

Total

300 000

3 000 000

Details of property
1. Stand 750, Kimberley, Northen Cape
2. Stand 3278, Johannesburg, Gauteng
Details of valuation
The effective date of the revaluations was 31 March 2011. Revaluations were performed by an independent valuer, Mr W J Hewitt, NDPV, C.I.E.A.,
FIV (SA) (under the name of Mills Fitchet). Mills Fitchet are not connected to the entity and have recent experience in location and category of
the investment property being valued.
The capitalisation of the “Net Annual Income” method was used to determine the market value. This method is generally considered to determine
the market value of an income producing property such as shopping centres, offices and industrial or commercial properties where the building
has an earning potential.
These assumptions are based on current market conditions.
Amounts recognised in and deficit for the year.
Figures in Rand
Rental revenue from investment property
Direct operating expenses from non-rental generating property (security costs)
Direct operating expenses from non-rental generating property (repairs and maintenance)
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2011

2010

36,000

36,000

378,191

374,954

-

22,556
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3.

Property, plant and equipment
2011

Figures in Rand

Cost /
Valuation

Furniture & fixtures

9 379 382

Motor vehicles
Office equipment

2010

Accumulated
depreciation

Carrying
value

(2 383 740)

Cost /
Valuation

6 995 642

Accumulated
depreciation

8 550 196

(1 917 788)

Carrying
value
6 632 408

940 919

(324 013)

616 906

940 919

(264 574)

676 345

3 147 820

(1 189 839)

1 957 981

2 909 718

(885 419)

2 024 299

IT equipment

8 277 129

(1 846 422)

6 430 707

7 382 132

(1 514 213)

5 867 919

Leased assets

7 454 038

(3 531 926)

3 922 112

9 142 814

(7 588 982)

1 553 832

29 199 288

(9 275 940)

19 923 348

28 925 779

(12 170 976)

16 754 803

Total
Reconciliation of property, plant
and equipment - 2011
Furniture & fixtures
Motor vehicles
Office equipment

Opening
balance

Additions

Disposals

Depreciation

Impairment
loss

Total

6 632 408

1 114 742

(129 649)

(579 319)

(42 540)

676 345

0

0

(59 439)

0

6 995 642
616 906

2 024 299

283 177

(36 054)

(312 145)

(1 296)

1 957 981

IT equipment

5 867 919

2 131 356

(364 595)

(797 989)

(405 984)

6 430 707

Leased assets

1 553 832

4 037 550

0

(1 669 270)

0

3 922 112

16 754 803

7 566 825

(530 298)

(3 418 162)

(449 820)

19 923 348

Reconciliation
of property,
plant and
equipment 2010
Furniture &
fixtures
Motor vehicles

Opening
balance

Additions

Disposals

Reclassification

Depreciation

Impairment
loss

Total

6 588 540

622 484

(172 944)

116 403

(522 075)

0

6 632 408

735 873

0

0

0

(59 528)

0

676 345

Office
equipment

2 581 620

640 035

(72 902)

(614 443)

(495 051)

(14 960)

2 024 299

IT equipment

4 359 958

2 206 877

(184 941)

420 617

(626 183)

(308 409)

5 867 919

Leased assets

2 728 511

348 337

0

0

(1 523 016)

0

1 553 832

16 994 502

3 817 733

(430 787)

(77 423)

(3 225 853)

(323 369)

16 754 803

2011

2010

57 884

7 715

7 146
26 267
33 413

7 146
2 899
10 045

Other information
Figures in Rand
Property, plant and equipment fully temporarily idle (Gross carrying amount)
Office equipment
Property, plant and equipment fully depreciated and still in use (Gross carrying amount)
Furniture and fixtures
Office equipment
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4.

Intangible assets
2011

Figures in Rand
Computer software

Cost /
Valuation
675 576

Accumulated
depreciation
(576 380)

2010
Carrying
value

Cost / Valuation

99 196

675 579

Reconciliation of
intangible assets - 2011

Opening
balance

Computer software.
Internally generated

120 897

Reconciliation of
intangible assets - 2010

Opening
balance

Accumulated
depreciation
(554 682)

Amortisation
(21 701)

Carrying
value
120 897

Total
99 196

Reclassification

Amortisation

Total

77 423

(135 226)

120 897

178 700
Other information
Figures in Rand
Fully amortised assets still in use

2011
191 406

2010
191 406

Loans and
receivables
24 265 910
4 496 275
28 762 185

Total
24 265 910
4 496 275
28 762 185

Loans and
receivables
36 835 514
609 900
37 445 414

Total
36 835 514
609 900
37 445 414

2011
(2 560 408)

2010
(1 598 495)

The intangible assets consist of application software and intranet software.
5. Financial assets by category
The accounting policies for the financial instruments have been applied to the line items below:
2011
Trade and other receivables
Cash and cash equivalents

2010
Trade and other receivables
Cash and cash equivalents

6. Operating lease assets
Figures in Rand
Current liabilities

Operating lease liability arose due to the straight-lining of operating lease payments in accordance with GRAP 13. Refer to note 26 for detail on
the non-cancellable operating lease rentals payable in future.
SALGA also leases premises which have an average lease period of 50 months. The average yearly escalation is 9% and the average remaining
lease terms is 27 months.
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7.

Retirement benefits

Defined benefit plan
The plan is a post employment medical benefit plan.
Post retirement medical aid plan
When the then Western Cape Local Government Organisation (WECLOGO) was incorporated into SALGA, forming a unitary structure, it had three
employees for which it contributed towards a medical aid post retirement benefit. One of the conditions of the unitary structure was that the
conditions of service of any employee, in the employ of the provincial association at that date would not be affected. SALGA therefore inherited
these cases.
SALGA requested Jacques Malan Consultants and Actuaries, an independent firm of actuaries, to determine the value of the post retirement fund
obligation as at 31 March 2011. The report given by the actuaries valued the obligation at R572,832 (2010: R356, 693) at year end.
Figures in Rand

2011

2010

356 693
(55 310)
271 449
572 832

375 928
(49 848)
30 613
356 693

35 669
235 780
271 449

37 593
(6 980)
30 613

Contributions are discounted at an interest rate

9.00 %

10.00 %

Medical inflation per annum

8.00 %

9.00 %

Movements for the year
Opening balance
Benefits paid
Net expense recognised in the statement of financial performance

Net expense recognised in the statement of financial performance
Interest cost
Actuarial (gain) losses

Key assumptions used
Assumptions used on last valuation on 31 March 2011.

Mortality is determined by the PA (90) ultimate tables
Marital status and children dependants
Medical aid options remains unchanged for the future
The pensioners medical aid contributions remains at 40% of the total contribution
The total employer obligation in respect of medical aid subsidy after retirement amount to R320,184 as at March 2011 in the event that the
subsidised contribution remains unchanged in the future. In the event that the subsidies increase by medical inflation then the employer
obligation will be R572,832.
At 31 March 2011 if inflation rate at that date had been 100 basis points higher with all other variables held constant, the post retirement benefit
obligation would been R56 751 (2010: R38 556) higher, arising mainly as a result of higher medical inflation rate.
If the medical inflation rate had been 100 basis points lower with all other variables held constant, the post retirement benefit obligation would
have been R47 130 (2010: R33 180) lower, arising mainly as a result of higher medical inflation rate.
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8. Trade and other receivables – exchange transactions
Figures in Rand

2011
24 265
568
328
95
25 258

Trade debtors
Prepayments
Deposits
Sundry debtors

910
454
154
772
290

2010
36 835 514
438 775
328 154
1 038 132
38 640 575

Credit quality of trade and other receivables
The credit quality of trade and other receivables that are neither past nor due nor impaired can be assessed by reference to historical information
about counterparty default rates. The credit quality rating of each of these financial instruments are as follows:
Low credit grade - The counter party has evidenced high occurrences of defaults and / or re-negotiations of contractual terms in prior periods.
Furthermore an assessment of the financial position and liquidity position of the party has provided evidence of financial difficulties that may
impede the recoverability of the outstanding amounts. As such the counter parties included in the low credit grade category pose a high credit
risk to the entity.
Medium credit grade - The counter party has evidences instances of defaults and / or re-negotiations of contractual terms in prior periods on the
repayment of outstanding amounts (and / or). An assessment of the financial position and liquidity positions of the party has provided evidence
of financial difficulties that may impede the recoverability of the outstanding amounts. (and / or) The counter parties included in this credit grade
category are active in a industry that is highly sensitive to market fluctuations and volatility in the international economies.
High credit grade - The counter party has evidenced no instances of defaults and / or re-negotiations of contractual terms in prior periods.
Trade receivables schedule
Trade receivables
Less: Provision for impairment of trade receivables

Trade and other receivables past due but not impaired
The ageing of these loans is as follows:
More the 30 days but not more than 60 days
More than 60 days but more than 90 days
More than 90 days nut no more than 120 days
More than 120 days

27 786 858
(3 520 948)
24 265 910

62 592 443
(25 756 929)
36 835 514

358
239
313
910

7 203 614
35 583
29 596 317
36 835 514

1 377
106
22 782
24 265

Trade and other receivables impaired
As of 31 March 2011, trade and other receivables of R 3,520,948 (2010: R 25,756,939) were impaired and provided for.
The ageing of these loans is as follows:
More the 30 days but not more than 60 days
More than 60 days but more than 90 days
More than 90 days nut no more than 120 days
More than 120 days

SALGA
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2
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860
687
401
948

106 794
25 650 135
25 756 929
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Figures in Rand
Reconciliation of provision for impairment of trade and other receivables
Opening balance
Provision for impairment
Amounts written off as uncollectible

2011

2010

25 756 929
(1 913 223)
(20 322 758)
3 520 948

23 611 518
(2 006 095)
4 151 506
25 756 929

The maximum exposure to credit risk at the reporting date is the fair value of each class of loan mentioned above. The entity does not hold any
collateral as security. The entity is exposed to credit risk as a result of the following: Transactions entered into with customer on extended payment
terms of cash and cash equivalents held with commercial banks that may not be able to produce cash on demand. The entity manages these
risks by independent checks. No changes occurred in the management of these risks from the prior year.
9.

Cash and cash equivalents

The carrying value of cash and cash equivalents approximates the fair value thereof.
None of the instruments included in the cash and cash equivalents were pledged as security for any financial obligations.
No restrictions have been imposed on the entity with regards to the extent to which the bank and cash balances of the entity may be used.
Cash and cash equivalents consists of:
Cash on hand (Credit rating: High)
Bank balances (credit rating: High)

8 034
4 488 241
4 496 275

9 291
600 609
609 900

Credit quality of cash at bank and short term deposits, excluding cash on hand
The credit quality of cash at bank and short term deposits, excluding cash on hand that are neither past due nor impaired can be assessed by
reference to external credit ratings (if available) or historical information about counterparty default rates:
Low credit grade - The counter party has evidenced high occurrences of defaults and / or re-negotiations of contractual terms in prior periods.
Furthermore an assessment of the financial position and liquidity position of the party has provided evidence of financial difficulties that may
impede the recoverability of the outstanding amounts. As such the counter parties included in the low credit grade category pose a high credit
risk to the entity.
Medium credit grade - The counter party has evidenced instances of defaults and / or re-negotiations of contractual terms in prior periods on the
repayment of outstanding amounts (and / or). An assessment of the financial position and liquidity positions of the party has provided evidence
of financial difficulties that may impede the recoverability of the outstanding amounts. (and / or) The counter parties included in this credit grade
category are active in an industry that is highly sensitive to market fluctuations and volatility in the international economies. As such the counter
parties included in the medium credit grade category pose a medium credit risk to the entity.
High credit grade - The counter party has evidenced high occurrences of defaults and / or re-negotiations of contractual terms in prior periods.
Furthermore an assessment of the financial position of the entity has not evidenced a weakening in either the financial position or liquidity of the
entity. As such the counter parties included in the high credit grade category pose a low risk to the entity with the reasonability of the outstanding
amounts being almost certain.
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Figures in Rand

2011

2010

2 259 566

2 259 566

10. Revaluation reserve
Opening balance

The revaluation reserve results from the revaluation of property, plant and equipment while still owner occupied. It remains after treating the same
assets as investment property since they were vacated by the entity.
11. Finance lease obligation – exchange transactions
Minimum lease payments due
• Within one year
• In second to fifth year inclusive

814 679
294 453
1 109 132
(89 730)
1 019 402

Less: future finance charges
Present value of minimum lease payments

1 649 763
655 731
2 305 494
(201 350)
2 104 144

It is entity policy to lease equipment under finance leases. Obligations under finance leases are secured by the lessor’s title to the leased assets.
The average lease term is 13 months and the varying average effective borrowing rate was 12% (2010: 11%).
Interest rates are fixed at the contract date. All leases have fixed repayments and no arrangements have been entered into for contingent rent.
The entity’s obligations under finance leases are secured by the lessor’s charge over the leased assets. Refer note 3.
12. Unspent conditional grants and receipts
From time to time, SALGA engages Provincial and National Departments for assistance in terms of building capacity in the respective provinces
and funding certain programmes.
The Free State funding is split between programme support (40%) and building internal capacity in the province (60%). The Gauteng funding is
for internal capacity building for LED and Municipal Finance.
This year, SALGA partnered with the Department of Environment Affairs on climate change and energy projects. The partnership also included
the appointment of a Climate Change Specialist, for whom the salary was funded for 12 months by the Department.
A unconditional sponsorship was obtained from LA Health to fund SALGA’s redesign and rejuvenating its website. The sponsorship has the
condition: that SALGA’s Webpage must bear an LA Health presence (logo on each page thereof, in a format to be agreed upon by the parties for
a period of five (5) years). This amount will thus be amortised over this 5 year period.
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Figures in Rand

2011

2010

388 889
1 334 409
1 300 000
200 000
3 223 298

722 222
5 000 000
5 722 222

5 722 222
2 200 000
(4 698 924)
3 223 298

1 000 000
5 000 000
(277 778)
5 722 222

8 264 382
2 185 847
10 450 229

13 788 117
13 788 117

Unspent conditional grants and receipts comprises of:
Unspent conditional grants and receipts
Government grant – Gauteng CoGTA
Government grant – Free State CoGTA
Government grant – Department of Environmental Affairs
Conditional sponsorship: LA Health

Movement during the year
Balance at the beginning of the year
Additions during the year
Income recognition during the year

13. Deferred income
The entity has three donor funded projects namely, Masibambane; P3; and SDC.
Summary of Deferred income
Masibambane
P3
Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation (SDC)

Masibambane is an European Union donor funded programme (funds are channelled through DWA) aimed at capacity building, infrastructure
development and ensuring viable and sustainable delivery of water and sanitation services.
An amount of R2,500,000 has been committed to the Water Research Commission towards the Water Re-engineering Benchmarking Initiative.
Movement during the year - Masibambane
Opening balance
Grant received
Other income
Expenditure
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13 788 117
6 320 825
205 189
(12 049 749)
8 264 382
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6 673 847
10 000 000
74 742
(2 960 472)
13 788 117

P3 is project funded by the Swedish International Development Agency. The objective of this project is to provide municipalities with an analytical
framework and an organisational set up that will improve dialogue between the business community and the municipality and that will also be
used to promote strategy development and business related projects during the year of implementation. This project has a 24 month duration.
Figures in Rand
Movement during the year – P3 project
Grant received
Other income
Expenditure
Amount included in Trade and other receivables

2011

2010

2 955 426
15
(3 120 457)
165 016
-

2 321 233
1
(2 406 591)
85 357
-

The Swiss Agency for Development and Corporation agreed to support SALGA to build capacity in the monitoring and implementation of
energy efficiency. The project has two components: Monitoring of energy efficiency targets in the building sector to the Department of Energy
and Cooperation support to SALGA for the implementation of the capacity building component.
Movement during the year – SDC project
Grant received
Other income
Expenditure

2 400 000
1 690
(215 843)
2 185 847

-

14. Trade and other payables – exchange transactions
13
3
8
5

800
302
232
908
709
4 629
548
37 131

Trade payables
Payments received in advance
Sundry creditors
Accrued leave pay
Accrued bonus
Accrued expenses
Lodge card
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306
493
505
116
599
879
627
525

11 277 977
6 362 876
3 679 535
4 850 423
560 033
705 317
1 920 854
29 357 015
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15. Financial liabilities by category
The accounting policies for financial instruments have been applied to the line items below:

2011
Trade and other payables
Payments received in advance
Sundry creditors

2010
Trade and other payables
Payments received in advance
Sundry creditors

Financial
liabilities at
amortised cost
13 800 306
3 302 593
8 232 505
25 335 304

Total
13 800 306
3 302 593
8 232 505
25 335 304

Financial
liabilities at
amortised cost
11 277 977
6 362 876
3 679 535
21 320 388

Total
11 277 977
6 362 876
3 679 535
21 320 388

2011

2010

145 888 126

137 507 673

333 333
49 125 000
700 000
3 665 591
53 823 924

277 778
23 302 000
500 000
24 079 778

16. Revenue from exchange transactions
Figures in Rand
Membership levies
The amount included in revenue arising from non-exchange transactions is as follows:
Transfers and subsidies received – Gauteng CoGTA
Transfers and subsidies received – Executive Authority
Transfers and subsidies received – Dept. of Environmental Affairs
Transfers and subsidies received – Western Cape Dept. of Local Gov.
Transfers and subsidies received – Free State CoGTA
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17. Other income
Figures in Rand

2011

Income from capacity building programmes
Sundry income
Delegate fees – National and Provincial Members Assembly
Sponsorship received
Rent received
Income from donors
Commission received
Gains on foreign exchange transactions

2
2
5
6

098
532
285
003
42
15 179
10
127
31 278

2010

204
973
250
160
000
155
352
054
148

7 046 900
21 210 865
2 301 000
4 027 055
141 346
5 206 963
39 934 129

20 867 049

13 789 585

(331 165)
1 672 517
449 818
(1 913 223)
21 701
3 418 163
125 626 792
(216 139)
(216 139)

(199 754)
2 298 673
324 818
(2 006 095)
135 226
3 249 988
91 591 142
(19 239)
(19 239)

18. Operating deficit
Operating deficit for the year is stated after accounting for the following:
Operating lease charges
Premises
• Contractual amounts
Loss on sale of property, plant and equipment
Legal fees
Impairment on property, plant and equipment
Reversal of impairment on trade and other receivables
Amortisation of intangible assets
Depreciation on property, plant and equipment
Employee costs
Amount expenses in respect of retirement benefit plans:
Defined benefit funds
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19. Employee related costs
Figures in Rand

2011

Basic
UIF
SDL
Other payroll levies
Leave pay provision charge

2010

119 803
428
1 147
2 706
1 541
125 626

116
431
111
142
992
792

88 830 639
408 164
899 148
2 398 130
(944 939)
91 591 142

16 166
261
455
1 410
18 293

781
081
379
114
355

15 118 683
352 750
530 768
823 523
16 825 724

468 176
1 323 909
1 792 085

282 592
1 800 653
2 083 245

100 000

300 000

449 818

324 818

Remuneration of senior management
Annual remuneration
Contribution to UIF; Medical and Pension funds
Subsistence and travel allowance
Performance related awards

20. Investment revenue
Interest revenue
Bank
Interest charges on trade and other receivables

21. Fair value adjustments
Investment property (Fair value model)
22. Impairment of assets
Impairments
Property, plant and equipment
23. Finance costs
2 127
195
67
537
2 927

Trade and other payables
Finance leases
Bank
Fair value adjustments on payables

100
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415
044
874
102
435

180 797
343 137
74 029
264 355
862 318

24. Taxation
No provision has been made for the 2011 tax year as SALGA is exempt from Income Tax in terms of section 10(1) of the Income Tax Act.
No Value Added Tax was applicable to SALGA as it is exempt from complying with the Value Added Tax Act.
25. Auditors’ remuneration
Figures in Rand
Fees

2011

2010

4 665 144

2 979 159

82 876 617
20 571 621
62 304 996

18 195 074
9 313 317
8 881 757

26. Operating lease
Non-cancellable operating lease rentals are payable as follows:
Minimum payments
Future payments
Up to 1 year
1 to 5 years

Operating leases entered into ranges from 30 to 120 months with an average escalation of 9% per annum and no arrangements have been
entered into for contingent rent.
27. Cash generated from operations
(Deficit) / surplus
Adjustments for:
Depreciation and amortisation
Gain on sale of assets
Gain on foreign exchange
Fair value adjustment to investment property
Impairment deficit
Movements in operating lease assets and accruals
Movements in retirement benefit assets and liabilities
Leased assets additions (non-cash item)
Changes in working capital:
Trade and other receivables – exchange transactions
Trade and other payables – exchange transactions
VAT
Unspent conditional grants and receipts
Deferred income – exchange transactions
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(8 280 076)

740 387

3 439 836
331 165
127 054
100 000
449 820
961 913
216 139
(499 011)

3 361 078
199 754
(300 000)
323 375
(147 916)
(19 235)
(348 338)

13 382 285
7 901 562
(2 498 924)
(3 337 888)
11 839 767

(11 805 460)
(4 798 839)
2 190 516
4 722 222
7 114 270
1 231 814
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28. Contingencies
1.

SALGA is defending a claim for alleged defamation which has been instituted by Akani Retirement Fund Administration. The plaintiff claims
payment of R500 000, interest at a rate of 15.5% and cost of suit. The expected outcome is unknown and the legal costs incurred thus far
in defending the matter forms part of legal costs as disclosed in note 18.

2.

SALGA is an applicant on a matter relating to the review and setting aside of an award by the CCMA in respect of a former employee, who
was dismissed. The relief sought is that the applicant did not commit an act of unfair dismissal against the said employee. The exposure to
SALGA is in the amount of R130,752 being the original CCMA award, interest, and taxed costs. The expected outcome is unknown and the
legal costs incurred thus far in defending the matter forms part of legal costs as disclosed in note 18.

3.

SALGA is defending a matter against alleged breach of contract which was instituted by Millionsure Insurance Brokers (Pty) Limited. The
plaintiff claims payment of R8 336 250, interest at a rate of 15.5% from July 2004. SALGA has lodged a counter-claim of R6 840 000. The
expected outcome is unknown and the legal costs incurred thus far in defending the matter forms part of legal costs as disclosed in note 18.

29. Related parties
Relationships
Major Public Entity (Schedule 2 of the PFMA)

South African Revenue Services

Major Public Entity (Schedule 2 of the PFMA)

South African Broadcasting Corporation

Major Public Entity (Schedule 2 of the PFMA)

Telkom SA Limited

Chairperson of SALGA

Cllr A Masondo - Executive Mayor: City of Johannesburg Metropolitan Municipality

Deputy Chairperson of SALGA

Cllr Z Capa - Executive Mayor: OR Tambo District Municipality

Deputy Chairperson of SALGA

Cllr O Mlaba - Executive Mayor: eThekwini Metropolitan Municipality

Deputy Chairperson of SALGA

Cllr S Molokoane-Machika - Executive Mayor: Madibeng Local Municipality

Member of the National Executive Committee of SALGA

Cllr S Somyo - Executive Mayor: Amathole District Municipality

Member of the National Executive Committee of SALGA

Cllr C Johnson - Deputy Mayor: Cape Winelands District Municipality

Member of the National Executive Committee of SALGA

Cllr M Morogosi - Executive Mayor: Nala Local Municipality

Member of the National Executive Committee of SALGA

Cllr F Maboa-Boltman - Speaker: Gert Sibande District Municipality

Member of the National Executive Committee of SALGA

Cllr N Hermans - Executive Mayor: Umsombomvu Local Municipality

Member of the National Executive Committee of SALGA

Cllr B Mahlangu - Councillor: Greater Taung Local Municipality

Member of the National Executive Committee of SALGA

Cllr S Sigabi - Executive Mayor: Chris Hani District Municipality

Member of the National Executive Committee of SALGA

Cllr S Ngangelizwe - Executive Mayor: Matjhabeng Local Municipality

Member of the National Executive Committee of SALGA

Cllr T Dau - Councillor: City of Tshwane Metropolitan Municipality

Member of the National Executive Committee of SALGA

Cllr F Mdaka - Executive Mayor: Vhembe District Municipality

Member of the National Executive Committee of SALGA

Cllr S Mashilo - Executive Mayor: Mkangala District Municipality

Member of the National Executive Committee of SALGA

Cllr F Mkhatshwa - Speaker: City of Tshwane Metropolitan Municipality

Member of the National Executive Committee of SALGA

Cllr W Johnson - Councillor: Frances Baard District Municipality

Member of the National Executive Committee of SALGA

Cllr S de Vries - Councillor: Eden District Municipality

Member of the National Executive Committee of SALGA

Cllr N Matlou - Executive Mayor: Mopani District Municipality

Member of the National Executive Committee of SALGA

Cllr P Mkhonza - Councillor: Ekurhuleni Metropolitan Municipality

Please refer to annexure A for related party transactions and balances.
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30. Prior period errors
The useful life of an tem of IT equipment was mistakenly recorded resulting in an accelerated depreciation.
The correction of the error results in adjustments as follows:
Statement of financial position
Figures in Rand
Property, plant and equipment: IT equipment: Accumulated depreciation

2011

2010

-

218 320

-

(218 320)

-

84 413
31 990
(668 019)
52 577
305 567
139 192
278 039
(224 780)

-

(24 136)
24 136

Statement of financial performance

Depreciation: IT equipment
31. Comparative figures
Certain items of property, plant and equipment were reclassified in order to achieve fair presentation.
Statement of financial position
Furniture and fixtures: Cost
Furniture and fixtures: Accumulated depreciation
Office equipment: Cost
Office equipment: Accumulated depreciation
IT equipment : Cost
IT equipment: Accumulated depreciation
Intangible assets: Cost
Intangible assets: Accumulated amortisation
Statement of financial performance
Depreciation: IT equipment
Amortisation: Intangible assets
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32. Risk management
Financial risk management
The entity’s activities expose it to a variety of financial risks: market risk (including currency risk, fair value interest rate risk, cash flow interest rate
risk and price risk), credit risk and liquidity risk.
Liquidity risk
Prudent liquidity risk management implies maintaining sufficient cash. The entity receives cash in the form of levies from customers and grants
from government. The entity maintains liquidity by limiting capital and operational expenditure within the preapproved budget.
The entity’s risk to liquidity is a result of the funds available to cover future commitments. The entity manages liquidity risk through an ongoing
review of future commitments and credit facilities.
Maturity analysis

Trade payables

Not more than one month
Later than one month and not later than three months

Other payables

21 173 492

18 233 057

530 544

-

Later than three months and not later than one year

3 223 298

-

Later than one year and not later than five years

3 304 980

-

28 232 314

18 233 057

Values presented in the maturity analysis are undiscounted according to the terms of the instrument. These amounts will all be settled in cash.
Trade payables are considered to mature in 30 days after year end as these suppliers require 30 days settlement terms. No changes between the
current and prior year assumptions have been made.
Interest rate risk
The entity’s interest rate risks arises from market and economic factors, loans and other payables, cash and cash equivalents and loans and other
receivables. The entity’s exposure to interest rate risk is minimal due to the following factors:
•
no interest is levied on overdue trade receivables;
•
interest not paid on trade payables is limited as it is the policy of the entity to settle within the credit terms, cash flow allowing in order
		
to comply with the Public Finance Management Act (PFMA) requirements; and
•
the PFMA does not allow for the entity to utilise bank overdrafts.
Based on the activities of the entity the only area affected by interest rate risk is finance leases and investment income earned on call deposits.
At 31 March 2011, if interest rates at that date had been 200 basis points lower with all other variables held constant, surplus for the year would
have been R22,707 (2010: R24,419) higher, arising mainly as a result of lower interest expense on variable payables and receivables. If interest
rates had been 200 basis points higher, with all other variables held constant, surplus would have been R22,707 (2010: R24,419) lower, arising
mainly as a result of higher interest expense on variable payable and receivables. Surplus is more sensitive to interest rate decreases than
increases because of borrowings with capped interest rates.
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Cash flow interest rate risk
The entity’s exposure to this type of risk arises when the entity has a financial instrument with a floating interest rate. The entity is seldom exposed
to this type of risk. When the need arises management employs conservative approaches with a limited risk exposure such as Call Accounts or
limit the risk completely by employing fixed deposits. The following credit facilities are available, which is payable 30 days from statement date:
Lodge card
Rentals		
Fleet cards

R3 040 000
R4 400 000
R50 000

Fair value interest rate risk
The entity’s exposure to this type of risk is slightly higher than the cash flow interest rate risk, primarily due to the conservative
investment philosophy.
Ordinarily fixed deposits exposes the entity to this type of risk. The entity manages this risk by keeping fixed investments on short-term to mitigate
the impact that this type of risk might have on the organisation.
Credit risk
Credit risk consists mainly of cash deposits, cash equivalents, derivative financial instruments and trade debtors. The entity only deposits cash
with major banks with high quality credit standing and limits exposure to any one counter-party.
Trade receivables comprise of municipalities which are invoiced one a year based on their budgeted salary cost. There is no independent rating,
therefore management assesses the credit quality of the customer, taking into account its financial position, past experience adn other factors.
The entity establishes an impairment that represents its estimate of incurred losses in respect of trade receivables.
Foreign exchange risk
The entity does not hedge foreign exchange fluctuations.
The entity is seldom exposed to this type of risk, whenever it arises it is normally from Subsistence Allowance outside the Republic. SALGA’s
Travel, Accommodation and Subsistence Policy provides for a subsistence allowance of USD 190 per day for each day the official is outside of the
Republic of the entity’s business. Since the allowance amount is denominated in a foreign currency, the entity is exposed to currency fluctuations
since these are paid on spot rate due to their infrequency.
Due to the infrequent nature of the transaction management does not employ any hedging mechanism against this risk.
The entity reviews its foreign currency exposure, including commitments on an ongoing basis. The entity expects its foreign exchange contracts
to hedge foreign exchange exposure.
Price risk
The entity’s exposure to price risk is limited to the effect that inflation has on the market prices for goods and services ordinarily procured by the
organisation. The risk arises when the entity’s revenue does not escalate at a similar or better rate that the prevailing market conditions, which is
rare since the entity’s major source of revenue is its membership levies which due to the basis of deriving the levy amount normally escalates at
a rate higher or equivalent to the prevailing inflationary trends.
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There are no special mechanisms employed by management to manage this kind of risk other than pursuing the fair market value/price through
a ‘dip-stick’ in the market viz. quotations and open tenders.
33. Going-concern
We draw attention to the fact that at 31 March 2011, the entity had accumulated deficits of (R4 340 151) and that the entity’s total liabilities
exceed its assets by (R2 080 585).
The SALGA NEC reviewed the annual financial statements for 2010/11 financial year and information regarding the forthcoming financial year, to
assess the going concern status of SALGA. Based on this information, the NEC has every reason to believe that SALGA will remain a going concern
despite the total liabilities exceeding its total assets as at 31 March 2011:
•
SALGA continues to receive Parliamentary grant funding. The total Parliamentary allocation for 2011/12 is R 26.1 million. The projected
		
MTEF allocation for 2012/13 and 2013/14 is R27.4 million and R28.9 million respectively.
•
In terms of other funding SALGA has succeeded in raising R 6.0 million in sponsorship income (representing 50% increase); as well as
		
R 15.2 million in donor funding (representing 192% increase) for the 2010/11 financial year.
•
At 31 March 2011, the statement of financial position shows that it has already secured R1.8 million as ‘income received in advance’.
		The amount represents membership levies paid in advance by member municipalities.
•
The statement of financial position reflects total assets of the organisation at 31 March 2011 at R 52.9 million. This represents a
		
decrease on the asset value of R59.1 million as at 31 March 2010.
•
Although the organisation is insolvent with total liabilities exceeding total assets by R2.1 million. Net assets of the organisation decreased
		
over the period with net assets on 31 March 2011 at a negative R 2.1 million versus a positive R 6.2 million on 31 March 2010.
•
The debt to asset ratio -13 percent or 1:0.96, this means that SALGA had a liability of 100 cents for each 96 cents it holds in total assets.
•
Total currents assets at R29.8 million were less than the current liabilities of R54.7 million. The current ratio is then 54.4% which means
		
that SALGA had 54 cents in current assets to cover every 100 cents of current liabilities. However, it is worth noting that R 13.7 million
		
worth of current liabilities relate to rolled-over funds, that will reduce once the work is performed and thereby result in a favourable
		current ratio.
•
The organisation has fair valued current assets amounting to R 3.5 million to nil in order to fairly present its current assets, this also
		
contributes to the unfavourable current ratio. It is important to note that as part of its policy the organisation does not write-off membership
		
levy debtors as members ultimate remit their dues. As indicated above the provision for impairment of trade receivables of R3.5 million
		
is to achieve fair presentation and when the effect of the impairment of trade receivables is eliminated, the organisations net assets are
		
a positive R1.5 million.
•
Despite the operating deficit of R8.0 million for the period ended 31 March 2011, the NEC believes that the organisation is a going		
concern, hence the preparation of the financial statements on a going concern basis.
•
The organisation has also reviewed its membership levy formula for the 2011/2012 financial year, resulting in a projected growth in
		
revenue of 38 percent or R56.2 million to R203.9 million.
Other aspects considered in assessing the organisation’s going-concern are the following:
The Constitution of the Republic of South Africa in section 163 envisages an important role for organised local government and provides that an
Act of Parliament must cater for the recognition of national and provincial organizations representing municipalities, and determine procedures
by which local government may consult the national and provincial government, designate representatives to participate in the National Council
of Provinces (NCOP) and nominate persons to the Financial and Fiscal Commission (FFC).
Hence the organisations’ existence is as a result of the Organised Local Government Act, 1997 (OLGA) that was enacted by Parliament. SALGA
is recognised as the sole voice of organised local government in the Republic of South Africa.
There is no indication in the foreseeable future that the recognition granted by the Minister per the Government Gazette, regulation gazette
no. 6087, volume 391 dated 30 January 1998, no. 18645 may be revoked, thus the NEC came to the conclusion that SALGA will be in existence
for the next 12 months.
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SALGA is constituted by its member municipalities that cover the entire land surface area of the Republic. In terms of the governance model of
the Republic which creates the three spheres of government namely Local; Provincial and National there is no indication in the near future of
a change in the governance model. Although the KwaZulu-Natal province has instructed the member municipalities from that province to no
longer remit membership levies to SALGA, despite these developments the NEC is of the opinion that SALGA shall continue. Furthermore, there
is agreement that Kwanaloga shall come back into the SALGA fold post the 18 May 2011 local government elections.
Lastly, the organisation has submitted the outcome of its revenue enhancement model to the Executive Authority (Department of Co-operative
Governance and Traditional Affairs) as part of the MTEF submission for the 2011/12 to 2013/14 planning cycle, and made necessary representations
relating to the adequacy of the SALGA funding from the national fiscas. The submission was followed by a formal engagement between the SALGA
Chairperson and the Minister of Finance on 30 September 2010; and a further engagement between the CEO of SALGA and the Deputy Minister
of Finance on 25 January 2011. However, the Funding model is not fully implemented in the MTEF cycle as the Executive Authority and National
Treasury are interrogating the model. The NEC is convinced that once the interrogation process has been finalised, the funding model shall be
implemented, hence the view that SALGA shall continue.
34. Events after reporting date
On 18 May 2011 Local government elections were held signalling the new term for local government leadership. In terms of SALGA, the local
government elections are a precursor to the ushering in of a new leadership at SALGA in line with the SALGA Constitution.
SALGA must convene a National Conference which is an elective conference, in terms of the SALGA Constitution. The provisional date for the
convening of this important governance structure is 29 August to 01 September 2011.
Besides the above there are no material facts or circumstances that have arisen between the date of the balance sheet and the date of approval,
which affect the financial position of SALGA as reflected in these Financial Statements.
35. Fruitless and wasteful expenditure
Figures in Rand
Opening balance
Fruitless and wasteful expenditure – current year
Fruitless and wasteful expenditure – condoned

2011

2010

888 221
2 134 687
(3 022 908)
-

384 713
888 221
(384 713)
888 221

Interest and penalties levied by the South African Revenue Service (SARS) due to late payment of PAYE, SDL and UIF as a result of cash flow
constraints. No disciplinary action has been taken thus far as this resulted in poor collection levels. Management is in discussion with SARS with
an attempt to reduce the interest and penalties amount.
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36. Irregular expenditure
Figures in Rand
Opening balance
Add: Irregular expenditure – current year
Less: Amounts condoned
Less amounts not recoverable (condoned)

2011

2010

16 830 392
24 191 744
(24 191 744)
16 830 392

25 072 214
(8 241 822)
16 830 392

Disciplinary steps taken / criminal proceedings
(a)	Irregular expenditure of R24 191 744 (2010: R nil) was incurred The internal control environment has been enhanced, in that RFQ’s
by virtue of the organisation not disclosing the adjudication sent out now include the adjudication criteria.
criteria in the Requests for Quotations (RFQ’s) sent out to
potential bidders.
(b)	Irregular expenditure of R7 868 524 (2010: R nil) was incurred Regular training of SCM officials on adherence to the SCM Framework
due to the organisation only possessing photocopies of tax to be conducted. Original tax clearance certificates sourced
clearance certificates instead of originals (amount included in from vendors.
(a) above).
(c)	Irregular expenditure incurred due to the organisation failing Regular training of SCM officials on adherence to the SCM Framework
to produce declaration certificates for two transactions entered to be implemented.
into during the year (amount included in (a) above).
37. Reconciliation between budget and statement of financial performance
Reconciliation of budget surplus/deficit with the surplus/deficit in the statement of financial performance:
Net (deficit) surplus per the statement of financial performance
Adjusted for:
Add: Negative variances in revenue
Less: Positive in variances in expenditure
Less: Positive variances in non-operating expenditure
Net (deficit) surplus per approved budget
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(8,280,076)

740,387

13,296,657
(8,001,689)
1,179,641
(1,805,467)

25,942,575
(23,840,861)
(1,678,874)
1,163,227

38. Standards issued but not yet effective
The following GRAP Standards have been approved but are not yet effective:
GRAP 21
GRAP 23
GRAP 25
GRAP 26

- 	Impairment of Non-cash-generating Assets
Revenue from Non-exchange Transactions (Taxes and Transfers)
- 	Employee Benefits
- 	Impairment of Cash-generating Assets

The effective dates of the above standards are not yet known. The effect of adopting these GRAP standards when they become effective is not
expected to have a significant impact in the financial statements as the principles are similar to those already applied under the equivalent
Statement of SA GAAP.
39. Any other material matter – Soccer World Cup expenditure
In terms of the National Treasury circular dated 16 July 2010, the organisation is required to disclose on Soccer World Cup related expenditure.
The organisation acquired Soccer World Cup apparel worth R29 892 in May 2010. The apparel was distributed to all of the organisation’s offices
for display in the spirit of the World Cup.
Quantity
Tickets acquired after year-end (30 June 2010)
Distribution of tickets acquired after year-end

R’000
0

Quantity

0
R’000

Clients / Stakeholders

0

0

Accounting Authority

0

0

Executive

0

0

Non-executive

0

0

Accounting Officer

0

0

Senior Management

0

0

Other Employees

0

0

Family members of officials

0

0

Other government entities

0

0

Audit Committee members

0

0

Other

0

0

Total

-

-

2010/11
Purchase of other world cup apparel

Quantity

2009/10
R’000

R’000

Big Jabulani soccer balls

22

5

0

Makarapa - South Africa

11

3

0

Zakumi

22

7

0

South African Flag Vuvuzelas

55

2

0

South African Flags (90cm x 150cm

11

2

0

64

11

0

185

30

-

30

-

Flags for countries that will be playing in the world cup

Total world cup expenditure
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Figures in Rand
Transactions and Balances

Name
of entity

Nature of the
relationship

Transaction
Type

Amount of
Transactions

Amount
outstanding

South African
Post Office

Major Public
Entity (Schedule
2 of PFMA)

Postage and
Rental of Post
Box

648

Telkom
SA Limited

Major Public
Entity (Schedule
2 of PFMA)

Usage of
telephone lines

State
Information
Technology
Agency

National Public
Entity (Schedule
3A of PFMA)

South African
Broadcasting
Commission

Expense
relating to
bad debts

Secured

Guarantees

Provision
raised

1 470

No

No

No

No

1 756 784

310 284

No

No

No

No

Software
Licences and IT
related support

4 760

-

No

No

No

No

Major Public
Entity (Schedule
2 of PFMA)

Television
Advertisements
and Licence

76 260

-

No

No

No

No

City of
Johannesburg

The Executive
Mayor of the
Metropolitan is
the Chairperson
of SALGA

Opening
Balance
2010/2011

-

92 541

No

No

No

No

City of
Johannesburg

The Executive
Mayor of the
Metropolitan is
the Chairperson
of SALGA

Membership
levies 2010/2011

9 100 000

-

No

No

No

No

City of
Johannesburg

The Executive
Mayor of the
Metropolitan is
the Chairperson
of SALGA

Attendance
fees - National
Members
Assembly 2010

65 000

-

No

No

No

No

City of
Johannesburg

The Executive
Mayor of the
Metropolitan is
the Chairperson
of SALGA

Attendance
fees - HR
Conference 2010

3 000

-3 000

No

No

No

No

City of
Johannesburg

The Executive
Mayor of the
Metropolitan is
the Chairperson
of SALGA

Attendance
fees - WILG
Summit- 2010

1 500

-

No

No

No

No
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eThekwini
Metropolitan

The Executive
Mayor of the
Metropolitan
is the Deputy
Chairperson of
SALGA

Opening
Balance

eThekwini
Metropolitan

The Executive
Mayor of the
Metropolitan
is the Deputy
Chairperson of
SALGA

Attendance
fees - National
Members
Assembly 2010

eThekwini
Metropolitan

The Executive
Mayor of the
Metropolitan
is the Deputy
Chairperson of
SALGA

No

No

Yes

No

10 500

No

No

No

No

Attendance
fees - HR
Conference 2010

3 000

No

No

No

No

Madibeng
Local
Municipality

The Executive
Mayor of
the Local
Municipality
is the Deputy
Chairperson of
SALGA

Membership
levies 2009/2010

1 297 850

698 186

No

No

No

No

Madibeng
Local
Municipality

The Executive
Mayor of
the Local
Municipality
is the Deputy
Chairperson of
SALGA

Attendance
fees - National
Members
Assembly 2010

17 500

-

No

No

No

No

Madibeng
Local
Municipality

The Executive
Mayor of
the Local
Municipality
is the Deputy
Chairperson of
SALGA

Attendance
fees - HR
Conference 2010

No

No

No

No

SALGA
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Transactions and Balances

Name
of entity

Transaction
Type

Amount of
Transactions

Amount
outstanding

Madibeng
Local
Municipality

The Executive
Mayor of
the Local
Municipality
is the Deputy
Chairperson of
SALGA

Attendance
fees - WILG
Summit- 2010

3 000

OR Tambo
District
Municipality

The Executive
Mayor of
the District
Municipality is
a member of
the National
Executive
Committee of
SALGA

Opening
balance

OR Tambo
District
Municipality

The Executive
Mayor of
the District
Municipality is
a member of
the National
Executive
Committee of
SALGA

Membership
levies 2010/2011

OR Tambo
District
Municipality

The Executive
Mayor of
the District
Municipality is
a member of
the National
Executive
Committee of
SALGA

Attendance
fees - Provincial
Members
Assembly 2010

OR Tambo
District
Municipality

The Executive
Mayor of
the District
Municipality is
a member of
the National
Executive
Committee of
SALGA

Registration
fees - National
Members
Assembly

112

Nature of the
relationship

Expense
relating to
bad debts

Secured

Guarantees

Provision
raised

3 000

No

No

No

No

24 498

-165 000

No

No

No

No

1 303 136

97 504

No

No

No

No

5 000

-

No

No

No

No

16 500

-

No

No

No

No
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OR Tambo
District
Municipality

The Executive
Mayor of
the District
Municipality is
a member of
the National
Executive
Committee of
SALGA

Attendance
fees - HR
Conference2010

3 000

-3 000

No

No

No

No

OR Tambo
District
Municipality

The Executive
Mayor of
the District
Municipality is
a member of
the National
Executive
Committee of
SALGA

Attendance
fees - WILG
Summit- 2010

3 000

-

No

No

No

No

OR Tambo
District
Municipality

The Executive
Mayor of
the District
Municipality is
a member of
the National
Executive
Committee of
SALGA

Course Fees
- Honours
in Public
Administration
- 2010

53 100

-

Cape
Winelands
District
Municipality

The Executive
Mayor of
the District
Municipality is
a member of
the National
Executive
Committee of
SALGA

Sponsorship Western Cape
Provincial
Conference
(2007/2008)

20 000

20 000

No

No

No

No

Cape
Winelands
District
Municipality

The Executive
Mayor of
the District
Municipality is
a member of
the National
Executive
Committee of
SALGA

Membership
levies - under
invoiced in
2007/2008

-49 963

-49 963

No

No

No

No
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Transactions and Balances

Name
of entity

Nature of the
relationship

Transaction
Type

Secured

Guarantees

-

No

No

No

No

19 500

-

No

No

No

No

Attendance
fees - Provincial
Members
Assembly 2010

4 000

2 000

No

No

No

No

Cape
Winelands
District
Municipality

The Executive
Mayor of
the District
Municipality is
a member of
the National
Executive
Committee of
SALGA

Attendance
fees - HR
Conference 2010

3 000

-

No

No

No

No

Cape
Winelands
District
Municipality

The Executive
Mayor of
the District
Municipality is
a member of
the National
Executive
Committee of
SALGA

PEPFAR
Training - 2010

900

-

No

No

No

No

Cape
Winelands
District
Municipality

Membership
levies 2010/2011

Cape
Winelands
District
Municipality

The Executive
Mayor of
the District
Municipality is
a member of
the National
Executive
Committee of
SALGA

Attendance
fees - National
Members
Assembly 2010

Cape
Winelands
District
Municipality

The Executive
Mayor of
the District
Municipality is
a member of
the National
Executive
Committee of
SALGA
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Amount
outstanding

864 391

Expense
relating to
bad debts

Provision
raised

The Executive
Mayor of
the District
Municipality is
a member of
the National
Executive
Committee of
SALGA

Amount of
Transactions
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Gert Sibande
District
Municipality

The Speaker
is a member
of the National
Executive
Committee of
SALGA

Opening
balance

89 668

80 068

No

No

No

No

Gert Sibande
District
Municipality

The Speaker
is a member
of the National
Executive
Committee of
SALGA

Attendance
fees - National
Members
Assembly 2010

10 500

-10 500

No

No

No

No

Gert Sibande
District
Municipality

The Speaker
is a member
of the National
Executive
Committee of
SALGA

Membership
levies 2010/2011

398 046

-559

No

No

No

No

Greater Taung
Municipality

A Councillor is
a member of
the National
Executive
Committee of
SALGA

Membership
levies 2010/2011

248 965

6 848

No

No

No

No

Greater Taung
Municipality

A Councillor is
a member of
the National
Executive
Committee of
SALGA

Attendance
fees - National
Members
Assembly 2010

16 500

-

No

No

No

No

Greater Taung
Municipality

A Councillor is
a member of
the National
Executive
Committee of
SALGA

Attendance
fees - HR
Conference 2010

3 000

-

No

No

No

No

Greater Taung
Municipality

A Councillor is
a member of
the National
Executive
Committee of
SALGA

Attendance
fees - WILG
Summit - 2010

3 000

-

No

No

No

No
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Name
of entity

Nature of the
relationship

Transaction
Type

Secured

Guarantees

15 002

No

No

No

No

2 116 635

-

No

No

No

No

Registration
fees - Eastern
Cape Provincial
Members
Assembly

2 000

-

No

No

No

No

Amatole
District
Municipality

The Executive
Mayor is a
member of
the National
Executive
Committee of
SALGA

Attendance
fees - National
Members
Assembly 2009

13 000

-500

No

No

No

No

Amatole
District
Municipality

The Executive
Mayor is a
member of
the National
Executive
Committee of
SALGA

Attendance
fees - HR
Conference 2010

3 000

-

No

No

No

No

Amatole
District
Municipality

The Executive
Mayor is a
member of
the National
Executive
Committee of
SALGA

Attendance
fees - WILG
Summit - 2010

4 500

-

No

No

No

No

Amatole
District
Municipality

Opening
Balance

Amatole
District
Municipality

The Executive
Mayor is a
member of
the National
Executive
Committee of
SALGA

Membership
levies 2010/2011

Amatole
District
Municipality

The Executive
Mayor is a
member of
the National
Executive
Committee of
SALGA
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Amount
outstanding

77 898

Expense
relating to
bad debts

Provision
raised

The Executive
Mayor is a
member of
the National
Executive
Committee of
SALGA

Amount of
Transactions

SALGA
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Nala Local
Municipality

The Executive
Mayor of
the District
Municipality is
a member of
the National
Executive
Committee of
SALGA

Membership
levies 2010/2011

Nala Local
Municipality

The Executive
Mayor of
the District
Municipality is
a member of
the National
Executive
Committee of
SALGA

Attendance
fees - National
Members
Assembly 2010

Nala Local
Municipality

The Executive
Mayor of
the District
Municipality is
a member of
the National
Executive
Committee of
SALGA

Attendance
fees - HR
Conference 2010

Umsombomvu
Local
Municipality

The Executive
Mayor of
the District
Municipality is
a member of
the National
Executive
Committee of
SALGA

Umsombomvu
Local
Municipality

The Executive
Mayor of
the District
Municipality is
a member of
the National
Executive
Committee of
SALGA

258 880

-

No

No

No

No

21 000

-

No

No

No

No

3 000

-

No

No

No

No

Opening
Balance

-12 377

-12 377

No

No

No

No

Membership
levies 2010/2011

127 753

-

No

No

No

No

SALGA
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Annexure A - Related Part
transactions & Balances
Transactions and Balances

Name
of entity

Transaction
Type

Amount of
Transactions

Amount
outstanding

Umsombomvu
Local
Municipality

The Executive
Mayor of
the District
Municipality is
a member of
the National
Executive
Committee of
SALGA

Attendance
fees - National
Members
Assembly 2009

12 500

-

Umsombomvu
Local
Municipality

The Executive
Mayor of
the District
Municipality is
a member of
the National
Executive
Committee of
SALGA

Attendance
fees - HR
Conference 2010

Francis
Baard District
Municipality

The Executive
Mayor of
the District
Municipality is
a member of
the National
Executive
Committee of
SALGA

Opening
balance

Francis
Baard District
Municipality

The Executive
Mayor of
the District
Municipality is
a member of
the National
Executive
Committee of
SALGA

Membership
levies 2010/2011

Francis
Baard District
Municipality

The Executive
Mayor of
the District
Municipality is
a member of
the National
Executive
Committee of
SALGA

Attendance
fees - National
Members
Assembly 2010

118

Nature of the
relationship

3 000

Expense
relating to
bad debts

Secured

Guarantees

Provision
raised

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

44 696

44 696

No

No

No

No

295 950

42 182

No

No

No

No

12 500

-

No

No

No

No

SALGA
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Francis
Baard District
Municipality

The Executive
Mayor of
the District
Municipality is
a member of
the National
Executive
Committee of
SALGA

Sponsorship NMA 2010

Francis
Baard District
Municipality

The Executive
Mayor of
the District
Municipality is
a member of
the National
Executive
Committee of
SALGA

100 000

-

No

No

No

No

SALGA
Municipal
Games

1 000

-

No

No

No

No

Francis
Baard District
Municipality

The Executive
Mayor of
the District
Municipality is
a member of
the National
Executive
Committee of
SALGA

Attendance
fees - HR
Conference 2010

3 000

-2 000

No

No

No

No

Chris Hani
District
Municipality

The Executive
Mayor of
the District
Municipality is
a member of
the National
Executive
Committee of
SALGA

Opening
Balance

118 408

13 100

No

No

No

No

Chris Hani
District
Municipality

The Executive
Mayor of
the District
Municipality is
a member of
the National
Executive
Committee of
SALGA

Membership
levies 2010/2011

675 516

No

No

No

No

SALGA
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Annexure A - Related Part
transactions & Balances
Transactions and Balances

Name
of entity

Nature of the
relationship

Transaction
Type

Amount of
Transactions

Amount
outstanding

Secured

Guarantees

-

No

No

No

No

16 500

-

No

No

No

No

3 000

-

No

No

No

No

Course fees
- Advanced
Diploma in
Local Govt Law
and Admin 2010/2011

16 500

-

No

No

No

No

Course fees
- Diploma in
Local Govt Law
and Admin 2010/2011

16 500

-

No

No

No

No

Chris Hani
District
Municipality

The Executive
Mayor of
the District
Municipality is
a member of
the National
Executive
Committee of
SALGA

Registration
fees - Eastern
Cape Provincial
Members
Assembly 2010

5 000

Chris Hani
District
Municipality

The Executive
Mayor of
the District
Municipality is
a member of
the National
Executive
Committee of
SALGA

Attendance
fees - National
Members
Assembly 2010

Chris Hani
District
Municipality

The Executive
Mayor of
the District
Municipality is
a member of
the National
Executive
Committee of
SALGA

Attendance
fees - HR
Conference 2010

Chris Hani
District
Municipality

The Executive
Mayor of
the District
Municipality is
a member of
the National
Executive
Committee of
SALGA

Chris Hani
District
Municipality

The Executive
Mayor of
the District
Municipality is
a member of
the National
Executive
Committee of
SALGA

120

Expense
relating to
bad debts

Provision
raised

SALGA
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Chris Hani
District
Municipality

The Executive
Mayor of
the District
Municipality is
a member of
the National
Executive
Committee of
SALGA

Course fees
- Honours in
Public Admin 2010/2011

26 550

-

No

No

No

No

Chris Hani
District
Municipality

The Executive
Mayor of
the District
Municipality is
a member of
the National
Executive
Committee of
SALGA

Course fees
- Masters in
Public Admin 2010/2011

46 135

-

No

No

No

No

Chris Hani
District
Municipality

The Executive
Mayor of
the District
Municipality is
a member of
the National
Executive
Committee of
SALGA

Course fees
- Masters in
Public Admin 2010/2011

92 270

-

No

No

No

No

Nkangala
Municipality

The Executive
Mayor of
the District
Municipality is
a member of
the National
Executive
Committee of
SALGA

Opening
Balance

143 584

15 000

No

No

No

No

Nkangala
Municipality

The Executive
Mayor of
the District
Municipality is
a member of
the National
Executive
Committee of
SALGA

Membership
Levies 2010/2011

456 602

No

No

No

No

SALGA
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Annexure A - Related Part
transactions & Balances
Transactions and Balances

Name
of entity

Nature of the
relationship

Transaction
Type

Nkangala
Municipality

The Executive
Mayor of
the District
Municipality is
a member of
the National
Executive
Committee of
SALGA

Attendance
fees - HR
Conference 2010/2011

Nkangala
Municipality

The Executive
Mayor of
the District
Municipality is
a member of
the National
Executive
Committee of
SALGA

Attendance
fees - WILG
Summit 2010/2011

City of
Tshwane

The Speaker and
a Councillor of
the Metropolitan
is a member
of the National
Executive
Committee of
SALGA

Opening
Balance

City of
Tshwane

The Speaker and
a Councillor of
the Metropolitan
is a member
of the National
Executive
Committee of
SALGA

Membership
levies 2010/2011

City of
Tshwane

The Speaker and
a Councillor of
the Metropolitan
is a member
of the National
Executive
Committee of
SALGA

Attendance
fees - National
Members
Assembly 2010

122

Amount of
Transactions

Amount
outstanding

Expense
relating to
bad debts

Secured

Guarantees

Provision
raised

3 000

No

No

No

No

3 000

No

No

No

No

-

15 000

No

No

No

No

9 100 000

-

No

No

No

No

17 500

-

No

No

No

No

SALGA
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City of
Tshwane

The Speaker and
a Councillor of
the Metropolitan
is a member
of the National
Executive
Committee of
SALGA

Attendance
fees - HR
Conference 2011

3 000

-

No

No

No

No

Vhembe
District
Municipality

The Executive
Mayor of
the District
Municipality is
a member of
the National
Executive
Committee of
SALGA

Membership
levies 2010/2011

1 000 791

-

No

No

No

No

Vhembe
District
Municipality

The Executive
Mayor of
the District
Municipality is
a member of
the National
Executive
Committee of
SALGA

Attendance
fees - Provincial
Members
Assembly 2010

5 000

No

No

No

No

Vhembe
District
Municipality

The Executive
Mayor of
the District
Municipality is
a member of
the National
Executive
Committee of
SALGA

Attendance
fees - National
Members
Assembly 2010

17 500

No

No

No

No

Vhembe
District
Municipality

The Executive
Mayor of
the District
Municipality is
a member of
the National
Executive
Committee of
SALGA

Attendance
fees - Provincial
WILGS - 2010

2 000

No

No

No

No

SALGA
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Annexure A - Related Part
transactions & Balances
Transactions and Balances

Name
of entity

Nature of the
relationship

Transaction
Type

Secured

Guarantees

3 000

No

No

No

No

Attendance
fees - Provincial
Skills
Conference 2010

1 500

No

No

No

No

Vhembe
District
Municipality

The Executive
Mayor of
the District
Municipality is
a member of
the National
Executive
Committee of
SALGA

Attendance
fees - WILGS 2010

3 000

No

No

No

No

Vhembe
District
Municipality

The Executive
Mayor of
the District
Municipality is
a member of
the National
Executive
Committee of
SALGA

Attendance
fees - Provincial
Budget Week 2010

2 000

No

No

No

No

14 988

No

No

No

No

Vhembe
District
Municipality

Attendance
fees - HR
Conference 2010

Vhembe
District
Municipality

The Executive
Mayor of
the District
Municipality is
a member of
the National
Executive
Committee of
SALGA

The Executive
Mayor of
the District
Municipality is
a member of
the National
Dr Kenneth
Executive
Kaunda District Committee of
Municipality
SALGA

124

Membership
Levies - 2010
& Opening
Balance

SALGA

Amount
outstanding

Expense
relating to
bad debts

Provision
raised

The Executive
Mayor of
the District
Municipality is
a member of
the National
Executive
Committee of
SALGA

Amount of
Transactions

2 000
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The Executive
Mayor of
the District
Municipality is
a member of
the National
Dr Kenneth
Executive
Kaunda District Committee of
Municipality
SALGA

Membership
levies 2009/2010

The Executive
Mayor of
the District
Municipality is
a member of
the National
Dr Kenneth
Executive
Kaunda District Committee of
Municipality
SALGA

Attendance
fees - National
Members
Assembly 2010

The Executive
Mayor of
the District
Municipality is
a member of
the National
Dr Kenneth
Executive
Kaunda District Committee of
Municipality
SALGA

342 574

-7 634

No

No

No

No

14 000

No

No

No

No

Sponsorship
- WILGS NW 2010

5 000

No

No

No

No

The Executive
Mayor of
the District
Municipality is
a member of
the National
Dr Kenneth
Executive
Kaunda District Committee of
Municipality
SALGA

Attendance
fees - HR
Conference 2010

3 000

No

No

No

No

The Executive
Mayor of
the District
Municipality is
a member of
the National
Dr Kenneth
Executive
Kaunda District Committee of
Municipality
SALGA

Attendance
fees - WILG
Summit
National - 2010

3 000

No

No

No

No

SALGA
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Annexure A - Related Part
transactions & Balances
Transactions and Balances

Name
of entity

Nature of the
relationship

Transaction
Type

Amount of
Transactions

Amount
outstanding

Matjhabeng
Local
Municipality

The Executive
Mayor of
the District
Municipality is
a member of
the National
Executive
Committee of
SALGA

Opening
Balance

3 062 730

Matjhabeng
Local
Municipality

The Executive
Mayor of
the District
Municipality is
a member of
the National
Executive
Committee of
SALGA

Membership
levies 2010/2011

2 075 345

Matjhabeng
Local
Municipality

The Executive
Mayor of
the District
Municipality is
a member of
the National
Executive
Committee of
SALGA

Attendance
fees - National
Members
Assembly 2010

Matjhabeng
Local
Municipality

The Executive
Mayor of
the District
Municipality is
a member of
the National
Executive
Committee of
SALGA

Attendance
fees - HR
Conference 2010

Eden District
Municipality

A Councillor
of the District
Municipality is
a member of
the National
Executive
Committee of
SALGA

Opening
Balance

126

Expense
relating to
bad debts

Secured

Guarantees

Provision
raised

1 500

No

No

No

No

-14 858

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

17 500

3 000

-

No

No

No

No

23 288

500

No

No

No

No

SALGA
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Eden District
Municipality

A Councillor
of the District
Municipality is
a member of
the National
Executive
Committee of
SALGA

Membership
levies 2010/2011

Eden District
Municipality

A Councillor
of the District
Municipality is
a member of
the National
Executive
Committee of
SALGA

Attendance
fees - Provincial
Members
Assembly 2010

Eden District
Municipality

A Councillor
of the District
Municipality is
a member of
the National
Executive
Committee of
SALGA

521 931

4 944

No

No

No

No

3 000

-

No

No

No

No

Attendance
fees - National
Members
Assembly 2010

20 000

-

No

No

No

No

Eden District
Municipality

A Councillor
of the District
Municipality is
a member of
the National
Executive
Committee of
SALGA

Attendance
fees - PEPFAR
Training - 2010

1 800

-

No

No

No

No

Eden District
Municipality

A Councillor
of the District
Municipality is
a member of
the National
Executive
Committee of
SALGA

Attendance
fees - HR
Conference 2010

3 000

-

No

No

No

No

Eden District
Municipality

A Councillor
of the District
Municipality is
a member of
the National
Executive
Committee of
SALGA

Attendance
fees - WILG 2010

3000

3 000

No

No

No

No

SALGA
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Annexure A - Related Part
transactions & Balances
Transactions and Balances

Name
of entity

Nature of the
relationship

Transaction
Type

Secured

Guarantees

35 043

No

No

No

No

5 000

-

No

No

No

No

16 500

-

No

No

No

No

Attendance
fees - HR
Conference 2010

3 000

-

No

No

No

No

Attendence
fees - WILG 2010

2 000

-

No

No

No

No

Mopani District
Municipality

Membership
levies 2010/2011

Mopani District
Municipality

The Executive
Mayor of
the District
Municipality is
a member of
the National
Executive
Committee of
SALGA

Attendance
fees - Provincial
Members
Assembly 2010

Mopani District
Municipality

The Executive
Mayor of
the District
Municipality is
a member of
the National
Executive
Committee of
SALGA

Attendance
fees - National
Members
Assembly 2010

Mopani District
Municipality

The Executive
Mayor of
the District
Municipality is
a member of
the National
Executive
Committee of
SALGA

Mopani District
Municipality

The Executive
Mayor of
the District
Municipality is
a member of
the National
Executive
Committee of
SALGA

128

Amount
outstanding

586 416

Expense
relating to
bad debts

Provision
raised

The Executive
Mayor of
the District
Municipality is
a member of
the National
Executive
Committee of
SALGA

Amount of
Transactions

SALGA
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Mopani District
Municipality

The Executive
Mayor of
the District
Municipality is
a member of
the National
Executive
Committee of
SALGA

Attendence
fees - Provincial
Skills
Conference 2010

Ekurhuleni
Metropolitan
Municipality

A Councillor of
the Metropolitan
Municipality is
a member of
the National
Executive
Committee of
SALGA

Opening
Balance

Ekurhuleni
Metropolitan
Municipality

A Councillor of
the Metropolitan
Municipality is
a member of
the National
Executive
Committee of
SALGA

Membership
levies 2010/2011

Ekurhuleni
Metropolitan
Municipality

A Councillor of
the Metropolitan
Municipality is
a member of
the National
Executive
Committee of
SALGA

Attendance
fees - National
Members
Assembly 2010

Ekurhuleni
Metropolitan
Municipality

A Councillor of
the Metropolitan
Municipality is
a member of
the National
Executive
Committee of
SALGA

Attendance
fees - HR
Conference 2010

SALGA

1 000

-

No

No

No

No

11 900

11 900

9 100 000

-

No

No

No

No

16 500

-

No

No

No

No

6 000

-

No

No

No

No
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3.6 STATEMENT of Gifts,
donations and sponsorship
Supplementary information
Figures in Rand
Statement of Gifts, Donations and Sponsorships
Name of donor

Nature of gift, donation or sponsorship

Actual

Development Bank of Southern Africa

National Members Assembly - 2010

933 596

LA Health

SALGA Website upgrade

200 000

Department of CoGTA (Eastern Cape)

ELMDP tuition fees for Eastern Cape Councillors

450 000

First National Bank

Provincial Members Assembly (Eastern Cape)

10 000

German Technical Corporation

Local Economic Development Conference

11 500

Commonwealth Local Government Forum

Local Economic Development Conference

11 500

Development Bank of Southern Africa

Local Economic Development Conference

15 000

Swedish Association of Local Authorities and Regions (P3)

Local Economic Development Conference

Development Bank of Southern Africa

Review of Municipal Performance

756 800

ESKOM

National Members Assembly - 2010

500 000

Frances Baard District Municipality

National Members Assembly - 2010

100 000

Office of the Premier (Northern Cape)

National Members Assembly - 2010

150 000

EDI Holdings

National Members Assembly - 2010

150 000

Basil Read

National Members Assembly - 2010

250 000
500 000

11 500

Rustenburg Platinum Mines Limited (Algo Platinum)

National Members Assembly - 2010

Nedbank

Provincial Woman in Local Government Summit (North West)

20 000

Local Government SETA

Internship

36 000

ABSA Bank

Training of Public Finance Management (North West)

Volkswagen South Africa

Human Resource Conference

Travel with Flair

Year end function

VNG International

National Members Assembly - 2010

PriceWaterhouseCoopers

Provincial Woman in Local Government Summit (Free State)

5 000

Sedibeng Water

Provincial Woman in Local Government Summit (Free State)

10 000

Development Bank of Southern Africa

Provincial Budget Week (Free State)

88 340

ABSA Bank

Provincial Budget Week (Free State)

15 000

Standard Bank of Southern Africa

Provincial Budget Week (Free State)

30 000

Development Bank of Southern Africa

Provincial Members Assembly (Gauteng)

50 000

Old Mutual Group Schemes

Provincial Members Assembly (Limpopo)

10 000

Thabazimbi Local Municipality

Provincial Members Assembly (Limpopo)

24 750

Lephalale Local Municipality

Provincial Members Assembly (Limpopo)

Local Government SETA

HR Conference

Nedbank

Provincial Members Assembly (Mpumalanga)

The supplementary information presented does not form part of the financial statements and is unaudited.
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40 000
150 000
5 000
47 974

60 000
1 055 200
70 000

Name of donor

Nature of gift, donation or sponsorship

Actual

Traffic Violation Solutions (Pty) Ltd

Provincial Members Assembly (Northern Cape)

30 000

Industrial Development Corporation

Provincial Members Assembly (Northern Cape)

30 000

Twelve Development Services

Provincial Members Assembly (Northern Cape)

10 000

Total Geo-Spatial Information Solutions

District Area Finance Forum

10 000

Namakwaland Diamante Fonds Trust

Provincial Woman in Local Government Summit
(Northern Cape)

15 000

Department of CoGTA (Northen Cape)

Provincial Municipal Games (Northern Cape)

40 000

First National Bank

Provincial Members Assembly (Northern Cape)

10 000

Sedibeng Water

Provincial Municipal Games (Northern Cape)

20 000

PriceWaterhouseCoopers

Provincial Members Assembly (Northern Cape)

Rustenburg Platinum Mines Limited (Anglo Platinum)

Provincial Members Assembly (North West)

5 000

Nedbank

Provincial Woman in Local Government Summit (North West)

5 000

Dr Kenneth Kaunda District Municipality

Provincial Woman in Local Government Summit (North West)

5 000

PriceWaterhouseCoopers

Provincial Budget Week (North West)

20 000

ABSA Bank

Provincial Members Assembly (Western Cape)

50 000

Department of CoGTA (Western Cape)

ELMDP training for Councillors

Local Government SETA

Internship: Policy Research

5 000

145 000
36 000
6 203 160

The supplementary information presented does not form part of the financial statements and is unaudited.
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3.7 PERFORMANCE
INFORMATION Tables
Progress made with the implementation of the 2010/2011 Business Plan (Performance against
Predetermined objectives)
The NEC received and reviewed quarterly reports providing an overview of organisational developments that had specific relevance to the strategic
business objectives listed in the 2010/11 business plan. These reports complemented the quantitative indicators of performance associated
with each of the strategic business objectives, as reviewed quarterly and submitted to the Executive Authority - the Department of Cooperative
Governance and Traditional Affairs, in accordance with PFMA Treasury regulations.
PROGRAMME
DIRECTORATE /
PROVINCE

KPI
NO

KEY PERFORMANCE
INDICATOR

GOAL

PERFORMANCE
STATUS

REASON FOR
VARIANCE

CA 1: Improve SALGA’s capacity to support and advise its members
1

Institutionalised and
functional Enquiry
Management System (EMS)
in all directorates

Operationalise the EMS in
all directorates by March
2011

Achieved

N/A

2

Induction course
programmes for the sector
specific councillor induction
programme for 2011

Development of sector
specific induction
programme/s by 31 March
2011

Achieved

N/A

PROGRAMME 6:
GOVERNANCE, IGR
AND IR

3

Develop a strategy for
hands on support to
member municipalities;
providing hand-on support
to municipalities

Draft strategy, provide
hands-on support to
municipalities

Achieved

N/A

PROVINCE:
FREE STATE

4

Implementation of SALGA's
governance structures as
per SALGA Governance
Framework

Coordinate all working
group, PMA, PEC meetings,
etc

Achieved

N/A

PROGRAMME 1:
OFFICE OF THE CEO
PROGRAMME 4:
MUNICIPAL
INFRASTRUCTURE
SERVICES

CA 2: Improve SALGA’s capacity to engage with stakeholders and lobby and advocate them on issues in the interest of
member municipalities

PROGRAMME 1:
OFFICE OF THE CEO

PROGRAMME 4:
MUNICIPAL
INFRASTRUCTURE
SERVICES

PROGRAMME 6:
GOVERNANCE, IGR
AND IR

132

5

Reviewed and more
workable Governance
Framework

1. Assess governance
structures and
arrangements across
directorates
2. Produce Reviewed
Governance Framework

Achieved

N/A

6

Guiding discussion
documents and approved
timely submissions to
regulators

To guide municipalities
and to produce timely OLG
positions on bulk water and
electricity tariff adjustment
proposals

Achieved

N/A

7

Delegation of 4-10 full
time representatives;
Development of high
capacity training for
lobbying; Participation in
provincial legislatures; NEC
deployment of councillors;
Lobbying for voting rights

Representation of SALGA
in IGR Structures with
clear mandated positions
developed and cllr
representation in place

Achieved

N/A

SALGA
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PROGRAMME
DIRECTORATE /
PROVINCE

KPI
NO

KEY PERFORMANCE
INDICATOR

GOAL

PERFORMANCE
STATUS

REASON FOR
VARIANCE

CA 2: Improve SALGA’s capacity to engage with stakeholders and lobby and advocate them on issues in the interest of
member municipalities (continued)
PROGRAMME 6:
GOVERNANCE, IGR
AND IR

PROGRAMME 6:
GOVERNANCE,
IGR & IR
PROGRAMME 6:
GOVERNANCE,
IGR & IR

PROGRAMME 6:
GOVERNANCE,
IGR & IR

8

9

10

11

Provide input to COGTA
on the review of the Ward
Participatory System as part
of the LGTAS
Preparing a research
report on the over-and
under regulation of local
government
Draft and submit
substantial policy
submissions on Green/
White Paper on Cooperative
Governance Process

Draft and submit substantial
policy submission on the
Green Paper/ White Paper
on Planning Process

PROVINCE: LIMPOPO

12

Improve SALGA’s corporate
governance

PROVINCE:
WESTERN CAPE

13

Report on engagements with
intergovernmental forums

(a) Provide technical input
into the research so as to
produce a more effective
Ward Participatory system
at LG level; (b) Submit
comments

Achieved

N/A

Participate in the COGTA
legislative review process

Achieved

N/A

Draft submissions;
Participate in CoGTA
roundtables to contribute
towards the development of
a Green Paper/ White Paper

Achieved

N/A

Draft submissions;
Participate in Workshops/
Seminars and Roundtables
to contribute towards the
development of a Green
Paper/ White Paper and
submit to NMA and COGTA

Not Achieved
Inputs were
developed and
submitted to the
National Planning
Commission in
the previous
financial year

There was no
subsequent draft
from the planning
commission which
is driven by the
Presidency after the
submission made in
2009/10

Achieved

N/A

Achieved

N/A

Coordinate the content
and logistics of PMA &
PEC Lekgotla, LED Summit
Budget Week and key
projects of local government
like Skills Conference &
Roundtable on elections
Engagements with
stakeholder forums as and
when invited.

CA 3: Improve SALGA’s capacity to effectively represent members as the employer

PROGRAMME 1:
OFFICE OF THE CEO

14

1. Establish Task Teams
across directorates 2.
Coordinated organisational
Produce quarterly progress
input and participation in the
reports 3. Conduct
LGTAS & Siyenza Manje
biannual assessments of
participation

SALGA
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Partially
AchievedGiven the
review and new
direction taken
on the Siyenza
Manje programme
the approach had
to be adapted
to effectively
participate in the
process of winding
up the programme
and making inputs
on the re-direction
on the funding from
National Treasury

Given the review
and new direction
taken on the Siyenza
Manje programme
our approach had to
adapted to effectively
participate in the
process of winding up
the programme and
making inputs on the
re-direction on the
funding from NT
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GOAL
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CA 4: Enhance and maintain a high profile position locally, regionally and internationally

PROGRAMME 1:
OFFICE OF THE CEO

15

Structured SALGA
participation in key
structures regionally,
continentally and
internationally (UCLGA,
UCLG, CLGF, etc)

1. Develop year planner of
all Regional, Continental and
international events
Achieved
2. Develop workplan for
SALGA participation in events
3. Co-ordinate SALGA
attendance at these events

N/A

Achieved

N/A

PROGRAMME 1:
OFFICE OF THE CEO

16

Functional associations of
organised local government
in the region

1. Assess current
relationships with OLG in
region
2. Develop implementation
plan for direct support to
associations in region
3. Implement plan of
support to relevant
associations in the region

PROGRAMME 6:
GOVERNANCE, IGR
& IR

17

Representation by SALGA
at IGR Conferences,
Workshops, Seminars etc.

Draft speeches, comments
and working papers for
presentation

Achieved

N/A

18

Participation in key IR
meetings, fora/Packaging
and dissemination of IR
Guidelines / Information for
alignment with CFIR/ DIRCO
& other IR Stakeholders

(a) Identify decisions on IR
matters for implementation.
(b) Liaise with Marketing to
update IR info on website.
( c) Share by meetings,
email all IR info to other
Directorates and
Provincial Offices

Achieved

N/A

19

Finalise IR Strategy with a
view of promoting alignment,
adherence and compliance
to national and IR policies
and guidelines

Compiling reports,
Conducting presentations
in consultative meetings,
sharing IR Strategy for
alignment purposes

Achieved

N/A

Provision of support
to UCLGA structured
programme (GADDEPA)

Attending meetings,
Compiling reports,
Dissemination of reports,
Approach funders to
augment UCLGA funds
for the implementation of
GADDEPA

Achieved

N/A

PROGRAMME 6:
GOVERNANCE, IGR
& IR

PROGRAMME 6:
GOVERNANCE, IGR
& IR

PROGRAMME 6:
GOVERNANCE, IGR
& IR
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PROGRAMME
DIRECTORATE /
PROVINCE

KPI
NO

KEY PERFORMANCE
INDICATOR

GOAL

PERFORMANCE
STATUS

REASON FOR
VARIANCE

CA 4: Enhance and maintain a high profile position locally, regionally and internationally (continued)

PROGRAMME 6:
GOVERNANCE, IGR
& IR

PROGRAMME 6:
GOVERNANCE, IGR
& IR

PROGRAMME
8: ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT &
PLANNING
PROVINCE:
NORTH WEST

21

Service existing International
Partnerships, particularly
signed MoUs,

22

Development Facilitation
& Co-ordination of IR
Programmes (with
Multilateral institutions)

23

Tourism Development
Support Programme for local
Municipalities completed,
including a portal

24

Support municipalities on
international relations and
protocol matters

(a) Creating platforms for
support programmes,
(b) Providing support
documents to SALGA
leadership,
(c) Audit existing MoUs,
(d) Identify new partners to
raise the profile of SALGA,
IBSA LGF, CNM (Argentine
Association of LG)
Sharing info on programmes
such as IBSA, MDGs,
Climate Change, Human
Rights, HIV & AIDS, etc for
alignment purposes with SA
stakeholders, Showcasing
Municipalities progress on
MDGs, & other programmes

Achieved

N/A

Achieved

N/A

Development of Tourism
Portal on LED Network
presented to NWG

Achieved

N/A

Training workshop for
municipalities on protocol
and international relations
by March 2011

Achieved

N/A

Achieved

N/A

Achieved

N/A

CA 5: Improve SALGA’s corporate governance and internal functioning

PROGRAMME 1:
OFFICE OF THE CEO

25

Fully developed and
implemented Electronic
Resolution Tracking System

PROGRAMME 1:
OFFICE OF THE CEO

26

Fully developed and
institutionalised compliance
framework

SALGA

1. Conduct assessment
of current tracking of
implementation of NEC,
EMT and National Working
Group resolutions
2. Use lessons learnt
and develop organisation
resolution tracking system
3. Roll out system through
training workshops
4. Produce quarterly
progress reports
1. Develop compliance
framework
2. Develop quarterly status
reports submitted to EMT,
Audit Committee and NEC
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CA 5: Improve SALGA’s corporate governance and internal functioning (continued)

PROGRAMME 1:
OFFICE OF THE CEO

PROGRAMME 1:
OFFICE OF THE CEO

PROGRAMME 1:
OFFICE OF THE CEO

PROGRAMME 1:
OFFICE OF THE CEO

PROGRAMME 1:
OFFICE OF THE CEO

136

1. Assess audit conducted
by internal audit
2. Conduct audit of
organisational contract
management
3. Develop guidelines on
contract management

27

Fully developed and
institutionalised Contract
Management Strategy

28

1. Create awareness through
training workshops on the
role of legal services and
processes linked thereto
Sound system of ongoing
2. Attend to legal matters
legal services and awareness
within reasonable and court
by all employees
and other deadlines
3.Attending to all legal
opinions as and when they
are referred to Legal unit

29

Fully developed and
implemented annual audit
coverage plan

30

31

Partially
Achieved Due
to the lack of
funding, it was
agreed that
guidelines should
be internally
developed. The
process has been
initiated but not
complete

Due to the lack of
funding, the service
provider could not be
sourced to develop
the guidelines; agreed
that guidelines be
developed internally
and process has
been initiated

Partially Achieved
Only training
could not be
done due to the
lack of funds and
the resignation
of the Director
of the Legal and
Compliance Unit

Of the three activities
identified to achieve
this KPI - it is only the
training workshops that
were not possible to
achieve and during the
last quarter we have
been operating without
a legal

1. Develop Audit
coverage plan
Achieved
2. Implement plan as per the
deadlines and targets set

N/A

Fully developed three year
rolling audit plan

1. Develop three year rolling
audit plan.
1. Achieved
2. Implement plan as per the 2. Not Achieved
deadlines and targets set

N/A
The three year rolling
plan was only approved
on 22 March 2011.
Implementation will
be done in the next
financial year

An Institutionalised
Performance Management
System (PMS) throughout
SALGA

1. Provide guidance and
support to roll out PMS
to all employees currently
included
2. Conduct training
workshops to all staff
3. Convene Panel meetings
and provide support to Panel

SALGA

1. Achieved
2. Partially
achievedTraining
conducted to all
directorate and
provinces except
for the Northern
Cape and Eastern
Cape provinces.
3. Achieved
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Training programme
for Northern & Eastern
Cape will be rolled-out
as soon as funding
challenges has been
addressed
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CA 5: Improve SALGA’s corporate governance and internal functioning (continued)

32

1. Develop all relevant
strategies of Marketing and
Fully developed and
Communication
institutionalised Marketing
2. Develop structured
Achieved
and Communication Strategy implementation plan
3. Implement plan as per the
deadlines and targets set

PROGRAMME 1:
OFFICE OF THE CEO

33

Fully developed and
implemented Behaviours
Charter for SALGA

1. Develop Behaviours
Charter and Framework
2.Pilot implementation of
Charter with staff levels 1 – 3
by September 2010

Not Achieved
No progress
due to funding
constraints

The KPI could not be
implemented due to
funding constraints
within the organisation

PROGRAMME 2:
FINANCE &
CORPORATE SERVICES

34

Capacitation of the
organisation as per the
approved organogram

Fill all remaining funded
positions by
31st March 2011

Achieved

N/A

35

To enhance HR compliance
to relevant legislations,
regulations and internal HR
policies

Establishment and
functioning of the Skills
Development and
Employment Equity
Committee by November
2010, Submission of
Employment Equity Plan

Achieved

N/A

36

Completion and grading of
Fully operational system of
job profiles for all positions of
job profile and grading by
senior management
01 April 2010
within SALGA

Achieved

N/A

37

Development and
implementation of employee
wellness plan

Implentation and
Development and
implementation of employee
wellness plan by
October 2010

Achieved

N/A

PROGRAMME 2:
FINANCE &
CORPORATE SERVICES

38

Provide an enabling ICT
infrastructure capacity
to enhance operational
efficiency and effectiveness
of SALGA

To conduct a feasibility
assessments and obtain
technical specifications of
infrastructure by June 2010

Partially Achieved
Internal feasibility
study conducted.
A service provider
has been
appointed

Service provider only
appointed during the
last quarter of the
financial year

PROGRAMME 2:
FINANCE &
CORPORATE SERVICES

39

Develop and implement ICT
strategy aligned to SALGA
Strategic plan

Upgraded ICT infrastructure
by 31 March 2011

Achieved

N/A

PROGRAMME 1:
OFFICE OF THE CEO

PROGRAMME 2:
FINANCE &
CORPORATE SERVICES

PROGRAMME 2:
FINANCE &
CORPORATE SERVICES

PROGRAMME 2:
FINANCE &
CORPORATE SERVICES

SALGA
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This KPI can only be
evaluated once the
audit is finalised. It will
remain a standing KPI
for this Directorate. It
speaks to the controls
put in place to achieve
the audit

CA 5: Improve SALGA’s corporate governance and internal functioning (continued)

PROGRAMME 2:
FINANCE &
CORPORATE SERVICES

40

Implement sound financial
management practices
in terms of applicable
legislation and financial
management principles

Clean audit report by
31 March 2011

Partially Achieved
Compliance
achieved. Worked
towards achieving
a clean audit

Achieved

N/A

PROGRAMME 2:
FINANCE &
CORPORATE SERVICES

41

Implementation of approved
SALGA's funding model

Improvement in SALGA's
financial viability through
the implementation of the
Funding Model by
31 March 2011

PROGRAMME 2:
FINANCE &
CORPORATE SERVICES

42

Implementation of the
directorate Business Plan
and risk register for 2010/11

Full implementation by
01 April 2010

Achieved

N/A

PROGRAMME 2:
FINANCE &
CORPORATE SERVICES

43

Compliance with relevant
SCM policies, procedures
and other legislations/
regulations

Policy review and
implementation by
30 June 2010

Achieved

N/A

PROGRAMME 2:
FINANCE &
CORPORATE SERVICES

44

Improved SCM quality of
support to all directorates
and provinces

Review of the directorates
Customer Care Charter.
31 May 2010

Achieved

N/A

45

Development of a
turnaround strategy for
facility management and
maintenance services

Review and Implementation
of the strategy by
30 June 2010

Partially Achieved
The framework for Implementation will
the turnaround
be done in the new
strategy has been financial year
developed

PROGRAMME 2:
FINANCE &
CORPORATE SERVICES

46

Implementation of Electronic
Filling System for SALGA

Implementation of the
Electronic Filling System
completed by
31 March 2011

Achieved

N/A

PROGRAMME 3:
STRATEGY, POLICY &
RESEARCH

47

Revised SALGA 5-Year
Strategy (2007-2012)
communicated/disseminated

Communicate SALGA
Revised Strategy (20072012) by June 2010

Achieved

N/A

48

Strategy and Business
Planning Policy
institutionalised

2 X National and 4 X
Provincial workshops on
Strategy and Business
Planning Policy by August
2010 (Target: Level 1-4)

Achieved

N/A

PROGRAMME 2:
FINANCE &
CORPORATE SERVICES

PROGRAMME 3:
STRATEGY, POLICY &
RESEARCH

138
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DIRECTORATE /
PROVINCE

KPI
NO

KEY PERFORMANCE
INDICATOR

GOAL

PERFORMANCE
STATUS

REASON FOR
VARIANCE

CA 5: Improve SALGA’s corporate governance and internal functioning (continued)
a) In-year Performance
Reporting on SALGA
Business Plan 2010/11

PROGRAMME 3:
STRATEGY, POLICY &
RESEARCH

49

PROGRAMME 3:
STRATEGY, POLICY &
RESEARCH

50

SALGA Business Plan
2011/12 approved by
the NEC

PROGRAMME 3:
STRATEGY, POLICY &
RESEARCH

51

PROGRAMME 3:
STRATEGY, POLICY &
RESEARCH
PROGRAMME 4:
MUNICIPAL
INFRASTRUCTURE
SERVICES

a) Quarterly Reports
submitted to Minister COGTA
b) Mid-Term Review of
SALGA Business Plan
2010/11 report submitted
to Minister: COGTA by
December 2010

Achieved

N/A

SALGA 2011/12 Business
Plan approved by SALGA
NEC by 31 March 2011

Achieved

N/A

Production of the SALGA
Annual Report 2009/10

Annual Report 2009/10
approved by NEC by
September 2010

Achieved

N/A

52

Initiate Organisational
Climate Survey

Initiate Organisational
Climate Survey by
31 March 2011

Achieved

N/A

53

Quarterly national and
provincial working group
meetings

Convene national working
group quarterly and provide
input in other governance
structures (e.g. NMA)

Achieved

N/A

Achieved

N/A

b) Conduct Mid - Term
Review of SALGA Business
Plan 2010/11

PROVINCE:
EASTERN CAPE

54

PWG, PEC & PMA meetings
held in accordance with the
SALGA Year Plan

Coordinate all SALGA EC
Governance Meetings: (i)
4 PEC (ii) 4 MIS WG’s
(iii) 4 HR&LR WG’s (iv) 4
Community Development
WG’s (v) 2 ED&DP WG’s (vi)
2 Municipal Finance WG’s
(vii) 2 Gov & IGR WG’s (viii)
1 PMA

PROVINCE:
EASTERN CAPE

55

100% collection of levy
income

Send monthly and quarterly
updates and requests for
outstanding levies

Achieved

N/A

PROVINCE:
FREE STATE

56

On-going implementation
of SALGA's Corporate
Governance Frameworks
(Internal Management
Systems)

4 quarterly reports and 2
provincial strategic planning
sessions outcomes reports

Achieved

N/A

PROVINCE:
FREE STATE

57

Develop a plan of action to
improve collection of levies
from municipalities

85% increase on the
collection of membership
levies

Achieved

N/A

SALGA
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CA 5: Improve SALGA’s corporate governance and internal functioning (continued)
PROVINCE:
FREE STATE

PROVINCE:
GAUTENG

PROVINCE: LIMPOPO

PROVINCE:
MPUMALANGA

PROVINCE:
MPUMALANGA

PROVINCE:
MPUMALANGA

PROVINCE:
NORTH WEST
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58

Strategy and Business
Planning Policy
institutionalised

1 X Workshop conducted in
Province/Directorate for staff
from level 5

Achieved

N/A

59

Effective coordination
and participation in all
governance structures

Coordination of and
participation in governance
Achieved
structures as per calendar of
events by 31 March 2011

N/A

60

Develop, Lead, manage and
monitor the implementation
of the Business Plan and
budget for 2011/12

Submission of 4 X Quarterly
Reports to SPR by
April 2011

Achieved

N/A

61

Coordinate the hosting
and functionality of all
Governance Structures
in line with SALGA's
Constitution

1 PMA, 4 PEC meetings,
4 meetings per working
group coordinated by
March 2011

Achieved

N/A

62

Ensure implementation
of Financial and HR
Management policies

4 quarterly reports on the
implementation of Financial
and HR Management
policies submitted by
March 2011

Achieved

N/A

63

Engage identified
Strengthened relationship
stakeholders and all 21
with all 21 municipalities and municipalities towards
stakeholders by March 2011 supporting of SALGA’s
programmes

64

Implementation of SALGA
Governance Framework and
Adhoc priorities

SALGA

Convene and participate
in accordance with SALGA
Governance Framework by
March 2011

Although a Draft
Funding Proposal
Not Achieved
was developed, there
The Draft Funding
was little internal
proposal was
cooperation to ensure
developed
the success of the
project
Partially Achieved
Most of the
Working Group
meetings
convened as per
SALGA calendar.
Only the PEC
scheduled for 04
March 2011 that
did not form a
quorum
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The PEC could not
form a quorum for the
meeting scheduled
on 4 March 2011 due
to political activities
contesting with the
meeting at that period,
and in line with the
preparations for the
local government
elections
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VARIANCE

CA 5: Improve SALGA’s corporate governance and internal functioning (continued)

PROVINCE:
NORTHERN CAPE

PROVINCE:
NORTHERN CAPE

PROVINCE:
WESTERN CAPE

65

100% Filling of remaining
vacant positions: all
Advisor Positions,
Officers- Communication,
Committee, Documents
&Records Managements,
on the approved Provincial
Organogram

Submit Post Requisitions
and Resolve on the shortlist
and lead in the Interview
process

66

Develop funding proposal,
Develop program based
stakeholder engagements
plan, write letters to
stakeholders for funding,
Engage Prov. Government
to leverage financial and
non financial resources to
support 2010/2011 Business
Plan implementation

100% leveraging of
financial and non financial
resources to support
2010/2011 Business Plan
implementation

67

Convened SALGA provincial
governance structures as
per the governance frame
work & SALGA year planner

Convene SALGA provincial
governance structures as
per the governance frame
work & SALGA year planner

Partially Achieved
Out of 31 vacant
positions, 19
have been filled
while 6 have
been advertised.
The process
is handled at
national level

Partially Achieved
So far R1 210
399.82 was
raised during the
2010/11 financial
year

Achieved

Head Office to still
confirm whether
interviews to be
conducted as there is
still an issue of cost
containment

The Provincial Office
had a target of 2
million to be raised.
The Province could
only raise an amount
of 1 210 399.82. Due
to other departments
already developed their
business plan and
stakeholder meetings
that did not take place.
It was difficult for the
units raise the target.
The department of
CoGHSTA did not
give SALGA NC the
requested amount

N/A

PO 1: Councillor Support: High caliber, professional and effective Local Government Political Leadership
PROGRAMME 6:
GOVERNANCE,
IGR & IR

68

PROGRAMME 6:
GOVERNANCE,
IGR & IR

69

PROGRAMME 6:
GOVERNANCE,
IGR & IR

70

Lobby for a fair remuneration
model in parliament,
Development of positions,
MinMec's and other
processing and lobbying
appropriate IGR structures
Development of terms of
Submission of a position
reference and procurement
paper on the funding of
of a service provider to
political parties at local
prepare position paper,
government level
lobbying
Submission of a position
Development of a position
paper on the retention of
paper on the retention of
expertise and experience of
expertise and experience of
municipal councillors
municipal councillors

SALGA
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Achieved

N/A

Achieved

N/A

Achieved

N/A
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PO 1: Councillor Support: High caliber, professional and effective Local Government Political Leadership (continued)

PROVINCE: NORTH
WEST

PROVINCE:
NORTHERN CAPE

PROVINCE:
WESTERN CAPE

71

72

73

Partnership with other key
stakeholders in supporting
municipalities with the Anticorruption programme

Facilitate training
intervention to benefit 400
councillors and officials
in the following training:
Municipal Finance Oversight,
Participation Democracy
and Traditional Leaders,
Labour Relations & Human
Resource Development
Facilitate general training,
capacity building and
knowledge sharing for
Councillors and Officials4

1)1 Provincial workshop on
Good Governance & Ethics
by September 2010.
2) Development of
a brochure on good
governance and ethical
behaviour by March 2011.
3) Participation in the
implementation of the
provincial Anti-Corruption
Strategy by March 2011

Achieved

N/A

Facilitate training
interventions to benefit 400
councillors and officials in
various training programmes

Achieved

N/A

Conduct and / or coordinate
training and workshops e.g.
ELDP, Conflict Resolution,
Climate Change, etc

Achieved

N/A

PO 2: Service Delivery: Improved access to municipal services and enhanced provision of FBS through effective operations management
and service maintenance

PROGRAMME 4:
MUNICIPAL
INFRASTRUCTURE
SERVICES

PROGRAMME 4:
MUNICIPAL
INFRASTRUCTURE
SERVICES
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74

75

Exchange and dissemination
of information and good
practices to the participating
municipalities

A housing benchmark
project for all participating
municipalities, two
conferences (one local
and one international);
development and
dissemination of six
newsletters; development
and dissemination of good
practices and one South
Exchange

Achieved

N/A

Support and assistance to
the 13 RZ municipalities,
a Benchmarking Project
and Councillor Support
Programme

Provide hands-on support
as may be required by any
of the 13 RZ municipalities,
one benchmarking project
on housing and social
housing, thirteen Councillor
Support Workshops and
one National Roundtable
Meeting for Councillors of
the 13 RZ municipalities

Partially Achieved
The workshops
planned for
Tshwane and
Ekurhuleni
municipalities
were clustered,
therefore only 12
workshops were
held instead of 13
workshops

The workshops
planned for Tshwane
and Ekurhuleni
municipalities were
clustered due to the
number of participants

SALGA
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PO 2: Service Delivery: Improved access to municipal services and enhanced provision of FBS through effective operations management
and service maintenance (continued)
PROGRAMME 4:
MUNICIPAL
INFRASTRUCTURE
SERVICES

PROGRAMME 4:
MUNICIPAL
INFRASTRUCTURE
SERVICES

PROGRAMME 4:
MUNICIPAL
INFRASTRUCTURE
SERVICES
PROGRAMME 4:
MUNICIPAL
INFRASTRUCTURE
SERVICES
PROGRAMME 4:
MUNICIPAL
INFRASTRUCTURE
SERVICES

76

Partially Achieved
Make a formal submission
A meeting was
and discuss with ESKOM
held with ESKOM
regarding having SDAs
to discuss the
between it and municipalities
SDA
Partially Achieved
Identified
municipalities
that are
underperforming.
Met with DBSA
Facilitate provision of
to find out the
support to identified
possibility of
municipalities that are
underperforming on CAPEX assisting with
funding but could
not proceed due
to the change of
fund allocation on
the part of DBSA

A formal submission
was only done verbally
and not as per the
planned target

Due to new
development in terms
of funds allocation
to DBSA, DBSA was
unable to assist the
identified municipalities

77

Support mobilised for all
identified municipalities

78

Priority municipalities
assisted in planning and
implementing housing
delivery

N/A

Achieved

N/A

79

Approved water services
norms and standards

Design a benchmarking
Programme with norms and
standards

Achieved

N/A

Analyse the water summit
outputs on the role of LG
in water for growth and
development
Design a support
programme for municipalities
to complying with the blue
and green drop certification
programme

Consolidate the role on
LG water for growth and
development framework
programme
Approved support
programme to enhance
compliance in the blue and
green drop certification
programme

Achieved

N/A

Approved tariff
methodologies guidelines

Develop tariff methodologies
guidelines

Achieved

Organise a sanitation
technology expo

Not Achieved
SALGA ensured
that municipalities Funding could not be
participate in the secured for this project
2 expo organised
by CSIR and WRC

80

PROGRAMME 4:
MUNICIPAL
INFRASTRUCTURE
SERVICES

81

PROGRAMME 4:
MUNICIPAL
INFRASTRUCTURE
SERVICES

82

PROGRAMME 4:
MUNICIPAL
INFRASTRUCTURE
SERVICES

Lobby for Eskom to commit
to enter into SDAs with the
municipalities where it is a
services provider

83

LG sanitation
technology expo

SALGA
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Confirmation of support
Partially Achieved
from stakeholders was
A programme was
still outstanding at the
developed but not
end of the financial
approved
year
N/A
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PO 2: Service Delivery: Improved access to municipal services and enhanced provision of FBS through effective operations management
and service maintenance (continued)

PROGRAMME 4:
MUNICIPAL
INFRASTRUCTURE
SERVICES

84

9 municipalities supported
towards the developing WC/
WDM strategies

Develop water balance
assessments for 9
municipalities

Partially Achieved
Developed water
balance in four
WSAs towards
the development
of water
conservation
and demand
management
strategies

PROGRAMME 4:
MUNICIPAL
INFRASTRUCTURE
SERVICES

85

To facilitate increase in
the provision of free basic
sanitation by municipalities

Coordinate the roll out of the
free basic sanitation strategy

Achieved

N/A

PROGRAMME 4:
MUNICIPAL
INFRASTRUCTURE
SERVICES

86

To facilitate sharing of
Coordinate the documenting
knowledge in respect of good
of good practices on dry and
practices on dry and wet
wet sanitation management
sanitation management

Achieved

N/A

PROGRAMME 4:
MUNICIPAL
INFRASTRUCTURE
SERVICES

87

Mandated submission on
sanitation policy

Facilitate and consolidate
the development of the
SALGA comments

Achieved

N/A

PROGRAMME 4:
MUNICIPAL
INFRASTRUCTURE
SERVICES

88

Initiate the training of waste
water operators

Facilitate the identification
of waste water operators for
training

Achieved

N/A

89

Municipalities initiated
Facilitate regularisation of
the permitting process/or
assisted to obtain funding for waste disposal sites
regularisation of waste sites

PROGRAMME 4:
MUNICIPAL
INFRASTRUCTURE
SERVICES

PROGRAMME 4:
MUNICIPAL
INFRASTRUCTURE
SERVICES

90

Waste buyback centres
guideline approved by NEC

PROGRAMME 4:
MUNICIPAL
INFRASTRUCTURE
SERVICES

91

Develop the status quo
report

144
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Not all water balances
could be developed due
to lack of information
from municipalities.
A different approach
will be used for
implementation in the
next financial year

Achieved

An assessment of
implementation of
waste buyback centres
by municipalities and
development of a best
practice guide

Not Achieved
The process of
appointing PSPs
is underway
with proposals
having been
evaluated by the
BEC and waiting
BAC decision.
Implementation
will be in the new
financial year

Delays in the process
of appointment of
service provider due to
financial moratorium

Develop the status quo
report on waste to energy
projects in municipalities

Achieved

N/A
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PO 2: Service Delivery: Improved access to municipal services and enhanced provision of FBS through effective operations management
and service maintenance (continued)

PROGRAMME 4:
MUNICIPAL
INFRASTRUCTURE
SERVICES

PROGRAMME 4:
MUNICIPAL
INFRASTRUCTURE
SERVICES

PROGRAMME 4:
MUNICIPAL
INFRASTRUCTURE
SERVICES

PROGRAMME 4:
MUNICIPAL
INFRASTRUCTURE
SERVICES
PROGRAMME 4:
MUNICIPAL
INFRASTRUCTURE
SERVICES
PROGRAMME 4:
MUNICIPAL
INFRASTRUCTURE
SERVICES

92

Progress Report approved
the NEC

Initiating an assessment of
implementation of waste
transfer stations and
development of the best
practice guide

Not Achieved
The process of
appointing PSPs
is underway with
proposals having
been evaluated
by the BEC and
waiting BAC
decision

Delays in the process
of appointment of
service provider due to
financial moratorium

93

10 Municipalities
participating in the cleaning
and greening programme

Coordinate participation
of municipalities in the
Cleaning and Greening
programmes undertaken by
DEA

Achieved

N/A

94

Initiating an assessment
of the extent to which
local government fiscal
frameworks makes provision
for effective performance
of municipal environmental
functions

Partially
AchievedService
provider has
been appointed
to undertake the
assessment of the
Assessment of the extent to local government
which the local government organisational
capacity and the
fiscal framework makes
extent to which
provision for effective
local government
performance of municipal
fiscal frameworks
environmental functions
make provision
for effective
performance
of municipal
environmental
functions
Partner with DEA in
Partially Achieved
organising a Green Economy The green
Summit and climate change economy summit
innovation expo
was held

None

The climate change
innovation expo was
not held due lack of
funding

95

Summit and Expo held

95

Initiating an assessment of
environmental planning tools
in municipalities

Assessment of
environmental planning tools Achieved
in municipalities underway

N/A

96

Position Paper on
predictable funding

Facilitate engagements
with sector department
for predictable human
settlements funding model

N/A

SALGA
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PO 2: Service Delivery: Improved access to municipal services and enhanced provision of FBS through effective operations management
and service maintenance (continued)
PROGRAMME 4:
MUNICIPAL
INFRASTRUCTURE
SERVICES

97

Position Paper on
predictable funding

PROGRAMME 4:
MUNICIPAL
INFRASTRUCTURE
SERVICES

98

Roll out the National Land
Transport Act

PROGRAMME 4:
MUNICIPAL
INFRASTRUCTURE
SERVICES

99

Development of LG Climate
Change Programme

Develop LG Climate Change
programme

100

Improved local government
responses to disasters
through the facilitation
of coherent disaster
management policies and
practice

1. Assessment of disaster
management concluded by
March 2011
2. Guidelines on disaster
management developed by
March 2012
MIS: Support
municipalities on
implementation of
the programmes
(i)guidelines for
implementation of S78
decisions
infrastructure &
asset management
(iii)guideline on registration
of solid waste sites
(iv)(guidelines prohibiting
the selling of low-cost
housing by beneficiaries
(v)classification of roads
Facilitate 1 provincial
engagement on human
development

PROGRAMME 7:
COMMUNITY
DEVELOPMENT

Facilitate engagements
with sector department
for predictable human
settlements funding model
Developed a program
to facilitate the roll out
to municipalities, either
through road shows or
training

Achieved

N/A

Achieved

N/A

Achieved

N/A

Achieved

N/A

Not Achieved
Guidelines were
to be developed
by National
Office before this
KPI could be
implemented

The implementation
of this KPI was not
done due to the
fact the guidelines
were supposed to
be developed by
National Office.
Also the moratorium
on spending was
an impediment on
implementatio

Achieved

N/A

PROVINCE:
EASTERN CAPE

101

SALGA EC position papers
for MIS compiled, through
engagement with EC
Municipalities

PROVINCE:
FREE STATE

102

Support municipalities
on promotion of human
development related issues

PROVINCE:
FREE STATE

103

Engage sector departments
and other stakeholders in the
5 engagements with sector
reduction of service delivery
depts. & other stakeholders
backlogs in municipalities to
achieve MDGs

Partially Achieved
4 engagements
Funding could not be
with sector
secured to implement
departments and
the last engagement
other stakeholders
were conducted

PROVINCE:
FREE STATE

104

Support Municipalities
on Compliance with
Environmental Waste
Management Regulations

Not Achieved
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5 district workshops by
March 2011
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PO 2: Service Delivery: Improved access to municipal services and enhanced provision of FBS through effective operations management
and service maintenance (continued)
4 Quarterly progress reports
on MIG Spending by
March 2011

Not Achieved
Quarter 1 to
3 Reports
completed

Report for the
4th quarter still
outstanding due to
delay in submission of
information by Cogta

PROVINCE:
FREE STATE

105

Support Municipalities in the
reporting and monitoring of
MIG spending

PROVINCE: GAUTENG

106

Developed strategies with
municipalities towards the
attainment of MDGs

Two municipalities assisted
to develop strategies

Achieved

N/A

107

Facilitate municipal
comments and produce
timely reports on bulk
Municipal services

One session on bulk
municipal services
conducted with
municipalities

Achieved

N/A

108

Analysis on the
Monitor and promote the
implementation of FBS of
implementation of Free Basic
two municipalities by
Services in the province
31 March 2011

Achieved

N/A

109

Identify municipalities that
are under spending on their
MIG budget and facilitate
support

Achieved

N/A

Migrated to the
2011/12 Annual
Performance Plan

PROVINCE: GAUTENG

PROVINCE: GAUTENG

PROVINCE: LIMPOPO

PROVINCE: LIMPOPO

PROVINCE: LIMPOPO

PROVINCE:
MPUMALANGA

PROVINCE:
MPUMALANGA

Develop a report of
municipal performance on
CAPEX

110

Identify municipal support
Roll out the programme to
needs on the blue and green 2 municipalities through
drop certification programme workshops by March 2011

Not Achieved
No progress.
The KPI was
moved to the
2011/12 annual
performance plan

111

Facilitate the roll out of the
free basic sanitation strategy

Conduct two workshops
on free basic sanitation by
March 2011

Partially Achieved
Only one
workshop was
held

The second workshop
will be held in the next
financial year due to
financial constraints

112

6 Municipalities supported
in the implementation of
the accelerated basic
service delivery and Waste
Management programme

Support 6 Municipalities
towards the implementation
of the basic service delivery
and Waste Management
programme by March 2011

Achieved

N/A

113

Housing Chapters for 12
municipalities developed and
the accreditation of Steve
Tshwete facilitated by
March 2011

Represent Steve Tshwete
in the accreditation
process and hold 1
provincial workshop
on the development of
housing chapters for 12
municipalities

Achieved

N/A

SALGA
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PO 2: Service Delivery: Improved access to municipal services and enhanced provision of FBS through effective operations management
and service maintenance (continued)

PROVINCE:
NORTH WEST

PROVINCE:
NORTH WEST

PROVINCE:
NORTH WEST

PROVINCE:
NORTH WEST

PROVINCE:
NORTH WEST

PROVINCE:
NORTHERN CAPE

148

114

Support municipalities in
improving the quantity and
quality of municipal basic
services to the people in the
areas of access to water and
sanitation

(a) Quarterly Assessment
Outcomes Reports on the
provision of Free Basic
Services, i.e. water &
Sanitation
(b) Participation in an
Annual Provincial Water
Week in collaboration with
DWA
(c) Conduct a provincial
workshop on the roll out of
the sanitation strategy with
Toolkit within the North West
Province by June 2010

(a) Achieved
(b) Not achieved
The workshop
was organised
but had to be
cancelled due to
unavailability of
key speakers.
(c) Achieved

(b) Provincial event
scheduled for the 25th
March 2011 cancelled
at the eleventh hour by
sector department due
to non availability of key
and relevant speakers
including the Premier,
the National minister of
Water and Environment
and Mayors who were
engaged in party
political work

115

Support municipalities in
improving the quantity and
quality of municipal basic
services to the people in the
areas of access to electricity
and alternative energy
sources

1. Conduct a provincial
based awareness campaign
on Energy Efficiency and
EDIR deal processes by
June 2010

Achieved

N/A

116

Support municipalities in
improving the quantity and
quality of municipal basic
services to the people in the
areas of access to waste and
environment management
services

Conduct Provincial
workshop on Environmental
Management and Waste
Regulation compliance
issues December 2010

Achieved

N/A

117

Support municipalities in
improving the quantity and
quality of municipal basic
services to the people in the
areas of access to roads

Conduct Provincial
Road show workshop on
roads classification and
maintenance by
September 2010

Achieved

N/A

118

Support municipalities in
improving the quantity and
quality of municipal basic
services to the people
in the areas of access
to sustainable human
settlements

Conduct provincial capacity
building workshop on rental
housing stock roll-out in
identified municipalities of
Rustenburg, Tlokwe and
Matlosana by March 2011

Achieved

N/A

119

No. of municipalities assisted
to develop Services Delivery
Budget Implementation
Plans

14 municipalities assisted
to develop Service Delivery
Budget Implementation
Plans by March 2011

Achieved

N/A

SALGA
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PO 2: Service Delivery: Improved access to municipal services and enhanced provision of FBS through effective operations management
and service maintenance (continued)

PROVINCE:
WESTERN CAPE

120
(a)

Water:
1. Identify and Support 1
municipality on WC/WDM
strategy development.
2. Identify and facilitate
support for Water Services
projects (Masibambane
funding)
3. Establish and Maintain
collaboration with key water
sector stakeholders
4. Support the development
and roll out of the Councillor
Development programme
5. Support and facilitate
processes for the drought
stricken regions (Eden)
6. Facilitate and support the
Support, facilitate and
processes on the bulk water
monitor MIS in municipalities tariffs
7. Identify municipalities
needing support on Blue
drop /Green drop status
8. Support the Rollout of the
WfGD programme
9. Assist municipalities in
collaboration with DWA:
in challenges with the
implementation of Free
Basic Sanitation
Energy:
1. Support and facilitate the
process toward Metros, B1
and B2 municipalities having
energy efficient programmes
2. EDI Holdings: Quarterly
meetings

SALGA
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Water
1. Achieved
2. Achieved
3. Achieved
4. Not Achieved
5. Not Achieved
6. Achieved
7. Achieved
8. Not Achieved
9. Achieved
Energy
1. Not Achieved
2. Achieved

Water:
4. This did not happen
as the election date was
not determined. There
were emails to indicate
National were planning
and we must await the
way forward
5. Was not needed as
the DWA and Disaster
management unit had
the issue well covered.
8. DWA National
did not finalise the
document, hence no
roll-out
Energy:
1. The letter for
accreditation was
with the MEC for a
long while. It was
signed. Thereafter the
discussions started
for the B1 and B2
Municipalities. SALGA
will get involved as this
materialises
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PO 2: Service Delivery: Improved access to municipal services and enhanced provision of FBS through effective operations management
and service maintenance (continued)
Waste:
1) Facilitate the consultation
of the Free Basic Refuse
Removal Policy
2) Identify and facilitate
support on other aspects
related to waste

PROVINCE:
WESTERN CAPE

120
(b)

Climate Change:
1) Ensure awareness and
advocacy is improved
(councillors and technical
staff)
2) Response to requests
for comments on various
documents
3) Take forward the actions
from the climate change
workshops to be convened
Support, facilitate and
in March 2010 (check for
monitor MIS in municipalities the integration of climate
change in all municipal IDP’s
4) 2 new municipalities
supported in initiating
carbon trading projects

Waste:
1. The document
was presented at the
working group and the
comments were noted
by the specialist. This
took place just before
the financial year
started.
Waste
1. Not Achieved
2. Achieved
Climate Change
1. Achieved
2. Achieved
3. Not Achieved
4. Not Achieved
Human
Settlement
1. Achieved
2. Not Achieved

Human Settlements:
Transport
1) Social Rental Housing:
1. Not Achieved
Comments a provincial
workshoping
Support and Facilitate the
process towards Approved
housing chapters in the IDPs
of all municipalities
2) Compliance report
Transport:
1) Non-motorised Transport
policy: Consultation and
comments on the draft
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Climate change:
3. The department of
environmental affairs
eventually stopped
the workshops due
to poor attendance.
They did not produce
action item reports
to take forward. The
SALGA office convened
workshops and actions
were identified for the
next year
4. This was not
supported due to
municipalities not
having the skills or
capacity to carry out
these programmes
Human Settlements:
2. Target poorly
formulated
Transport:
1. The document
was disseminated to
municipalities

PROGRAMME
DIRECTORATE /
PROVINCE

KPI
NO

KEY PERFORMANCE
INDICATOR

GOAL

PERFORMANCE
STATUS

REASON FOR
VARIANCE

PO 3: Social Cohesion: Mainstreaming of transversal (gender, youth, children, HIV/AIDS) socio-economic issues

PROGRAMME 7:
COMMUNITY
DEVELOPMENT

121

PROGRAMME 7:
COMMUNITY
DEVELOPMENT

122

PROGRAMME 7:
COMMUNITY
DEVELOPMENT

123

PROGRAMME 7:
COMMUNITY
DEVELOPMENT

124

Improved capacity of local
government officials in the
mainstreaming of HIV &
AIDS mainstreaming through
the roll out of the HIV & AIDS
Handbook in provinces
Improved coordination and
functionality of Municipal
AIDS Councils
Improved knowledge in the
mainstreaming of HIV and
AIDS through knowledge
management practices
Annual co-hosting of national
gender event to foster
increased understanding of
gender related policy and
practices

PROGRAMME 7:
COMMUNITY
DEVELOPMENT

125

National Implementation of
the 50/50 campaign

PROGRAMME 7:
COMMUNITY
DEVELOPMENT

126

Gender capacity building
programmes facilitate and
coordinated

PROGRAMME 7:
COMMUNITY
DEVELOPMENT

127

Implementation of the
Disability Framework
monitored

SALGA

1. Training of targeted
municipal officials in 4
provinces (NW, LP, WC and
NC)

Achieved

N/A

Achieved

N/A

1 Learning event and
2 publications

Achieved

N/A

WILG Conference to be held
by March 2011

Achieved

N/A

Partially Achieved
Promotional
material was
developed.

Part of the activities
for the campaign was
the development of
promotional material.
The pamphlets were
developed but could
not be printed and
distributed due to
organizational cash flow
constraints. Attempts
were explored for
sponsorship however
the request was not
supported

Achieved

N/A

Achieved

N/A

2. Capacity building/training
of municipal officials in 3
provinces (MP, FS, and EC)
Development of a Guideline
on the establishment
and coordination of AIDS
councils by March 2011

Launch of 50/50 Campaign
at WILG Conference by
March 2011

3 Gender capacity building
programmes coordinated
nationally by March 2011
1. Monitoring & Evaluation
Plan for the implementation
of the Disability Framework
developed by March 20112.
Status quo report on the
national implementation of
the Disability Framework
within local government
developed by March 2011
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PO 3: Social Cohesion: Mainstreaming of transversal (gender, youth, children, HIV/AIDS) socio-economic issues (continued)

PROGRAMME 7:
COMMUNITY
DEVELOPMENT

PROGRAMME 7:
COMMUNITY
DEVELOPMENT

152

128

129

Disability Advocacy
Campaign implemented
nationally

Improved knowledge in the
mainstreaming of Youth
issues in local government
through knowledge
management practices

SALGA

Advocacy plan rolled out
nationally by March 2011

Partially Achieved
The Advocacy
plan has been
developed.
Printing was a
challenge due to
lack of funds

1. The printing, layout
and design of the
campaign material has
been a challenge due
to financial constraints
faced by SALGA. This
has hampered the
distribution of such
material.
2. SALGA national
could not launch
the campaign as
it was agreed at
the NWG meeting
of 5th November
2010 that provincial
offices should launch
the campaign at a
provincial level

Hold 1 Learning Event to
define local government’s
role in youth development

Not achieved
Concept
Paper and
Programme were
developed for
the Consultative
Workshop, a
meeting was
held with the
NYDA to present
the Concept
Paper and forge
partnerships for
the Consultative
Workshop. There
was ongoing
liaison with Cogta
to obtain support
in finalising the
consolidated LG
strategy

The organisation was
experiencing cash
flow constraints and
the directive was
that no programme
costs including other
business operating
expenses should be
incurred until the end
of the financial year
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PO 3: Social Cohesion: Mainstreaming of transversal (gender, youth, children, HIV/AIDS) socio-economic issues (continued)

PROGRAMME 7:
COMMUNITY
DEVELOPMENT

130

Advocacy position related
to municipal health services
and provincialisation of PHC
developed and implemented

1. Mini-summit on the
provincialisation process
2. Guidelines on the
devolution of MHS

1. Partially
Achieved
SALGA
established Task
-Team to allow
the process to
move forward.
However, due to
unavailability of
funds & venues
in March 2011
this event could
not be held in
March 2011. LA
Health has since
agreed to provide
the venue and the
catering for the
event on
8 April 2011

The event was
postponed to the next
financial year due
to SALGA’s financial
situation

2. Achieved
PROGRAMME 7:
COMMUNITY
DEVELOPMENT

PROVINCE:
EASTERN CAPE

PROVINCE:
FREE STATE

PROVINCE: GAUTENG

Promotion of Human
Development related Issues
within Municipal policy and
practice

Draft Human Development
framework developed by
March 2011

Achieved

N/A

132

SALGA EC position papers
compiled for Community
Development, through
engagement with EC
Municipalities

Community Development:
Development of the
(i) Concept Paper - Women
in LG Summit
(ii) PHC position paper.
iii).Gender Based Violence
Position paper.
iv) Establishment of 1
District Council

Partially Achieved
The PHC target
was wrongly
formulated. The
process involved
finalisation of the
PHC process and
not developing the
position paper

The process involved
finalisation of the
PHC process and not
developing the
position paper

133

Support and assistance
provided to municipalities
in the implementation of
Millennium Development
Goals (MDGs) within the
Province

Facilitate 1 provincial MDG
engagement

Achieved

N/A

Conduct two workshops on
Social Cohesion by
March 2011

Partially achieved
Position Papers
were developed.
The workshop
was scheduled
to take place
in March 2011
however due to
the moratorium
on finances the
workshops were
cancelled

A moratorium was
placed on spending for
programmes

131

134

Lobby support and advice
municipalities on identified
Social cohesion issues

SALGA
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PO 3: Social Cohesion: Mainstreaming of transversal (gender, youth, children, HIV/AIDS) socio-economic issues (continued)

One district and one metro
assisted to develop relevant
policies

Partially achieved
Women’s
Commission
meeting was
held on the 22
Feb 2011. Draft
Gender policy
framework has
been developed.
A workshop on
gender policy
framework was
scheduled for the
3rd March 2011

PROVINCE: GAUTENG

135

Advice given to
municipalities on
mainstreaming cross-cutting
issues

PROVINCE: LIMPOPO

136

Facilitate the rolling out and
distribution of HIV & AIDS
handbooks

Facilitate a provincial
workshop

Achieved

N/A

PROVINCE: LIMPOPO

137

2 Municipal Aids council
established

2 municipalities supported
in the establishment of AIDS
council

Achieved

N/A

PROVINCE: LIMPOPO

138

Influence, lobby, facilitate
& support 50/50 woman
campaign on Elections

Building capacity by
Convening 3 District
workshops by March 2011

Achieved

N/A

139

Facilitate the Provincial
Disability campaign

Establish Provincial Disability
reference group and support
Achieved
5 municipalities on the
framework by March 2011

N/A

140

Assessment report on
municipal response on
children and Youth issues (1)
per province by December
2010

Provincial report on children
and Youth issues submitted
to the provincial working
Achieved
and certified by Executive
Director Community
Development

N/A

141

6 municipalities reporting on
EPWP by March 2011

Support municipalities in
the creation of decent jobs
through MIG, EPWP and
ensure proper reporting to
the Department of Public
Works

Achieved

N/A

142

Disability Framework
rolled out at least by 6
municipalities by
March 2011

Conduct 3 District
Workshops on the Disability
Framework and the roll-out
of the disability campaign
in all 21 municipalities by
December 2010

Achieved

N/A

PROVINCE: LIMPOPO

PROVINCE: LIMPOPO

PROVINCE:
MPUMALANGA

PROVINCE:
MPUMALANGA
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A moratorium was
placed on spending for
programmes
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PO 3: Social Cohesion: Mainstreaming of transversal (gender, youth, children, HIV/AIDS) socio-economic issues (continued)
PROVINCE:
MPUMALANGA

PROVINCE:
MPUMALANGA

PROVINCE:
MPUMALANGA

PROVINCE:
MPUMALANGA

PROVINCE:
NORTH WEST

PROVINCE:
NORTH WEST

143

1 Assessment / audit report
on municipal response on
children issues by
December 2010

After the National event
conduct an audit on
municipal response on
children's issues

Achieved

N/A

144

Gender policy framework
rolled out at least
6 municipalities by
March 2011

Conduct 1 Provincial
Workshop/Summit
with municipalities
and stakeholders on
mainstreaming gender
programmes

Achieved

N/A

145

50/50 campaign rolled out
to all 21 municipalities by
March 2011

Conduct 1 Provincial
workshop on the Roll out of
the 50/50 campaign and
have road shows and media
liaison in all municipalities

Achieved

N/A

146

HIV/AIDS Handbook
rolled out to at least 6
municipalities by March
2011

support 13 municipalities on
the roll out of the handbook
and sharing best practices
on implementation of HIV/
AIDS programmes

Achieved

N/A

147

Support to municipalities
on mainstream issues of
gender, youth, children,
people with disability and
HIV and AIDS

a) Provincial assessment
report on municipal
response on children issues
by December 2010.
(b) Provincial campaign
implementation of disability
framework March 2011.
(c) Provincial and district
women’s commissions
Achieved
launched and supported
with 50/50 campaign roll out
plan by March 2011.
(d) Hosting of the Provincial
Women in LG Pre Summit by
March 2011.
(e) HIV and AIDS Handbook
for Local Government rolled
out by March 2011

N/A

148

Support to municipalities to
improve municipal response
(policy and practice) to
Human Development and
Disaster Management

a)1 learning event on MDG’s
conducted by December
2010
b) 4 Districts supported with
function institutional forums
for disaster management by
March 2011

The Working Grouped
resolved that the target
should be postponed
until the report is
finalised

SALGA
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PO 3: Social Cohesion: Mainstreaming of transversal (gender, youth, children, HIV/AIDS) socio-economic issues (continued)

PROVINCE:
NORTHERN CAPE

PROVINCE:
NORTHERN CAPE

PROVINCE:
NORTHERN CAPE

PROVINCE:
WESTERN CAPE

PROVINCE:
WESTERN CAPE

149

Implement two (2)
interventions to promote/
mainstream youth
development in the sector

Two (2) interventions
implemented to promote/
mainstream youth
development in the sector

Not Achieved
Partnership
with NYDA was
formed; work
plans have
been developed
for municipal
engagements

150

Mainstreaming Gender
issues in Local Government

10 municipalities guided to
establish Gender Machinery
Institutional Arrangement by
Feb 2011

Achieved

N/A

151

Promotion of Sports, Arts
and Culture and Public
Safety

20 Municipalities assisted
to participate in sports and
Public safety events and
programmes

Partially Achieved
22 municipalities
participated
in the SALGA
games and 2000
community
members

The Public Safety event
could not take place
due to SALGA financial
constraints

152

Mainstream issues of
vulnerable groups (youth,
gender) in 5 Districts and 1
Metro

Advice and support
provided to Municipalities
to mainstream Gender &
adopting HIV-AIDS Country
Guidelines & disability
framework

Achieved

N/A

153

The revival and
strengthening of AIDS
Councils at District and Local
Level facilitated

Host a Provincial Learning
event on strengthening of
Municipal Aids Council/s by
February 2011

Achieved

N/A

There is no integrated
youth development
strategy. The workshop
could not take place
due to internal cost
containment

PO 4: Economic Development: Municipalities drive growth and employment creation, both in urban and rural areas
PROGRAMME 8:
ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT &
PLANNING

PROGRAMME 8:
ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT &
PLANNING

156

154

Present National guidelines
on informal trading
management

Present and workshop
generic informal trade policy
guidelines at SALGA national Achieved
informal trading summit in
November 2010

N/A

155

A progress report on the
number of Municipalities
reporting on EPWP (to
ensure more municipalities
qualify for the wage incentive
prior to June 2010 deadline

Monitoring and performance
(by working in collaboration
with the National DPW) and
consolidate EPWP activity
Additional 35 municipalities
who are not currently
reporting on EPWP
supported

N/A

SALGA

Achieved
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PO 4: Economic Development: Municipalities drive growth and employment creation, both in urban and rural areas (continued)

PROGRAMME 8:
ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT &
PLANNING

PROGRAMME 8:
ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT &
PLANNING

PROGRAMME 8:
ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT &
PLANNING

PROGRAMME 8:
ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT &
PLANNING

Host LED Sector Roundtable
for National and Provincial
Stakeholders
156

Implementation of LED
support programme
to municipalities, in
collaboration with key
partners

157

Implementation of CLGF
partnership with SALGA

158

Implementation of support
projects to municipalities
on various approaches to
LED in partnership with
the Swedish International
Development Agency and
Swedish Association of Local
Authorities and Regions in
the Western Cape, Eastern
Cape and Free State

159

Packaging of e-Participation
and E-Government
models, approaches and
good practices using
baseline e-Government
Study 2009/10, local and
international case studies

SALGA

National LED Round Table
Hosted. (report to Minco)
LED knowledge Management
Portal Developed with over
500 registered users (report
to NWG)
3 LED Case Studies
developed and disseminated Achieved
(report to NWG)
3 LED newsletters developed
and disseminated (report to
NWG)
LED Network reference
group formulated (report to
NWG)

N/A

Five (5) LED Partnership
projects implemented.
(2 projects in phase I and
3 projects in phase II)
implementation by March
2011 (with CLGF)

Achieved

N/A

10 Municipalities in 3
provinces LED support
interventions implemented

Achieved
Not Achieved

Transparency toolkit
was not developed due
to financial constraints

Partially
AchievedEGovernment
review report
presented at NWG
and submitted
to NEC.Initial
literature review,
some findings and
mini-case studies
of e-Participation
municipalities
presented at NWG

Unable to complete
e-Participation study
by 31st March
deadline, report and
find recommendations
to be completed by
end of April 2011.
Municipal Broadband
Good practice guide
not competed due
to limited time,
budget and resource
constraints

Prepare Transparency Toolkit

Identify and gathering good
local and international
practices in e-Government
and e-Participation
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PO 4: Economic Development: Municipalities drive growth and employment creation, both in urban and rural areas (continued)
PROGRAMME 8:
ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT &
PLANNING

160

Identify a framework for
the development of a local
government process library
to support standards in
ICT development at local
government

Present a framework for
a process standards for
Local Government (report to
Minco)

ED & DP:
(i) Give support to 6
municipalities to develop
credible IDP’s (ii) Facilitate
Land Use Management to
six municipalities

Achieved

N/A

Partially Achieved
Participated
in the IDP tool
assessment
workshop

Although the unit
participated in the
IDP tool assessment
workshop but due
to the issue of the
moratorium at SALGA it
couldn’t implement its
plan of giving support
to 6 municipalities to
develop credible IDP’s

Achieved

N/A

161

SALGA EC position papers
compiled for ED & DP,
through engagement with EC
Municipalities

PROVINCE:
FREE STATE

162

To conduct LED Case
Studies to help municipalities 3 LED Case Studies by
to develop Credible LED
March 2011
strategies

PROVINCE: GAUTENG

163

Improved functionality of
LED forums

Monitor and promote the
Achieved
functionality of 2 LED forums

N/A

164

To document outputs and
activities including current
Donor activities in certain
provinces (e.g. P3, CLGF)
focused

Develop of a minimum of 3
case studies of municipal
good LED practice to be
shared nationally

Achieved

N/A

165

Support Municipalities in the
development and review of
LED strategies by
March 2011

01 Municipality Supported
in the development and 02
in review of LED strategies
by March 2011

Achieved

N/A

166

(a) Convene a provincial
workshop to capacitate
7 municipalities to
Facilitate the implementation develop LED plans and
of LED Strategy in 4 District
implementation thereof
municipalities
by March 2011. (b)
Host District meetings to
resuscitate district LED
Forums by March 2011

Achieved

N/A

PROVINCE:
EASTERN CAPE

PROVINCE: LIMPOPO

PROVINCE:
MPUMALANGA

PROVINCE:
NORTH WEST

158
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PO 4: Economic Development: Municipalities drive growth and employment creation, both in urban and rural areas (continued)

PROVINCE:
NORTH WEST

PROVINCE:
NORTH WEST

167

168

Support provided to NW
Municipalities on the IDP
processes

(a) Support provided
to 08 low rated priority
municipalities to attain
credible IDPs by March
2011
Achieved
(b) Convene a provincial
IDP feedback session with
24 municipalities to support
them to improve the credibly
of IDPs by March 2011

N/A

Support provided to
municipalities on the
development of spatial
planning related issues such
as SDFS and LUMS

(a) Assessment study
conducted to 24
municipalities on the
functionality of their Town
Planning Units by March
2011.
(b) Conduct workshop
to provide support to
municipalities on SDF and
LUMs by March 2011

Achieved

N/A

1) Provincial workshop
conducted on EPWP Phase
II Programme on reporting
procedures and adherence
by March 2011.
2) 12 municipalities
supported to report on
EPWP Phase II by
March 2011

Achieved

N/A

PROVINCE:
NORTH WEST

169

Support municipalities on
the implementation and
reporting on EPWP Phase II
programme in the province

PROVINCE:
NORTHERN CAPE

170

Conduct an audit of
LED units capacity in
municipalities

32 municipalities assisted
with an audit of LED capacity Achieved
by Feb 2011

N/A

PROVINCE:
NORTHERN CAPE

171

No. of local municipalities
assisted to develop credible
IDP's

5 municipalities assisted to
develop credible IDP's by
Feb 2011

Achieved

N/A

172

Monitor the implementation
of EPWP and advocate for
the increase in the number
of jobs created by
5 Municipalities

Represented SALGA at
Provincial EPWP meetings
to support further advocacy
programmes of the EPWP

Achieved

N/A

PROVINCE:
WESTERN CAPE

PO 5: Labour Relations: A productive, stable labour environment, supported by a mutual gains approach
PROGRAMME 5:
MUNICIPAL
INSTITUTIONAL
DEVELOPMENT

173

Support and advice provided
to municipalities on Labour
Relations matters

SALGA

Provide regular advice to
municipalities
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Achieved

N/A
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PO 5: Labour Relations: A productive, stable labour environment, supported by a mutual gains approach (continued)

174

Report on the representation
of municipalities in dispute
Represent municipalities in
resolution forums, in the
conciliations, arbitrations
bargaining council structures and litigating aspects
and in the Labour Court

Achieved

N/A

PROGRAMME 5:
MUNICIPAL
INSTITUTIONAL
DEVELOPMENT

175

Compliance Audit Report

Outcomes Report on the
implementation of collective
agreements

Achieved

N/A

PROGRAMME 5:
MUNICIPAL
INSTITUTIONAL
DEVELOPMENT

176

(Comprehensive ) HR
Forum functional/operational
Assessment Report

National Outcomes Report
on the Assessment of HR
Forums

Achieved

N/A

Training of LLF in all
provinces (Outcomes report
inclusive of provincial stats)

Partially Achieved
Service provider
was appointed
and training
material was
developed.
Provincial
training sessions
commenced on
29 March 2011

Due to the allocation of
funds to the SALGBC
training was delayed
only to start by the end
of March 2011

There is a court case
pending on the Wage
Curve. The case was
originally set for
28 March 2011 but
was postponed to
27 June 2011

N/A

PROGRAMME 5:
MUNICIPAL
INSTITUTIONAL
DEVELOPMENT

PROGRAMME 5:
MUNICIPAL
INSTITUTIONAL
DEVELOPMENT

PROGRAMME 5:
MUNICIPAL
INSTITUTIONAL
DEVELOPMENT

PROGRAMME 5:
MUNICIPAL
INSTITUTIONAL
DEVELOPMENT

160

177

LLF training report on the
implementation of Mutual
Gains negotiations

178

Bargaining agenda,
mandating processes and
agreements reached

Represent Municipalities as
the employer in Collective
Bargaining

Partially
AchievedA final
position on the
Job Evaluation
collective
Agreement
has been
drafted. SALGA
is in process
of obtaining
mandate where
after final position
will be tabled at
the SALGBC

179

Reviewed Strike
Management Plan and report
on the implemented of the
Strike Management Plan

Review and monitor the
implementation of the
Revised Strike Management
Plan

Achieved

SALGA
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PO 5: Labour Relations: A productive, stable labour environment, supported by a mutual gains approach (continued)

180

Provide advice to
municipalities on
Labour Related matters.
Represent municipalities in
SALGA EC position papers
conciliations, arbitrations
compiled for HR & Labour,
and disciplinary. Finalising
through engagement with EC and facilitate the
Municipalities
implementation of
(i)wage curve
(ii)Negotiate divisional
conditions of service
(iii)HIV/Aids

Achieved

N/A

181

Support and assistance
provided to municipalities
to represent as an
Employer body

Input provided on the
following issues bargaining’
issues:
(i)collective bargaining
agreement
(ii)disciplinary procedure
collective agreement
(iii)wage curve collective
agreement

Achieved

N/A

182

Assist and support
municipalities on labour
relations disputes

4 quarterly progress reports
on Labour matters

Partially Achieved
Quarter 4 report
produced

Municipalities still do
not involve SALGA on
labour disputes until it
is late to intervene

PROVINCE: GAUTENG

183

Employment Equity plans of
all municipalities analyzed
and advice offered where
required

All municipalities with EE
plans and advised by 31st
March 2011

Achieved

N/A

PROVINCE: GAUTENG

184

Advice given to
municipalities on labourrelated matters

All municipalities monitored
and advice given where
required

Achieved

N/A

185

Represent municipalities in
Represent municipalities in
the dispute resolution forums
conciliations, arbitrations
of the SALGBC and other
and Disciplinary cases
SALGBC structures

Achieved

N/A

PROVINCE: LIMPOPO

186

Issue circular to
municipalities to identify
problem areas and discuss
at HR Practitioners Forum

Support and assist
municipalities on the
implementation of collective
agreements

Achieved

N/A

PROVINCE: LIMPOPO

187

Facilitate the Strike
Management

Implement the revised Strike
Achieved
Management Plan

N/A

PROVINCE:
EASTERN CAPE

PROVINCE:
EASTERN CAPE

PROVINCE:
FREE STATE

PROVINCE: LIMPOPO

SALGA
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PO 5: Labour Relations: A productive, stable labour environment, supported by a mutual gains approach (continued)

PROVINCE:
MPUMALANGA

PROVINCE:
NORTH WEST

PROVINCE:
NORTH WEST

PROVINCE:
NORTHERN CAPE

PROVINCE:
NORTHERN CAPE

PROVINCE:
WESTERN CAPE

PROVINCE:
WESTERN CAPE

162

188

All 21 municipalities
represented on labour
relations, supported on
HR issues and capacitated
on 5 local government
programmes by March 2011

Advice municipalities and
Represent them in the
SALGBC on labour issues,
discuss HR issues in the
HR Practitioners Forum
and report accordingly, and
coordinate capacity building
programmes

Achieved

N/A

189

Strengthening of provincial
Labour Relations Structures
through training and capacity
building programmes within
North West

Labour Relations Personnel
trained to implement labour
relation support for 24
Achieved
Municipalities within the
province by March 2011
(Training of Presiding Officers)

N/A

190

Support provided to
municipalities on LR and HR
issues

24 Municipalities supported
on Labour and Human
Resources Issues by
March 2011

Achieved

N/A

191

Implement support
interventions towards
ensuring conducive labour
relations environment in the
Province

All 32 municipalities assisted
Achieved
as and when requested

N/A

Unfortunately it is the
municipalities that must
appoint their own staff.
SALGA cannot appoint
staff for municipalities.
Municipalities do not
appoint for reasons that
are related to political
interference

192

Facilitate the equitable filling
of all critical vacant positions
in municipalities

100% filling critical
and funded positions in
municipalities by
March 2011

Not Achieved
SALGA identified
critical positions
for municipalities
to fill. However,
SALGA does not
have authority to
appoint on behalf
of municipalities

193

Represented Member
Municipalities at labour
related forums

Represent Member
Municipalities at labour
related forums

Achieved

N/A

194

Represent & assist
Municipalities in SALGBC
dispute resolution processes
and internal municipal
disciplinary and capacity
processes

Representation at
Arbitration, Conciliations,
Achieved
Condonations and Mediation

N/A

SALGA
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PO 6: Sound financial management and governance system: Improved financial management and financial viability of municipalities

PROGRAMME 8:
ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT &
PLANNING

PROGRAMME 8:
ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT &
PLANNING

PROGRAMME 8:
ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT &
PLANNING

195

196

197

Number of AFS and Audit
reports collected and
captured

1. Sample of 140
municipalities AFS and
Audit reports collected and
captured,
2. Analysis of audit
opinions of municipalities
in four provinces including
workshops on how to
improve audit outcomes
based on good practices

Partially Achieved
130 AFS were
collected, 111
were signed, and
19 un-signed
and 67 were
captured. The
challenge was on
the collection of
signed AFS from
Municipalities.
As a matter of
principle on
the usefulness
of information,
Ernest & Young
could not be able
to capture unsigned AFS.

Funding could not be
secured for this project,
as a result, SALGA had
to partners with Ernest
& Young to provide
technical support (Data
capturing and Analysis)

Achieved

The Eastern Cape
Province did not host
their Budget Week
Workshop due to
capacity constrains in
the Provincial Office of
SALGA

Coordination of the 2010/11
Budget Week and a
consolidated report of budget
week events

2010 Budget week
implementation plan and
consolidated report of
budget weeks in 8 provinces

Evaluation of revenue
and debtors management
practices

1. Evaluation and analysis
report on debtors and
revenue management
approved by NEC and
presented to the 2010
Budget Forum by October
2010.
2. Debt profile of the six
Achieved
municipalities approved
by NWG by March 2011.
3. Draft a debtors
management or credit
control guidelines for all
municipalities and presented
to NWG by March 2011 for
consultation

SALGA
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PO 6: Sound financial management and governance system: Improved financial management and financial viability of municipalities (continued)
PROGRAMME 8:
ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT &
PLANNING

PROGRAMME 8:
ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT &
PLANNING

PROVINCE:
EASTERN CAPE

PROVINCE:
FREE STATE

PROVINCE:
FREE STATE

PROVINCE: GAUTENG

PROVINCE: GAUTENG

PROVINCE: LIMPOPO

PROVINCE: LIMPOPO

164

198

Report by March 2011 on
training facilitated in 08
Training facilitated by
provinces, support provided
Provinces and assessment of
by 6 Provinces on the
District Area Finance Forums
running of District Area
Finance Forums

Achieved

N/A

199

Reports and position papers
to Budget Forum

Develop and submit/present
position papers to Budget
Forum, on a Review of
the LG Fiscal Framework
and Proposals for a Local
Business Tax

Achieved

N/A

200

Participate in Finance
SALGA EC position papers
Forum Coordinate budget
compiled for ED & DP,
week and ensure the
through engagement with EC
implementation of action
Municipalities
plan for budget week

Not AchievedThe
Budget Week
preparations are
underway. It is
scheduled to
take place in
April 2011

This will be done in April
in the next financial year

201

Support and assist
municipalities to comply with
10 municipalities assisted
GRAP standards within
Free State

Achieved

N/A

202

Implementation of provincial
Audit improvement plan

Provincial Audit
improvement plan
implemented in 10
municipalities

Achieved

N/A

203

Support rendered
to municipalities in
strengthening sound
financial management

Budget week held
and support given to
municipalities by
March 2011

Achieved

N/A

204

Support provided to
municipalities in developing
revenue enhancement
strategies

The provincial Revenue
Enhancement framework
developed by
31 March 2011

Achieved

N/A

205

Evaluation of debtors
management practices,
analysis of debtors profile
and development of debtors

Survey 5 municipalities for
evaluation and analysis,
Distribute guidelines to
municipalities

Achieved

N/A

Strengthening skills and
human resource base in
respect of planning

Analyse and collate the
findings of the provincial
municipal capacity
assessments in respect
of the municipal planning
functions and draft
programme developed by
March 2011

Achieved

N/A

206

SALGA
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PO 6: Sound financial management and governance system: Improved financial management and financial viability of municipalities (continued)

207

Increase Number of
Municipalities reporting
on EPWP (to ensure more
municipalities qualify for the
wage incentive) prior to June
2010 deadline

Support five municipalities to
report on EPWP by
Achieved
March 2011

N/A

PROVINCE: LIMPOPO

208

Coordination of Budget
Week and development of
guidelines for Municipal
Finance Improvement Plans

Municipal Improvement
Plans completed by July
2010, Implementation
of Budget Week concept
document by March 2011

Achieved

N/A

PROVINCE: LIMPOPO

209

Analysis of the financial
impact of the MPRA

Survey five municipalities
and produce outcome report Achieved
by March 2011

N/A

210

Support Municipalities
towards the establishment of
Risk Management Units

6 Municipalities supported
in Establishing Risk
Management Units by
March 2011

Achieved

N/A

211

1 Budget Week meeting
hosted and Programme of
Action and Implementation
Plan implemented by
March 2011

Host the Budget and
ensure Implementation
of programme of action
and Municipal Finance
Implementation Plan

Achieved

N/A

PROVINCE: LIMPOPO

PROVINCE:
MPUMALANGA

PROVINCE:
MPUMALANGA

PROVINCE:
MPUMALANGA

PROVINCE:
NORTH WEST

PROVINCE:
NORTH WEST

212

Fiscal Needs Analysis for all
21 municipalities conducted
by March 2011

21 municipalities supported
in the conducting of Fiscal
Needs Analysis by
March 2011

Not Achieved.
Planning
meetings were
held

The misunderstanding
between stakeholders
on the data to be
used to conduct the
fiscal needs analysis
hindered the provision
of assistance to
municipalities in
conducting fiscal needs
analysis

213

Support municipalities
to attain improved audit
outcomes

Facilitate CFO Forums
Meeting to provide support
towards the clean audit
outcomes by March 2011

Achieved

N/A

214

Support municipalities on
the conversion from GAMAP
to GRAP

Provide support to 8
outstanding Municipalities GAMAP to GRAP conversion
by 30 June 2011

Achieved

N/A

SALGA
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PO 6: Sound financial management and governance system: Improved financial management and financial viability of municipalities (continued)

PROVINCE:
NORTH WEST

PROVINCE:
NORTHERN CAPE

PROVINCE:
NORTHERN CAPE

PROVINCE:
NORTHERN CAPE

215

Support municipalities
in strengthening sound
financial management and
viability

A well coordinated Budget
Month held to assist all
municipalities in different
aspects of financial
management by
March 2011

Achieved

N/A

216

No. of municipalities
supported to develop and
increase expenditure on MIG
Programme

2 district supported to
develop and increase
expenditure on MIG
Programmes by March 2011

Achieved

N/A

217

No. of interventions
implemented to improve
Political Oversight on
municipal finance reports.

32 municipalities assisted to
increase Political Oversight
on municipal finance report
by Feb 2011

Achieved

N/A

32 municipalities assisted
with effective record
management systems &
procedures by March 2011

Not Achieved
Facilitated DSAC
to capacitate
municipalities
to effectively
manage their
records

Due to SALGA financial
constrains

218

Mainstream Effective Record
Management Systems &
Procedures in Municipal
Finance Units

Partially Achieved
Letters were
written to all the
municipalities in
Namakwa District.
Khai Ma signed
an agreement
on shared
audit function.
The meeting
to determine
the status of
Kamiesberg and
Richtersveld was
postponed due
to the budget
process

Cash flow challenges
in municipalities to
fund district’s shared
service on internal
audit function, due
to the vastness of the
Namakwa district,
shared service will,
practically, not function
effectively

PROVINCE:
NORTHERN CAPE

219

Mainstream
Institutionalization of
Audit Committee and
Internal Audit function in
municipalities

PROVINCE:
WESTERN CAPE

220

Facilitate support to
Municipalities on financial
management

Engagement with Provincial
Treasury, IMFO, CFO and
Operation Clean Audit 2014

Achieved

N/A

PROVINCE:
WESTERN CAPE

221

Budget Week workshop
convened

Convene a budget week
workshop by March 2011

Achieved

N/A
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5 District municipalities
mobilized for shared service
by March 2011
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PO 7: Stable Municipal Governance: Stable Municipal Governance
PROGRAMME 5:
MUNICIPAL
INSTITUTIONAL
DEVELOPMENT

PROGRAMME 5:
MUNICIPAL
INSTITUTIONAL
DEVELOPMENT
PROGRAMME 5:
MUNICIPAL
INSTITUTIONAL
DEVELOPMENT

PROGRAMME 5:
MUNICIPAL
INSTITUTIONAL
DEVELOPMENT

222

Model for Train-the-Trainer
Workshops - Building of LG
capacity

Train-the-trainer initiative
for Section 57 Managers
Achieved
on Performance
Management in two
provinces

223

Survey report on the Section
57 Managers staffing status

Conduct a survey on the
status of Section
57 staffing processes

Not Achieved
Reports were received
however they were
of poor quality, while
some provinces did
not respond

224

Circulars on Human
Resources Management
matters communicated to
municipalities

X …. number of HRM
circulars communicated
to municipalities as an
when required

Achieved

225

Skills Audit implementation
plan report

SALGA

Creation of the platform
for Monitor and
Evaluation

Annual Report | 2010/11

N/A

1. The quality of some
of the information
submitted was not
valuable.
2. Poor feedback from
a number of provinces

N/A

Partially Achieved
1. Draft Competency
Profiles.
2. Draft Competency
Dictionary (version 4).
3. Draft Municipal
Functions &
Occupancy Matrix.
4. Skills Audit & SDF
Training Stats.
5. Skills Audit
Questionnaire.
A service provider was
appointed to facilitate
and conduct Skills
Audit. Training on the
skills audit electronic
information system
(GAPSKILL) was
conducted to some
of the municipalities
not all due to various
reasons, e.g. lack of
internet to some, in
availability of SDF’s or
people dedicated to
this function etc

167

3.7 PERFORMANCE
INFORMATION Tables
PROGRAMME
DIRECTORATE /
PROVINCE

KPI
NO

KEY PERFORMANCE
INDICATOR

GOAL

PERFORMANCE
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VARIANCE

This project will be
carried over to the new
financial year

PO 7: Stable Municipal Governance: Stable Municipal Governance (continued)

PROGRAMME 5:
MUNICIPAL
INSTITUTIONAL
DEVELOPMENT

226

Developed Human
Resource Management
Policies

Develop, and monitor the
implementation of HR policy

Partially
Achieved Work
on development
of the following
policies on
retention,
coaching,
human capital
management
and performance
management is in
progress

PROGRAMME 5:
MUNICIPAL
INSTITUTIONAL
DEVELOPMENT

227

Development of the Human
Resource Management
Strategy

Development of the HR
strategy and convene HR
Conference

Achieved

N/A

PROGRAMME 5:
MUNICIPAL
INSTITUTIONAL
DEVELOPMENT

228

Report on the
implementation of SPS
readiness assessment study

Conduct SPS readiness
assessment study

Achieved

N/A

229

To assist the MDB with the
local consultation phase
of the Ward Delimitation
process in lead up to 2011
elections

To support all municipalities
to comply with the
delimitation process
requirement to ensure a
timeous elections in 2011

Achieved

N/A

230

Final guideline on the
roles and responsibilities
approved by the NEC

(a) Provincial workshops
held where requested by the
province,
Achieved
(b) Incorporate comments in
the draft document

N/A

231

Development of a position
on the professionalization of
local government

Development of a terms of
reference and procurement
of service provider to draft a
document

Achieved

N/A

232

Research paper on best
practices regarding
enhanced oversight in
municipalities

Drafting of terms of
reference and securing a
service provider to prepare
research paper

Achieved

N/A

233

Assist municipalities
undergoing restructuring
(incorporation, mergers etc)
with a view to developing
a guide (consisting of best
practices) and tools for
restructuring

Provide hands-on support
to municipalities undergoing
restructuring (incorporation,
mergers etc)

Achieved

N/A

PROGRAMME 6:
GOVERNANCE,
IGR & IR

PROGRAMME 6:
GOVERNANCE,
IGR & IR
PROGRAMME 6:
GOVERNANCE,
IGR & IR
PROGRAMME 6:
GOVERNANCE,
IGR & IR

PROGRAMME 6:
GOVERNANCE,
IGR & IR

168
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PROGRAMME
DIRECTORATE /
PROVINCE

KPI
NO

KEY PERFORMANCE
INDICATOR

GOAL

PERFORMANCE
STATUS

REASON FOR
VARIANCE

PO 7: Stable Municipal Governance: Stable Municipal Governance (continued)
PROGRAMME 6:
GOVERNANCE,
IGR & IR

PROGRAMME
8: ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT &
PLANNING

PROVINCE:
EASTERN CAPE

PROVINCE:
EASTERN CAPE

PROVINCE:
FREE STATE

PROVINCE:
FREE STATE

PROVINCE:
FREE STATE

PROVINCE:
FREE STATE

234

Assistance provided to
COGTA and DPSA in rolling
out of new strategies

Assist in new strategies once
approved by Cabinet, attend
the ACCC (Anti-Corruption
Achieved
Coordinating Committee)
meetings and fora as and
when required

235

A SALGA position on
progressive improvement of
IDP’s and the management
of the IDP process during the
transition into the next Local
Government term of office

Position paper/memo
informing municipalities
on how to manage the
development of IDPs during
the electoral transition

Achieved

N/A

236

Data collected & compiled
on EC municipalities

Collect data and compile
1/4 reports on the 5 Year
Local Government Strategic
Agenda compiled

Achieved

N/A

237

Gov & IGR: Coordinating
SALGA EC position papers
the implementation of
compiled for Muni Finance,
the guidelines for ward
through engagement with EC
committees in the EC
Municipalities
municipalities

Not Achieved
The workshop
planned for Alfred
Nzo Municipality
was cancelled
due to SALGA’s
financial situation

Workshop on
implementation of the
guidelines with ward
committees which
was planned for Alfred
Nzo Municipality was
declined by National
Office due to the
moratorium

238

Support provided to 25
Conduct five (5 )
municipalities on compliance
engagement sessions by
with all applicable legislation
March 2011
governing LG

Achieved

N/A

239

Establish / Revive, monitor
and evaluate all structures
e.g. DAFF, DIFs, etc

Facilitate the establishment
and revival of 25 fora

Not Achieved
The LED fora and
EPWP Fora were
held

Not all foras were
established and or
revived as planned.

240

Enhance Municipal public
participation towards the
2011 local elections

A programme to assist
municipalities with preelections preparations
developed and implemented
by March 2011

Not AchievedThe
programme was
developed but
could not be
implemented
due to SALGA
financial
constraints

This was to be
implemented in the last
quarter implementation
failed due to the
moratorium

241

Development and
implementation of a
Provincial Implementation
Plan of an MOU with
National House of Traditional
Leaders within Free State

Provincial implementation
plan and programme
approved by PEC by
March 2011

Partially Achieved
Programme
developed. PEC
meeting did not
sit to approve the
programme

Meeting could not sit
due to unavailability of
the house

SALGA
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PO 7: Stable Municipal Governance: Stable Municipal Governance (continued)
PROVINCE: LIMPOPO

PROVINCE: LIMPOPO

PROVINCE: LIMPOPO

PROVINCE: LIMPOPO

PROVINCE:
MPUMALANGA

170

242

Facilitate the development of
Provincial Retention Strategy

Engage stakeholders in
developing the strategy by
March 2011

Achieved

N/A

243

Municipal engagements
through portfolio committees
on definition of roles
and responsibilities and
functionality of ward
committees

2 Engagements through IGR
structures e.g. Municipal
Managers Forum and others

Achieved

N/A

Adopt a Municipality to
promote good governance
system which will enhance
service delivery

Not Achieved
A meeting was held
Develop a criteria to Identify where municipalities
and adopt five municipalities were identified
for hands on support in
however, the
2011/12 Financial Year
meeting adjourned
before a criteria was
developed

244

Meeting adjourned
before the criteria
were developed

245

Number of municipal
workshops to facilitate
actualization of MoU
Implementation Plan
(Participation in Council and
key municipal processes,
SDFs, LUMS, MPRA, IDP &
LED, CRDP, etc)

Convene a Provincial
Conference to facilitate
the actualization of
implementation plan by
February 2011

Not Achieved
stakeholders were
consulted and
they indicated
their support for
the programme.
The programme
was however
reprioritized and a
COGTA Traditional
Budget constraints
Leadership Workshop
to Assess State of
the Institution of
Traditional Leaders
was convened in
partnership with
Office of the Premier,
DLGH, PHTL and
SALGA Limpopo

246

Support Municipalities to
review Municipal Policies
towards adherence to the
Code of Conduct

Provide hands on support
to 6 municipalities in the
Review of municipal policies
towards adherence to the
Code of Conduct by
March 2011

Partially Achieved
Municipalities were
identified however,
no support was
provided

SALGA
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Municipalities were
asked to table their
policies regarding
code of conduct for
SALGA to be able to
render support
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PROVINCE
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VARIANCE

PO 7: Stable Municipal Governance: Stable Municipal Governance (continued)

PROVINCE:
MPUMALANGA

PROVINCE:
MPUMALANGA

PROVINCE:
MPUMALANGA

PROVINCE:
NORTH WEST

PROVINCE:
NORTH WEST

PROVINCE:
NORTH WEST

Traditional Leaders
participating in 3 local
councils by March 2011

Engage COGTA on the
proclamation of the
participation of Traditional
Leaders in councils and
support Municipalities in
budgeting for this process

248

Provincial status quo
report on Crime prevention
and Safety programmes
developed by March 2011

Not Achieved
Planning for the
workshop was
Meet with stakeholders
done however,
to Clarify roles and
responsibilities, and conduct the workshop was
postponed due to
1 provincial workshop on
crime prevention and safety lack of responses/
confirmations
programmes
from
municipalities

The workshop was
postponed due to
lack of responses/
confirmations from
municipalities

249

Support all municipalities
in responding to Human
Development related issues
by March 2011

Conduct 1 Provincial
Learning workshop on
Human Development and
related issues

Achieved

N/A

Participation and
representation by SALGA in
all key IGR Structures with
an emphasis on Provincial
Legislature processes

1) Provide input in
the finalisation and
implementation of the
SALGA IGR Strategy
2)Meaningful participation
and regular representation of Achieved
SALGA in key IGR Structures
with clear mandated
positions developed and
Councillor representation in
place

N/A

Support provided to
municipalities in the roll
out of the LG Turn-Around
Strategy

Collaborate with Dept.
of LG & TA & other key
stakeholders in providing
support to municipalities
in the development and
implementation of own
strategies as per request

Achieved

N/A

Obtain comments on the
draft document through
the provincial governance
structures and submit to
SALGA National

Partially Achieved
The comments
have been
received and will
be presented to
PEC in the next
financial year

The response from
municipalities took
longer than anticipated.
The PEC scheduled
for March was also
postponed

247

250

251

252

Submission of comments to
National Office on the draft
position paper on Councillor
Remuneration

SALGA
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N/A
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All meetings scheduled
were postponed due
to prior commitments
and unforeseeable
circumstances

N/A

PO 7: Stable Municipal Governance: Stable Municipal Governance (continued)

PROVINCE:
WESTERN CAPE

253

Facilitate, support and
monitor the functioning
of Local Government
Communications in all 30
Municipalities.

PROVINCE:
WESTERN CAPE

254

Support Municipalities on
governance and related
matters

3 Communication meetings
by end March 2011

Not
AchievedVarious
meetings were
scheduled
between SALGA
WC, GCIS and
DLG to reconvene
the Provincial
Communications
Core Group
(PCCG). The
last meeting was
scheduled for 31
January 2011 but
was postponed

Advice provided to
Municipalities when
governance problem arise

Achieved

PO 8: Capacity Building and Institutional Development: Enhanced skills and organisational systems and structures of municipalities
towards improved service delivery

PROGRAMME 1:
OFFICE OF THE CEO

PROGRAMME 3:
STRATEGY, POLICY &
RESEARCH

PROGRAMME 3:
STRATEGY, POLICY &
RESEARCH

172

255

256

257

Generic Performance
Management support
framework developed for
municipalities

A knowledge management
& sharing system for Local
Government in place

Learning events held in
partnership with various
directorates, provinces and
external partners

SALGA

1. Conduct assessment of
performance management
implementation
2. Use best practice
to develop generic
performance management
support framework

Achieved

N/A

Achieved

N/A

Achieved

N/A

Launch of the Revitalised
District Learning Networks
by February 2011
4 topic-specific national
learning networks
established
10 learning events held in
partnership with various
directorates, provinces and
external partners by
31 March 2011
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PROVINCE
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VARIANCE

PO 8: Capacity Building and Institutional Development: Enhanced skills and organisational systems and structures of municipalities
towards improved service delivery (continued)
a. Position paper on
poverty line developed by
March 2011

PROGRAMME 3:
STRATEGY, POLICY &
RESEARCH

258

b. Research report on
Migration completed and
launched and position
developed by
Research conducted on local February 2011
government related issues
c. LG and Mining
Research conducted by
December 2010

Achieved

N/A

Achieved

N/A

d. Review of municipal
performance in the public
arena completed by
March 2011
PROGRAMME 3:
STRATEGY, POLICY
AND RESEARCH

259

Coordinate structured
Structured engagements with stakeholder engagements
donors, private corporations with donors, private
and civil society in place
sector, civil society on an
on-going basis

PROGRAMME 4:
MUNICIPAL
INFRASTRUCTURE
SERVICES

260

NMA approved position
paper on EDIR deal issues

Develop a position paper on
the EDIR deal issues

Achieved

N/A

PROGRAMME 4:
MUNICIPAL
INFRASTRUCTURE
SERVICES

261

Approved guidelines on
local regulation of service
provision

Develop a local regulation
guide for municipal services

Achieved

N/A

PROGRAMME 4:
MUNICIPAL
INFRASTRUCTURE
SERVICES

262

Assessment of the
implementation of
appropriate long term
institutional mechanisms for
sustainable service delivery

Investigate service delivery
mechanisms decision
making processes and
implementation (section 78
processes)

Partially Achieved
A professional
service provider
has been
appointed and
inception report
developed

Due to SALGA financial
constrains, the project
was put on hold until
finance was sought

PROGRAMME 4:
MUNICIPAL
INFRASTRUCTURE
SERVICES

263

Approved guidelines on
the role of municipalities in
CMAs

Develop a guideline on the
role of LG in CMAs

Achieved

N/A

264

Approved discussion
document on the role
of municipalities in
Integrated Water Resource
Management

Develop a discussion
document on the role of LG
Achieved
in Integrated Water Resource
Management

N/A

PROGRAMME 4:
MUNICIPAL
INFRASTRUCTURE
SERVICES

SALGA
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PO 8: Capacity Building and Institutional Development: Enhanced skills and organisational systems and structures of municipalities
towards improved service delivery (continued)
PROGRAMME 4:
MUNICIPAL
INFRASTRUCTURE
SERVICES

265

Assisting/ mobilise
municipalities in initiating
climate change response
projects

Supporting provinces in
convening climate change
workshops

Achieved

N/A

266

Approved discussion
paper on planning and
management of roads
infrastructure

Develop a SALGA discussion
document on the planning
Achieved
and management of roads
infrastructure

N/A

267

Approved level 2
accreditation for all metro
municipalities to deliver
housing programmes

Facilitate granting of Level 2
accreditation of metropolitan
municipalities

Achieved

N/A

PROGRAMME 5:
MUNICIPAL
INSTITUTIONAL
DEVELOPMENT

268

Partnerships with
Business and Government
Departments concluded and
number of niche institutions
identified

Partnership established
and agreement/s signed
with relevant institutions/
stakeholders

Achieved

N/A

PROGRAMME 5:
MUNICIPAL
INSTITUTIONAL
DEVELOPMENT

269

Report on the trained
municipal officials and
councillors

X …. Number of trained
municipal officials and
councillors

Achieved

N/A

PROGRAMME 5:
MUNICIPAL
INSTITUTIONAL
DEVELOPMENT

270

Report on the International
Best Practice Study Tour on
Human Capital Development

Facilitate International Best
Practice Study Tour on
Human Capital Development

Achieved

N/A

Training impact assessment

Partially Achieved
Conduct Impact Assessment
Tool and Terms of
on all SALGA Capacity
Reference have
Building Programmes
been developed

PROGRAMME 4:
MUNICIPAL
INFRASTRUCTURE
SERVICES
PROGRAMME 4:
MUNICIPAL
INFRASTRUCTURE
SERVICES

PROGRAMME 5:
MUNICIPAL
INSTITUTIONAL
DEVELOPMENT
PROGRAMME 5:
MUNICIPAL
INSTITUTIONAL
DEVELOPMENT

PROGRAMME 5:
MUNICIPAL
INSTITUTIONAL
DEVELOPMENT

174

271

272

273

Regional Collaboration
Strategy developed and
implemented

Develop and implement
Regional Collaboration
Strategy

Not Achieved
Pending regional
collaboration with
IMPSA for the
implementation of
security training in
Municipalities

Councillor Induction report

Review of Induction
programme
1) Generic Induction
2) Portfolio
3) Orientation (environment)

Achieved

SALGA
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Awaiting funding from
the LGSETA. Meeting
to finalise funding to be
held in April 2011
Pending regional
collaboration with
IMPSA for the
implementation of
security training in
Municipalities

N/A
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VARIANCE

PO 8: Capacity Building and Institutional Development: Enhanced skills and organisational systems and structures of municipalities
towards improved service delivery (continued)
Partially
AchievedA
draft position
paper has been
developed that
articulates the role
of municipalities
in the CRDP
pilot projects
Develop a proposal to
implemented
Department of RD&LR on the
by the National
role of municipalities in the CRDP Department
of Rural
Development
and Land
Reform. Further
consultation is
required with
municipalities to
further develop
this proposal

Whilst the rapid
survey of the CRDP
pilot projects was
aimed at gathering
information that would
have informed the
position paper on the
role of municipalities
in the CRDP, similar
information is now
being gathered via the
use of questionnaires
that were emailed to
municipalities

One Provincial Development
Planning briefing sessions
completed by March 2011

Achieved

N/A

Partially Achieved
Workshop
preparations were
done but due to
SALGA financial
constrains the
workshop was
postponed

All other activities in
this KPI were achieved
with the exception of
training and workshop
on the ring fencing
toolkit, the guidelines
were to be developed
by the National office,
hence the target was
not achieved as there
were no guidelines
received. Due to
the moratorium on
expenditures, the
workshop on breaking
the new ground was
postponed to the next
financial year

PROGRAMME 8:
ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT &
PLANNING

274

Conduct a rapid
survey on the pilot
CRDP projects and
then develop a local
government position
on Rural Development
with key stakeholders
(including SALGA
provinces)

PROGRAMME 8:
ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT &
PLANNING

275

Coordinate Provincial
Development planning
briefing session

276

Conduct outreach programmes,
training and workshop and
awareness campaigns in
the following programmes
1.Revenue Management (water)
2. Water Conservation & Demand
Management.
3. Ring fencing Toolkit (water)
4.Integrated Waste Management
Improve the capacity
Strategies
of municipal officials
5. Breaking New Ground
and councillors by
6. Integrated Transport Plans.
strengthening their skills
7. Roll out HIV/AIDS handbook to
and human resources
6 municipalities.
base
8. 50/50 Campaign and Disability
Campaigns
9. Municipalities that are not
benefiting from EPWP.
10. Office bearers Handbook.
11. Ward Committees
12. Broad based e-governance
13. LED good practice
14.Business Retention

PROVINCE:
EASTERN CAPE

SALGA
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PO 8: Capacity Building and Institutional Development: Enhanced skills and organisational systems and structures of municipalities
towards improved service delivery (continued)

The capacity building
programme for 10/11, for
(HR &LR SALGA focus
areas, is implemented

Partially
Conduct training and
AchievedAll other
workshop for Human
trainings were
Resource & Labour:
conducted except
(i) Labour Law (ii)
for the Labour
Disciplinary Hearings &
law and presiding
Arbitration (iii) Performance
Officers which
Management System (PMS(
were scheduled
(iv) Occupational Health
for the last quarter
Systems (v) Local Labour
of the financial
Forum
year

Training for Annual
Labour Law update and
Presiding Prosecution
were also affected by
the moratorium on
finances as they were
scheduled for the last
quarter of the financial
year. As such the
target number 400
trained councillors was
not met due to the
moratorium

278

Formal training programme
for officials and Cllrs, for
10/11, developed and rolled
out (400 trained councillors
& officials trained)

Facilitate the roll out
of the following training
programmes:
(i)Executive Leadership
Management Development
Programme ,
(ii)Local Government
Law & Admin,
iii) Launch of MFMA CD to
assist towards clean audit

Launch of MFMA CD
to assist towards clean
audit was declined by
SALGA national office

279

To constantly improve
the credibility and impact
of training in the local
government sector on
improving service delivery

Facilitate training
programmes for 500
Achieved
Councillors and / or 500
Municipal Officials within the
Province by March 2010

PROVINCE:
FREE STATE

280

Monitor and evaluate
performance at municipal
level to proactively
anticipate areas of support
(vacancies, compliance, and
communication framework)

PROVINCE: GAUTENG

281

PROVINCE:
EASTERN CAPE

PROVINCE:
EASTERN CAPE

PROVINCE:
FREE STATE

PROVINCE: LIMPOPO

PROVINCE:
MPUMALANGA

176

277

Partially Achieved
A total of 217
councillors and
officials were
trained in the
2010/11 financial
year

N/A

Quarterly updates on
municipal HR capacity

Partially Achieved
Monitoring is
being done
however; SALGA
was unable to
render support

Performance
management systems
is implemented in
municipalities

Facilitate targeted training to
improve service delivery

100 councillors and officials
capacitated on targeted
programmes

Achieved

N/A

282

Improve the capacity of
municipal officials and
Councillors by strengthening
their skills and human
resources base

Coordinate capacity building
programmes to 120
councillors and Officials

Achieved

N/A

283

Engage and lobby Sector
departments in IGR
structures to ensure
integrated Planning by
March 2011

6 municipalities supported
towards Reflecting Sector
Plans by March 2011

Achieved

N/A

SALGA
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PO 8: Capacity Building and Institutional Development: Enhanced skills and organisational systems and structures of municipalities
towards improved service delivery (continued)

284

Support 3 District
All 3 District IGR Structures
municipalities in reviving and
revived and strengthened in
strengthening IGR structures Achieved
line with SALGA IGR Strategy
in line with SALGA IGR
by March 2011
strategy by March 2011

N/A

PROVINCE:
MPUMALANGA

285

Roles and responsibilities of
Committees of Council and
other stakeholders clarified
in at least 12 municipalities
by March 2011

Conduct 3 District
Workshops and provide
support to 12 Municipalities

Achieved

N/A

PROVINCE:
NORTH WEST

286

Support municipalities on
Skills Development and
Training matters

500 Councillors and
Officials trained by
March 2011

Achieved

N/A

PROVINCE: NORTH
WEST

287

Provide support to the MDB
with the local consultation
phase of the ward
delimitation process for the
2011 LG Elections

Support all Municipalities
and MDB in the completion
of the Ward Delimitation
process and the finalisation
of the Ward

Achieved

N/A

PROVINCE:
NORTHERN CAPE

288

No capacity in the
Governance & IGR unit
since November 2010

289

12 municipalities assisted
with functional ward
committees by Feb 2011
2 joint programme between
SALGA and the House of
Traditional Leaders by
March 2011

Not Achieved

PROVINCE:
NORTHERN CAPE

Ensure that 27 municipalities
have functional ward
committees
Develop and implement joint
programme between SALGA
and the House of Traditional
Leaders

PROVINCE:
MPUMALANGA

PROVINCE:
NORTHERN CAPE

290

No. of District municipalities
having functional DIGRF's

5 District municipalities to
have DIGRF's by
March 2011

Not Achieved
No capacity in the
Governance & IGR unit
No progress due
to lack of capacity since November 2010
Not Achieved
Frances Baard
DIGRF took
place in March
2011. John Taole
No capacity in the
Gaetsewe & Pixley
Governance & IGR unit
Ka Seme DIGRF
since November 2010
was supposed
to take place on
the 16 March
2011 and was
postponed

PO 9: Reforming Organised Local Government: A more effective, responsive and financially viable SALGA
PROGRAMME 6:
GOVERNANCE,
IGR & IR

291

PROVINCE:
EASTERN CAPE

292

Development of a position
Submission of draft paper to
paper on the review of
Achieved
PMAs and NMA
Organised Local Government
1. Continuously represent
Database of key stakeholders SALGA at IGR and
reviewed and updated and
Governance forums.
Achieved
1 structured engagements,
2. Have structured
initiated per focus area.
engagement with key
stakeholders per focus areas

SALGA
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PO 9: Reforming Organised Local Government: A more effective, responsive and financially viable SALGA (continued)

PROVINCE:
NORTHERN CAPE

PROVINCE:
NORTHERN CAPE

293

294

Facilitate Provincial
stakeholder engagement
forum with key private and
public stakeholders

100% engagement with
both private and public
stakeholders in the Province

Implement Four (4)
Four (4) support
interventions to support 26
municipalities to comply with interventions implemented
LGTAS requirements

Not Achieved
Public sector
partnership has
been secured

Due to the no capacity
in the Office of the
PEO, the stakeholder
engagement forum has
not been established.
The KPI will be
included on the 11/12
Business Plan

Not Achieved
Provincial
workshop with
Mayors was
conducted on the
20 January 2011
in Calvinia. The
purpose of the
meeting was to
remind the Mayors
on the Action Plan
of LGTAS & Clean
Audit at they are
the Political Head
in municipalities

Due to the no capacity
in the unit, much was
not done in relation
to the KPI. The only
programme that could
take place was the
workshop with the
Mayors to remind them
on the Action Plan of
LGTAS & Clean Audit

PO 10: Climate Change response measures at municipal level: Integrated climate change responses in development
planning and management

PROGRAMME 4:
MUNICIPAL
INFRASTRUCTURE
SERVICES

295

Effective policy frameworks
and tools for implementing
and monitoring energy
efficiency in the building
sector are in place and
aligned to the climate
change mitigation measures
at national and local levels

PROVINCE:
FREE STATE

296

Capacitate Municipalities on
Climate Change Response
Strategies

5 districts workshops by
March 2011

Achieved

N/A

297

Climate change responses
integrated to 3 local
municipalities IDPs by
March 2011

Conduct 1 Provincial
Workshop to create
awareness on climate thus
resulting in the integration in
municipal IDPs

Achieved

N/A

298

Support municipalities in
improving the quantity and
quality of municipal basic
services to the people in the
areas of access to climate
change policies

Conduct provincial
Road show workshop on
climate change mitigation,
adaptation, carbon trading
and footprint by
December 2010

Achieved

N/A

PROVINCE:
MPUMALANGA

PROVINCE:
NORTH WEST
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Assist with the development
of legal framework
and regulations for
implementation of energy
efficiency in the building
sector

Achieved

N/A
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chapter 4

corporate governance
and human resource
oversight report
This chapter contains SALGA’s Corporate Governance and
Human Resource Oversight Report, comprising information
regarding business planning and performance, legislative
compliance framework, budgeting process, audit committee,
internal audit, risk management, individual performance
management and governance structures, as well as SALGA’s
Human Resources Oversight Report.

SALGA
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4.1 INTRODUCTION
The imperative of stabilising the South African Local Government
Association (SALGA), in a context where essential corporate governance
systems and procedures were not in place, has found expression in the
development of new policies. These will guide the development and
implementation of appropriate tools to cement organisational stability
and promote good corporate governance. Consequently, a number of
corporate governance policy frameworks were implemented during
the reporting period, including SALGA’s:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Revised Strategic Plan (2007-2012).
Business planning template.
Legal compliance policy.
Budgeting policy.
Internal audit and risk-management policy.
Performance-management policy/procedure.
Governance structures/mandating framework.
Human resources management policy.

the policy, embarked on a process to workshop SALGA management
from Levels 1- 4 in all national directorates and provincial offices on
the policy content, using the engagement as an opportunity to review
the policy. These workshops took place during August 2010 and
were aimed at providing participants with the legislative framework
that governs the strategic and annual performance planning process,
therefore becoming the foundation on which the policy was built.
The policy does however go further, seeking to integrate interrelated
institutional processes such as strategy, annual performance planning,
budgeting, performance management, risk management and
compliance. The lack of seamless integration between these various
governance pillars remained one of the primary short-comings in the
attainment of an optimally performing organisation. SALGA’s annual
performance planning process, especially the alignment between
SALGA national and provincial, remains a source of frustration and a
governance weakness. The policy review focused primarily on these
four areas:
•
•

4.2 BUSINESS PLANNING AND
PERFORMANCE INFORMATION

•

4.2.1 Business Planning
The strategic and annual performance planning policy was developed
during the 2009/2010 financial year. Consultative meetings were held
in the development of this policy and itwas subsequently approved by
NEC on 10 - 11 December 2009, with implementation commencing
in April 2010.
In terms of building institutional capacity, both at a national and
provincial level, a deliberate effort was made to fill all vacant Manager:
Strategic Support positions. At this point, all SALGA national and
provincial offices (with the exception of the Office of the Chief
Executive Officer (OCEO), Strategy, Policy and Research (SPR) and
Finance and Corporate Services (FCS)) have a Manager: Strategic
Support in place or have concluded interviews to fill the vacancy.
The SPR directorate has commenced a consultation process with
the relevant portfolio heads as well as Managers: Strategic Support
to share ideas around the proper orientation of newly-appointed
managers as it relates to their direct responsibilities and scope of
practice. To support the institutionalisation of the Strategic and Annual
Performance Planning Policy and ensure a continous dialogue
betweeen SALGA national and provincial offices, the SPR directorate
coordinates quarterly engagements in the form of Managers: Strategic
Support Forum meetings.
As part of the transitional arrangements captured in the strategic
and annual performance planning policy, SPR, as the custodian of
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•

Optimising internal processes to ensure legislative compliance
and the strengthening of internal governance.
Greater synergy between interdependent and interrelated SALGA
governance processes.
Optimising annual performance planning to unite all efforts
throughout the organisation into a single plan that resonates with
the entire organisation.
Sustainable planning by the provinces and directorates that
utilises the resources available. Overambitious plans pose a
risk to the organisation, as it is collectively unable to achieve such
predetermined objectives.

The revised strategic and annual performance planning policy was
submitted to the SALGA governance structures prior to approval by
the SALGA National Executive Committee (NEC) in March 2011.
4.2.2 Performance Information
Performance information is under the administration of the Strategy,
Policy and Research (SPR) directorate. SALGA has started to
implement a more systematic and integrated approach to business
planning, one that is institutionally aligned in all of SALGA’s high-level
business units. The business plan is used as a systematic framework
to provide strategic clarity, direction and purposeful execution of
SALGA’s mandate.
The SALGA Annual Performance Plan 2010/2011, as approved by the
National Members Assembly (NMA) on 12 May 2010, was based on
the revised SALGA Five-Year Strategic Plan (2007-2012), which was
amended to cater for the shift in focus from objectives to outcomes
and the replacement of the five objectives geared towards the Five
Year Local Government Strategic Agenda (5-YLGSA) with SALGA’s
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10-Point Priority Outcomes, aligned with the Local Government Turn
Around Strategy (LGTAS). As per the Public Finance Management
Act (PFMA) requirements, directorates/provinces submit quarterly
progress reports to the SPR directorate. During the second quarter,
the Internal Audit Unit completed their audit review of mid-term
performance information. The scope of work covered the verification
of the existence of evidence supporting the business plan performance
information reported in the mid-term ending September 2011. The
scope of the audit did not duplicate the review conducted by the midterm performance information review panel. The following directorates/
provinces formed part of the sample:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

SALGA Eastern Cape
SALGA Free State
SALGA Gauteng
SALGA North West
SALGA Northern Cape
Directorate: Strategy, Policy and Research
Directorate: Municipal Infrastructure Services
Directorate: Economic Development and Development Planning
Directorate: Governance, IGR and International Relations
Office of the CEO

The audit commenced on 01 November 2010 and was completed
by 16 November 2010, with the period of review covering the period
01 April 2010 to 30 September 2010. The objective of the audit
was to verify the authenticity of the audit evidence supporting the
mid-term performance information reported. On the basis of the
audit tests performed, the Internal Audit Unit was of the opinion that
the designed controls were partially adequate and effective. This
conclusion was based on the weaknesses of the controls, as pointed
out in this report, which needed attention from management. The
recommendations in this report address the weaknesses found, as
well as the root causes identified for such weaknesses. Continuous
scrutiny and improvement of corporate governance controls will
contribute to the sophistication of the strategic and business planning
policy, systems and processes.

4.3 SALGA’S LEGISLATIVE COMPLIANCE
FRAMEWORK

SALGA is obliged to comply with numerous legislations, regulations
and policies and its regulatory compliance duties are divided into three
categories:
•
•
•

SALGA is therefore obliged to comply with the sources arising from the
three categories. Failure to do so could lead to serious reputational
and financial risk. The improvement of compliance activities by
reducing opportunities for non-compliance is vital to the optimal
operation of SALGA. The goal of the compliance unit is to capitalise
on the compliance levels of individual units and ensure that every
manager and employee fully meets their official obligations. During the
2010/2011 financial year, the compliance coordinator continued to roll
out and develop the compliance framework. This ongoing endeavour
has substantially deepened SALGA’s ability to implement and monitor
compliance throughout the organisation. While the compliance unit
is in an early stage of development, it has made significant progress
in a wide range of areas during the period under review. These key
achievements and challenges are summarised below.
4.3.2 ACTIVITIES FOR YEAR UNDER REVIEW TO
ENSURE COMPLIANCE
Major strides were made in the implementation of SALGA’s compliance
framework during 2010/2011, with the key achievements in relation to
the compliance framework being summarised below:
•
•

•

•

4.3.1 INTRODUCTION
Since the start of the 2010/2011 financial year, SALGA has taken
proactive steps to ensure that appropriate and sufficient compliance
principles are implemented. The compliance unit is responsible
for ensuring that SALGA acts in accordance with good corporate
governance principles and that it complies with all applicable
laws, regulations, policies and procedures. It is therefore crucial to
have proper compliance implementation and monitoring procedures
in place.

SALGA

Compliance in terms of statutory requirements.
Compliance in terms of SALGA’s constitution.
Compliance in terms of SALGA’s policies and procedures.

•
•
•

Provided training to compliance officers on fundamental
principles of compliance.
Made considerable progress year in identifying the different
levels of non-compliance in the organisation and addressing noncompliance at a strategic level through a questionnaire circulated
to all SALGA employees for comment and input.
A quarterly compliance training newsletter was researched,
developed and distributed to all compliance officers, thus
ensuring ongoing, on-the job compliance training and awareness.
Endeavours were made to control compliance by discouraging
non-compliant behaviour of employees operating in noncompliant environments through investigative interventions.
Continuous assistance to all compliance officers and interested
parties on compliance, translating to an ‘open-door policy’.
Produced a preliminary compliance scorecard quantifying
compliance levels at individual segment levels.
Attempting to create a fearless environment as regards
compliance.
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•
•

•

Status reports on compliance status have been compiled for the
year and may be compared year-on-year.
Status reports can be drawn from the compliance software
program for each internally focused business unit, province and
for SALGA overall.
More business units and provinces have started to recognise the
vital role of compliance within the organisation.

The process to develop the budget is protracted and robust, which
is best described diagrammatically below (highlighting the critical
governance and administrative structures).
Internal Processes per Budget Policy
May 2009 – March 2010
EMT Lekgotla
26-27 August 2009

4.3.3 CHALLENGES

NEC Lekgotla
28-30 September 2010

While much had been accomplished in relation to rolling out the
compliance framework across SALGA, a number of challenges were
experienced during the year under review, with the most critical faced
by the compliance unit being:
•
•
•
•

Budget Panel Consultations
27; 28; 29 January 2010
EMT Strategic Mapping
15 February 2010
NEC Approval
2 March 2010

Capacitating the central compliance unit.
Recruitment of critical specialist compliance officers being
hindered by resource constraints.
Provision of sufficient funding for ongoing training in all legislation
applicable to SALGA.
Risk of non-compliance of legislation, leading to poor reputation.

Provincial Members Assemblies
February – April 2010
National Members Assemblies
10-12 May 2010

Budget Process

4.4 BUDGETING POLICY

Operational and financial Sustainability

The organisation’s budget is informed primarily by the organisational
Business Plan 2010/11 together with the budget policy and the MTEF
guidelines.
The organisational business plan 2010/11 is informed by, inter alia:
1.	The local government environment
2.	National and global issues and trends and their implications for
local governance,
3. 5YLGSA
4.	The Local Government Turnaround Strategy,
5.	The MTSF
6.	The MGDs
7.	The COGTA Ten Point Plan and
8. SALGA’s revised 5 Year Strategic Plan 2007‐2012
Budget parameters are set based on available resources and circulated
to all business units i.e. provinces and directorates. These budget
parameters are designed to ensure that the organisational budget is
affordable; sustainable; realistic; and credible. SALGA is not immune
to budgetary constraints that dictate the priority areas for a specific
planning year. In order to deal equitably with competing demands
from various business units for resources, the organisations budget
policy established a “Budget Panel” a governance structure where
the various competing needs are weighed against resources; and
organisational priorities as informed by the business plan 2010/11.
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The timing of payment for membership levies from members often
impacts negatively on the organisations operations and thereby its
ability to service its membership better. The majority of payments
for membership levies does not occur by the due date (i.e. 1 July
per the SALGA Constitution). This state of affairs often impacts the
organisations cash flows resulting in the curtailment of programme rollout. In order to address this risk factor, the organisation has developed
a funding model that has been presented to the Executive Authority
(CoGTA) and National Treasury, after it was adopted by members in the
National Members Assembly held on 10-11 May 2010 in Kimberley.
The purpose of developing the Funding model was to analyse the
various activities currently performed by SALGA with specific reference
to the relevant legislation and to determine a funding model that will
enhance revenue thereby ensuring the sustainability of SALGA in
future years. In analysing the activities undertaken by SALGA, cost
drivers were identified and these are also commented on in this report.
Whilst cost control was not an objective of the assignment, there are
recommendations that identify possible cost control opportunities.
The funding model; has determined scientifically the following cost
components that must be funded from the national fiscals; these are
(i) mandatory governance costs; (ii) legislated inter-governmental
relations participation; and (iii) restructuring and transformation of
local government sector.
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Cost Component

2011/12

Mandatory
Governance
costs

2012/13

no opportunity for SALGA to vary its representation unless there is a
change to legislation. SALGA’s participation is therefore compulsory, as
per the legislative prescripts.

2013/14

R 6,072,000

R 6,442,000

R 6,796,000

Legislated IGR
participation

R 76,823,000

R 81,509,000

R 85,992,000

Transformation /
Restructuring

R 18,480,000

0

0

R 101,375,000

R 87,951,000

R 92,788,000

Less: Current
government
grant in financial
model

(R 24,000,000)

(R 26,000,000)

(R 27,000,000)

TOTAL
INCREASE
REQUIRED

R 77,375,000

R 61,951,000

R 65,788,000

TOTAL

(iii) Restructuring and Transformation of Local Government Sector

Funding Model Summary
The rational for each of the components is summarised below:
(i)

Mandatory Governance Costs

One of the main reasons for requesting a government grant to finance
the cost of governance is that national legislation, in the form of the
Public Finance Management Act, requires SALGA as well as other
public sector organisations to be audited externally, establish and
implement an internal audit function and establish an audit committee
(i.e. implement good governance practices).
It should be noted that similar requirements apply not only to the
public sector but also to the private sector. These requirements are
not considered to benefit government per se but rather are intended to
safeguard the interests of and promote accountability to stakeholders.
Good governance reflects the value system of society at a point in
time, and good governance structures and mechanisms are deemed
acceptable to enable the governing body and the administration to
demonstrate that they have acted in the best interests of stakeholders.
It is our considered submission hat the national fiscas should fund this
cost of governance as it is compliance related.

(ii) Legislated Inter-Governmental Relations Participation
The main reason for requesting government grant financing is that
SALGA is undertaking legislated functions regarding its mandatory
participation in the various IGR structures. The extent and form
of such participation, and whether representation is at a national or
provincial level, is effectively required in terms of legislation. There is

SALGA

SALGA has an objective to support the transformation of local
government. This objective is to identify key transformation issues
facing local government and to undertake research and advocacy
work around such support. SALGA also sees itself as participating in
transformation initiatives that are initiated by national government and
other related parties, such as the introduction of REDS. SALGA sees
its role as supportive to transformation objectives in the best interest of
the Local Government sphere.
The major transformation initiatives that are occurring at present relate
to electricity restructuring, introduction of a single public service and
the replacement of RSC levies with a local business tax. There are
also transformation issues that are driven by national departments
and the participation of SALGA in national department led initiatives,
whether technical, planning, governance, environmental or financial
management related, is often required.
There are also initiatives that SALGA itself initiates based on feedback
from its members and based on challenges facing the sector. In
these instances, SALGA develops a position paper and then engages
with the national government sector department concerned. This
entails research and consultation with members that feeds back
into departmental initiatives. All these undertakings require the
development of well-informed policy positions; and adequate funding
is often required to realise these.
The organisation has submitted the outcome of its revenue
enhancement model (Funding model) to the Executive Authority
(Department of Co-operative Governance and Traditional Affairs) as
part of the MTEF submission for the 2011/12 to 2013/14 planning
cycle, and made necessary representations relating to the adequacy
of the SALGA funding from the national fiscas. The submission was
followed by a formal engagement between the SALGA Chairperson
and the Minister of Finance on 30 September 2010; and a further
engagement between the CEO of SALGA and the Deputy Minister of
Finance on 25 January 2011. However, the Funding model is not fully
implemented in the current MTEF cycle as the Executive Authority and
National Treasury are interrogating the model.
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4.5 AUDIT COMMITTEE

4.6 INTERNAL AUDIT

SALGA’s Audit Committee was established in terms of the PFMA
and the Treasury Regulations. The Audit Committee’s responsibilities
have been determined by the NEC and its modus operandi is
outlined in the Audit Committee Charter that is reviewed annually to
ensure its relevance.

The Internal Audit Unit of SALGA was established in terms of the PFMA
and the Treasury Regulations. The Head of the Internal Audit Unit
reports administratively to the Chief Executive Officer and functionally
to the Audit Committee to ensure its independence. The purpose,
authority and responsibilities of the Internal Audit Unit are formally
defined in the Internal Audit Charter. The Charter grants the Internal
Audit Unit access to the records, personnel and physical properties
relevant to the operations of the organisation, as appropriate and
when required.

In accordance with the Treasury Regulations 27.1.3 and 27.1.4, the
Audit Committee has been constituted to ensure its independence,
with all members and the chairperson being outside the public
service arena. The composition of the Audit Committee members is
such that all Treasury Regulations and the Audit Committee Charter
requirements are met in terms of financial and legal literacy and the
independence of the committee.
Five audit committee meetings were held during the 2010/2011
financial year:
•
•
•
•
•

20 May 2010
20 July 2010
20 August 2010
26 November 2010
22 March 2011

Audit Committee meetings were attended by external auditors, the
Chief Executive Officer, the Chief Financial Officer, the Head of Internal
Audit and relevant corporate officials. The chairperson of the Audit
Committee reports on the committee’s activities to the NEC on a regular
basis. All members give a declaration at each audit committee meeting
of any personal or financial interests that may conflict with their duties
in this regard. For the period under review, the Audit Committee
has fulfilled all the requirements in terms of its responsibilities and
functions as per the Audit Committee Charter, PFMA and Treasury
Regulations. The table below highlights the Audit Committee
members and attendees, as well as the record of attendance of Audit
Committee meetings.
Audit Committee Member

Dates of Audit
Committee Meetings

Mr Temba Zakuza – Chairperson
Ms Octavia Matshidiso Matloa – Member
Mr Chose Andrew Kenilworth Choeu –
Member
Ms Phumelele Ndumo-Vilakazi – Member

28 May 2010
23 July 2010
20 August 2010
26 November 2010
22 March 2011

In terms of the charter, the Internal Audit Unit is responsible for
developing and executing the internal audit plans in order to provide
assurance to management and the Audit Committee on the systems of
internal control, risk management and governance. The purpose is to
assist management in identifying weaknesses in the aforementioned
systems within SALGA, and to provide recommendations on how to
remedy these weaknesses. This is done primarily by auditing systems
and processes, as per the internal audit plan and the issuing of
reports detailing the results of the audits to management and the
Audit Committee. The approach and methodology are based on the
International Standards of the Professional Practice of Internal Auditing
(ISPPIA) and in accordance with the Treasury Regulation 27.2.6.
The annual internal audit plan for the period 2010/2011 was reviewed
and approved by the Audit Committee during May 2010. Input from
management and the Auditor-General were considered during the
compilation of the audit plan to ensure buy-in from management and
to facilitate the co-ordination of audit work. The Annual Audit Plan
for the period ending 31 March 2011 was not fully executed and the
outstanding audits were carried forward to the next year, in consultation
with the Audit Committee.

4.7 RISK MANAGEMENT
4.7.1 INTRODUCTION
SALGA is committed to principles and values of good corporate
governance, of which sound risk management is a cornerstone. In
this regard, SALGA endeavours to fulfil the requirements of the Public
Finance Management Act (PFMA). Risk Management is not only
seen as a compliance issue but a business imperative. The National
Executive Committee (NEC), through the Audit and Risk Management
Committees, is ultimately responsible for the total risk management

Mr Mahlatsi Phineas Malaka – Member
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process as well as internal controls within the organisation. The Audit
and Risk Management Committees assist the NEC in fulfilling its
oversight role and the NEC approves the risk management strategies
and policies. Annual risk assessments are conducted to both fulfil
and, insofar as possible, exceed the requirements of the PFMA.
Mitigating action plans are consistently being monitored and adapted
and periodic feedback and reports are provided by management to
the Audit and Risk Management Committees on risk management
processes as well as new risk exposures.
4.7.2 ENTERPRISE-WIDE RISK MANAGEMENT
(ERM) FRAMEWORK
An Enterprise-Wide Risk Management (ERM) framework, aimed at
effectively identifying, evaluating and managing risk exposures within
acceptable or prudent levels, has been adopted by SALGA. Our risk
management framework has been aligned to the PFMA, King III, COSO
and other international codes of best practice. Furthermore, various
supporting risk management governance structures are in place, such
as the National Executive Committee (NEC), Audit Committee and
Risk Management Committee, in order to further strengthen the ERM
process. Our focus this year was to reinforce the building blocks that
have been established in the previous years, which include, inter alia:
•
•
•
•

Establishing a Risk Management Unit within the organisation.
Strengthening the risk maturity within the organisation by
harnessing a risk management culture.
Development of risk management policies and strategies.
Rigorous monitoring of action plans to mitigate identified
organisational risks, a process also incorporated and managed
through the performance management process.

4.7.3 MAJOR RISKS
The following is a summary of key strategic risks faced by SALGA for
the period under review:
Human Capital
Inadequate human capital poses a threat to SALGA’s operations and
performance if this risk is not carefully managed. This risk is related
to the measurement of the gap between the goals of the organisation
and the skills of the workforce, as well as the ability to attract and
retain relevant skills. In addressing this risk, human capital policies
and strategies, including retention strategies, were developed and
presented to relevant the structures for approval. Reskilling and
upskilling were also implemented through the implementation of
Personal Development Plans (PDPs).

SALGA

Funding
The organisation faced the risk of not being able to rollout
programmes as per the business plan due to inadequate funding.
As a result thereof, programmes were prioritised and some had to be
suspended. Major initiatives were also explored, such as costcutting methods, partnering with other stakeholders, fund-raising
and sponsorships as well as a funding model that seeks to address
SALGA’s financial pressure.
Information and Communication Technology (ICT)
SALGA’s ICT infrastructure and systems were found inadequate
to handle the existing operations and manual processes in place,
creating major risk for the organisation. Efforts are in place to upgrade
the ICT infrastructure and implement Enterprise Resource Planning
(ERP). The draft ICT strategy to address this risk has been developed
and approved.
Business Continuity Management
The organisation remains at risk with regard to not being able to
sustain operations and provide essential products and services in the
event of major disasters and/or a breakdown in services. The Business
Continuity Plan (BCP) and Disaster Recovery Plan are still to be
developed and, from a risk-perspective, it is essential that IT disasterrecovery plans are developed, implemented, tested and aligned to the
organisation’s requirements.
Litigation
Legal liabilities arising from litigation remain a high risk for the
organisation. Continued large contingencies from historical matters
resulted in this risk and constant attempts are being investigated to
minimise legal costs and settle legal matters.
Legal and Regulatory Compliance
Failure to comply and/or report instances of non-compliance may result
in SALGA being exposed to unnecessary risks and/or financial losses,
such as penalties or fines. In this regard, compliance is continuously
monitored and reported to appropriate levels of management and the
Audit Committee in order to mitigate non-compliance through the
deployment of appropriate remedial actions.
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4.8 INDIVIDUAL PERFORMANCE 		
		MANAGEMENT
4.8.1 BACKGROUND
The implementation of a performance management system within
SALGA significantly improved under the rigorous guidance of the
Performance Management and Remuneration Panel (the Panel). The
Panel is a supporting and oversight structure mandated by the NEC
to review, guide and ensure the proper implementation and strategic
alignment of the organisational performance management policy and
procedures, as well as the remuneration policy and strategy.

NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES CONTRACTED TO PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT
SYSTEM FOR 2009/2010 PER DIRECTORATE/PROVINCIAL OFFICE

Advisors

Managers/
Programme
Managers

The performance management system was cascaded to employees
on staff Level 4, namely advisors, reaching a total of 126 employees
contracted to the performance management system in the 2009/2010
financial year and reaching 50% of employees on the performance
management system incrementally. Employees on the performance
management system include staff Levels 1 – 4, namely executive
management, directors, managers, specialists and advisors, as
summarised in the graphic below:

NUMBER OF
EMPLOYEES
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At the end of the financial year, out of the 126 employees contracted
to the performance management system, 109 could be accounted
for on the system. The 17 employees unaccounted for were as a
result of terminations and, further, of the 109 accounted for, only
97 fully complied with the performance management processes in
accordance with the performance management policy and were
thus eligible for the final formal performance reviews. The other 12
employees did not comply with the performance management policy,
thus five of them were not eligible, due to factors beyond their control.
These employees were categorised as ‘exceptional cases’ and were
awarded only the cost of living salary adjustment of 7.1%. The other
six were categorised as employees who disrespected and undermined
organisational policies and were therefore not eligible for any rewards,
especially with there being no reasons or motivations submitted for
their non-compliance, and these employees were subject to a process
of corrective measures to address similar recurrences. The information
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reflecting the final performance outcomes and ratings is summarised
in the graphic below:
NUMBER OF
EMPLOYEES
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In terms of the performance management policy, only employees
with signed performance scorecards are able to be assessed. The
performance outcome of individuals determines their actual salary
increases, which are calculated in accordance with the performance
management policy and guidelines. The actual salary rewards are
determined by the total performance score of an individual, which
is rated utilising the SALGA-approved rating scale, as shown in the
table below:
PERFORMANCE
SCORE

RATING

85 - 100

5

Outstanding performance: performance far
exceeds the expected standards.

80 - 84

4

Highly commended performance: performance is
significantly above the expected standards.

70 - 79

3

Fully effective performance (average):
performance fully meets expected standards.

60 - 69

2

Not fully effective performance: performance is
below average and there is need for improvement.

0 - 59

1

Unacceptable performance: corrective
measures required in terms of compulsory
performance counselling.

•

The Panel is empowered to consider and make recommendations
to the NEC on all matters relating to performance management
and remuneration and all decision-making powers with regard to
performance management and remuneration vest with the NEC.

•

The Panel has oversight over the Performance Management
Unit on the implementation of the performance management
system, policies and procedures as well as the remuneration
policies and practices of SALGA. In this context, policy frameworks
and policy decisions taken by the Performance Management and
Remuneration Panel and Remuneration Committee shall be
binding on all administrative structures of SALGA.

DESCRIPTION OF THE RATING

The percentage that informs salary increases and performance
incentives are determined by the Panel based on SALGA’s approved
performance management and remuneration policies. This process
includes various factors, such as organisational affordability,
inflationary outlook (CPI), benchmarking with other public entities and
ensuring that the workforce of SALGA remains highly motivated.
4.8.2 REPORT OF THE PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT AND
REMUNERATION PANEL FOR THE PERIOD 2010/2011
The National Executive Committee (NEC) of SALGA decided on
5 October 2007 to establish the Performance Management and
Remuneration Panel (the Panel), with its duties as below:
•

The Panel is required to review and ensure the proper application of
organisational performance management policy and procedures,
remuneration philosophies, strategies and other policies aligned
to the approved organisational strategy and objectives of SALGA.
	In so doing, the aim is to ensure good governance and compliance
with the Constitution of the Republic of South Africa, Section 169
(Act 108 of 1996); the Constitution of SALGA (as amended in
April 2007); the Organised Local Government Act, Section 2(1)
(Act 52 of 1997); the White Paper on Local Government of 1998;
the Municipal Systems Act (Act 32 of 2000) and the Public
Finance Management Act of 2003.
•

scorecard is to attract, retain, improve and assess performance
and that staff of SALGA are consistently motivated and rewarded
by the application of good human resource practices, performance
management systems, policies and procedures and the payment
of fair, competitive and appropriately structured remuneration.

The Panel consists of 10 members, comprising four councillors elected
by the NEC, five independent members and the CEO of SALGA. The
table below lists the members of the Performance Management and
Remuneration Panel and their respective attendance at meetings
during the period under review:
Members of the
Performance
Management and
Remuneration Panel

RECORD OF PANEL MEETINGS
21 April
2010

13 August
2010

9 December
2010

28 February
2011

n/a

n/a

Cllr Amos Masondo
(SALGA Chairperson)
Cllr Zoleka Capa
(NEC Member)
Cllr Mpai Mogorosi
(NEC member)
Cllr Boitumelo
Mahlangu
(NEC Member)
Mr Michael Olivier
(Panel Chairperson)
Mr Zwelibanzi
Mntambo
Ms Elizabeth
Dhlamini-Khumalo
Mr Blake
Mosley-Lefatola
Dr Fazel Randera
Mr Xolile George
(SALGA CEO)

The Panel must ensure that the purpose of the SALGA constitution,
Five-Year Strategic Plan, business plans and institutional

SALGA
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Since the inception of the Panel, it has addressed the following priorities:
A.

Overall Reviews

	The Panel has conducted:
•
A review of the performance management policies,
		
procedures and application framework at SALGA, which is
		
revisited as necessary in order to test relevancy and
		assess application.
•
A review of SALGA’s remuneration philosophy, policy and
		detailed structure, in the context of salary reviews and structures.
•
A review of SALGA’s Five-year Strategy (as updated from time
		
to time) and related annual business plans, including the
		 impact on SALGA of the Local Government Turn
		Around Strategy.
•
Detailed reviews and restructuring of SALGA’s corporate
		
scorecard for the year 2010/2011, combined with a review of
		
the performance targets set for the 2010/2011 financial year.
In all of the above, the Panel has provided considerable input
and coaching of the CEO and the executive team to ensure that
SALGA’s approach to and execution of performance management
functions reflects:
•
Strategic rigour, in alignment with best practice in both the
		
public and private sector.
•
Clear alignment of key performance areas and performance
		 indicators, from the strategy through to the individual
		 performance scorecards of the CEO and all of his
		direct reportees.
•
In particular, the focus has been to ensure that the evolving
		 strategy and the resultant organisational and individual
		
scorecards contain key performance areas and performance
		
indicators that are measurable and that relate to the real
		 impact of SALGA’s efforts at both a local and national
		government level.
B.

Performance

In context of the above, the Panel has reviewed (and frequently
suggested improvements) to the performance scorecards at the
corporate, CEO and senior executive levels. The Panel has then
signed-off on these for submission to the CEO and the NEC respectively.
The Panel oversees the performance assessment process for all direct
reportees to the CEO and monitors this as input to annual reward
decisions, as well as providing learning and coaching in aligning
performance with strategy for the individuals concerned.
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The Panel directs the performance assessment of the CEO by reviewing
evidence and submissions relating to all of the CEO’s key performance
areas and related key performance indicators and by interviewing
and coaching the CEO in intensive sessions. These reviews are done
midterm and at year-end.
In all cases, the Panel assesses any requests for deviation and
makes its recommendations regarding these to the NEC through the
Chairperson of SALGA.
C.

Remuneration

The Panel conducts an annual review of all salary adjustments and
the overall increase budget and makes recommendations to the CEO
regarding the final outcome thereof. In so doing, the Panel also reviews
the integrity of the remuneration policy and framework, and is able to
monitor the application thereof.
The Panel reviews all annual performance bonus recommendations
and calculations as well as salary levels for all roles and submits its final
recommendations to the CEO for lower levels and to the NEC, via the
Chairperson of SALGA, for the CEO himself and his direct reportees.
In all cases, the Panel assesses these remuneration recommendations
in light of:
•
•
•
•
•

Affordability.
Overall assessment of organisational performance.
Consistency of adherence to approved policy.
Managing of anomalies and requests for interim increases.
Adherence to objective job evaluation.

Summary of Meeting Objectives During the Period Under Review:
Special meeting of 21 April 2010
•
Review of salary anomalies for SALGA employees.
Adjustments in terms of the current approved salary framework.
•
•
Review of the CEO’s midterm and third-quarter
		performance reports.
•
Review of draft scorecards for the CEO and direct reportees
		for 2010/2011.
Meeting of 13 August 2010
•
•
•
		

Receive feedback on the national office bearers’ meeting.
Review the organisational, financials and progress reports.
Discuss the rollout of the performance management system
across all staff levels.
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•
Review the proposed 2010/2011 salary increases for
		
bargaining and non-bargaining employees, as well as for job		evaluation processes.
Meeting of 09 December 2010

We are confident and satisfied that the governance and discipline of
performance and remuneration management continues to be of a
high level and that the efforts of management in this regard can in fact
serve as an example to many other organisations in both the public
and private sector.

•
Review of the Auditor General’s report.
•
Review of the SALGA 2009/2010 Annual Report and
		
discussions on context for the current financial year.
•
Review of the fourth-quarter Organisational Progress Report
		for 2009/2010.
•
Approving of the 2009/2010 Organisational Final
		Performance Outcomes Report for non-bargaining employees.
•
Formal Review of the CEO’s performance.
•
Discussion on the impact of the upcoming 2011 local
		
government elections on SALGA.

4.9 SALGA GOVERNANCE STRUCTURES/
MANDATING FRAMEWORK

Meeting of 28 February 2011

4.9.1 SALGA GOVERNANCE STRUCTURES

•
Review of the business planning policy.
Review of the consolidated 2010/2011 revised business plan.
•
•
Review of the third-quarter progress reports.
•
Review of SALGA’s proposed business plan for 2011/2012.
•
Discussion on proposed employee benefits.
•
Coaching session regarding the CEO’s third-quarter
		performance report.

In an effort to improve the coordination and alignment of SALGA’s
governance structures at a provincial and national level, the SALGA
National Members Assembly (NMA) of March 2008 adopted the
SALGA governance framework. The framework allows for the effective
consultation, mandating and reporting between structures and
further allows for effective decision making by SALGA. The schedule
of meetings allows for the National Executive Committee (NEC) to
convene every two months and for Provincial Executive Committees
(PECs) and national and provincial working groups to convene inbetween meetings of the NEC.

Final Assessment
The Panel feels that there has been considerable progress in both the
quality of the scorecards and the process of managing performance.
SALGA’s leadership has demonstrated a continued improvement
in strategic alignment at senior levels as well as in the integrity of
performance assessments and outcomes.
While there is always the opportunity for any organisation to improve
on its own performance, there is one overarching constraint that
impacts SALGA’s ability to achieve its broader vision and purpose – the
insecurity regarding funding. It has been clear that the uncertainty
regarding cash flow and receipts from municipalities often limits
SALGA in terms of committing to and investing in resources and in
carrying out its plans. The Chairperson of the Panel submitted a letter
to the Minister of Finance in this regard.
The Panel is frequently challenged to interpret objectively and
independently the impact of funding problems on the levels of
performance at both a corporate and individual level. We believe that
management has dealt with these impacts as well as can be expected
under difficult circumstances.

SALGA

As per the SALGA governance framework, the schedule of governance
meetings at a provincial and national level facilitates the participation
of all members in the governance and policy development/
mandating processes of the organisation and provides for oversight
on the implementation of the SALGA business plan. The successful
implementation of the schedule of meetings therefore facilitates the
effective, coordinated and transparent governance of the organisation.

4.9.2 NATIONAL EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
The SALGA NEC has met regularly on a bimonthly basis, as per the
requirements of the SALGA constitution, with the venue of the meetings
rotating from province to province. During the period under review, in
addition to ordinary meetings of the NEC, an extended NEC meeting
was convened in August 2010, as well as a consultative workshop
to discuss SALGA’s input on local government policy matters for the
dispensation post the 2011 local government elections. The NEC
also held a lekgotla in February 2011 which focused primarily on the
transitional phase of local government before, during and after the
elections and its implications, if any, on organised local government.
In addition to developing and reviewing the organisation’s
strategic priorities and activities, the NEC also considered SALGA’s
administrative policies and adopted a new set of human resources
and financial policies for the organisation.
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During the period April 2010 to March 2011 the organisation duly
complied with the SALGA constitution by convening NEC, PEC and
working group meetings as outlined below:
NEC Meetings and Attendance:
Attendance
NAME

No

%

Cllr A Masondo

20/04/10

26/07/10

24/08/10

14/10/10

12/02/11

25/03/11

6/6

100

Cllr O Mlaba

4/6

67

Cllr S Molokoane

5/6

83

Cllr CW Johnson

5/6

83

Cllr FM Boltman

5/6

83

Cllr BL Mahlangu

4/6

67

Cllr S Somyo

2/6

33

Fr S Mkhatshwa

3/6

50

Cllr M Mogorosi

3/6

50

Cllr Hermans

2/6

33

Cllr J Matlou

3/6

50

Cllr P Mkhonza

4/6

67

Cllr W Johnson

5/6

83

Cllr S Mashilo

5/6

83

Mr K Dau

4/6

67

Cllr S Ngangeliswe

4/6

67

Cllr S de Vries

2/6

33

Cllr BE Moloi

3/6

50

Cllr F Mdaka

4/6

67

Cllr M Sigabi

5/6

83

4.9.2.1 NATIONAL WORKING GROUPS MEETINGS FOR 2010/2011 FINANCIAL YEAR
NATIONAL WORKING GROUP
Municipal Infrastructure & Services
Economic Development
Municipal Finance
Governance & IRG

DATES
06 May 2010

05 August 2010

17 - 18 March 2011

04 August 2010

05 November 2010

18 March 2011

05 - 06 August 2010

01 November 2010

17 March 2011

06 August 2010

04 November 2010

18 March 2011

Community Development

14 September 2010

05 November 2010

15 March 2011

Human Resources Management

08 September 2010

03 December 2010

17 March 2011
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4.2.9.2 PROVINCIAL EXECUTIVE MEETINGS FOR THE 2010/2011 FINANCIAL YEAR

Eastern CAPE

MAR
2010

APR
2010

5/24

GAUTENG
Free STATE
LIMPOPO

31

North WEST

18

Western CAPE
MPUMALANGA
Northern CAPE

JUN
2010

JUL
2010

AUG
2010

SEP
2010

19/20

10

2

16/17

2-3

14

4

23

19

MAY
2010

OCT
2010

DEC
2010

JAN
2011

FEB
2011

MAR
2011

16

3

1
5

4

18
8

13

17

20

30
21

NOV
2010

3

30

11

3
7

28
2

29

19

11

11

13/14

3
14

8

3
10

4.10 HUMAN RESOURCES OVERSIGHT REPORT
4.10.1		 HR SERVICE DELIVERY OUTLOOK
SALGA’s Human Resources Unit (HR Unit) acknowledges the
importance of human capital and the role it plays within local
government and sees the value of tangible assets such as cash, land
and buildings, plants and equipment and other balance sheet items as
substantially less valuable than the intangible assets not carried on the
balance sheet. The Human Resources Unit has ensured that SALGA’s
value is maximised through genuine alignment to the human capital
needs of its line functions. The overarching objective of the human
resources strategy is to encourage emotional engagement in order to
build a high-performance, cohesive team within SALGA.
In 2010/2011, the following key HR delivery service areas
were prioritised:
•
•
•
•
•
•

The human resource development strategy over the past year has
demonstrated remarkable resilience in an environment characterised
by a number of constraints, such as demand for scarce skills. Given
the unique nature of SALGA and competition for scarce skills within
the market, the organisation still attained a steady growth in the
performance of its human resources sustainability. The HR Unit has
met the needs of this ever-evolving environment by ensuring that it
employs the right people for the right job at the right time. Every effort
was made to ensure that the skills needed to enhance SALGA’s role
in local government are obtained and retained. The vacancy rate
decreased from 47% in the 2009/2010 financial year to 33% in the
2010/2011 financial year.

Creating a learning organisation through competency development.
Capacitating the line functions of the organisation as per the
approved organogram.
Attracting and retaining critical skills.
Enhancing HR compliance to the applicable legislation,
regulations and internal HR policies.
Enhancing employee health and wellbeing whilst
appreciating diversity.
Implementing organisational development initiatives to enhance
employee morale.

SALGA
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The table below summarises filled positions in the approved staff establishment of SALGA, excluding temporary employees:
Table 1
Females

Males

Foreign Nationals

Occupational Levels

SALGA Occupational
Categories

A

C

I

W

A

C

I

W

Top management

CEO, COO, CFO, Executive
Directors, PEOs

3

1

1

0

6

2

2

0

15

Senior management

Directors, Specialists

3

2

0

2

9

3

0

2

21

Professionally qualified and
experienced specialists and
mid-management

Programme Manager,
Managers, Specialists

24

1

2

5

37

3

2

5

Skilled technical
and academically
qualified workers,
junior management,
supervisors, foremen and
superintendents

Advisors, Consultants,
Practitioners, Coordinators,
PAs, Officers, Specialists

73

7

2

6

45

2

0

2

137

Semi-skilled and
discretionary decision
making

Executive Secretaries,
Admin Assistants

43

3

1

7

4

1

0

0

59

Unskilled and defined
decision making

Messengers, Drivers,
Cleaners

4

1

0

0

5

0

0

0

10

150

15

6

20

106

11

4

9

TOTAL
Temporary employees

4

4

Male

Female

1African

0

1

Total

80

322
8

GRAND TOTAL

322

Approved staff
establishment

479

Vacancies

157

Percentage of vacancies
As at 31 March 2011

33%
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4.10.2 STAFF COMPLEMENT CATEGORISED
SALGA operates from its National Office in Pretoria, while there are offices in all provinces as well, all of which had to be capacitated during
the reporting period. The tables below summarises the break-down of filled positions per office (National Office and eight provinces, excluding
KwaZulu-Natal) as at 31 March 2011.
SALGA NATIONAL OFFICE
Table 2
Females

Males

Foreign Nationals

Occupational Levels

SALGA Occupational
Categories

A

C

I

W

A

C

I

W

Top management

CEO, COO, CFO, Executive
Directors, PEOs

0

1

1

0

3

2

1

0

8

Senior management

Directors, Specialists

3

2

0

2

9

3

0

2

21

Professionally qualified and
experienced specialists and
mid-management

Programme Manager,
Managers, Specialists

7

1

1

1

10

1

2

2

Skilled technical
and academically
qualified workers,
junior management,
supervisors, foremen and
superintendents

Advisors, Consultants,
Practitioners, Coordinators,
PAs, Officers, Specialists

26

3

2

1

12

1

0

1

46

Semi-skilled and
discretionary decision
making

Executive Secretaries,
Admin Assistants

23

1

0

4

4

0

0

0

32

Unskilled and defined
decision making

Messengers, Drivers,
Cleaners

3

0

0

0

4

0

0

0

7

62

8

4

8

42

7

3

5

TOTAL

Male

Female

1

1

Total

26

140

Temporary employees

0

GRAND TOTAL
As at 31 March 2011

140

SALGA
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SALGA EASTERN CAPE
Table 3
Females

Males

Foreign Nationals

Occupational Levels

SALGA Occupational
Categories

A

C

I

W

A

C

I

W

Top management

CEO, COO, CFO, Executive
Directors, PEOs

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

Senior management

Directors, Specialists

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Professionally qualified and
experienced specialists and
mid-management

Programme Manager,
Managers, Specialists

3

0

0

1

3

0

0

0

7

Skilled technical
and academically
qualified workers,
junior management,
supervisors, foremen and
superintendents

Advisors, Consultants,
Practitioners, Coordinators,
PAs, Officers, Specialists

9

0

0

0

3

0

0

0

12

Semi-skilled and
discretionary decision
making

Executive Secretaries,
Admin Assistants

3

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

4

Unskilled and defined
decision making

Messengers, Drivers,
Cleaners

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

15

1

0

1

7

0

0

0

24

TOTAL
GRAND TOTAL
As at 31 March 2011

194

Male

Female

Total

24

SALGA
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SALGA FREE STATE
Table 4
Females

Males

Foreign Nationals

Occupational Levels

SALGA Occupational
Categories

A

C

I

W

A

C

I

W

Top management

CEO, COO, CFO, Executive
Directors, PEOs

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

Senior management

Directors, Specialists

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Professionally qualified and
experienced specialists and
mid-management

Programme Manager,
Managers, Specialists

1

1

0

0

5

0

0

0

7

Skilled technical
and academically
qualified workers,
junior management,
supervisors, foremen and
superintendents

Advisors, Consultants,
Practitioners, Coordinators,
PAs, Officers, Specialists

8

0

0

0

7

0

0

1

16

Semi-skilled and
discretionary decision
making

Executive Secretaries,
Admin Assistants

3

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

3

Unskilled and defined
decision making

Messengers, Drivers,
Cleaners

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

13

1

0

0

12

0

0

1

27

TOTAL
GRAND TOTAL
As at 31 March 2011

Male

Female

Total

27

SALGA
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SALGA GAUTENG
Table 5
Females

Males

Foreign Nationals

Occupational Levels

SALGA Occupational
Categories

A

C

I

W

A

C

I

W

Top management

CEO, COO, CFO, Executive
Directors, PEOs

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Senior management

Directors, Specialists

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Professionally qualified and
experienced specialists and
mid-management

Programme Manager,
Managers, Specialists

3

0

0

0

5

0

0

0

8

Skilled technical
and academically
qualified workers,
junior management,
supervisors, foremen and
superintendents

Advisors, Consultants,
Practitioners, Coordinators,
PAs, Officers, Specialists

8

0

0

1

4

0

0

0

13

Semi-skilled and
discretionary decision
making

Executive Secretaries,
Admin Assistants

3

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

4

Unskilled and defined
decision making

Messengers, Drivers,
Cleaners

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

2

15

0

1

1

10

0

0

0

27

TOTAL
GRAND TOTAL
As at 31 March 2011

196

Male

Female

Total

27

SALGA
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SALGA LIMPOPO
Table 6
Females

Males

Foreign Nationals

Occupational Levels

SALGA Occupational
Categories

A

C

I

W

A

C

I

W

Top management

CEO, COO, CFO, Executive
Directors, PEOs

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

Senior management

Directors, Specialists

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Professionally qualified and
experienced specialists and
mid-management

Programme Manager,
Managers, Specialists

3

0

0

0

4

0

0

0

7

Skilled technical
and academically
qualified workers,
junior management,
supervisors, foremen and
superintendents

Advisors, Consultants,
Practitioners, Coordinators,
PAs, Officers, Specialists

6

0

0

0

3

0

0

0

9

Semi-skilled and
discretionary decision
making

Executive Secretaries,
Admin Assistants

3

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

3

Unskilled and defined
decision making

Messengers, Drivers,
Cleaners

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

12

0

0

0

8

0

0

0

20

TOTAL
GRAND TOTAL
As at 31 March 2011

Male

Female

Total

20

SALGA
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SALGA MPUMALANGA
Table 7
Females

Males

Foreign Nationals

Occupational Levels

SALGA Occupational
Categories

A

C

I

W

A

C

I

W

Top management

CEO, COO, CFO, Executive
Directors, PEOs

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

Senior management

Directors, Specialists

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Professionally qualified and
experienced specialists and
mid-management

Programme Manager,
Managers, Specialists

2

0

0

0

3

0

0

1

6

Skilled technical
and academically
qualified workers,
junior management,
supervisors, foremen and
superintendents

Advisors, Consultants,
Practitioners, Coordinators,
PAs, Officers, Specialists

6

0

0

1

6

0

0

0

13

Semi-skilled and
discretionary decision
making

Executive Secretaries,
Admin Assistants

2

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

3

Unskilled and defined
decision making

Messengers, Drivers,
Cleaners

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

11

0

0

2

9

0

0

1

23

TOTAL
GRAND TOTAL
As at 31 March 2011

198

Male

Female

Total

23

SALGA
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SALGA NORTHERN CAPE
Table 8
Females

Males

Foreign Nationals

Occupational Levels

SALGA Occupational
Categories

A

C

I

W

A

C

I

W

Top management

CEO, COO, CFO, Executive
Directors, PEOs

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

Senior management

Directors, Specialists

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Professionally qualified and
experienced specialists and
mid-management

Programme Manager,
Managers, Specialists

2

0

0

0

3

1

0

0

6

Skilled technical
and academically
qualified workers,
junior management,
supervisors, foremen and
superintendents

Advisors, Consultants,
Practitioners, Coordinators,
PAs, Officers, Specialists

5

1

0

0

4

0

0

0

10

Semi-skilled and
discretionary decision
making

Executive Secretaries,
Admin Assistants

2

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

2

Unskilled and defined
decision making

Messengers, Drivers,
Cleaners

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

9

1

0

0

8

1

0

0

19

TOTAL
GRAND TOTAL
As at 31 March 2011

Male

Female

Total

19
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SALGA NORTH WEST
Table 9
Females

Males

Foreign Nationals

Occupational Levels

SALGA Occupational
Categories

A

C

I

W

A

C

I

W

Top management

CEO, COO, CFO, Executive
Directors, PEOs

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

Senior management

Directors, Specialists

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Professionally qualified and
experienced specialists and
mid-management

Programme Manager,
Managers, Specialists

2

0

0

1

3

0

0

0

6

Skilled technical
and academically
qualified workers,
junior management,
supervisors, foremen and
superintendents

Advisors, Consultants,
Practitioners, Coordinators,
PAs, Officers, Specialists

5

0

0

1

6

0

0

0

12

Semi-skilled and
discretionary decision
making

Executive Secretaries,
Admin Assistants

3

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

3

Unskilled and defined
decision making

Messengers, Drivers,
Cleaners

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

11

0

0

2

9

0

0

0

22

TOTAL
GRAND TOTAL
As at 31 March 2011

200

Male

Female

Total

22
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SALGA WESTERN CAPE
Table 10
Females

Males

Foreign Nationals

Occupational Levels

SALGA Occupational
Categories

A

C

I

W

A

C

I

W

Top management

CEO, COO, CFO, Executive
Directors, PEOs

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

1

Senior management

Directors, Specialists

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Professionally qualified and
experienced specialists and
mid-management

Programme Manager,
Managers, Specialists

0

0

1

2

1

1

0

2

7

Skilled technical
and academically
qualified workers,
junior management,
supervisors, foremen and
superintendents

Advisors, Consultants,
Practitioners, Coordinators,
PAs, Officers, Specialists

1

3

0

2

2

1

0

0

9

Semi-skilled and
discretionary decision
making

Executive Secretaries,
Admin Assistants

1

1

0

2

0

1

0

0

5

Unskilled and defined
decision making

Messengers, Drivers,
Cleaners

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

2

5

1

6

3

3

1

2

23

TOTAL
GRAND TOTAL
As at 31 March 2011

Male

Female

Total

23

4.10.3 NEW APPOINTMENTS
A total of 148 positions were advertised both internally and externally
and different sources were used to identify suitably qualified
candidates, namely:
•
•
•

Newspaper adverts.
Recruitment agencies.
Existing pool of applicants for similar positions.

In an effort to cut on recruitment costs, the HR Unit, in collaboration
with the Marketing Unit within SALGA, explored the utilisation of the
SALGA website as a point of reference for all positions advertised.
Only the position titles appeared in the print media, with potential
candidates being referred to the SALGA website. The positive returns
on the new approach included a 90% cost-saving on recruitment
costs. Whereas before this strategy, SALGA would have paid about
R35,000 for the advertisement of each position and, given that
about 148 positions were advertised during the reporting period,
SALGA saved approximately R4.7m from the R5.2m it could have
spent on advertisements alone. This excluded the ‘placement’ costs

SALGA

that would have been claimed by the recruitment agency, as the HR
Unit also handled the majority of the responses. In addition, the mere
fact that our potential applicants managed to visit SALGA’s website
equally translated into a ‘positive spin’ from a marketing point of view given that the business and mandate of SALGA were thus viewed and
understood by the citizenry.
During the period under review, about 109 new employees joined
SALGA and about 30 SALGA employees got promoted to the various
positions that were advertised, in line with the management decision
to recognize the internal talent within the organisation. Some of the
employees were thusly re-assigned new roles at a horizontal level
through ’transfers’ and all new employees were accordingly inducted
during the months of June, September and December 2010.
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The tables below show SALGA’s progression in the financial year 2010 /2011 in terms of capacitating line functions:
Table 11:
Quarter 1

Quarter 2

Quarter 3

Quarter 4

Active employees

263

286

329

322

New employees

20

33

51

5

109
38

9

10

8

11

Vacancies

Terminations

216

193

150

157

Approved structure

479

479

479

479

Vacancy rate

45%

40%

31%

33%

Total

NEW APPOINTMENTS
Table 12
Females

Males

Foreign Nationals

Occupational Levels

SALGA Occupational
Categories

A

C

I

W

A

C

I

W

Top Management

CEO, COO, CFO, Executive
Directors, PEOs

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Top management

Directors, Specialists

2

2

0

0

2

1

0

0

7

Senior management

Programme Manager,
Managers, Specialists

5

0

0

1

8

1

0

3

18

Professionally qualified and
experienced specialists and
mid-management

Advisors, Consultants,
Practitioners, Coordinators,
PAs, Officers, Specialists

27

5

1

1

22

2

0

1

59

Skilled technical
and academically
qualified workers,
junior management,
supervisors, foremen and
superintendents

Executive Secretaries,
Admin Assistants

12

1

1

1

3

0

0

0

18

Semi-skilled and
discretionary decision
making

Messengers, Drivers,
Cleaners

3

1

0

0

3

0

0

0

7

Temporary employees
TOTAL

Female

Total

0
49

9

2

3

38

4

0

GRAND TOTAL
As at 31 March 2011

202

Male

4

109
109

SALGA
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4.10.4 TERMINATIONS

the employ of SALGA, but these were dependent on the willingness
of the employee/s concerned, as their reasons for termination varied.
There were employees who showed no interest in completing the exit
questionnaire, nor participating in the exit interviews which would
inform SALGA of any areas of improvement. Where questionnaires
were completed, those were utilised to inform the HR strategy
going forward.

During the 2010/2011 financial year, the services of a total number
of 38 employees were ’terminated’ for a variety of reasons, with about
60% of the total 2010/ 2011 terminations pertaining to ‘resignations’,
in which case voluntary exit interviews were conducted. Below is a
table reflecting reasons for terminations:
Table 13:
Number of
Employees

Percentage Against
Staff Establishment

Contract expiry

10

3%

Resignation

23

7%

Poor-health

1

0%

Transfer

2

1%

Type of Termination

Dismissal
Total

2

1%

38

12%

SALGA employs its employees on a five-year, fixed-term contract. The
renewal of the employment contract is solely at the discretion of the
employer (SALGA) and this is informed by, inter alia, the value-add
of the employee concerned. SALGA had to release about 3% of its
employees through non-renewal of their employment contracts, while
1% of the employees were terminated through established disciplinary
measures, following acts of misconduct. The other employees,
constituting 1%, resigned (transferred) from SALGA Donor ‘P3’ to join
SALGA, while another 1% constituted poor-health terminations.
During the reporting period, SALGA renewed/extended about 28
contracts of employment. A memo from the CEO regarding managing
the renewal and non-renewal of contracts of employment was
developed and circulated to all employees, accompanied by the
motivation template to renew contracts of employment.

The most common reason, as reflected by the above figure of 7%,
were resignation, with employees opting for better benefits. In some
instances, exit interviews were conducted with the employees leaving
The table below summarises terminations per occupational category:
TERMINATIONS PER OCCUPATIONAL CATEGORY
Table 14
Occupational Levels
Top management
Senior management
Professionally qualified and
experienced specialists and
mid-management
Skilled technical
and academically
qualified workers,
junior management,
supervisors, foremen and
superintendents
Semi-skilled and
discretionary decision
making
Unskilled and defined
decision making
Temporary employees
TOTAL
GRAND TOTAL
As at 31 March 2011

Females

SALGA Occupational
Categories
CEO, COO, CFO, Executive
Directors, PEOs
Directors, Specialists

A

1

1
1

3

Programme Manager,
Managers, Specialists

2

1

5

Advisors, Consultants,
Practitioners, Coordinators,
PAs, Officers, Specialists

7

2

1

5

15

3

1

3

7

16

0
0
38

13

C

3

I

4

C

I

Foreign Nationals

W

Executive Secretaries,
Admin Assistants
Messengers, Drivers,
Cleaners

A

Males
W

Male

Female

Total
1
5

1

1

1

1

10

38

SALGA
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4.10.5

SKILLS DEVELOPMENT

SALGA recognises its strength to be the knowledge- and skills-hub
of choice for its people. To keep pace with changes, people need to
acquire skills in order to continue to be productive and relevant in
the workplace. As SALGA grows, the demand for people with more
advanced skills expands. As per the skills development legislative
requirements, SALGA produced a Workplace Skills Plan for 2010/201,
as well as an Annual Training Report for the period 2009/2010.

As a requirement to the compilation of the Workplace Skills Plan,
a total of 140 Personal Development Plans (PDPs) were submitted
by employees to the HR Unit from a staff complement of 265, as at
30 June 2010. A total of 132 employees were trained in various areas
during the financial year 2010/2011, some of whom attended more
than one course of training.

The table below reflects accredited training per occupational category:
ACCREDITED TRAINING
Table 15:
Females

Occupational Levels

SALGA Occupational
Categories

A

Top management

CEO, COO, CFO, Executive
Directors, PEOs

4

Senior management

Directors, Specialists

3

1

Professionally qualified and
experienced specialists and
mid-management

Programme Manager,
Managers, Specialists

13

1

Skilled technical
and academically
qualified workers,
junior management,
supervisors, foremen and
superintendents

Advisors, Consultants,
Practitioners, Coordinators,
PAs, Officers, Specialists

19

Semi-skilled and
discretionary decision
making

Executive Secretaries,
Admin Assistants

1

Unskilled and defined
decision making

Messengers, Drivers,
Cleaners

1

TOTAL

41

C

I

Males
W

1
1

1

A

C

2

1

W

Male

Female

Total
8

2

8

1

3

29

1

10

2

I

Foreign Nationals

28

2

2

3

56

24

1

1

3

30
1

2

2

3

65

4

4

11

132

Temporary employees
GRAND TOTAL

132

From the table above, it can be deduced that training was offered equitably at all levels across SALGA. Much effort was expended during the
reporting period in order to ensure that employees be skilled and developed, with a total of 27 training initiatives being identified and implemented.
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The table below summarises processes undertaken in training:
Table 16:
140

140
132

120

100

80

60

45

40

27

20

5
0
Number of PDP’s
Received

Number of Employees
Trained

Number of Employees
Trained
(Not Submitted PDP’s)

Number of Training
Innitiatives

Number of Non WSP
Innitiatives

The table below summarises the training programs implemented:
Table 17:

Training Implemented (01 April 2010 - 31 March 2011)

Number of 35
Trainees:
30
191

35

34

25
20
18

15
13

10

13
10
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4.10.6 COMPLIANCE WITH LEGISLATION

4.10.7 IMPLEMENTATION OF EMPLOYMENT EQUITY
WITHIN SALGA

Subsequent to the merger of the various local government associations
in the country, varying conditions of employment existed among
SALGA employees. Such conditions of employment included, but were
not limited to:
•
Some employees enjoying benefits such as ‘indefinite
		 employment contracts’, while others were employed on
		fixed-term contracts.
•
Some employees enjoying a different accumulation of leave		
days than others.
This necessitated embarking on a process of harmonising
employment conditions, as the differing conditions of employment
between employees posed a risk of threatening the morale, and
subsequently productivity levels, of certain staff members. Thus, a
thorough consultative process had to be followed in order to redress
imbalances in employee conditions. Having restructured operations to
maximise value to members and other role-players, SALGA embarked
on an extensive process of formulating and developing strategic HR
policies. Consultation was done during the financial year throughout
the entire organisation, including SALGA’s political leadership at all
levels, and the inputs received from employees were incorporated
into the policies.
The subsequent draft HR policies were presented to the Executive
Management Team (EMT) and adopted on 06 February 2011 as the
final draft for NEC approval. A uniform Provincial Executive Committee
(PEC) report on the revised policy documents was developed and
circulated to all of the EMT members, as per the EMTs resolution, and
the NEC approved the revised HR policies on 25 March 2011, with
implementation effective 01 April 2011.

Under colonialism in South Africa, a ‘colour bar’ created barriers
to skills development and upward mobility for certain groups of
employees and workplace relations have undergone major changes
over the past two decades. As such, SALGA, as an employer, is
obliged to ensure that the provisions of the Employment Equity Act,
1998 (Act No 55 of 1998) are implemented in order to completely
eradicate the inequities emanating from past legacies. SALGA has a
well-constituted Employment Equity Consultative Forum (EECF) which
plays a significant role in ensuring fairness in employment practices
and SALGA is expected to submit an Employment Equity Report to
the Employment Equity Registrar at the Department of Labour. The
SALGA EE report was submitted to the Department of Labour during
the reporting period as required and confirmation of receipt and
acknowledgement of SALGA’s compliance was received.
During the financial year, all offices were advised of the nomination
of new EECF members and such nominations were received, with
EECF meetings being convened to finalise the EE Report as well as
the new EE plan for submission to the Department of Labour. The CEO
submission was prepared and approval granted on both documents
and both the EE Report as well as the new EE plan for the period
2010 - 2013 were accordingly submitted to the Department of Labour
on 01 October 2010, as required. The requisite EE-related documents
were circulated to all SALGA staff in line with the provisions of Section
25 of the EE Act and a meeting was held on 14 December 2010 to
induct new EECF members. EE certificates were issued to outgoing
EECF members, whilst appointment letters were issued to new
members. The last EECF meeting of the financial year was held on
24 March 2011, at which time SALGA reflected a target of 335
filled positions over a three-year period - and in the first year, ending
30 September 2010, SALGA held a target of 329 filled positions.

The EMT of SALGA resolved that the 16 initially developed HR policies
should be collated and merged in order to ensure cohesion and avoid
duplicity. As such, all existing and new SALGA HR policies were
merged into five final HR policies:
•
•
•
•
•
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Talent Acquisition Policy.
Human Resources Development Policy.
Employment Conditions Policy.
Employee Wellness, Care and Support Policy.
Employee Relations Management Policy.
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The table below is a plan summarising SALGA’s Employment Equity numerical targets:
Occupational
Levels

Salga
Designations

Econmically Active
Population (Labour)

Top Management

CEO, COO,
CFO, Executive
Directors
& PEOs

Numerical Targets

Male

Female

African

Coloured

Indian

White

African

Coloured

Indian

White

TOTAL

39.2%

6.1%

1.9%

6.7%

34.2%

5.2%

1.1%

5.5%

100%

6

2

2

0

3

1

1

0

15

5

1

1

1

6

1

1

1

17

(-) Under/Over
Representation status

6%

6%

6%

-6%

-18%

0%

0%

-6%

-12%

Actual EE Status

35%

12%

12%

0%

18%

6%

6%

0%

88%

SALGa ee targets (%)

29%

6%

6%

6%

35%

6%

6%

6%

100%

9

3

0

2

3

2

0

2

21

9

2

1

2

9

2

1

2

28

Senior
Management

Directors,
Specialists

Numerical Targets
(-) Under/Over
Representation status

0%

4%

-4%

0%

-21%

0%

-4%

0%

-25%

Actual EE Status

32%

11%

0%

7%

11%

7%

0%

7%

75%

SALGa ee targets (%)

32%

7%

4%

7%

32%

7%

4%

7%

100%

Programme
Professionally
Qualified and
Experienced

Manager,
Manager &
Specialist

Numerical Targets

37

3

2

5

25

1

2

5

80

32

5

2

6

30

5

1

5

86

(-) Under/Over
Representation status

6%

-2%

0%

-1%

-6%

-5%

1%

0%

-7%

Actual EE Status

43.02%

3.49%

2.33%

5.81%

29.07%

1.16%

2.33%

5.81%

93.02%

SALGa ee targets (%)

37%

6%

2%

7%

35%

6%

1%

6%

100%

Skilled
Technical and
Academically
Qualified
Workers, Junior
Management,
Supervisors

Advisors,
Consultants,
Practitioners,
Coordinators,
PAs, Officers,
Specialists

Numerical Targets

45

2

0

2

73

7

2

6

137

45

7

2

8

42

7

3

8

122

(-) Under/Over
Representation status

0%

-4%

-2%

-5%

25%

0%

-1%

-2%

12%

Actual EE Status

36.89%

1.64%

0%

1.64%

59.84%

5.74%

1.64%

4.92%

112.30%

SALGa ee targets (%)

37%

6%

2%

7%

34%

6%

2%

7%

100%
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Occupational
Levels

Salga
Designations

Semi-Skilled and
Discretionary
Decision Making

Secretaries,
Administration
Assistants

Male
African

Coloured

Female
Indian

White

African

Coloured

Indian

White

TOTAL

Executive

4

1

0

0

43

3

1

7

59

Numerical Targets

28

5

1

5

30

4

1

4

78

(-) Under/Over
Representation status

-31%

-5%

-1%

-6%

17%

-1%

0%

4%

-24%

Actual EE Status

5.13%

1.28%

0%

0%

55.13%

3.85%

1.28%

8.97%

75.64%

SALGa ee targets (%)

36%

6%

1%

6%

38%

5%

1%

5%

100%

Unskilled and
Defined Decision
Making

Messengers,
Drivers, Cleaners

5

0

0

0

4

1

0

0

10

3

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

4

Representation status

50%

0%

0%

0%

100%

0%

0%

0%

150%

Actual EE Status

125%

0%

0%

0%

100%

25%

0%

0%

250%

SALGa ee targets (%)

75%

0%

0%

0%

0%

25%

0%

0%

100%

Numerical Targets
(-) Under/Over

TOTAL (as at 31 March 2011)

322

2013 Plan Submitted to Dept
of Labour

335

208
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4.10.8 IMPLEMENTATION OF THE OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH
AND SAFETY ACT WITHIN SALGA

4.10.9 LABOUR RELATIONS WITHIN SALGA
Like any other organic organisation, SALGA acknowledges that there
may be areas of dissatisfaction on the part of employees, occasioned by
whatsoever circumstances. Such dissatisfaction is managed through
SALGA’s grievance procedure and discipline instilled through its
disciplinary code, in alignment with the Labour Relations Act. During
the reporting period, SALGA handled the disciplinary/grievance cases
as reflected in the table below:

SALGA’s health and safety representatives were appointed in
alignment with Section 17 of the Occupational Health and Safety
Act. The training of the health and safety representatives and first-aid
officers was conducted in December 2010 and the Health and Safety
Committee was established. First-aid boxes were procured, distributed
and affixed to identified walls in all SALGA offices, with copies of the
Occupational Health and Safety Act being displayed accordingly.
Table 19:
Disciplinary Cases
Nature of Case

Sanction

Number

Dispute
Referred

Dispute Outcome/
Finalized

Dispute
Pending

Gross insubordination

Dismissal

2

2

Dismissed at CCMA

0

Verbal warning

7

0

0

0

Withdrawn

1

0

0

0

Dismissal

1

1

Settled

0

Gross misrepresentation
Poor–health
Breach of SALGA policy
Late coming

Dismissal

1

1

Dismissed at CCMA

0

Termination

1

0

0

0

Final Written warning

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

15

4

Verbal warning

Total

0
0

Grievance Cases
Nature of Grievance

Resolved internally

Dispute Referred

Dispute Outcome/
Finalized

Dispute Pending

Verbal abuse and intimidation

1

0

0

0

Unfair labour practice

3

0

0

0

Unpaid leave

0

1

0

1

Promotion

0

1

Withdrawn at CCMA

0

Total

3

2

1

1

4.10.10 JOB EVALUATION AND ORGANISATIONAL DEVELOPMENT
SALGA handled cases of employees whose salaries fell outside the
approved salary framework. A Remuneration Panel report on the
salary increases for 2010 was developed and submitted to the CEO
and, upon approval being obtained, the salaries of the relevant
employees were adjusted accordingly. The Hay Group Consultants
were procured to evaluate specific positions within SALGA and the
results were received for all positions and organograms for certain
directorates and provincial offices were reviewed, with subsequent
CEO approval of same. SALGA commissioned a study to reintroduce a
benefits-based salary structure, which study is currently in progress,

SALGA

with organisations similar to SALGA, such as provincial government,
national government, municipalities and public entities being identified
as benchmarks for the study.
4.10.11 EMPLOYEE WELLNESS
SALGA embarked on an extensive drive to ensure the wellness of
its employees. An awareness calendar, approved by the CEO, was
developed, focusing on key programmes aimed at assisting employees
with common problems such as personal financial management,
substance and alcohol abuse, physical wellness and other issues. The
calendar also focused on key dates observed internationally, such as
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World AIDS Day and the 16-Days of Activism for No Violence Against
Women and Children campaign.
From 25 November 2010 to 10 December 2011, SALGA joined
multitudes of South Africans in commemorating the 16 Days of
Activism. A message from the CEO was sent out to all employees
regarding the campaign and Sonke Gender Justice Network was
invited to make a presentation on the topic Gender Based Violence:
Its implications on Employees, which was attended by about 50
employees from the National Office. On the 01 December 2010, a
Candle Light Memorial was held to commemorate World AIDS Day and

an HIV/AIDS activist from the Treatment Action Campaign (TAC) gave a
motivational speech to about 60 employees from different directorates,
where those living with HIV where given words of encouragement and
inspiration. Additionally, a message from the CFO was sent to all
employees commemorating STI/Condom Week. As part of its personal
financial management offerings, SALGA invited Old Mutual and SARS
to make a presentation to SALGA staff of the importance of proper
personal financial management. The presentations were conducted
from November 2010 to February 2011 in the different SALGA offices
and the table below summarises the personal finance management
presentation attendance, per office:

Table 20:
PROVINCE

DATE

NO. OF ATTENDEES

SALGA National Office
(Finance and Corporate Services)

17 November 2010

32

Western Cape

26 January 2011

20

Free State

21 January 2011

11

Northern Cape

26 January 2011

11

Limpopo

25 January 2011

17

Gauteng

07 February 2011

18

Eastern Cape

17 February 2011

15

The following table depicts the wellness cases handled by the Human Resources Unit:
Table 21:
No. of Cases

Nature of Problems Presented

Sources of Referral

2

Alcohol abuse

Supervisor referral

1

1

Bereavement and grief

Self-referral

1

1

Post traumatic depression

Self-referral

0

In the sad event of an employee’s passing, bereavements were
continuously communicated to all SALGA staff and support was given
to the bereaved families. SALGA handled two cases of employees
who were referred for ‘professional’ assistance, in line with SALGA’s
Employee Wellness Programme (EWP).
Sporting codes were established and fun runs/marathons facilitated
in order to create awareness of physical wellness issues, with these
events raising great interest amongst and being attended by many
SALGA employees. In an effort to recognise employees with exemplary
work ethics and output, SALGA introduced the Employee Recognition
Awards and a framework document to guide implementation of the
awards was developed and circulated to all SALGA offices for input
and consideration. Various organisations, such as South African
Airways (SAA), the South African Football Association (SAFA), the
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No. of Cases Referred to
Outside Service Providers

South African Revenue Service (SARS), the Employee Assistance
Professionals Association of South Africa (EAPA-SA), ShopriteCheckers and the Department of Education were contacted to share
learning of best practices in terms of methods of recognising excellence
in employees within their respective organisations. An Employee
Evaluation Committee comprising Provincial Executive Officers (PEOs)
and Executive Directors (EDs) was established to drive the process of
awards. All offices were requested to submit their nominations to HR
and same were subsequently received, with further preparatory work
being currently underway.
The following categories of awards were identified:
•
•
•

Best Provincial/Directorate Employee.
SALGA’s Best Employee of the Year.
CEO’s Special Award.
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4.10.12 LEAVE MANAGEMENT FOR SALGA EMPLOYEES

finance and administration managers in the provinces in order to
ensure that all leave forms are recorded and same was also done
with the executive secretaries at SALGA National Office. Validation of
the leave records of all employees continue on a monthly within this
line function and, as of 31 March 2011, all leave records have been
adjusted accordingly. The table below illustrates identified trends in
terms of leave management:

Following the technical difficulties experienced in VIP, a leave
management spreadsheet was created and forwarded to line managers
in order to assist in approving leave applications for their employees.
As of 01 April 2010, leave entitlements in excess of 22 days are to be
forfeited, in accordance with the CEO memo on leave management.
The Human Resources Unit forged a strategic partnership with
Table 22:
Leave payouts from 01 April 2010 to 31 March 2011

Occupational Levels

Number of Terminated
Employees With Leave
Balances

SALGA Occupational
Categories

Number of Leave
Days Due

Estimated Cost
(R'000)

CEO, COO, CFO, Executive
Directors, PEOs

2

16.6

R 99 302.80

Senior management

Directors, Specialists

5

48.48

R 121 890.29

Professionally qualified and
experienced specialists and
mid-management

Programme Manager,
Managers, Specialists

5

46.36

R 89 007.61

Advisors, Consultants,
Practitioners, Coordinators,
PAs, Officers, Specialists

14

137.16

R 177 761.52

Semi-skilled and discretionary
decision making

Executive Secretaries, Admin
Assistants

3

18.68

R 9 982.46

Unskilled and defined decision making

Messengers, Drivers, Cleaners

Top management

Skilled technical and academically
qualified workers, junior management,
supervisors, foremen and
superintendents

TOTAL

0

0

R 0.00

29

267.28

R 497 944.68

Table 23:
Sick Leave from 01 April 2010 to 31 March 2011

Occupational Levels

SALGA Occupational
Categories

Total
Days
Taken

Number of Terminated
Employees With Leave
Number of
Balances
Leave Days Due

Estimated Cost
(R'000)

CEO, COO, CFO, Executive
Directors, PEOs

20

4

5

R 61 634.99

Senior management

Directors, Specialists

79

6

13

R 52 261.57

Professionally qualified and
experienced specialists and midmanagement

Programme Manager,
Managers, Specialists

92

3

28

R 167 006.85

Advisors, Consultants,
Practitioners, Coordinators,
PAs, Officers, Specialists

244

5

46

R 276 236.08

Semi-skilled and discretionary
decision making

Executive Secretaries,
Admin Assistants

241

6

40

R 140 150.51

Unskilled and defined
decision making

Messengers, Drivers,
Cleaners

Top management

Skilled technical and academically
qualified workers, junior
management, supervisors foremen,
and superintendents

TOTAL

SALGA

14

5

3

R 5 894.21

690

4.8

135

R 703 184.22
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Table 24:
Annual Leave from 1 April 2010 to 31 March 2011
SALGA Occupational
Categories

Total Days
Taken

Average
Days Per
Employee

Number of
Employees Who
Took Leave

Estimated Cost
(R'000)

Number
of Days
Forfeited

CEO, COO, CFO, Executive
Directors, PEOs

294.5

18.41

16

R 907 575.27

55.17

Senior management

Directors, Specialists

347

15.09

23

R 906 738.32

7.15

Professionally qualified and
experienced specialists and
mid-management

Programme Manager,
Managers, Specialists

1 433.5

18.38

78

R 2 602 220.92

57.45

Skilled technical and
academically qualified
workers, junior management,
supervisors, foremen and
superintendents

Advisors, Consultants,
Practitioners, Coordinators,
PAs, Officers, Specialists

1 443

14.72

98

R 1 633 642.04

67.78

Semi-skilled and discretionary
decision making

Executive Secretaries,
Admin Assistants

1 514.5

20.47

74

R 880 738.39

13.72

Unskilled and defined
decision making

Messengers, Drivers,
Cleaners

Occupational Levels
Top management

TOTAL

212

SALGA

133

22.17

6

R 55 995.00

0

5 165.5

18.20

295

R 6 986 909.95

201.27
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chapter 5

TRIPLE BOTTOM LINE
This chapter details SALGA’s developing philosophy of
embracing ‘corporate citizenry’ in a sustainable way, and
highlights initiatives undertaken by SALGA offices countrywide
that aim to benefit not only the organisation and its workforce,
but the broader communities in which SALGA operates as
well as the environment as a whole.

SALGA
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TRIPLE BOTTOM LINE

5.1

INTRODUCTION

The development of corporate governance over recent years has
shifted to a strong emphasis on the need for organisations to behave
in a responsible and ethical manner. Various concepts surrounding
this precept have arisen, including those of ‘corporate citizenship’,
‘sustainability’ and ‘triple bottom line’ reporting, the latter of which is
a business and development philosophy that incorporates ‘the three
E’s’, namely: equity, environment, economics, also referred to as ‘the
three P’s’: people, planet, profit.
The first King Report on Corporate Governance (King I) was published
in 1994 and was aimed at promoting the highest standards of
corporate governance in South Africa. The second King Report on
Corporate Governance (King II) acknowledged the shift in emphasis
from a mainly financial focus in the past to a wider and more inclusive
approach to public accountability in the future. With the publication
of the third King Report (King III), this requirement was taken even
further in that the report stated that strategy, risk, performance and
sustainability have become inseparable and have resulted in the need
for integrated reporting which deals with economic, environmental,
social and governance issues. The trend towards greater transparency
and accountability in public reporting is reflected in a progression
towards more comprehensive disclosure of organisational performance
to include the environmental, social and economic dimensions of the
entity’s activities, as either a separate report or as a dedicated section
in the annual report. Accordingly, for the first time SALGA is including
herewith information regarding its sustainability and corporate citizenry
efforts undertaken in the period under review.

5.2

SALGA NATIONAL

In alignment with SALGA’s commitment to mitigate the impact
of climate change, SALGA’s new National Office in Garsfontein
Avenue, Pretoria, occupied on 1 November 2010, was designed and
constructed in accordance with ‘green building’ principles. A report
from the developer indicates that the following interventions were
incorporated in designing and building the premises:
•
		
		
		
•
		
•
		
•
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The engagement of a Green Star Professional from the
Council for Scientific and Industrial Research (CSIR)
who assisted the project team with integration of the Green
Star SA objectives.
Commissioning initiatives ensuring optimum comfort and
energy-efficient services for occupants of the building.
Ample amounts of outside air in order to counteract the
build-up of indoor pollutants.
The effective delivery of optimal quality air to all occupied
areas of the building.

SALGA

•
Response monitoring of carbon dioxide levels to ensure
		
delivery of optimal quantities of outside air.
•
The avoidance of ‘low-frequency flicker’ that may be
		
associated with fluorescent lighting.
•
Office lighting that is practical and efficient yet not
		overly designed.
•
The provision to occupants of a visual connection to the
		external environment.
•
The achievement of a high level of thermal comfort.
•
The facilitation of individual controls for thermal comfort.
•
Interior finishes that minimise levels of volatile organic
		
compounds in the building.
•
The use of products with low formaldehyde emission levels.
•
The minimisation of the greenhouse gas emissions
		 associated with operational energy consumption and the
		
maximisation of potential operational energy-efficiency.
•
Energy sub-metering to facilitate the ongoing management of
		energy consumption.
•
The provision of artificial lighting with minimal
		energy consumption.
•
Greater flexibility for light switching to easily light occupied
		areas only.
•
The reduction of peak demand on the energy-supply
		infrastructure.
•
Construction adjacent to community amenities in order to
		
reduce the overall number of automobile trips.
•
The reduction and monitoring of potable water consumption,
		 as well as the monitoring of the use of same for
		landscape irrigation.
•
The reduction of potable water consumption from heat
		rejection systems.
•
Storage space that facilitates the recycling of resources used
		
within the building in order to reduce disposal waste.
•
The reduction of embodied energy and resource depletion
		
occurring through the use of concrete.
•
The use of timber products certified in terms of
		
environmentally-responsible forest management practices.
•
The use of approved refrigerants, insolvents and other
		
gases that do not contribute to the long-term damage of the
		Earth’s stratospheric ozone layer.
• The minimising of discharge to the municipal sewerage system.
•
The minimising of light pollution into the night sky.
•
The elimination of the risk of Legionnaires’ disease.
•
The use of generators that minimise harmful emissions.
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5.3

SALGA PROVINCIAL OFFICES

Celebrations of SALGA’s offices for Mandela Day 2010:

SALGA FREE STATE

SALGA NATIONAL

The staff at the SALGA Free State office do not dispose of printing
paper and newspapers via the garbage bins, but rather collect these
separately for collection by arranged recycling centre/s.

SALGA’s National Office in Pretoria, in partnership with the City of
Tshwane, cleaned Kumbuyane Park in Olievenhoutbosch, as well
as visiting the children’s ward of Kalafong Hospital with donations
collected by the staff.

SALGA WESTERN CAPE
•
•
•
		
		
		
•
		
•
		
		
•
		
•
		
•
		

No longer uses bottled water for meetings and workshops.
Has replaced standard light bulbs with energy-saving bulbs.
Minimises printing on paper insofar as possible, with
management and staff meetings now being ‘paperless’ and
agendas and reports being printed once and then displayed
on data-projectors for viewing.
All individual evidence file documents have been
electronically scanned to eliminate paper waste.
Lift-sharing arrangements to business workshops and
meetings are undertaken whenever possible in order to cut
travel costs as well as decrease air pollution.
The Programme Manager: MIS is implementing and
managing tin, glass, paper and newspaper recycling projects.
All lights are switched off in the afternoon by the last person
leaving the offices.
The air conditioner is switched off between 18h00 and
06h00 on a daily basis.

5.4

MANDELA DAY 2010

Mandela Day is about creating a global movement for good, which
recognises – as Mr Nelson Mandela does – that positive change
begins with small, selfless, individual actions. Mandela Day serves as a
catalyst for people around the world to realise that each and every one
of us have the ability to change the world through small actions. On
Mr Mandela’s birthday each year on 18 July each, he has requested
as his ‘gift’ that people donate at least 67 minutes of their time in
service to their communities – with ‘67’ being a symbolic number that
represents the number of years Mr Mandela was actively involved in
social activism in South Africa.
The SALGA National Members Assembly (NMA), held in Kimberley
in May 2010, resolved that local government, through SALGA, would
actively support Nelson Mandela Day. The activities for 2010/2011
were appropriately themed `Make Every Day a Mandela Day’. In
implementing these resolutions SALGA, in partnership with the
Nelson Mandela Foundation and the 46664 organisation compiled
guidelines for local government participation in Nelson Mandela Day,
incorporating the theme for the day into local government’s specific
focus of ‘Towards safe community recreational areas’.

SALGA
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SALGA EASTERN CAPE
SALGA Eastern Cape partnered with Buffalo City Municipality and
the Department of Public Safety in the Eastern Cape Province and
celebrated Mandela Day 2010 on 16 July 2010 by way of various
activities. These included the cleaning and beautification of Breidbach
Cemetery and the playground at Pots Dam, as well as the handing over
of playground equipment to and providing lunch for 75 of the children
from the Mdantsane Children’s Home.
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SALGA LIMPOPO:
The Mogalakwena Local Municipality and SALGA Limpopo partnered
to develop a sportsground for both netball and soccer for Seshoatlha
High School and the community of Mokamole. New goalposts were
jointly erected and the Mayor of Mogalakwena Local Municipality also
gave away soccer balls and vuvuzelas.

SALGA
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SALGA NORTHERN CAPE:

SALGA MPUMALANGA

SALGA Northern Cape, in collaboration with Dikgatlhong Local
Municipality, visited the Longlands crèche where they collectively
painted the building and fixed-up the playground, which included
setting up a foot-crossing for the children.

SALGA Mpumalanga visited Mama Esther Nkosi’s home for foster
children. The home is based on an old military ground and aims
to provide shelter, meals and schooling for 94 homeless and/or
underprivileged children between the ages of three-months and 18
years. The children are taught to bake bread and biscuits, which are
sold to contribute towards the cost of meals and Mama Esther also
manages a successful production line of various sewn items, as well
as food gardens that supply the school as well as local stores. SALGA
Mpumalanga opened their hearts to this organisation by donating,
clothes, mattresses, blankets, food and time and of this initiative they
say: “Our hearts were forever touched by these children – they are
living in such poor circumstances but their spirits are as high as the
heavens above”.

SALGA NORTH WEST:
SALGA North West visited an orphanage in Rockies Drift.
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SALGA WESTERN CAPE
SALGA Western Cape spent celebrated Mandela Day by visiting
the Red Cross Children Hospital in Observatory, where the staff
handed over a collection of teddy-bears to the delighted children.
Thereafter, the staff set to work washing the windows of the
accommodation facilities which house the visiting parents of the
hospitalised sick children.

SALGA
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SALGA OFFICES

EASTERN CAPE:
Tel: (043) 727 1150 | Fax: (043) 727 1156/67
Physical Address: First Floor, 3 Berea Terrace, Berea, East London, 5214
Postal Address: PO Box 19511, East London, 5214

FREE STATE:
Tel: (051) 447 1960 | Fax: (051) 430 8250
Physical Address: SALGA House, cnr.Nelson Mandela Drive & East Burger Str, Bloemfontein, 9300
Postal Address: PO Box 14, Bloemfontein, 9300

GAUTENG:
Tel: (011) 276 1150 | Fax: (011) 276 3636/7
Physical Address: 3rd Floor Braampark Forum 2, 33 Hoofd Street, Braamfontein, 2017
Postal Address: PO Box 32161, Braamfontein, 2017

KWAZULU NATAL:
Tel: (031) 361 1236 | Fax: (031) 361 1234
Physical Address: 202 Transnet Building, 3rd Floor, Smith Street, Durban, 4000
Postal Address: PO Box 1525, Durban, 4000

LIMPOMPO:
Tel: (015) 291 1400 | Fax: (015) 291 1414
Physical Address: 2nd Floor, 49 Standard Bank Building, cnr.Landros Mare and Thabo Mbeki Str, Polokwane, 0699
Postal Address: Private Bag X 9523, Polokwane, 0700

MPUMALANGA:
Tel: (013) 752 1200 | Fax: (013) 752 5595
Physical Address: Salga House, 11 van Rensburg Street, Nelspruit, 1200
Postal Address: PO Box 1693, Nelspruit, 1200

NORTH WEST:
Tel: (018) 462 5290 | Fax: (018) 462 4662
Physical Address: Jade Square, Suite 400, cnr OR Thambo & Margaretha Prinsloo Street, Klerksdorp, 2570
Postal Address: PO Box 1286, Klerksdorp, 2570

NORTHERN CAPE:
Tel: (053) 833 2505 | Fax: (053) 833 3828
Physical Address: Crescent House 1&2, D` Arcy Street, Kimberley, 8300
Postal Address: PO Box 3183, Kimberley, 8300

WESTERN CAPE:
Tel: (021) 469 9800 | Fax: (021) 461 1936
Physical Address: SALGA Western Cape & Parliamentary Offices, 11 Adderley Street, 7th Floor, Cape Town, 8000
Postal Address: PO Box 185, Cape Town, 8000
The 2010/11 SALGA Annual Report is also available on our website - www.salga.org.za
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